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Bonus Issue on Productivity Software
including:
Word Processors, Spreadsheets,
Databases, Communications, TSRs

Eureka: The sotver·
How to use Eureka:
nyone and
The Solver
everyone who
It's easy.
routinely works with 1. Enter your equation into
equations needs
the full-screen editor
2. Select the "Solve" command
Eureka: The Solver

A

It solves the most com
plex equations in seconds.
Whether you're a scientist,
engineer, financial analyst,
student, teacher, or some
other professional, you
need Eureka: The Solver!

3. Look at the answer
4. You're done

You can then tell Eureka to
• Evaluate your solution
• Plot a graph
• Generate a report, then send the
output to your printer, disk file
or screen
• Or all of the above

Any problem that can be
expressed as a linear or non-linear
equation can be solved with Eureka.
Algebra, Trigonometry and Calculus
problems are a snap.
Eureka: The Solver also handles
maximization and minimization
problems, does plot functions,
generates reports, and saves you
an incredible amount of time.

X+exp(X) = 10
solved instantly instead
of eventually!

Eureka: The Solver includes

B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B

A full-screen editor
Pull-down menus
Context-sensitive Help
On-screen calculator
Automatic 8087 math
co-processor chip support
Powerful financial functions
Built-in and user-defined
math and financial functions
Ability to generate reports
complete with plots and lists
Polynomial finder
Inequality solutions

Imagine you have to "solve
B
for X," where X + exp(X) = 10, and
you don't have Eureka: The Solver.
·introductory price-good through July
What you do have is a problem,
because it's going to take a lot of
95r"
011IY 99· .
time guessing at "X." Maybe your
guesses get closer and closer to the
right answer, but it's also getting
closer and closer to midnight and
you're doing it the hard way.
With Eureka: The Solver, there's
no guessing, no dancing in the dark
you get the right answer, right
now. (PS: X = 2.0705799, and
Eureka solved that one in .4
of a second!)
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(800)255-8008
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in CA (800) 742-1133 in Canada (800) 237-7136
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Some of Eureka's
key features
You can key in:
A formula or formulas
A series of equations-and
solve for all variables
B Constraints (like X has to be
<or= 2)
B A function to plot

B
B

B
B

Unit conversions
Maximization and minimization
problems

B

Interest Rate I Present Value
calculations
Variables we call 'What hap
pens?," like "What happens if I
change this variable to 21 and
that variable to 27?"

B

All this power for only
$99.95!
Equation-solving used to be a
mainframe problem, but we've
solved that problem.
Eureka: The Solver is all you
need-and it's yours for only
$99.95!
That kind of savings you can
calculate with your fingers!
System requirements
IBM PC. AT. XT. Portable. 3270 or true compatibles.
PC ·DOS (MS-DOS) 2.0 and later. 384K.

Turbo C®
urbo C: The

T
fastest most
efficient and easy
to-use C compiler at
any price
Compilation speed is more than
7000 lines a minute, which makes
anything less than Turbo C an
exercise in slow motion. Expect
what only Borland delivers: Quality,
Speed, Power and Price.

Turbo C: The C compiler
for amateurs and
professionals
If you're just beginning and
you've "kinda wanted to learn C,"
now's your chance to do it the easy
way. Like Turbo Pascal, Turbo Cs
got everything to get you going.
If you're already programming
in C, switching to Turbo C will
considerably increase your
productivity and help make your
programs both smaller and faster.
Actually, writing in Turbo C is a
highly productive and effective
method-and we speak from exper
ience. Eureka: The Solver and our
new generation of softvvare have
been developed using Turbo C.

Turbo C: a complete
interactive development
Like Turbo
Pascal and
Turbo Prolog,
Turbo C comes
with an interactive editor that will
show you syntax errors right in your
source code. Developing, debug
ging, and running a Turbo C
program is a snap.

Turbo C: The C compiler
everybody's been
waiting for. Everybody
but the competition
Borland's "Quality, Speed, Power
and Price" commitment isn't idle
corporate chatter. The $99.95 price
tag on Turbo C isn't a "typo," it's
real. So if you'd like to learn C in a
hurry, pick up the phone. If you're
already using C, switch to Turbo C
and see the difference for yourself
System requirements
IBM PC. XT, AT and true compatibles. PC-DOS (MS
DOS) 2.0 or later. One floppy drive. 320K.

Microsoft- C

Lattice C

Compile time

3.89

76.37

73.90

Compile and link time

9.94

29.06

27.79

Execution time

S. 77

9.57

73.79

Object code size

274

297

307

Price

$99.95

$450.00

$500.00

Benchmark run on a 6 Mhz IBM AT using Turbo C version 7.0 and the Turbo
Linker version 7.0; Microsoft C versi:Jn 4.0 and the MS overlay linker ve1sion
3.5 1; Lattice C ve1Sion 3. 7 and the MS object linker version 3.05.
All Borland products are trademarks or registered trademarks of Borland lntemational, Inc. or

BorlandIAnalytica, Inc. Other brand and plodvct names are trademarks or registered trademarks
Copyright 1987 Borland International 81·1103C

for the dealer nearest

caU(S00)255·S008
CA (800) 742-1133
canada (800) 231-1136

B

Interactive Editor: The system
includes a powerful, interactive full
screen text editor. If the compiler
detects an error, the editor auto
matically positions the cursor
appropriately in the source code.

B

Development Environment: A
powerful "Make" is included so
that managing Turbo C program
development is highly efficient.
Also includes pull-down menus
and windows.

B

Links with relocatable object
modules created using Borland's
Turbo Prolog into a single program.

B

ANSI C compatible.

Free /Wicroca1c
w:Creadsheet
source cocte

Turbo C

'JO"• al to orde' bY pholl•

Compiler: One-pass compiler
generating linkable object modules
and inline assembler. Included is
Borland's high performance " Turbo
Linker." The object module is com
patible with the PC-DOS linker. Sup
ports tiny, small, compact, medium,
large, and huge memory model
libraries. Can mix models with near
and far pointers. Includes floating
point emulator (utilizes 8087180287
if installed).

r::---.....:e::nvironment

Sieve benchmark (25 iterations)

of their respective holders.

Technical Specifications

B

51*
only $99.9 .

@' Start-up routine source code
included.
@' Both command line and integrated
environment versions included.
"Introductory price-good through July 1, 198 7

Turbo Basic·
ntroducing Turbo
Basic, the high
speed BASIC you'd
expect from
Borland!

I

It's the BASIC compiler you've
been waiting for. And it's so fast
that you'll never have to wait
again.
Turbo Basic is a complete devel
opment environment; it includes a
lightning-fast compiler, an inter
active editor, and a trace debug
ging system.
Because Turbo Basic is compat
ible with BAS/CA, chances are that
you already know how to use
Turbo Basic.

With Turbo Bask your
only speed is 11Full
Speed Ahead11!
You probably already know us
for both Turbo Pascar and Turbo
Prolog.'" Well, we've done it again!
We created Turbo Basic,
because BASIC doesn't have to be
slow.
In fact, building fast compilers is
a Borland specialty; both our Turbo
Pascal and our Turbo Prolog out
perform all their rivals by factors,
and with Turbo Basic, we're proud
to introduce the first high-speed
BASIC compiler for the IBM"PC. If
BASIC taught you how to walk,
Turbo Basic will teach you how
to run/

The Critics' Choice
' ' Borland has succeeded in
stretching the language without
weighing us down with unneces
sary details . . . Turbo Basic is the
answer to my wish for a simple yet
blindingly fast recreational utility
language .. . The one language
you can't forget how to use, Turbo
Basic is a computer language for
the missus, the masters, the
masses, and me.
Steve Gibson, lnfoWorld

Borland's Turbo Basic has advan
tages over the Microsoft product,
including support of the h1gh
speed 8087 math chip.
John C. Dvorak !J !J
61-1103(

Turbo Basic ends the
basic confusion
There's now one standard:
Turbo Basic.
It's fast, BAS/CA-compatible, and
because Turbo Basic is a Borland
product, the price is right, the .
quality is there, and the power ts
at your fingertips. You see, ~urbo
Basie's part of the fast-growmg
Borland family of programming
languages-we call it the 'Turbo
Family." Hundreds of thousands of
users are already using Borland's
languages, so you can't go w_rong.
So join a whole new generation of
smart IBM PC users-get your
copy of Turbo Basic today. You get
an easy-to-read 300+ page
manual, two disks, and a free
MicroCalc spreadsheet-and an
instant start in the fast new world
of Turbo Basic. All of this for only
$99.95-0rder your copy of Turbo
Basic today!
Free spreadsheet included,
complete with source code!
Yes, we've included MicroCalc, our sample
spreadsheet. complete with source code.
so that you can get started right away with
a "real program. " You can compile and run
it "as is," or modify it.

9 5'
onlY 99· ·

s

A technical look at
Turbo Basic

l'?f
l'?f

Full recursion supported
Standard IEEE floating-point
format

l'?f

Floating-point support, with full
8087 (math co-processor)
integration. Sotiware emulation if
no 8087 present

l'?f

Program size limited only by
available memory (no 64K
limitation)

l'?f
l'?f

EGA and CGA support
Access to local, static, and global
variables

l'?f

Full integration of the compiler,
editor, and executable program,
with separate windows for
editing, messages, tracing, and
execution

l'?f

Compile, run -time, and 110 errors
place you in the source code
where error occurred
New long integer (32 -bit) data
type

l'?f
l'?f

Full 80-bit precision

~ Pull-down menus
~ Full window management

System requirements
IBM PC. Xl: AT and true compatibles. PC-DOS IMS
005) 2.0 or later. One floppy drive, 256K.

Da.ftav• The Database
.11.~l.l~A• Manager
eflex is the
acclaimed,
high-performance
database manager
that's so advanced
it's easy to use!

R

For Finance/Accounting:
•
•
•
•

Reflex: The Workshop
adds 22 templates
to your business
repertoire

Reflex: the high
perlormance, state
of-the-art database
manager

For Administration:

Whether you manage mailing
lists, customer files, or you are in
charge of your company's budgets,
Reflex is the database manager that
you've been waiting for. Reflex lets
Only
you organize, analyze and report in
$69.95!
formation faster and easier than
ever before.
Reflex extends database manYou get 22 different ways to
agement with business graphics.
run your business-instantly. The
Because a picture is often worth a
formats are all there. All you do is
1000 words, Reflex lets you extract
enter your own numbers. A superb
the critical information buried in
business tool.
mountains of data. With Reflex,
when you look, you see.
System requirements
1

Reflex: the critks' choice

" . . . if you use a PC, you should

Reflex: The DatabaseManager. IBM PC. AT. XT. or true
compatibles. PC·DOS (MS-DOS} 2.0 and /a te' IBM
CGA Hercules Monochrome Card, orequivalent. 3841(
Reflex: The Workshop: Req uires Reflex: The
Database Manager. 3B4K.

know about Reflex. Reflex and
Reflex Workshop may be the best
bargain in software today.

Jerry Pournelle, BYTE 11/86

Everyone agrees that Reflex is the
best-looking database they've
ever seen.
Adam B. Green. lnfoWorld
The next generation of software
has officially arrived.
Peter Norton, PC Week ' '

Reflex: don't use your
PC without it!
Join hundreds of thousands
of enthusiastic Reflex users and
experience the power and ease
of-use of Borland's awardwinning Reflex.

For the dealer nearest you or to order by phone calf

(800)255-8008
61- 110 3(

•
•
•
•
•
•

Business Expense Tracking
Petty Cash Tracking
Line of Credit Tracking and Analysis
Accounts Receivable Tracking and
Aging Analysis
Purchase Order Entry and Analysis
Purchase Order Tracking System
Leasing Inventory/Management
Asset Inventory Tracking
Cash Management Trial Balance
Commercial Real Estate Tracking
and Analysis

in CA (800) 742-1133 in Canada (800) 237- 1136

Inquiry 15 for End-Users. lnquir)· 16 for DEALERS ONLY.

•
•
•
•
•

Mail Lists
Appointment Scheduling
Applicant Tracking and Inquiry System
Facilities Planning
Project Scheduling

For Sales & Marketing:
•
•
•
•

Sales Lead Tracking and Analysis
Store Check Inventory Analysis
Sales Analysis
Trend Analysis

For Production & Operations:
• Manufacturing Quality Assurance Tracking
• Assembly Repair Turnaround Tracking
• Product Cost Analysis and Control
U Reflex does the job. Workshop
shows you applications. The 400-page
book that comes with Workshop has
sections on creating accounting
systems; inventory control,· business
expense reports; real estate manage
ment; production; operation and quality
control; and iust a whole bunch of
other stuff.
Jerry Pournelle, BYTE 11186

Print Master

lets people share printers

expensive resources - your
people, your computers and your
printers-with Print Master by
BayTech. Not only does it let your
people and computers share all
of your printers, its buffer keeps
them working instead of waiting.

Non-buffered models from $339.
GSA pricing available.

Want details?

e 1yr, d1
l'T1n1 \11 ,,,

nur

! ~ :;-----------~ j
Print Master keeps
everything running

Easy to set up,
easy to use
Initial setup is menu
prompted and allows you to
configure Print Master to your
application . You decide which
ports are input and which are
output. You also set such
functions as baud rates,
handshaking, timeout, how
you select a printer, etc.
After setup, you simply
cable Print Master between your
computers and printers, and
you're ready to go. BayTech's
Memory Resident Program lets
your PC users select printers via
function keys that correspond to
a menu window.

Contact your dealer or
Bay Technical Associates for
information about Print Master
and BayTech's complete line of
data communications products,
proudly made in the U.S.A.

All users can send data
simultaneously to Print Master's
dynamically allocated buffer,
keeping your people and com
puters working. This first-in
first-out buffer also sends data
to all printers simultaneously
to keep them running at full
capacity. The buffer size? A big
512K that's expandable to
one megabyte.

Eleven models with
serial and parallel
An advantage of Print
Master is its flexibility: Any
port can be a computer port
or a printer port. Choose from
eleven models with different
combinations of serial and
parallel ports. Print Master
internally converts serial to
parallel and vice versa on
combination serial/parallel
models. Six ports, $795. Eight
ports, $895. Ten ports , $995.

BayTech
Bay Technical Associates, Inc.
Data Communications l'ivducts Division
200 N Second St.. PO. Box 387
Bay Saint Louis, Mississippi 39520
Telex 910·333·1618 BA YTECH
!'hone 601-467-8231 or

800-523-2702

Inquiry 13 fo r End-Users. Inquiry 14 fo r DEALERS ONLY.
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DISCOVER UPTIME. You deserve the best from vour
computer. Have the best and save the most with UPTI~IE.

We make it easy and inexpensive - a disk each month.
You deserve value. At UPTIJ\!E we believe in value. That's
why each month 30,000 people like you enjoy a disk
packed full of programs and information.
Make life easier & get more from your computer.
Organize your life and be more productive with
home management and finance pro
grams.' Have fun learning with o ur
educational programs and fun
relaxing with games and ad
ventures. You will find

business, graph
ics, utilities
& more!

At least eight great programs on every disk.
What's the opposite of "downtime"? It's UP
TIME, of course. Just imagine ... a disk each
and every month, delivered right to your door
and packed with programs for your micro.
Subscribe now, with our introductory offer!
Satisfaction guaranteed, or your money back.
Make the very next disk yours! Fill in the
coupon and return it to us, or simply
call. We'll start your UPT!ivlE subscrip
tion immediately.

Call

1-800-437-0033
Todav!
J
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EDITORIAL

You read BYTE-and we work hard to
produce it-because we all share a fasci
nation with personal computers. But our
machines are more than objects of inter
est-they make us more productive, too.
And the component that generates that
higher productivity is software.
The results of our readership surveys
show that BYTE readers own an average
of 22 software packages . Nearly 90 per
cent of you use word-processing pro
grams, along with spreadsheets, statisti
cal packages, database managers,
telecommunications software, and many
others .
We know, therefore, that you need ex
tensive coverage of the latest develop
ments in application software. You want
to know how the steady forward march of
hardware horsepower is being translated
into more efficient software to help you
do your work.
We cover developments in software in
every issue . However, this software
coverage is mixed with articles on hard
ware technology and articles on system
software. We've long felt the need to cov- ·
er application software in one uninter
rupted forum. We thus created this spe
cial, extra issue devoted in its entirety to
examining software that helps us use our
computers to accomplish more work.
We think this issue, with its focus on
today's most advanced and sophisticated
software, can help you become even more
productive with your microcomputer.
This unique forum examining the latest
application software may be just the be
ginning. As such, we chose mainstream
software genres-word processing,
spreadsheets, database managers, tele
communications, and accounting-for
our exploration. In future issues, we plan
to cover more specialized genres, like sta
tistics, project management, CAD, engi
neering, finance, and many others .

The Future
Our coverage of application software
moves in two directions. The feature arti
cles that open the issue attempt to
glimpse the future to provide a preview of
what the programs we'll all be using in a
few years might look like. We've enlisted
the aid of people who have a good track
record in knowing what software tomor
row might bring.
Bill Gates of Microsoft has made mil
lions creating system software, but these
days he thinks a lot about application soft
ware, too. His article "Beyond Macro
Processing" attempts to explain what he
thinks is a logical evolutionary next step
for application software architectures .
Oates's scheme may lead to applications
that easily share data and to programs that
6
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can use the same user-written, macro
like routines.
Philippe Kahn's Borland International
gave the world software that spans appli
cations and utilities. Borland' s attempt to
solve the memory-resident program bat
tles for memory and interrupts led to the
creation of an application program inter
face that Kahn and Steven Boye describe
in an article about SideKick Plus. Lotus
Development Corporation has come up
with a similar method to deal with the
problem of proliferating TSRs . They
could not provide us with complete de
tails about their plan, however, in time
for this issue.
Dave Kruglinski writes about the dif
ferences between the relational and net
work model for database managers. Ezra
Shapiro looks at some useful programs
you may not have heard of. Research pros
from Datapro in New Jersey speculate on
the promise of application software and
discover three major trends that will be
come increasingly evident in evolving
software. Looking out for accounting
software design flaws is the realm ex
plored by Gary Hedge in his article.

The Present
The second direction covered in this issue
is current software. We've' called on our
most trusted reviewers and assigned them
the task of doing roundup reviews of
products in several categories. We asked
them to concentrate on the advanced and
sophisticated. features of the programs in
a given group. In word processing, for
example, you dcin't want to know about
insert and delete; you want to learn about
kerning and PostScript output.
These reviews examine programs with
an eye to both features and performance.
We've come up with some new perfor
mance measurements that show the
strengths and weaknesses of many of the
programs tested.
The reviews rely on the skills of some
of the most knowledgeable people in the
computer journalism business-Phillip
Robinson, Rich Malloy, Charles Spez
zano, Brock Meeks, and Jon Edwards.
Collectively, they have been using and
writing about microcomputer software
for 35 years.

The Judges
The final judgment on the utility of this
issue, however, must be made by you. If
you find this all-application-software ap
proach useful, please let us know. We
also want to know what applications in
terest you most so that future application
software issues can examine the programs
you need to learn more about.

-G. Michael Vose
Senior Technical Editor
B Y T E Bonus Edition
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MathCAD turns your PC i.Iito
an electronic scratchpad. ·

"MathCAD is a real gem of a software package .. .
a program that breaks new ground ... the starter
ofa new software category." The New York Times
It's the first numeric software that works
like a word processor. The first software of its kind
that's not a programming language.Think of it as
the first WYSIWYG calculator. For the first time ever,

equations as they're typed, it instantlycalculates .··
the results. Sounds simple? It is. In fact,
·
IEEE Software writes, "It's fun , and it's
->
much easier to use MathCAD
. ::~~~~·· ~ ~ .....
than anything you've ever
:::;;:,ti?J.&"7 ,~_.,,;:;__-,_- ·.. _
used before."
· -......] .....~__.,,._, .. ........ ·•
"It has a free form style
. A ••s-,,.::~..

MathCAD lets you do calculations on your PC in real

that lets you just sit
down in front of the PC
and do the work you probably
bought the computer for in the first
place." PC Magazine
MathCAD is much faster and easier than
doing calculations by hand or writing programs.
And unlike a calculator, MathCAD lets you see and
recordevery step. You can add text anywhere to
support your work. And print or save your entire
calculation as an integrated document that anyone
can understand.
"It s hard to do justice to this so ftware in any re
view. You feel like you 've just discovered the power
of a computer for the first time." IEEE Software
What kind of calculations can youdo with
MathCAD? Anything you have a formula for. As
IEEE Software writes, "Its versatilityseems unlim
ited." With its wide range of built-in functions,
MathCAD can handle everything from simple

math notation, as simply as on a scratchpad.
"MathCAD is likely to be a trendsetter. Its combi
nation ofmathematic power and what-you-see
is-what-you-get interface makes it an excellent
tool ... " PC Week
MathCAD lets you combine equations, graphics and text just like you do on paper. You can input
formulas directly and edit equations interactively
right on the screen. Just place the cursor anywhere
and start typing. MathCAD not only formats your

re•

Requi res IBM
or compatible. 512KB RAM, graphics card.
IBM PC• International BusinessMachines Corporation .

MathCADN MathSoft. Inc.
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math to
your most
sophisticated
problems.
Use MathCAD
to calculate your
mortgage payments,
to solve a heat trans
..... "''l.."'
fer problem, or to
model electrical circuit
parameters.
" ... if I dealt frequently with
numbers, I wouldn't wait ... to
get my copy." The New York Times
Why spend another minute doing calcula
tions by hand or writing and debugging programs?
Put MathCAD to work for you and find out why
PC M~azine writes, "Warning: it could prove
addictive." Once you've tried MathCAD, it's hard to
imagine how youever got along without it.
To order MathCAD at just $249, call us today at:

1-800-MathCAD
(In Massachusetts: 617-577-1017)

Math CAD
MathSort, Inc., I Kendall Sq., Cambridge, MA 02139
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The corporation wants power.
Individuals want ease-of-use.
Put those two qualities in asingle
database and what have you got?
The overwhelming
industry standard.

AsH1DN ·lATE

-

- - --

dB~ A C"C

noc

III PLUS
-

- --

- -- -

Thedatamanagementstandard.

And the standard
that won't overwhelm
individuals.
dBASE III PLUS™ from
Ashton-Tate~

More corporations choose it than all
the other databases combined. Because
they want broad compatibility across the
whole company. And true networking
capability.And the opportunity to unify
their support and training resources.
In short, they want one product that's
flexible and powerful enough to meet the
needs of all.
And with dBASE III PLUS, they get it
all. Plus the broadest third-party support
8
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The Industry Standard

in the industry.You see, more applications
are written for dBASE®than for any other
database. So in many cases, the appli
cations you need are already available.
More individuals choose dBASE as well.
Because we've made it easier for
individuals to use. Particularly the sort
who get queasy when they think they
might have to program.
They can start using dBASE without
BYTE Bonus Edition
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command. Complex commands
can also be stored for automatic use
by our"history"capability.
Best of all, we've added these
ease-of-use features without
alienating the people who
madedBASE the
industry standard

ASHTON ·TATE

dBASE III PLUS
The dara managemem standard.

in the first
place. The advanced
users and programmers.Who still
get all the power and programming
features they need to develop their
The!ndimdual's Standard
sophisticated applications.
any programming experience. Because
So ifyou're looking at databases from
the Assistant feature, with its pull-down either the corporate or the individual
menus, guides them step-by-step through perspective, your choice is simple.
the creation and use ofadatabase.
dBASE III PLUS.
When they're ready to create applicaOr dBASE III PLUS.
tions, our Applications Generator writes
For the authorized Ashton-Tate dealer
the code.
. nearest you call (800) 437-4329, Ext. 282~
And to make the complex even simpler,
·,,\,\\ ASH.--:ON .TATE~·
we have catalogs that let them recall
~\\~
i •
· 11 l1
relationships among files with asingle
'In Colorado and oulside oflhc ll.S .. call (!JO:J) 7!)!).,!!JOO, E.xlcnsion 282.'fradcmarks/owncr: d8:\SE.dBASE Ill PLUS,
1\shto11·Thtc/Ashlon ·'n1lc. © l!J86 :\shtun 'r.llc. All rights reserved.
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Beyond Macro Processing
A strategy for customizing applications software

•Bill Gates
Macro languages are a powerful and effective tool to create programs, but they are
limiting in three m~jor ways. First, too many of them exist. Each specific application
has its unique macro language, creating problems for those who must learn
several different macro languages. Second, each macro language is bound to an indi
vidual application. No existing macro language Jets you call routines from several
different applications. Third, macro languages do not have the power and flexibility
of traditional programming languages. With a traditional language, you can ac
cess the hardware directly and perform data manipulation down to the bit level. You
can't do either of these tasks with existing macro languages.
These drawbacks create an opportunity for the industry to move forward to a
more advanced solution. I would like to propose a vision of a software architecture
that would greatly extend the power and scope of macro languages inside applica
tions. First I' II examine the development of macro and traditional languages and their
respective merits and limitations. Then I'll propose a new language and environ
ment with the strengths of both macro and traditional languages .

Macro-Language Development
Macro languages appear in every type of
application, and each has a unique syntax
and set of commands. Programming in
macro languages has become popular due
to the high level of embedded function
ality they provide. Current macro archi
tecture has reached its maturity.
Macro languages are not a recent de
velopment, nor are they unique to spread
sheet applications. One of the first popu
lar applications with a macro language
was dBASE II, which offered users both a
forms orientation and a programming en
vironment. Not all macro languages look
like a programming environment.
You can find macro languages in com
munications packages and word proces
sors. Many communications packages
provide an auto-login feature that is a
form of macro language. Microsoft Word
has a form of macro language called the
style sheet. You can assign a name to var
ious formatting characteristics. Then, by
selecting and applying the name to a
paragraph or document, you can reformat
the text. Perhaps the best known macro
language is in the Lotus 1-2-3 spread
sheet program. While the 1-2-3 macro
language was not the first, it might be the
most widely recognized.
Each of these macro languages adds
considerable functionality to its applicaB Y T E Bonus Edition
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tion. Unfortunately, each is unique. This
causes problems in creating and using
macro programs. You have to learn a new
set of keystrokes or commands with each
new application. You cannot use macros
created for one application in another.
This forces you to start from scratch with
each application and eliminates any con
cept of a general-purpose macro program
library. ·
The problem of unique macro lan
guages becomes most evident in a multi
tasking environment. In present-day sin
gle-tasking environments, you have to
shut down one application before running
the next. During this process, you make a
mental shift to the new application's in
terface and macro language. When you
can run several programs simultaneous
1y; you'll have a difficult time remember
ing the unique macro language for every
application.
Being bound to a single application is
the most limiting factor of the present
macro-language architecture . Within
each application, you can write programs
using the power and functions of that spe
cific application. You cannot write pro
grams to combine the unique strengths of
several applications.
Macro -languages are evolving toward
traditional programming languages.
They incorporate many features of tradi

tional programming languages. Branch
ing constructs and file input and output
are now standard . However, macro lan
guages still do not provide low-level ac
cess to system resources.

Evolving Syntax
Macro-language syntax is also evolving
from a keystroke orientation to a keyword
orientation. Many of the original macro
Janguage programs were files containing
a series of keystrokes. The application
would simply play the stored keystrokes
at the user's request. To simplify the cre
ation of macros, applications frequently
included a record mode. When turned
on, the record mode would capture all the
subsequent keystrokes and store them in a
file. A user would later ask the program
to replay the file . Users never needed to
know what was in the file . Even without a
record mode , the programs were easy to
create because the programming com
mands were identical to the program's
commands.
The drawbacks of a keystroke syntax
are difficulties in the readability and
maintenance of macro programs. An ex
ample from a keystroke-style program
might be /RNCdatabase. This calls the
Range, then Name, then Create menu
choices and creates a new range named
database. Small programs using this
syntax would be easy to create and modi
fy. But a large program of these macros
would be difficult to create and maintain .
Traditional languages use a keyword
oriented syntax . Each procedure and
function is accessed by a command or
keyword. An example from a keyword
sty le program could be SET. NAME
("database" , Cl:D15). This command
names cells Cl through Dl5 "database."
The evolution from keystrokes to key
words and the addition of branching and
file 1/0 can be seen in the differences be
cominued

Bill Gates is the chairman of Microsoft
Corp. , 16011Northeast36th Way, P.O.
Box 97017, Redmond, WA 98073-9717.
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create using a macro language.
The 14-line macro program from
Microsoft Excel (see figure 3) demon
strates a table lookup program. The same
program in any traditional language
would be much longer.
Macro languages have fully exploited
the capabilities oftheir existing architec
ture. The problems they now face-too
many of them, all different, bound to a
single application-cannot be overcome

tween the macro syntax of Lotus 1-2-3
versions 1Aand2 (see figures 1 and 2).
Macro languages are popular because
of their high level of embedded function
ality. The application becomes a rich
subroutine library that the macro pro
gram can access. You don't have to write
all the routines from scratch. Complex
routines such as sorting, formatting, and
table lookup are already available. Many
programs are much shorter and easier to

/XI

IXG
!XO
!XC
/XR
/XL
/XN
/XM

is equivalent to the IF command
is equivalent to the BRANCH command
· is equivalent to the QUIT command
is equivalent to the SUBROUTINE_NAME command
is equivalent to the RETURN command
is equivalent to the GETLABEL command
is equivalent to the GETNUM BER command
is equivalent to the MENUBR ANCH command

Figure 1: Macros in Lotus 1-2-3 version IA.

[BEEP)
[BLANK)
[BRANCH)
[BREAKOFFJ
[BREAKON J
[CLOSE)
[CONTENTS)
[DEFINE)
[DISPATCH )
[FILESIZE)
[FOR )
[FORBREAK )
[GET)
[GETLABEL)

[GETNUMBER )
[GETPOS)
[IF)
[INDICATE)
[LET)
[LOOK)
[MENU BRANCH)
[MENUCALL )
[ON ERROR)
[OPEN )
[PANNELOFF)
[PAN NELON)
[PUT)
[WRITELN )

[QUIT)
[READ )
[READLN)
[RECALC)
[RECALCCOL)
.[RESTART)
[RETURN)
[SETPOS)
[SU BROUTI NE_NAME)
[WAIT)
[WINDONSOFF)
[WIN DONSON)
[WRITE)

Figure 2: Lotus 1-2-3 version 2 macros.

Command Animal_Babies
WindowTitle
="Namesof Animal Babies"
="Try another (Y or N)?"
continue
correct
="Tha t's right!'! "
=SET. NAME(" animals", D 1: EB)
select
=INT(RAND( )*8)+ 1
animal
= INDEX(animals,select, 1)
baby
=IN DEX(animals,select,2)
prompt1 ="What is the name of the offspring of "&animal&"?"
answer
= INPUT(prompt1 ,2 ,WindowTitle)
wrong
="Wrong .. . The name of a "&animal&" 's offspring is "&baby&" ."
prompt2 =I F(answer= baby, correct, wrong)&continue
next
=MID(INPUT(prompt2,2,Window1itle), 1, 1)
=IF( next= "Y" ,G010(select))
= RETURN()

Figure 3: A Microsoft Excel macro program called Animal_J3abies.
Animal_J3abies is a guessing game where the program displays an animal
randomly selected from a table named "animals" and asks the user to guess what
the offspring is called.

without a fresh look at the overall systems
architecture.

Traditional-Language Development
Traditional languages have three primary
advantages over macro languages : primi
tive access to system resources, powerful
development tools, and a large number of
language choices.
The function of a language is to pro
vide access to the system's resources. As
computers have evolved, languages have
grown to provide access to those re
sources . Traditional languages provide
complete access to the operating system,
a graphic user interface, and networking.
Additionally, this access is at a primitive
level. You can manipulate data and re
sources at the bit and byte \eve\. This
depth and breadth of access gives you
complete control over the system.
The traditional programming-language
environment has grown to include power
ful development tools. Compiler and in
terpreter technology have continually
evolved over the last 20 years. New tools
greatly speed the program-development
process. Symbolic debuggers, linkers, li
brary managers, source-code control sys
tems, and sophisticated editors all work
together to create a highly productive
software-development environment .
Dozens of programming languages are
available running under MS-DOS. You
can choose a language to match the re
quirements of the problem to be solved.
Macro-language programmers do not
have this variety . They must use the one
language supplied by the application.
The major limitation of a traditional
language is its inability to access the
powerful routines found inside an appli
cation. The procedures and functions
within an application can be viewed as a
resource of the system in the same man
ner as the operating system's procedures
and functions. Current traditional lan
guages do not let you access this re
source.

The Best of Both Worlds
The best solution to the weaknesses of the
existing macro-language architectures
would be a new programming environ
ment that combines the strengths of both
traditional and macro languages. The
new environment would have the power
and supporting tools of traditional lan
guages as well as the ability to access rou
tines within all applications rather than
just one. This architecture would com
plete the language's function of providing
access to all system resources.
The ability to access the routines of the
application would also provide access to
the application's data. Data would not be
conri1111ed
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10 Important Reasons
C Programmers Use
Our File Manager
1. It's written in C.

7. Royalty free run-time.

Clearly the growing language of
choice for applications that are fast,
portable and efficient. All of
db_VISTA's source code is written in C.

Whether you're developing applications
for yourself or for thousands, you pay
for db_ VISTA or db_QUERY only
once. If you currently pay royalties to
someone else for your hard work, isn't
it time you switched to royalty-free
db_VISTA?

2. It's fast - almost 3 times faster
than a leading competitor.
Fast access that comes from the
unique combination of the B-tree
indexing method and the "network" or
direct "set" relationships between
records. A winning combination for
fast performance.

3. It's flexible.
Because of db VISTA's combination
of access methods, you can program
to your application needs with ultimate
design flexibility. Use db _ VISTA as an
ISAM file manager or to design
database applications. You decide
how to optimize run-time
performance. No other tool gives you
this fle xibility without sacrificing
performance.
db_VISTA is also well behaved to
work with most any other C libraries!

4. It's portable.
db_VISTA operates on most popular
computers and operating systems like
UNIX, MS-DOS and VMS. You can
write applications for micros, minis, or
even mainframes.

5. Complete Source Code
available.
We make our entire C Source Code
available so you can optimize
performance or port to new
environments yourself.

Features
•Multi-user support allows flexibility to run on
local area networks
•File structure is based on the B-tree indexing
method
•Transaction processing assures multi-user
consistency
•File locking support provides read and write
locks
• SQL-based db_QUERY is linkable
•File transfer utilities inclu ded for AS CII ,
dBASE optional
•Royalty-free run -tim e distribution
•Source Code available
•Data Definitionlanguageforspecifying the
content and organization of yourfi les
+Interactive database access utility
•Database consistency check utility
File Management Record
and File Sizes
•Maxi mum record length limited only by acces
sible RAM
• Maximum records per file is 16, 777 ,215
• Maximum file size limited only by available disk
storage
• Maximum of 256 index and data files
• Key length maximum 246 bytes
•No limit on number of key fields per record
• No limit on maximum number of fields per
record
Operating System
& Compiler Support
+Operating systems: MS -DOS , PC-DOS ,
UNIX , XENIX . UNOS, UL TRIX, Microport,
VMS
• C compilers: Lattice, Microsoft, IBM, DeSmet,
Az tec, Computer Innovations, Turbo C. XENIX
and UNIX

B YT E Bonus Edition
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Start out with file management in a
single-user PC environment-then
move up to a multi-user LAN or a VAX
database application with millions of
records. You'll still be using db_VISTA.
That's why so many C programmers
are choosing db_VISTA.

But don't just take our word
for it.
"Raim a's customer support and documentation
are excellent. Source code availability and
royal! y.free run-time is a big plus."

Dave Schmitt, President
Lattice, Inc.
"db_VISTA has prCNed lo be an all-round high
performer in terms of fast execution, flexi bilily and
portability, and has undoubtedly saved us much
time and development effort."

John Adelus, Hewlett-Packard
Office Productivity Division

30-day Money Back Guarantee!
Try db_VISTA in your environment
for 30 days and prove it to yourself. If
not completely satisfied, return itfor a
full refund.

Price Schedule
db_VISTA
0 Single user
0 Single user w/Source

0 Multi-user
0 Multi-userw/Source

$
$
$
$

NEW:
D VAX Multi-user
0 VAX Multi-userw/Source

$ 990
$1980

db_OUERY

195
495
495
990

$
$
$
$

! 95
495
495
990

$ 990
$! 980

Order Now.

Put db_VISTA to work in your
~ application program. Ordering is
' - - - - - - - - - - -- -- - - - ' LU easy-simply call toll-free. We'll answer
your technical questions and get you
8. SQL-based
started. Call today.
Add our new C-linkable, SQL-based,
ad hocqueryand report-writing
companion product to provide a
1 (800) db-RAIMA
simple relational view of your
(800/327-2462) or
db_ VISTA applications. Without
206/828-4636
compromising speed.

db_QUERY''"

Call Toll-Free Today!

6. It uses space efficiently.
db_VISTA lets you precisely define
relationships to minimize redundant
data. It is non-RAM resident; only
those functions necessary for opera
tion become part of the run-time
program.

10. Upward database
compatibility

9.Freetechsupport.
60 days of free technical and application
development support for every Raima
product. Of course, extended support
and training classes are also available
at your place or ours.
Inquiry 64

Ill
~ RAIM~M
~~ CORPOR A T I O N

3055 - I 12th NE, Belle vue, WA 98004 USA
(206) 828-4636 Telex: 650 301 8237 MCI UW
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isolated as spreadsheet, word-process
ing, graphic, or database data with no
way to transfer or combine the different
types of data. This new environment
would unlock the application's hold on its
,data. Data could be transferred and ma
nipulated by the most appropriate parts of
each application. The removal of data
barriers would provide some exciting
opportunities.
This architecture can be implemented
only in a multitasking environment with
out the existing 640K-byte memory limit
imposed by MS-DOS. But a multitasking
environment is where the inefficiencies
of the existing architecture will be most
unacceptable. When two applications can
run side by side but cannot easily share
data, the user community will demand
change.

A Proposed Solution
A solution to the macro-language prob
lem requires more than just a new lan
guage. Several layers of software archi
tecture also need to change. I'll examine a
system architecture that would let a single
language access multiple applications.
The system would be made up of four
parts : a program-creation tool, a program
engine, a common applications protocol,
and modifications to the applications (see
figure 4).

The program-creation tool is the lan
guage tool used to create programs using
routines from various applications. It is
the new language. The program-creation
tool produces programs that the program
engine executes. .
The program engine is the "black box"
that executes the programs created by the
program-creation tool. The program en
gine has no interface of its own. Its job is
to manage the execution of program-cre
ation-tool programs. As such, it initiates
and terminates execution of the various
applications that each program requires.
The common applications protocol is
not a body of code or a program. It is an
agreement between applications and the
program engine on how to exchange com
mands and data. The common applica
tions protocol provides the foundation
upon which the new architecture is built.
Under this architecture, applications
software will need to be extended to have
a programmatic interface as well as a user
interface. The programmatic interface
would let the application become a li
brary of routines that a programmer
could access.

Program-Creation Tool
The program-creation tool is the new lan
guage used to create programs that the
program engine executes. It is inaccurate

Common application protocol

Program
creation
tool

Program
engine

Application
1

Application

Operating system/hardware

Figure 4: A new architectural approach to applications-software design.

App_Handle = OPEN-APP(MSWORD)
SELECT App_Handle
TRANSFER-LOAD ("acme.doc")
FirsLOccur·=FIND ("sales proposal ")
IF FirsLOccur THEN
Position_Page = GET-POSITION(page)
f'osition_Line = GET-POSITION(line)
Whole_Line '= READ-LINE(Position_Line)
ENDIF
CLOSE-APP(App_Handle)

Figure 5: Code for a program-creation tool based on BASIC
14
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to speak as if only one program-creation
tool would exist. Just as there are several
traditional languages, there could easily
be more than one program-creation tool.
The most widely used program-cre
ation tool would probably be a form of
BASIC. BASIC is generally accepted as
an easy language to learn and use and
would be the obvious choice for end users
who are writing macros today. The C
programming language is widely used for
complex program development due to its
flexibility and speed. It would probably
be the first low-level program-creation
tool.
A need will exist for both interpreter
and compiler program-creation tools, as
each has inherent advantages. Interpret
ers are easier to learn because they have
no compile step. They are easier to use
because they provide immediate error
checking when you enter the code. Cur
rent interpreter technology is sufficiently
robust to meet the needs of most macro
programs. Compilers provide the bene
fits of source-code protection and better
execution performance. Programs that
perform heavy data conversion and ma
nipulation would greatly benefit from a
compiler. Both will be needed.
The syntax of the new language would
comprise two new classes of com
mands-general and application specific.
The general class of commands would be
found in every application and would be
implemented consistently. An example of
a general command might be screen up
dating. The procedure SCREEN-UPDATE
(off) would stop the program from up
dating the screen after every command.
You would enter this command if you
didn't want to watch the intermediate
screen updates while the macro program
was running. Every application would
have the same general command set.
The second class of commands in
cludes those specific to an application .
Each application would provide a library
of commands necessary to access its rou
tines. The application commands would
not need to be unique from all other ap
plication commands.
The code sample in figure 5 shows one
possible syntax for a program-creation
tool based on BASIC . In this code sam
ple, the OPEN-APP command checks to
see if the application is already execut
ing. If executing, the OPEN-APP routine
returns a handle to the calling subpro
gram. If not executing, the OPEN-APP
routine loads the application, begins exe
cution, and then returns a handle to the
calling subprogram. SELECT specifies
that all subsequent application functions
should be applied to the application until
another SELECT is encountered.
Applications handles let you write genBY TE Bonus Edition
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eral-purpose subprograms. The subpro
gram is passed a handle. It selects the
handle and applies its commands without
knowing or caring with what application
it is communicating.
A need exists for both procedures and
functions . TRANSFER-LOAD is an example
of a procedure. It does not return any data
beyond the standard error-code informa
tion. FIND is a function; it returns data in
a predetermined format. CLOSE-APP
frees up the handle. If the application was
loaded as a result of the OPEN-APP com
mand, CLOSE-APP would terminate the
program. If the application was already
executing, CLOSE-APP would disconnect
communication with it and remove the
handle so it could no longer be used.

Program Engine
The program engine controls the execu
tion of programs written with a program
creation tool. For interpreted program
creation tools like BASIC, the program
engine is the interpreter. For compiled
program-creation tools like C, the pro
gram engine is a set of dynamically
linked libraries. In either case, the pro
gram engine's main function is to manage
loading, executing, and terminating of
the routines that the macro program uses.
When a macro program opens an ap
plication, the program engine attempts to
initiate a conversation with the applica
tion. If the conversation fails, the pro
gram engine loads and executes the appli
cation and then initiates the conversation.
When a macro program closes an appli
cation, the program engine terminates the
conversation and issues a termination re
quest to the operating system. The oper
ating system manages the use count and
removes the application from memory
when the last program engine using the
application issues a termination request.

to redesign their applications to conform
to some universal programmatic-inter
face standard. Each command or action
in the application's user interface would
be given a programmatic command . This
would let you create macro programs
without learning a new set of program
commands . The commands used when
running the application would be similar
to the ones used inside a program. For ex
ample, to open a file you would use the
Microsoft Word menu commands TRANS
FER and LOAD, then add the filename.
This would be implemented at the pro-

D

grammatic-interface level as TRANSFER
LOAD ("filename") .

Common Applications Protocol
The common applications protocol is the
fundamental component that ties this new
architecture together. It is not a piece of
code but a predefined process used by
programs to exchange information. Each
application remains separate and autono
mous. The macro program has no special
knowledge of the application; it simply
sends requests and receives answers and
continued

ATA ACQUISITION: Get system capability at a

32

board-level price. The System 570 is a personal
computer based Data Acquisition Workstation with the
extensive signal capacity you need: 32 analog inputs (or
16 differential), 2 analog outputs, 16 digital inputs, 16 digital
outputs, 16 power control lines. The. price is only $1425, com
plete with our powerful Soft500 software, an extension of
advanced BASIC that provides foreground/background
architecture, array and memory management, disk access
and storage, and over 45 additional commands.
N expansion slot lets you extend your System 570's
·
.Xcapabilities by selecting from an extensive library of
optional input/output modules. And you can use the
570 with other data acquisition software such as
DADiSP, ASYST™, and Labtech Notebook.
For ·complete information, a demonstration,
or applications assistance, call toll free:

1-800-552-1115
(In Ohio call 216-248-0400 .)
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Applications
To implement this architecture, applica
tions packages must be extended. The
success of convincing applications ven
dors to endorse this architecture rests on
two issues. First, each application must
remain autonomous and unique. The en
tire architecture would be designed
around this requirement. The common
applications protocol would be designed
specifically to provide that separation.
Applications and the program engine
issue requests and wait for answers . Fur
ther, each application implements its own
set of keywords. Two applications can
use the same keyword for different tasks
because the SELECT command specifies
the current application.
Second, the programmatic interface
must not require a complete redesign of
the application. Vendors would not need
BYTE Bonus Edition
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data structures. This lets both the appli
cations and macro programs be updated
and enhanced without complicated and
difficult synchronization.
One example of a common applica
tions protocol in use today is in Microsoft
Windows. Windows' Dynamic Data Ex
change (DDE) performs the same func
tion required for this envisioned architec

INITIATE:
TERMINATE:
ACK:
REQUEST:
DA.TA
ADVISE
UNADVISE
POKE
EXECUTE

ture. DDE is simple and compact; it has
only nine commands (see figure 6).
· The data structure used to pass data be
tween applications and macro programs
would be based on shared memory .
When a macro program issued a REQUEST
command, it would specify the data re
quired and its format. The application
first would write the information to a seg-

a request to begin a conversation
end exchange
response to a message
requesting a given item
contains a requested data item
request a given item and a:Jtomatic updating
request end of automa tic updating
contains an unsolicited data item
request execution of indicated command

Examples of Uses

•

The program would execute the presentation-graphics application.

•

The program would send the same data to the presentation-graphics ·
program to produce transparencies for the meeting.

•

The program would execute the word-processing application and request
that a partially prepared document be loaded.

•

The program would manage the process of requests to extract and paste
portions of both the spreadsheet data along with the graphics pictures to
the document to be sent to each attendee. ·

•
•

The program would request the attendee names from the document.
The program would execute the scheduling application.

This proposed architecture is applicable
to three major categories of programs:
simple macros, data-filter programs, and
office-automation rograms .
Simple macro programs would be sim
ilar to those currently being written . A
program-creation tool could even imple
ment a record and play function to aid in
program creation. This architecture does
not provide any significant benefits to this
category of program. It mirrors the exist
ing technology but is easier to use.
Data-filter programs would be a new,
exciting result of having one macro pro
gram execute routines within multiple ap
plications. A data-filter program could
read the data from one application, then
filter or reformat it as input for a second
application, solving the data incompati
bility problem within the current applica
tions architecture. Applications such as
project management, which generally do
not have any way to receive or pass data,
would be greatly enhanced.
Office-automation programs could
benefit from this architecture as well. An
example best illustrates the possibilities
for office-automation macro programs
(see figure 7). In this example, the re
gional sales data is located on a corporate
mainframe. Each quarter, a meeting is
held and the vice president of sales gives
a presentation to a list of attendees. The
sample macro program collects and ana
lyzes data, prepares presentation materi
als, schedules a meeting time and loca
tion, and notifies attendees. The oppor
tunities for office-automation programs
built from the existing base of applica
tions packages is limited only by the
imagination. It would be an area of great
potential for VARs and system integrators.

•

The program would request a time for a meeting with the names extract
and would also count the names and request an appropriate size room.

The Potential

•

The program would paste the date. time. and location of the meeting to the
document.

•

The program would execute the electronic-mail application.

•

The program w ould request tha t the document be mailed to the list of
names.

Figure 6: 1he Dynamic Data Exchange command set.

•

The program would execute the DBMS application.

•

The program would send a reques t to the DBMS to extract data from the
corporate mainframe.

• . The DBMS application would extract the data and return it to the program.
•

The program would next execute the code to filter and format data to paste
to a spreadsheet application.

•

The program would execute the spreadsheet application.

•

The program would request that the spreadsheet load an existing template.

•

The program would send the data to the spreadsheet and request a
recalculation.

•

The program would request that the spreadsheet return a portion of the data

•

The program would reformat the data for inclusion in charting template for
graphics comparison.

•

The program would execute the graphics application.

•

The program would manage the process of requests to extract and paste
portions of both the spreadsheet data to the graphics application.

Fi_gu_re 7: 1he steps for an extended macro for performing an office-automation task
wuhm the proposed applications architecture.
16

ment of shared memory. The application
then would issue a DATA command back
to the macro program. The DATA com
mand would contain a handle to a shared
memory address. The macro program
would need no additional information to
process the data, since it originally speci
fied the format. This scheme would let
large amounts of data pass efficiently be
tween applications and macro programs.

Applications Software Today

This envisioned applications architecture
eliminates the weaknesses of macro lan
guages-too many of them, all different,
and bound to a single application. It ex
tends the strengths of traditional lan
guages-variety and low-level access to
system resources-to include the power
ful routines inside each application . The
ability to combine the power of routines
from multiple applications is a significant
opportunity worth pursuing. •
B Y T E Bonus Edition
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Assemblers/Simulators/Compilers
Macro Assemblers/
Cross Assemblers
for Series 3.0
Series 3 requires at least 256k
of memory to run under MSDOS
& CP/M86 and 54k TPA of mem
ory to run CP/MSO. Series 3
products have: Full Listing
Control, Conditional Assembly &
Built in Cross Reference. There is
Unlimited Program Size, Number
of Symbols and Macros. The Link
ers output: Intel Hex, Extended
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The Simulator-Debuggers run
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ports. The Simulators are avail
able for MSDOS, UNIX, VMS and
ULTRIX.

CCompilers
The C Compilers support in-line
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Macro Processor, full Floating
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bler, Linker, and Libraries.
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The Application
Program Interface
The SideKick Plus kernel, a proposed TSR standard

• Steven R. Boye and Philippe Kahn
With Borland's 1984 release of SideKick-the first widely used terminate-and
stay-resident (TSR) program-it quickly became apparent that users wanted TSR
programs for a wide range of desktop computing applications . Within the last
three years, personal computer users have adopted a wide variety of TSR
programs.
Borland has been working on a different approach to the design, implementa
tion, and use of TSR programs. At the heart of this new approach is the application
program interface (API). The first product to use this interface is SideKick Plus,
a program that attempts to alleviate the compatibility and coexistence battles
between TSR programs. This article explains the design of SideKick Plus and the
API's role.

SideKick Plus:
A TSR Operating System
SideKick Plus is an open-ended, resident
operating system that manages all the ap
plications in its environment. It comes
with several applications similar to the
original SideKick. The SideKick Plus
kernel provides a resident environment in
which you can use MS-DOS without re
entrance conflicts . The open-ended ar
chitecture coupled with the availability of
the API lets you program, install , and run
your own applications in the SideKick
Plus environment. SideKick Plus also
supports a variety of keyboards, graphics
standards, and processors.
Current versions of MS-DOS are not
reentrant, preventing two different pro
grams from invoking a single MS-DOS
function call at the same time. The Side
Kick Plus kernel overcomes this problem
and manages all reentrance require
ments, together with all TSR activity.
If you write applications with the Side
Kick Plus API, you can use all its facili
ties including memory management
(RAM, EMS, disk), window manage
ment, menu management, a TSR facility
to activate/deactivate applications, a full
screen editor, a forms editor, database/
file-handling facilities, an arithmetic
package (BCD) and string package,
printer facilities, and a full communica
tions module including a data-communi
cation script language.
Initially, SideKick Plus applications
will run on the IBM PC family of com
BYTE Bonus Edition
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puters and compatibles. The rationale for
running all resident programs as Side
Kick Plus applications is to provide a
streamlined, consistent, and integrated
system.
Second, problems that arise from TSR
memory requirements will disappear be
cause the system loads with a limit on the
amount of memory used for overlay and
dynamic memory buffers. The SideKick
Plus kernel handles all swapping of appli
cation code and data. Even if you use the
smallest swap areas (the minimum area
required for one module), you can still
open all tasks simultaneously. The draw
back of a small swap area is a reduction in
program execution speed.
You can install SideKick Plus so that
only the kernel remains resident while
the system is inactive. When you activate
SideKick Plus, the kernel will borrow
memory from the current MS-DOS ap
plication and use it for its overlay and dy
namic-memory buffers.

The SideKick Plus Architecture
SideKick Plus code is divided into small
modules (see figure 1). Each application
continued
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from the Technical University of Den
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The kernel
-

Task manager
Window manager
Pop-up system
Memory manager
APl-Application program interface
Add your own application to the system

Swap
file

Figure 1: Schematic drawing ofa running Side Kick Plus system. Tasks/ services
and the chunks ofdynamic memory are pieces ofdata shipped between the swap file
and memory. The code modules hook onto the kernel, and the memory blocks go
into the resident dynamic-memory pool. Mum all SideKick Plus applications are
inactive-while the user is running an MS-DOS application-SideKick Plus frees
memory by swapping out all code and the dynamic-memory buffer. All swapping is
done by the kernel and is invisible to the tasks and services.

API
processor

Compile

Task
source
co de

D

Supplied by Borland

D

User made

consists of one task module specific to
that application and one or more general
purp0se service modules. While execut
ing, a task uses different services. The
kernel is the core of the system, and all
code is divided into three classes: kernel,
tasks, and services.
The kernel is the central part of an in
stalledSideKick Plus system. Its main job
is to control and coordinate activities. It
contains the task manager, memory man
ager, window manager, pop-up system,
and other functions.
Tasks contain the various applications
that appear in the SideKick opening
menu, and each opens a window when in
voked. Examples include the calculator
and phone book. Services are general
purpose modules containing functions
used by several tasks or services.
You can activate tasks, while tasks or
services activate other services. Using
the API developer's toolkit, program
mers will be able to design both services
and tasks.
You can execute your own customized
version of the SideKick Plus system by
building an SK.EXE file. An installation
program does this by merging the code
for the requested tasks, the necessary ser
vices, and the kernel. The size of the
SK.EXE file you generate will therefore
depend upon the number of applications
installed.
Figure 2 shows the development of a
module. First, a task/service profile is

Assemble

Task
header

Task
object

Link

AP I
library

Figure 2: A task programmer writes the source code for a task and a task/service description. 1he application program
interface processor and assembler translate the description into a module header containing necessary data structures. 1his
module is then linked together with the task object and AP/ library, making a ready-to-install module.
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written, from which the API processor
(APIP) can generate the necessary header
file and data structures. This profile con
tains such information as services used,
default function keys, and menu defini
tions. The resulting header file contains
information describing the module entry
points used by the kernel.
The application is written in a high
level language such as C or BASIC. An
include file, with all the external declara
tions unique to the API, allows access to
the kernel and services. Linking requires
the API library that contains the access
routines for the kernel and services.

phone book' s main menu. If the user had
selected the address entry, the menu
would have disappeared and an address
window would have opened . By using the
menu system in this way-press F 10, se
lect function, press Return, open new
window-opening and shifting among
windows is straightforward.
The last three lines on the screen al
ways show the current function-key defi
nitions and the message line of the active
window. Function keys and shortcuts
allow access to other windows or sub-

menus without using the menus.
Anybody can define his or her own
user interface for a SideKick Plus appli
cation. No longer do software vendors
dictate the form or style' of the menus or
keys to activate a command. With the dy
namic menu system in SideKick Plus, the
application programmer defines the ini
tial user interface and users can then tai
lor and change it until it behaves exactly
as they like. Photo 2 shows how to do
this. The bar is on the Speed entry and we
.continued

Window Management
The window manager is central to the
SideKick Plus kernel. Tasks normally
display primary information in a main
window . Other windows open when spe
cial operations are performed that don't
logically belong in the main window.
The SideKick Plus time planner, for
example, has four windows (see photo I) .
In the photo, the calendar view is open
with the schedule view on top. The ap
pointment list for January 7 is open, and a
user is currently attaching a note to the
10:00 appointment.
For the programmer writing an appli
cation in SideKick Plus, an opened win
dow appears as a screen of its own. The C
source code in listing 1 shows that Side
Kick Plus windows support x ,y address
ing and, if specified, will wrap text when
reaching the right margin. Scrolling oc
curs automatically when you reach the
last line in a window . [Editor' s note: The
C source code for listing 1 is available on
disk, in print, and on BIX. See the insert
card following page 80 for details. List
ings are also available on BITEnet. See
page4. ]
The window manager repositions, re
colors, and hides parts of windows . The
programmer can decide whether or not
the user should have control over the size
of a window in some cases. The design
philosophy of SideKick Plus is that,
where possible, windows should be resiz
able. The only purpose in making a win
dow of fixed size is to contain a structure
of fixed size . In photo 1, the time plan
ner's calendar and schedule cannot be re
sized, while the agenda and appointment
list windows can be.

Photo 1: A SideKick Plus application example.

Menu System
SideKick Plus provides full menu-man
agement facilities. Use of the menu sys
tem ensures that all the windows work
smoothly together. In all applications,
pressing the FIO key pops up a menu
from which you can select different func
tions. In photo 2, the phone book is open,
and pressing FlO has popped up the
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Photo 2: An example ofSideKick Plus 's menu and windowing system.
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just got better.
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The menu
management system is
much more than just a
selection tool; you can
also use it to enter and
change values.

Real time data flowing into aSymphony spreadsheet.

with
LABTECH Real Time Access.
With LABTECH Real Time
Access you have a link between NOTE
BOOK and any other MS/PC-DOS applica
tion package. A real time link that serves
as adata "pipeline" between the two.
So now you can move data
directly between NOTEBOOK and Lotus
1-2-3®, Symphony®, Ashton-Tate's
dBASE 111®, MathSoft's MathCAD™, or
other spreadsheets, data bases, statisti
cal analysis systems, or programs that
you develop.
If you already own LABTECH
NOTEBOOK you're probably already
thinking of new ways to use it with Real
Time Access. If you don't have NOTE
BOOK now, you have one more reason to
invest in it.
Find out more about LABTECH
NOTEBOOK, the accepted standard in
Data Acquisition software, and LABTECH
Real Time Access, the ultimate option.
Call or write Laboratory Technologies
now for complete information.
LABTECH software is compatible with:
IBM PC, XT, AT, compatibles
LABTECH NOTEBOOK works with Instrumentation
Interlaces from: Acrosystems, Action Instruments,
Advanced Peripherals, Analog Devices, Anasco,
Burr-Brown, Coulbourn Instruments, Cyborg, Dalaq,
Datatek, Data Translation, Daiei, Hanlon Data, IBM,
ICS/Action, Interactive Microware, Interactive Struc
tures, Keithley, Metrabyte, Microhybrid, Micro Star
Laboratories, National Instruments, Omega Engineering,
Scientific Solutions, Strawberry Tree and Taurus.

Laboratory Technologies Corporation
255 Ballardvale Street, Wilmington, MA 01887
(617) 657-5400.
dBASE Ill is a registered trademark of Ashton-Tate. Lotus 1-2-3
and Symphony are re~istered trademarks of Laius Development
Corporalion . MathCA[) 1s atrademark of MathSolt, Inc.
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pressed Alt-Return. A new menu now
opens, Jetting you change Speed entry's
function key, shortcut, menu entry, or
menu structure.
The menu system is more than just a
selection tool; you can use it to enter and
change values. The example in photo 2
shows how the communications param
eters can be set to make data calls to an
air-travel timesharing computer. From
the programmer's viewpoint, the menu
system requires only a description of the
menus for the APIP, which then gener
ates all the necessary data structures.

Full Memory Management
As outlined earlier, the kernel supports
memory management. Its two different
uses are to swap tasks and services and to
give tasks access to dynamic memory.
The task manager controls the overlaying
of task and services, activates tasks, and
acts as a channel for service requests
from the API. Internally, the SideKick
Plus kernel works with a dynamic mem
ory buffer whose size you determine dur
ing installation.
Running an executable file prompts the
task manager to load the necessary tasks
and services into memory and swap files.
When a request to execute a service or
task occurs, the task manager checks to
see if the module is in memory. If it is
not, the task manager loads it from the
swap file. By using this memory manage
ment technique, a SideKick Plus system
occupies a relatively small amount of
memory compared with the number of
open and active tasks.
Overlaying of all tasks with a minimum
memory buffer sufficient to accommo
date the largest application will cause
SideKick Plus to swap when it switches
tasks (unless the active tasks are collec
tively smaller than the overlay). The
memory manager supports three varieties
of swap devices, EMS (Above Board),
RAM disk, and hard disk.
Tasks use the dynamic memory man
ager when they require large amounts of
memory. Dynamic memory has three
different states: free, claimed, and re
leased. When a task or service requests a

block of memory, that memory is
claimed-meaning that the task is resi
dent and accessible. If you do not require
the task for a temporary period, it can be
released and swapped to disk. If you must
access the memory block at a later time,
the task can reclaim memory and be
swapped back into memory if necessary.
After use, the memory block is freed.
Memory is swapped out only when the
space available in the memory manager's
buffer is not large enough to accommo
date space in a newly claimed block. All
large uninitialized data structures used by
tasks should be allocated in dynamic
memory. That way, they can be swapped
out when the task becomes inactive,
thereby freeing memory.
Because a particular task can work
with more than one dynamic memory
block and each block is expandable to
64K bytes, each task can easily work with
large amounts of data. For obvious rea
sons, the programmer must be careful not
to have too much memory reclaimed at
any time.
Listing 1 illustrates the use of dynamic
memory. The code shows part of a task.
The three procedures are task hooks,
called by the kernel under certain con
ditions.
The procedure OpenProc is called
when the task activates the first time.
OpenProc opens a window. The proce
dure goes on to establish where in the
window text can appear, initializes the
function keys and menu system, and fi
nally allocates 8K bytes of dynamic mem
ory to its buffer.
The procedure EntryProc contains the
main loop within the task, which polls the
ReadChar routine for a keystroke. The
CloseProc procedure frees the buffer.

The Editor
The editor is a useful service module. In
addition to its use by the notepad task to
provide up to nine separate notepads, it
has many other practical purposes. It can
attach notes to appointments in the time
planner. It can attach notes to phone book
entries and edit communication programs
executed when dialing remote computer
systems. Also, the editor can capture re
sults in the calcufator, much as an ac
countant's calculator outputs to paper
tape. The tape is edited and saved as a text
file.
From a programmer's viewpoint, the
editor service module is easy to use.
Once it receives a dynamic-memory data
segment or a filename, it executes. Like
many of the other heavily used services in
SideKick Plus, the editor service is reen
trant, so it allows for multiple editor win
dows to be open simultaneously.
This situation is possible in the noteBYTE Bonus Edition
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Listing 1: C source code demonstrating the use ofSideKick Plus dynamic
mem01y.

int
char

BufferHandle;
far* Buffer

/ * Handle to dynamic memory text buffer * /
/*The physical buffer, wherever the memory
manager put it. * /

#define

BUFFERSIZE

512

void

OpenProc( )

/ * Called when task is activated * /

/ * 512 paragraphs = 8k * /

{
WinOpen( MyWindow ) ;
GotoXY( 2 , 0 ) ;
SetColor( Frame ) ;
Wri teString( "This text will appeat in the top of the frame.");
SetColor( Normal ) ;
WinChangeScope ( 1, 1, 1, 1) ;
SetKeys ( MyTasksKeys ) ;
DynMem_Get( BUFFERSIZE, &BufferHandle, &Buffer);
BufferNoPara = BUFFERSIZE;
void

EntryProc ( )

/ *The task executes by running this loop
continuously * /

{
void
int

(*Ha ndler) (int);
Parameter;

GotoXY( 0,0);
WriteString("Hello, this is the first line inside the frame");
while (True)

{
DynMem_Release(BufferHandle ) ; /*In case of task
interrupt*/
C = ReadChar( &Handler, &Parameter ) ;
DynMem_ReClaim(BufferHandle, &Buffer);
if (C ==Nil ) /*Pop-up menu, function key, command key*/
*(Handler)(Parameter);
else
/ * Normal keystrokes * /
Wri teChar ( C) ;
if(C==CR)
WriteChar(LF);

void

CloseProc ( )

/ * Called when task is deactivated * /

DynMem_Free ( BufferHandle ) ;

pad task, where nine notepads can be
open, one on top of another. This is one
of the benefits of dynamic memory man
agement. Running out of memory is not a
problem in cases where multiple editor
windows are open at the same time. Ex
pansion of the active editor text swaps out
memory belonging to one of the inactive
editors.

The File-Management System
The . file-management service module
used in SideKick Plus is evident through
out the system. Each time you specify a
filename containing wild cards, the file
window opens and lets you brows!
through your directories. You can then
either select a file or press Escape.
Furthermore, you have access to all the
file manager's facilities, including func
tions such as directory management, file
search, and sorting. The file manager 1s
both a service and a task.
Data Communication
Data communication plays a major role in
the SideKick Plus phone book ancl rnm
munications tasks. When dialing a r, 
mote computer, the phone book task wi 1
open a communications window and op
tionally execute a script program. Cap
ture to file, script learn mode, and file
transfer are some of the most frequently
used features.
Among ihe other available services is a
modem manager that supports dialing
from a variety of modems. An inte rupt
driven serial port driver/manager main
tains independent input and outout
queues. Access to each queue is prm . .ed
in several ways: scan for available oata,
read/write character/string, flush, and
status . You can dynamically reconfigure
the port on the fly (i.e., you can change
speed, character size, parity, echo, e· .,
whenever you choose). A script interpret
er accepts an editor-created script file as
input and executes it. A log file for diag
nostics and exceptions is maintained·. A
file-transfer protocol manager enables
the task to transmit or receive symbolic or
binary files, optionally under prot JCol
control (e.g., XON/XOFForXmodtm) .
Simplicity
SideKick Plus provides a complete TSR
operating environment with a flexible
and open-ended architecture. Soori pro
grammers will be able to write more nsi;
ful applications, and everyday users 1ill
have the means to create simple, ele
pop-up utilities. •
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OUICKCODE PLUS™ OUICKREPORT™
Not getting enough mileage out of your dBASE reports? Is RE·
PORT FORM too weak and programming it yourself too slow?
Then it's time to switch to something alot stronger . . . QUICK·
REPOITT.
OUICKREPORT i5 the dBASE report writer you've at.Nays wanted.
The one which lets you design reports in seconds simply by
drawing them on the screen without any programming.
No longer are you limited to one line per record. Put text and
data anywhere you like (including computed fields, totals, aver
ages, etc.)
No longer are you limited to one database per report With OUICK
REPORT, you can link together up to 6databases and use such
powerful features as file chaining and transaction processing.
You can also sort, group, and total data on up to 16 fields, with
unique headers/footers for each page and each break group. And
use printer features like BOLO and ITALICS.
QUICKREPORT gives you plenty of power. But its user interface
is so friendly that PC Magazine called it "elegant." So while you're
using all that power; you can take tt easy.
And isn't that what computers are for?

Let's face it. Coding is awaste of time. Why should you have to
work hard just to get dBASE to do what you want?
You shouldn't. And now you don't.
Let OUICKCODE PLUS do it for you. QUICKCODE PLUS is acom
plete application generator which automatically writes your
dBASE programs. Design any kind of screen using the built-in
Form Editor. Then, use lightning-fast 1-2-3™ style commands
to tell QUICKCODE PLUS all about your application (files, fields,
computations, menus, etc.).
After that, just sit back and watch as OUICKCODE PLUS
produces some of the best dBASE programs you've ever seen.
Modular, standardized, highly commented code which you can
easily modify.
And we're not talking about limited "skeleton" programs which
you could easily write yourself. These programs are compara·
ble to those written by adBASE expert.
Can you imagine how much easier your work would be if you
had OUICKCODE PLUS? Order it now and STOP wasting time!
QUICKCODE PLUS features:
Forms: Maximum size = 11 pages; maximum number of fields = 512.
[)ala Types: Character; Money, Date, Integer; Numeric, Telephone. Soc Sec,
Logical, Memo.

What the Critics Say:
"Quickreport is elegant."
PC Magazine

Field Types: Protected or Non-Protected, DBF or Memory, Display or Non
Display, User Defined

"Quickreport from Fox &Geller is atop-notch report generator
that's easy to learn and operate ... afurlong ahead of dBASE."
PC World

Validation Types: Range, List. File, and any formula allowed in dBASE
Gomputations: Anything allowed in dBASE: per1ormed on screen as you
enter or change data.
Supplied Programs: General purpose LOOKUP and UPDATE programs
ncluded as dBASE source code. Use them in any application.

Fox& Geller

Linked Files: Link up to 5databases together on one form using relations.
Menu Generator: dBASE programs or high-speed QUICK MENUS.
l\dvanced Fonn Editor: Specifically designed for building database forms.
Printer: Use BOLD, ITALICS. etc.

604 Market Street
Elmwood Park, NJ 07407
FOX & GELLER (201) 794-8883 Telex: 311256

Gustomization: Many features
OUICKCODE PLUS and OUICKREPORT are lrademarks of Fox & Geller. dBASE Ill PLUS is a
· lrademark of Ashlon-Tale. 1-2·3 is aregislered lrademark of Laius Developmenl Corp.

Requires dBASE 111 PLUS and 384K RAM
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The Network-·Model
DBMS
A powerful alternative to the relational-model
database management system

• David Kruglinski
Almost all microcomputer database management systems are either file managers
or relational database managers. However, a relatively unknown type of database,
called the network-model DBMS, has significant capabilities over the others.
This article introduces the network-model DBMS and shows how it can solve
problems that don't fit the familiar relational model.
First, a word about terminology: Don't confuse the network-model DBMS
with the local area network of interconnected computers. The DBMS network refers
to interconnected data records. It's unfortunate that these two uses of the term
"network" conflict, but the database people did claim the word first. To further
complicate the issue, network-model DBMSs can be installed on LANs.

The Need for More Powerful DBMSs
DBMSs were first used on large main
frame computers to implement important
business-oriented systems in a minimum
of time with maximum accuracy and flex
ibility. Because highly skilled profes
sional programmers manned large corpo
rate computers, DBMS developers
concentrated on power rather than ease of
programming, and power meant a net
work-model database or a variation
thereof.
The first users of microcomputers
were not programmers; therefore, a need
existed for easy-to-use DBMS products.
PFS : File, dBASE II, and their successors
filled this need very well, making it pos
sible to create simple, one-of-a-kind sys
tems for everyday business record-keep
ing. These popular file managers and
relational DBMSs will continue to im
prove and find new uses in the office.
Now consider the big-name, all-pur
pose, industry-specific accounting pro
grams designed for PCs. Few of these
products are based on the popular rela
tional DBMSs; instead, they use brute
force techniques of disk-file handling.
Why don't they use dBASE or R:base?
Some of them were developed on mini
computers before the existence of micro
computer DBMSs, but, generally, the
popular database products don't have the
muscle to handle complex business
applications.
With the arrival of the 80386-based
microcomputers, businesses are looking
to personal computers to solve problems
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with high-volume data processing that
were formerly reserved for minicom
puters and mainframes. Interestingly, ap
plications developers are returning to the
roots of database technology-back to the
network-oriented mainframe DBMS
world.
Actually, network-oriented DBMS
products for microcomputers have
existed since 1979, and several success
ful, nationally distributed accounting
software products incorporate them.
Now, more network DBMS products are
showing up and this is a boon for serious
software developers. Finally they have a
range of high-performance network
model DBMSs to choose from that are
suitable for developing major
applications.

Relational versus Network-Model
A relational DBMS is so named not be
cause it relates one file to another, but be
cause it uses a mathematical construct
called a relation. A relation is nothing
more than a table, or "flat file," with
rows (records) and columns (fields).
Relations can be linked together on the
basis of a common field. Suppose you
have a customer relation and an invoice
relation laid out like the one in table I .
continued

David Kruglinski is a principal in a com
puter systems firm and a consultant to
software developers. His address is clo
Tenon Software, 1980 112th Ave. NE
#250, Bellevue, mt 98004.
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Note that Cust# is the common field
joining the two relations. If a program
were processing the invoice relation row
by row, it could look up the customer in
the customer relation as needed in order
to produce a report like that in table 2.
Another program could process the
customer rows and find all the associated
invoices for each. The relational DBMS
depetids on indexes for its speed. The
customer relation is indexed by the key
field Cust#, and the invoice relation is in
dexed both by Cust# and by Invoice.
The index allows quick access to each
record .
The relational DBMS isn't too far re
mov d from old data-processing environ
ments with keyed files. The main added
feature is the data dictionary built into the
file structure. This data dictionary de
~s all the columns (fields) so that pro
! rams can find them without knowing the
1 :cord's precise layout. If you add a new
l eld, the programs using existing fields
don't change.
Products like dBASE III have added
more useful features, such as full-screen
editors, easy-to-use programming lan
guages, and query and report processors.
Taken together, these features let a micro

computer user quickly assemble simple
but useful data-processing applications.
The main attraction is that you can
change the system easily. You can add
and delete fields; you can also establish
new relationships merely by associating
common key fields in different tables.
If you programmed the customer/in
voice application in dBASE III, you
would need two data files and three index
files. For a major accounting application,
you would need as many as 50 data files
and over 100 index files, and you would
have to include common key fields in all
related records . If you changed the value
of a key field in one relation, you would
have to be certain to make the same
change in all of the relations you wanted
to connect.
Consider the common situation of an
invoice header record and its associated
detail-line items. A relational database
forces a programmer to identify each line
item with a unique index number to pre
serve the data-entry sequence. Typically,
items are numbered 10, 20, 30, and so
on. You can insert nine more line items
before you fill the slots between 10 and
20, but then you have a problem. Now
you will see how the network model gets

Thble 1: A customer relation and its invoice relation.
CUSTOMER RELATION
Cust#
Name

INVOICE RELATION
Invoice
Cust#

28000
88000

158204
158307
158900
158240
158210

Addison Supply
Bird Electri

28000
28000
28000
88000
88000

Date

Amount

080186
081286
081386
080486
080286

$22.43
$678.00
$50.00
$2323.40
$18.57

Thble 2: Records assembled through the customer number field.
Invoice

Cust#

Date

158204
158307
158900
i58210
158240

28000
28000
28000
88000
88000

080 186
081286
081386
080286
080486

Amount

$22.43
$678.00
$50.00
$18.57
$2323.40

28000

158204

158307

Customer Name
Addison Supply
Addison Suppl y
Addison Supply
Bird Electric
Bird Electric

88000

158900

around many of the relational system's
limitations.
The network-model database uses re
cords and fields that correspond to the re
lational model's rows and columns. The
difference is in the way records are linked
together. In place of related key fields is a
construct called a set, a relationship be
tween an owner record and a member
record, and that relationship includes the
member record's sort order.
Figure 1 illustrates the customer-in
voice example in the context of the net
work model. The invoice records are at
tached to their customer records. The
Cust# field no longer needs to remain in
the invoice record. Each invoice can have
line items attached through another set.
Thus, the invoice line-item records can
be linked to their header record in the
same order in which they were entered.
You can insert new details anywhere.
The network model can support simple
single-file systems with records simulta
neously available in multiple sort orders,
and it can handle complex systems in
volving dozens of record types and hun
dreds of interconnecting sets. With one of
these large network-model databases,
you can define simultaneous access to all
records in all sort and selection orders.
An equivalent dBASE III application
would require hundreds of separate disk
files, not all of which could be open at
any one time.
Despite the network model's power,
some applications adapt more naturally
to the relational model. If you do not
know your reporting needs from the start,
or if you must change the system often,
the relational model makes more sense.
Some developers use a product like
dBASE III as a prototyping tool. When
the end user is satisfied with the screens
and system flow, the developer recodes
using a network-model DBMS. To
choose the correct programming environ
ment for a given project, the developer
must be familiar with both the network
and relational models.

Performance versus Convenience
Historically, niost industry-specific ac
counting and record-keeping programs
have evolved from a custom application
built on contract for one client. If the pro
gram works, the developer tries to "go
national." Unfortunately, the file-han
dling tools that work best for quick-and
dirty applications are not appropriate for
high-quality products in the mass market.
Other software developers have taken a
different approach. They've secured ven
ture capital and spent millions developing
high-quality products. Many of these
companies have chosen a network-model
continued
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f you want to do occasional desktop publishing without spending thousands of dollars
on new equipment and expensive software, FONT ASY is the answer. You can create
good-looking overhead foils, signs, and short newsletters on the graphics screen of
your MS-DOS computer, and print them on your dot-matrix printer. You can save your
work for later use, read text from keyboard or disk, mix it with pictures, and quickly prepare
attractive pages on the equipment you already have.

I

FONTS AND CLIP ART
FONT ASY comes with 28 eye-catching fonts, dozens of small pictures, and page layout
templates. Another 400 fonts and 900 large pictures are available, also at low cost.

lASERJET-PLUS/11 OWNERS: We have a huge library of unique fonts for your printer!

"Anyone who needs quick, in-house production of flyers, banners,
handouts, and newsletter-type documents will enjoy Fontasy."
-Robin Raskin, PC Magazine, May 13, 1986
"... excellent desktop publishing program."
-Jerry Poumelle, BYTE, September, 1986.

MONEY-BACK
GUARANTEE
FONT ASY is not copy-protected,
and we offer it to you with a 30-day
money-back guarantee. For the best
bargain in desktop publishing
software, please call us today!

EQUIPMENT NEEDED

$6995
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Company _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
IBM-PC, XT, AT, or true compatible (Compaq, etc.) with IBM CGA or Hercules graphics adapter and
graphics monitor. 512-640K memory recommended for use with most printers. Mouse optional. MS-DOS
2 . l 0 or above. FONTASY supports: IBM Graphics Printer, Proprinter; Epson FX, JX. LX. MX, RX, and
LQ; C.ltoh 8510, 1550, 1570 Prowriter-Jr; H-PLaserJet, LaserJet-Plus, LaserJet II, ThinkJet;
Microline 92-293 (native or IBM-compatible); Gemini lOX, 15X; Radio Shack DMP 105-430, 2100;
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Terms: M/C, Visa, checks. Please add $3.00 shipping and handling In U.S. or
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NETWORK-MODEL DBMS

All the available
network-model DBMSs
require the use of a
standard programming
language such as C.
database manager for the job.
All available network-model DBMSs
require the use of a standard program
ming language such as C. No interactive,
database-specific language like dBASE's
exists, nor is there automatic screen gen
eration and reporting as with R:base.
Forget about pull-down menus and help
screens; this is real programmer terri
tory.
A trade-off exists between DBMS per
formance and ease of programming. The
choice of the more powerful network
model makes programming more expen
sive and development cycles longer, but
the situation is improving.
Network DBMS vendors are introduc
ing query languages, report writers,
screen generators, and other tools. Per
haps one day it will be just as quick to de
velop an efficient network-model appli
cation as it is to develop a relational
model application.

Available Products
Two major network-model DBMSs are
available for IBM PC-compatible micro

computers. I'll use actual examples from
these products to give a feel for network
model DBMS programming, but keep in
mind that this article is not a product
comparison or review.
MDBS III from Micro Data Base Sys
tems (P. 0. Box 248, Lafayette, IN
47902) is the current leader of the net
work-model DBMSs. The product runs
on MS-DOS, Unix, networks, and some
other environments, and it supports C,
FORTRAN, Pascal, COBOL, and
BASIC. It's a good product, but a single
user MS-DOS license costs over $10,000
with all the support modules. The royalty
fee for a run-time license starts at $250
and winds downward with quantity.
Typically, a software house purchases
the complete developer's package and
then creates applications for specific
customers. Solomon III is a popular ac
counting package based on MDBS III; a
user base of over 10,000 makes its pub
1ishe r, TLB Inc., MDBS's largest
customer.
New to the market is db_VISTA from
Raima Corporation (3055 I 12th Ave.
NE, Bellevue, WA 98004), a powerful
network-model DBMS linkable to C.
This product might not have all the
MDBS III features, but its low price
makes it accessible to a much wider audi
ence. The single-user library-only ver
sion is $195, and the multiuser version
with source code is only $990. You pay
no royalties for programs compiled with
the db_VISTA libraries. In addition to the
standard single-user MS-DOS version,
others exist for LANs, Unix/Xenix, and

--RamwareDesigns Inc.----------------------------SFX-Library--Date:86/09/12
Effect: Computer programmer screaming
Description: Programmer screaming as computer erases all data files (sounds
of hammer in background) .
Duration mm/ s[00:08]
Medium: Cart .
Format: Stereo
Effect quality:
Above average
Other comments:
Encoded in Dolby A
--OPTIONS:-~---------------------------------------------------------------

S Word Search
XExtended Search
NNext Record
P Previous Record

DDelete
E Edit
MMore Detail
L List Record

GSign Out Effect
RSign In Effect
HHelp
ESC Exit

[ ]

Figure 2: Data-entry screen for sound-effect system.

Effect list
Effect

Word list
Intersect

Figure 3: Sound-effect database schema diagram.
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other environments. A linkable query
module is available, and a database re
structure utility is promised.

A Network-Model DBMS at Work
A major Toronto recording firm rents stu
dio time at $250 per hour. It needed a
quick method of locating a sound effect
from a tape library of 8000 selections.
What resulted was a db_ VISTA-based
system that has a lot in common with On
line information-retrieval utilities such as
Dow Jones and Dialog. Thus, it is a good
model for a variety of useful applications.
The sound-effects database system has
one large file of sound-effect records,
each with three keywords contained in the
effect's title (e.g., computer, program
mer, screaming). The user types in one,
two, or three keywords to match, and the
program retrieves the records containing
all the specified keywords. Figure 2
shows a sample inquiry screen. Of
course, provisions exist for adding, delet
ing, and editing records, and for listing
them to the printer.
Listing 1 shows the database schema in
db_VISTA's format. Note the three rec
ords, effect, word, and intersect.
The keyword_ intersect is a dummy
record that I will explain later. Figure 3
shows a diagram of the schema relation
ships, with records shown as boxes and
sets shown as connecting lines.
There is one effect record for each of
the 8000 sound effects and one word
record for each unique keyword. The
database also contains three indexes: one
for the description, one for the tape reel
ID, and one for the keyword . If a
keyword is found through the index, the
db_VISTA DBMS can find the attached
effect records by navigating through the
database structure, which includes the
intersect record. If you specify more
than one keyword, the program can se
quentially reject all records that don't
contain the extra keywords.
Look again at figure 3. The effect
record is the owner of the intersect
record through the effect_list set, and
the word record is the owner of inter
sect through the word_list set. In
db_VISTA, an owner can have many
members, but each member can have
only one owner. This is a one-to-many
set, and that's why the intersect record
is necessary in this example, letting one
effect have several keywords and the
keyword be linked to many effects.
How is the database structured on
disk? It has two distinct DOS fixed-length
data files, one for effect and the other
for word, and one B-tree index file for all
the indexes. The data files contain point
ers linking set owners to set members .
Several record types can be contained in a
BYTE Bonus Edition
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~~
and ~

Yllph;c.s.
Typesetting1.tor your
laser and dot-matrix

Listing 1: The db_ VISTA database schema.
database sfx

{

·

data file "sfxl. dat 11 contains effect;
datafile "sfx2.dat"containsword, intersect;
key file

11

printersprb

fJD'l' ~tfff;c."=' {

sfxl.key 11 contains reelid, fxdescrip, keyword;

record effect {
unique key char fxdescrip[6?];
/ * descr. of effect * /
key char reelid[26];
/ * reel id # where effect resides * /
char dur_min[J];
/*length of effect minutes
*/
11
11
char dur_sec [J];
seconds
*/
/ *
char libr[l2];
*/
/ * library name
char locJirs [J];
/*location of effect hours
*/
11
char loc_JT\in[J];
/ *
"
minutes
*/
11
11
char loc_sec [J];
/ *
seconds
*I
char medium[5];
/ * medium tape, cart or disk
*/
/ * timecode location hours
char timeJirs [J];
*/
11
char time_JT\in[J];
/ *
"
minutes
*/
11
char time_sec [3];
/ *
seconds
*/
char t ime_frs [ 3] ;
/ *
"
frames
*/
/ * format 1, mono or stereo
char formatl[?];
*/
char cutno [J] ;
*/
/ * cut no on media
char outcode[5];
/*sign-out person's id code
*/
char outdate[9];
*/
/ * sign-out date
char detaill[61];
*/
/ * detail description line 2
*/
/ * detail description line 2
char detail2[61];
*/
/ * quality of effect
char quali ty[58];
char commentl[58];
/ * comment line 1
*/
char comment2[58];
/ * comment line 1
*/
char keyword! [ 16] ;
/ * keyword index #1
*/
char keyword2 [ 16] ;
/ * keyword index #2
*/
/ * keyword index #3
*/
char keyword] [ 16] ;

Gr"~
Now you can combine
. LePrint's high-quality
letterf or ms with photos ,
charts and logos .
Design your own
professional-looking
documents and enter
the world of
desktop publishing.

EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE

-~·-

)
record word {
unique key char keyword[l6];

record interse ct {
)

/*unique keyword*/

/ * dummy record -- no fields * /

set effect_list {
order first;
owner effect;
member intersect;

)

•Pic.ture ~rself usire l.ePrint•.•

set worcLli st {
order first;
owner word;
member intersect;

For further information
Call Toll-Free

800-LEBAUGH

)
)

(800-532-2844)

single data file, but each will occupy the
space required by the largest; therefore, it
makes sense to keep dissimilar-size
records in separate files.
The programmer creates the schema
with a text editor, then processes it with
the db_VISTA database definition lan
guage processor (DDLP) to produce the
skeleton data and index files, as well as
BYTE Bonus Edition
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some header files for inclusion in the C
programs.

Network-Model Programming
All access to the db_VISTA database is
through C function calls supplied in a li
brary. Here is a sample sequence of state
ments needed to find a keyword in the
continued

In N ebraska 402-334-_4820
Telex 5106005837 LEBAUGH SC

~

LeBaugh Software Corporation
l 0824 Old Mill Road, Suite 6
Omaha, Nebraska 68154

,;g;;,,~/.-..,

This entire ad was printed exactly_ as
you see it by LePrint at 600 :x !10.0
d .p. i. on a laser printer.
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QNX: The operating system that puts PC's in the fast lane.
Whether you are looking for multi
user. multi-tasking capabilities on a
stand-alone computer ...
OR a totally integrated LAN with true
distributed processing and full
resource sharing . ..
OR a real-time, high-performance,
low-cost MAP solution . ..
OR micro-to-mainframe and wide .
area network links giving all users
ready access to any gateway on the
LAN ...

QNX gives added benefits: a rich.
UNIX-like development environment
without performance penalties; AT
real mode or protected mode with 16
Meg addressable memory; and a DOS
emulation package for running
popular DOS applications (single-user.
single-tasking) concurrent with QNX
tasks.
Multi-User

10 (16) serial lerminals per PC (Al).

C Complier

Slandard Kernighan and Rilchie.

Mulll·Tasklng

40 (64) !asks per PC (Al) .

Flexfblllty

Networking

2.5 Megabil loken ring .
255 PC's and/or ATs per nelwork.

Single PC, nelworked PC's,
single PC wilh lerminals,
nelworked PC's wilh lerminals.
No cenlral servers. Full sharing of
disks, devices and CPU's.

OR ALL of these in one system ...

10,000 lasks per nelwork.
Thousands of users per nelwork.

You should take a look at QNX.
The capabilities of QNX surpass those
of other systems because its
architecture is radically different.
Where most operating systems are
"monolithic," QNX is "modular."
This architecture facilitates high
speed message passing among tasks
(on a single node and just as easily
across the network) yielding inter
task. LAN. and global communications
with speed and performance beyond
the reach of any DOS or UNIX-like
operating system.

So whether you're trying to connect
the executive desktop to the MIS
mainframe. the production line to
the inventory system. or
sophisticated robots and PLC's to a
micro, QNX can answer your needs.
For more communication, give us a
call: (613) 726-1893.

ReslTlme

2,800 1ask swilches/ sec (AT).

PC-DOS

PC-DOS runs as a QNX lask.

Message
Passing

Fasl inlerlask cornmunicalion belween
lasks on any machine.

Cost

From US $450.
Runlime pricing available.

For further information or a free demonstration diskette,
please telephone (613) 7Z6-1893.

The only multi-user, multi-tasking,
networking, real-time operating system
for the IBM PC, AT.
the HP Vectra,
and compatibles.
By Quantum Software.

Quantum Software Systems Ltd.. Moodie Drive High Tech Park. 215 Stafford Road. Ottawa. Ontario. Canada KZH 9C1
UNIX IS a registered trademark of AT & T Bell Labs. ISM PC. AT. XT and PC DOS are t rademarks of IBM Corp. HP and Vectra are regtstered trademarks of Hewlett-Packard Company.
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NETWORK-MODEL DBMS

word file and thence retrieve the asso
ciated effect records:

dexed lookups for each keyword
retrieval.

d_keyfind(KEYWORD,users_keyword);
if(db_status == S_NOTFOUND)
printf( "keyword not found
in database");
else {
printf("Keyword: %s",
users_keyword);
d_setor(WORD_LIST)
for(d_findfm(WORD_LIST);
db_status == S_OKAY;
d_findnm(WORD_LIST)) {
d_findco(EFFECT_LIST);
d_recread(&effect));
print_fields(&effect);

A More Complex Application
A major office telephone system manu
facturer uses a db_VISTA database to
control configuration of telephone sys
tems with as many as a thousand tele
phones and a hundred trunks. The sys
tems engineer runs the application on a
portable personal computer at the cus
tomer's site. The actual database has 22
record types, 42 sets, and 15 indexes.
Figure 4 shows an abbreviated data
base schema that might make sense to
someone who has used a large office tele
phone system. The real schema would be
comprehensible only to telephone
engineers.
Central to the schema is the extension
record. Telephone extensions are associ
ated with both trunks and individual sta
tions (phones). An extension rings on a
station at a specified line number. In ad
dition, stations have feature tables, and
trunks are associated in trunk groups.
Some records are connected with several
sets. The intercom set contains only those
line members that are intercom lines, the
extension-line set contains regular exten
sions, and so on.
Since telephone systems constantly
change as a company reorganizes and ex
pands, the configuration program must
allow for maximum flexibility. Take the
extension number, for instance. When
the extension number changes, all refer
ences to it must be updated . This would
be difficult in a relational system because
the extension number would occur in over
20 different records . The network model
solves that problem because the extension

}
}
Here's a summary of the db_VISTA
functions used in the preceding program:
d_keyfind finds a word record by key
and makes that record the current record;
ct_setor sets the current owner of the
word_list set to the current (recently
found) record; d_findfm finds the first
member of the word_ list set; d_findnm
finds the next member of the word_list
set; d_findco finds the current owner of
the effect_list set; and d_recread
reads the current effect record from the
database.
The sound-effects example is complex
enough to show the network model's ad
vantage over the relational model but sim
ple enough to be clear. The application
would be inefficient to program using a
relational DBMS because the sound ef
fect's unique 67-character key, fx
descrip, would be included in each
keyword record, forcing two B-tree in

Trunk group

Feature

Dedicated trunk

Line status

Trunk

Extension

Station

Tie extension

Line

Figure 4: Telephone schema.
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Phone systems evolve
as companies constantly
change, therefore a
configuration program
must be flexible.
number is stored in one place only-the
extension record-and the extension
record is physically linked to all other
associated records.
Note that all the sets shown in figure 4
determine two-way relationships. The
relational DBMS could duplicate those
two-way links only if each record con
tained the unique key for each associated
record. Including these extra keys would
further increase redundancy, making it
harder to make changes to the data.

Other Network-Model Applications
The telephone application is a medium
complexity network example. The Solo
mon III accounting system, using MDBS
III, i.s considerably more complex, with
68 record types and 170 indexes. At the
other end of the scale is a product called
Nametags Plus from Peopleware of Belle
vue, WA. This simple db_VISTA appli
cation uses a single record type-a name
and-address record. The program, writ
ten in C, includes a tightly integrated
copy of the Fancy Font utility and can
produce high-quality name tags and cer
tificates on a dot-matrix printer.
Peopleware chose db_VISTA for sev
eral reasons. The company's main prod
uct line consists of top-of-the-line confer
ence-reservation software based on
MDBS III. MDBS III was not appropri
ate for the inexpensive Nametags Plus be
cause of the royalty structure. The
db_VISTA DBMS offered the familiar
network data model and the C language
flexibility necessary for screen manage
ment and integration with Fancy Font.
When MDBS III was the only network
model DBMS available, principal users
were major software developers, the De
partment of Defense, and large corpora
tions with important custom program
ming needs. Raima's db_VISTA has
widened the market with its low cost. As
Nametags Plus demonstrates, a network
model DBMS can serve well for even the
most straightforward file-management
projects. As more products like MDBS
III and db_VISTA become available and
more ease-of-use features are added, the
network-model DBMS might become es
tablished as a product category in its own
right.•
Applications Software Today
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Order Status,
Technical & Other
Info. (602) 246-2222
Call for programs
not listed

SPECIAL

WAREHOUSE
DATA
~~11 1 1 1 1 PRODUCTS
1 1 1 ~1 ~

MICROSOFT WORD

$179

TOLL-FREE ORDER LINE 1-800-421-3135
FREE SOFTWARE!

FREE SOFTWARE!

FREE SOFTWARE!

Purchase over $100 and receive one of these disks absolutely FREE! Purchases over $250 get two free disks, over $400 get three, or
get all four disks when your purchase is over $500! 1) MIXED BAG-A great assortment of utilities and games all packed on one disk.
2) PC-WRITE - Try this famous feature packed word processor. It's a winner! 3) FONT-SET - Lets you set popular fonts like bold ,
underline, etc. on most late model printers from Citizen, Epson, NEC, Ok i data, Panasonic , Star, Toshiba, etc. You can even use your
printer like a typew riter! 4) ABC-LIST - Great mailing list program! Sort on anyfield, do qualified searches, print reports and mail ing
labels, and more!

-SOFTWARE
ACCOUNTING
BPI AP, AR , PR, GA . . ... $169 ea.
Cyma .......... . ........... Call
Dae Easy Accounting .. . . .... 39
Dollars & $ense . .. . .. .. . . .. . . 94
Managing Your Mone y 3.0 . .. 108

COMMUNICATION
PROGRAMS
Carbon Cop y ... . .. . .... . ... 115
Crosstalk ...... . . . .. ....... . 89
Remote ....... . ......... . ... 89
Smartcom II ... . ... . .... .. .. . 83

DATA BASE MANAGERS
Clipper .... .... ... .... .. ... 380
Clout 2 . ...... . ..... . . . . ... . Call
Condor Ill . . . ... .. .. .. . . .. .. 310
Knowledg ,e man II ......... . . Call
Powerbase 2.2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 169
O&A .. . ... . .. .. ... . . ... . ... Call
Quiokcode .... ... .. • .. ..... 138
Quicksilver . . ...... • . . . . .... 295
Quic kreport ....... . ... ... .. 138
Revelation .... .. ......... . . 469
R: Base System V . .. . . . .. ... 345

EDUCATIONAL
Flight Simulator ....... . ..... 28
Turbo Tutor II ........ . . . . ... 25
Typing Tutor Ill ... .. ... .... Call

GRAPHICS
Chartmaster .. . . .. .. . ... . .. . Call
Energraphics 2.0 .... . .. .. . . 294
In-A-Vision .. . . .. . ..... . .... 275
Microsoft Bus Mouse ....... 106
Microsoft Chart. ...... .. .... 164
Microsoft Serial Mouse .. .... 119
Newsroom . . .. . . . ...... . .... 31
OPTI 1111ouse W/ DR Halo II .. 106
Printshop ....... . ...... . .... 33
Signmaster .... ...... ... ... . Call

INTEGRATED
Abilit y .. ..... . . . .. .. .. . . .... 59
Enable ... . . .... . .. . .. . .. . . . 355
Smart Software ..... . ...... . Call

LANGUAGES
Lattice C Compiler ...... .. .. 242
Microsoft C Compiler . . . . ... 249
Microsoft Fortran 4.0 . ... . ... 255
Microsoft Macro Assembler .. 84
Microsoft Pascal Compiler .. 166
Microsoft Qu ick Basic .. .. .... 55
Ryam McFarlan Fortran .. . . . . 305
Ryan McFarlan Cobol .... . .. 479
T urbo Basic . .. .. .. . .. .... . . . SS.
Turbo Pasca l w/ 8087 + BCD .. 55

PROJECT MANAGER
Harvard Tot al Project ....... 262
Micmsoft Project ... .. ... ... 219
Super Project Plus . ....... . . Call
Timeline 2.0 ... . . .. ...... ... 209

SPREADSHEET
Microsoft Multiplan ...... .. . 108
No Charge lor Master Card or Visa

Spreadsheet Auditor 3:0 .. . .. $82
Supercalc 4 ... . . . .. . . .... . .. Call
VP Planner ............... .. . 49

UTILITIES
Copy II PC . . ... ..... . .. . ....
Copywrite .. ... , . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Desqview . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Double Dos ......... . .•......
Fastback ...... ... . . .. . . . . . ..
Graph
the Box ... ... • ..... .
Homebase . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Microsoft Windows ........ .. .
Norton Ut ilities 3.1 ...........
Prokey 4.0 . . ....... . ... . , . . . .
Sidekick {unprotected) . ......
Sideways 3.1 ... .. ._ .. .... .... .

n

19
39
55
30
85
55
39
55
48
70
47
36

WORD-PROCESSING
Easy Extra . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 88
Microsoft Word ....... . .. . . . 179
Multimate Advantage .. . .. ... Call
Volkswriter 3 .. , .. . .... .. . .. . 139
Webster Spellcheck . . . . . . . . . . 37
Word Perfect ...... . ........ 195
Wordstar ... . ..... .. . .. . . . . . 162
Wordstar Propac .. .. . . .•.... 233
Wordstar 2000 .. . .... . . •. ... 233
Wordstar 2000+ . . .. .. ....... 278

AZ TURBO AT
IBM AT Compatible, 51 2K,
6 & 8 MHZ, keyboard,
graphics card, 220 wat t
power supply, MS/ DOS 3.2
GW Basic ..... . . ........ 1260

AST286
PREMIUM COMPUTER

ACCESSORIES
Cop y II PC Board . . . .. .. . . .. . 75
150 watt power suppl y ... .. . .. 69
Mini Micro Parallel
Print Buffer .. .. .. . . . . . . . ... 69
Masterpiece .. .. .. . . .. .. ... . . 88
Masterpiece Plus ... . .. .. .... 113

Sraarp Portable . ............ . Call

EGA BOARDS
Everex Enhancer EGA . .. ... . 235
Paradise Auto Switch 480
EGA Card . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . 379
Ouad EGA Plus . . . . . . . . . . . . . 349
Vega Deluxe . ........ .. . . ... Call
Vega Video . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 299

BOARDS
AST Advantage Premium . ... 422
AST Premium Si xpac .. ... . . Call
AST Sixpac {384K) ........ . 219
Hercules Color Card .. .. .... . 145
Hercules Graphics + .... • .... 182
Intel Above Boards .......... Call
J Laser {Tall Tree) ...... .. . .. Call
J Ram 3 (Tall Tree) . . .. . ..... 159
J Ram 3 AT {Tall Tree) . ... ... 199

COMPUTERS
AZ TURBO PC
IBM Compatible Computer,
4.77 or 7.4 7 key selectable,
ke yboard, 640K, dual drive,
mono graphics card, 150
watt power supply ....... . 719
or with 20 MB Seagate
Hard Drive . .
1025
6 month lim ited warrant y

AMDEK 722 . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . 455
NEC Multisync ......... . ... . 559
Packard Bell EGA . .......... 450

HARD DRIVES
AZ 20 MB Hard Card ........
AZ 30 MB Hard Card .. . . . . . .
Filecard 20 MB ............ . .
Maynard 20 MB Hard Card . ..
Plus Hardcard 20MB . . . . . . . .
Seagate 20 MB Int. w/ cont. . ..
Seagate 30 MB Int. w/ cont. ...
Seagate 30 AT 'int.......... ..

INCREDIBLE VALUES

Keyboards {similar
to5151) . . .... .. ....... $79
Monochrome Board w / printer
port (similar to Hercules
Graphics) .. .. . ......... $79
Expansion Board
0 to 576K . . .... . ... .. . . $42
Multifunction Board w/ game
port (s imilar to AST
six pack) . .. . . . ....... . $79
Four Drive Flopp y
Controll er ............. $39
Color Card w/o print er
port . . . ..... . .... . ..... $69
Color card w / printer
port . ........ .. ........ $79

WAREHOUSE DATA PRODUCTS
We do not guarantee compatibility
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~25
Call
555
Call
665
333
399
539

Nationally advertised boards for
IBM PC and most compatibles
at give awa y prices.

TOLL-FREE ORDER LINE 1-800-421-3135
2701 West Glendale Ave. • Phoenix, AZ 85051
Inquiry 80

MODEMS
Everex 300/1 200 .. .. . ... . . . . 120
Hayes 1200 , ..... . .. . ... .. . . Call
Hayes 1200B .. . . ... .. ... .. . Call
U.S. Robotics Courier 2400 . . . 349
U.S. Robo tics Passwd. 1200 .. 180

MONITORS

51 2K, expandable to 2MB on
the system board, RT en
hanced style ke yboard, paral
lel, serial and clock, 1.2 MB
floppy disk drive, 7 expansion
slots, tw o 32 bit fas tram slots,
DOS 3.1 & Basic
1 year warrant y ... . .... .. Call

EGA MONITORS

-HARDWARE

KEYBOARDS
Keytronics 5151 . . . . . . ...... $162
Keytronics 5153 . . . ......... .. 269

AMDEK 410 Amber ..... ..... 157
AMDEK 600 ........ . . . .. . .. 339
Magnovox Color RGB . ..... . Call
Multitech Color RGB .... . . .. 299 ·
Princeton Max 12 . ... . .... .. 159
Samsung TTL Amber ...... ... 72
Samsung TTL Green . . . .. . . .. 70

PRINTERS
CANON LASER . ....... .. .. 1939
CITIZEN
MSP- 10 . ...... ... .... . . . . . . 279
MSP-15 . ..... .. ............ 379
MSP-20 .... ... . ... .... . .. .. 315
Premiere 35 Daisywheel ... .. 459
EPSON - Call on all models
FUJITSU
DX2100 Parallel .. . .. ..... .. . Call
DL2400 Ser/Par .... . ... . . . .. Call
LASER IMAGE 2000 .... .. ... Call
NEC
NEC P5XLP .... . ... . . . . ... 1095
NEC P7 Parallel . . . ....... . . . 619
NEC 8850 ............... . . 1059
NEC P6 Parallel . . . . . . . . . . . . . 439
OKIOATA- Call on all models
PANASONIC
1091-1 . .. . .. ' ... . ' .. . ..... . . 259
1092-1 ... . . ' . ... . . . ...... ... 329
1592 ' '' .. . ' '.' . . ... . . ' .. .. . 425
KXP315 1 ..... . .. :. .. .... . .. 399
STAR MICRONICS
NP10 ... .. ... .. : . . . . ....... Call
NB15 . . . ... . . .... . ......... 975
NX10 . ...... . ..... .. . . . .... 232
SG15 ......... .. .... .... .. . 365
SR 15 ..... . . ... . ............ 549
TOSHIBA - Call on all models

RAM
64K 150NS (set of 9) . . ...... 13.50
256K 150NS (set of 9) .. . ... . . . 30
256K 120NS (set of 9) .. . .... . Call
TERMS: Shipping on most sollware is $5.00. AZ
orders •6.7% sales tax. Personal check/com·
pany check - allow fourteen (14) days to clear.
We accept purchase orders from authorized
institutions for 3.5% more than cash price. All
returns are subject to our approval. There will
be a 20% restock fee. Minimum phone order
$50. All prices are subject to change. Due to
copyright laws we cannot take back any open
software.

Phone Hours: Monday. Wednesday & Thursday
7am·9 pm: Tuesday &Friday 7am·Spm: Satur
day 9 am·Spm. MST.
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Dark.Horse
Applications
A handful ofunusual or unknown programs
for MS-DOS computers

• Ezra Shapiro
The greatest irony of computer software is that a successful program isn't neces
sarily a good one. The fact that a particular program boasts tremendous sales figures
does not mean that it is the best in its category or even especially outstanding.
Likewise, an excellent product might cause barely a ripple in the marketplace.
While it's coinmon to blame the size of a manufacturer's advertising budget,
that's not the only factor involved when a good product drifts into obscurity . Some
software is ahead of its time. Other programs are too similar to existing products
to be noticed, even if they incorporate significant improvements . And a few products
simply baffle reviewers .
For more than a year and a half, I've been writing BYTE's "Applications
Only " column. On average, I receive about 30 software products a month, and I
write about four of them. I've been surprised at how many of the packages are
well-designed, solid, and useful ; I encounter relatively few bad programs. So when I
was asked to come up with a list of little-known applications for this issue, I had a
huge collection available. I picked out a few favorites; my evaluations follow.

A Better Mousetrap
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Bruce Tonkin was a veteran user of Word
Star 3.3, but he was frustrated with its
shortcomings. His solution? Write a bet
ter version in BASIC . The result was My
Word!, an inexpensive word processor
that starts with the WordStar command
set and adds a wide selection of advanced
features. The current version even adds a
good spelling checker.
When I first saw the program about
two years ago, I was not impressed . It
emulated WordStar, but I didn't think it
was a slick, professional product. How
ever, in the intervening months, Tonkin
has strengthened and refined the program
to the point that it is the equal of many far
more expensive word processors on the
market . The current release, version 2.0,
is written in QuickBASIC 2.0 with some
routines in macro assembler, and it really
sings.
To begin, the program can do just
about everything that WordStar 3. 3 can
do, with some major exceptions. First,
My Word! can handle files up to only
about SOK bytes, as opposed to Word
Star, which is disk-based. The program
doesn't scroll the display horizontally for
lines longer than the screen width; you
have to reformat. My Word! doesn ' t
make automatic backups of files and
doesn't let you set and go to the 10 posi

tion markers that WordStar allows. The
program has no block move-you have to
copy a block, then delete the original
and it does not display file directories.
My Word! doesn't look like WordStar,
either; Tonkin prefers a clean screen. If
you want help or status information, you
have to press a function key. Finally, My
Word! works with pure ASCII characters ,
so you 'II have to run a simple conversion
utility before editing old WordStar files.
What does My Word! have that Word
Star 3. 3 doesn't? Plenty. An undelete
command for words, lines, or blocks .
Ten definable macro commands, each up
to 255 characters long. Graphics char
acters. Definable cursor shape. The abili
ty to sort tables in ascending or descend
ing order. Math functions. Formula
evaluation. A built-in mail merge func
tion, with IF/ENDIF nested conditional
branching. A label-printing mode .
Nested linking of files on output. And on
and on.
My Word! is as fast as, or faster than,
WordStar for all operations. The docu
co111i1111ed

Ezra Shapiro is a consulting editor for
BITE, where his "Applications Only"
column appears monthly. He can be
reached at P. 0. Box 170040, San Fran
cisco, CA 94117.
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mentation is complete and well-indexed.
Bruce Tonkin supports the product
fiercely, and he's extremely loyal to his
customers.
My Word! is a quality product and a
real bargain.

SAVE & LOAD 123 FILES IN 1/2 THE TIME.
Increase the speed of your programs by as
much as 2-5 times. FLASH will make programs
that go to disk operate faster! FLASH will make
word processors, accounting programs, data
base programs, & spreadsheets operate at top
speeds! FLASH is the fastest & most versatile
program of its kind. At right is alist of compar
ison of FLASH to Lightning features.

FREE OFFER:
FLASH RAM-DISK & FLASH KEYS
When you buy FLASH you get our new prod
ucts FLASH RAM-DISK & FLASH KEYSfree.
FLASH RAM-DISK uses memory only when
needed and frees up the memory when the
RAM-DISK files are deleted . FLASH KEYS
speeds i.p your cursor for scrolling & editing.
These programs normally sell for $29.95 each.

BACK-TO-DOS $49.95

F L

FEATURES
Speeds up dis k access
Can utiliz eabove board type memory
Can ut ilize AT EX TENDED memory
Can utilize up to 3 Megabytes of RAM
Can buffer up to 26 device drivers
Optional Track Read & Write (Speeds 123)
Glue files into buffer
No learning curve everytime system boots
Over 30 commands
Less than $70
Printer Spooler Interface
RAM DISK Interface

+ +
+ +
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+

FLASH matches or out performs LIGHTNING
GUARANTEED!

Reg. price .... . . . ...... . . . .... ~
Umited time . . .. . . .. ... . . . . .... . $69.95

NEW!

Back-To-Dos allows you to interrupt the program you are working on, go to DOS, do ANY DOS
command or run ANY other program regardless of size, then return back to your original program
exactly where you left off screen and all!
• Imagine -Being in aspreadsheet
• Imagine DOS at your finger tips
-Going to DOS
• Imagine ONLY 15K of RAM needed for this
-Running your database program
• Imagine -Being in word processing
-Returning
back to spreadsheet
-Going to DOS
• Works when screen in graphics mode too ·
-Formattin[J adisk
-Going back to word processing
of\oEf\t
-Saving your file

SPOOL-MASTER 5.0 $49.95

NEW!

SPEED UP YOUR PRINTER
• No more waiting for your printer
• • Automatically allocates RAM when printing
• • Automatically frees up RAM when done
printing
• True RAM spooler
• Allows multiple copies
• Status shows how many pages left and
how much time left printing

SUPER-ED 3.15 $49.95

• Handles single sheet forms
• Can be un-installed at ANY time
• • Finally aRAM spooler that doesn't use
ANY RAM when It is not printing
• Many keyboard commands to control
spooler
• When used in conjunction with FLASH oEf\t

of\

NEW!

THE ULTIMATE DBASE PROGRAM EDITOR
• Edit Dbase program files with wordstar like
commands
·
• Configurable keystroke commands
• Edit 2files at once & copy blocks between
them
• Extensive search & replace options ·
• Execute any DOS command from within the /
editor

•
•
•
•
•
•

Keyboard macros
Print parts of afile
Super Fast Full screen editing
Shows Num-lock & Key-caps status
Go to specific line number
Merge 2files together

SPECIAL PACKAGE OFFER: $150.00
Gives you over $280.00 worth of software!
• FLASH
• BACK-TO-DOS
•FLASH RAM-DISK
• SUPER-ED 3.15

•FLASH KEYS
• SPOOL-MASTER 5.0

ORDER LINE: 1-800 25-FLASH I INFO LINE: 1-317 253-8088
Add $4.00 shipping & handling (Overseas add $15 00)
Software Master/6352 Guilford Avenue/Indianapolis, IN 46220
Lightning is a trademark of PCSG
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New Tricks
Two reasonably priced programs from
Airus employ a novel technology to pro
vide a handy safety net that doesn't get in
your way when you feel confident enough
to work without it. Detente, a $75 mem
ory-resident shell for MS-DOS, and
Write Now, a $150 word processor, use
as-you-type spelling checking to catch
mistakes before they cause problems.
Most shell programs for MS-DOS are
designed to insulate you from the operat
ing system; almost all of them give you an
"easy-to-use" interface that protects you
from cryptic MS-DOS commands. But,
like overprotective parents who prevent
their children from learning how to cope
with life, these products can lull you into
a false sense of security. Sooner or later ,
you ' re going to have to perform an opera
tion that requires dealing with MS-DOS
in the raw, and if you ' ve been sheltered
by your shell, you 're going to be lost.
In contrast, Detente doesn 't try to do
everything for you; it merely nudges you
in the right direction when you type a
command. It's the only MS-DOS aid I've
used that isn't more trouble than it's
worth .
The first time you load the program, it
builds an internal list of your directories
and the executable files in your MS-DOS
path (the list is updated whenever you
make changes). Thereafter, every time
you try to enter an illegal command, De
tente will spot the mistake and warn you.
If you turn on all the program's bells and
whistles, it will highlight the error, beep
at you, and present you with a selection of
acceptable alternatives in a pop-up win
dow. Detente bases its presentation of
choices on spelling, but if you like you
can view all the possibilities. You can
scroll down the list and select the correct
command or directory name, thus past
ing it into the command line.
What I like about this program is its
configurability. In its strictest mode, it
won't let you complete a conunand it
can't identify; it will stop you and de
mand that you pick a legal phrase from
the list of choices. If you like, it will even
complete typing a command as soon as
you've entered enough letters to eliminate
any ambiguity about your choice. Or you
can turn off all the warning features and
merely use Detente's command editor
and command history stack (which lets
you recall earlier commands) when you
need them.
BYTE Bonus Edition
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Write Now is a word processor that ap
plies the same philosophy to text editing.
The program is somewhat limited, how
ever. I wouldn't use it to prepare any
project that requires extremely compli
cated formatting, like an academic paper
with embedded typesetting codes, but it's
fine for correspondence, simple reports,
and most everyday word-processing
tasks. Maximum file size is 64K bytes,
and you don't get the sophisticated layout
and style options available in more exten
sive programs, but Write Now has all the
basics you'd expect to find in a word pro
cessor: ruler lines, mail merge, headers,
footers, page numbers, and so on. You
perform block operations with a quick
cut and paste . You can activate com
mands through a series of function-key
menus that appear along the lower edge
of the screen, or you can shortcut the
menus by entering short control-charac
ter sequences.
Write Now comes with a moderately
sized dictionary with which you can cor
rect the spelling in an entire document, or
you can set it for as-you-type checking. In
the latter mode, it behaves in much the
same fashion as Detente; warnings can be
as mild as a gentle beep or as fierce as
complete refusal to let you enter a word
not in the dictionary. The word-comple
tion feature can let you type in a kind of
shorthand. Write Now will finish words
as soon as any ambiguity vanishes, and
you can save yourself many keystrokes if
you can learn to adjust to the program's
rhythm.
Both Detente and Write Now are con
figurable; you never feel railroaded into
features you don't need or want. Both
come with thorough, well-written docu
mentation. Both are excellent products
that you might not hear about from your
local software dealer.
Analyst's Toolbox
Finance 10 is Progressive Software's
memory-resident collection of l 0 tools
for financial analysis, including loan am
ortization, lease/purchase analysis,
ACRS depreciation, present/future
value, personal worth, IRA growth, bond
yield, internal rate of return, simple sta
tistics (mean, median, and standard devi
ation), and financial manager's rate of
return.
Configuration of the product is quite
simple: Each tool is a separate module
that's linked to an overall menu. You can
install any or all of the tools into the
framework. The result is a pop-up utility
that covers only the functions you need.
The phrase "memory-resident utility"
brings to mind an abbreviated piece of
software that's nowhere near as powerful
as a stand-alone program. Not so with FiB YT E Bonus Edition
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Items Discussed
Detente ........................ ......... $75
Write Now ..... ... .... .... .... . ...... .$.150
Airus Inc.
10200 Southwest Nimbus Ave.
Suite G-5
Portland, OR 97223
(503) 620-7000

It Flgures
Apple version .......... . .... .... $39.95
IBM version ... .... .. ... ........ . $49.95
SimplSoft Products Inc.
P.O. Box 13173
Boulder, CO 80308
(303) 444-8771

Flnance 10 ........... ... ......... ..... $149

My Word! ........................ .. ... $69

Progressive Software Inc.
P .O. Box 16271
Irvine, CA 92714
(714) 551-3383

T. N. T. Software Inc.
34069 Hainesville Rd.
Round Lake, IL 60073
(312) 223-8595

nance 10-the modules are all complete,
full-featured workhorses. Although some
of the more straightforward tools, such as
the statistics calculator, require only one
screen, many of the modules use a long
series of linked screens. A good example
is the personal financial statement, which
uses separate schedules for different sorts
of assets and liabilities.
There's no tool in the package that you
can't build (or in many cases, buy) as a
spreadsheet template, but Finance !O's
modules are laid out intelligently and
constructed for easy data entry. And you
sure can't load Lotus 1-2-3 as a pop-up if
you're working in WordPerfect without
getting into some ugly multitasking prob
lems. If you regularly perform one or
more of the calculations covered by the
product, Finance 10 is a convenient solu
tion .
Although the package claims that Fi
nance 10 was "designed by a CPA for the
financial community," I found. the mod
ules so self-explanatory that even a mere
mortal like myself could use them effec
tively without consulting the top-rate
documentation. I didn't discover any
major conflicts with other terminate-and
stay-resident products (although my test
ing wasn't comprehensive), and I found
Finance !O's import and export capa
bilities more than adequate to deal with
moving the data in and out of other
software .
Finance 10 is certainly not for every
one, nor is it as flexible as a good spread
sheet, but what it does it does well. It
merits wider attention than it's been
getting.
A Neat Calculator
I once described SimplSoft's It Figures as
a minispreadsheet with only three col
umns and 20 rows. That's a helpful expla
nation insofar as It Figures lets you work
with numbers organized in a grid, but it

misses the program's real power and util
ity. Although It Figures looks somewhat
like a spreadsheet, it's much more a cal
culator that lets you accomplish serious
computation without all the fuss and
bother of a major-league spreadsheet.
The program gives you a data-entry
screen of 20 lines (a status line at the top
and a function-key menu at the bottom
occupy the rest of the display). Each line
is divided into three areas. The first is re
served for formulas, constants, and/or
raw data; it's here that you build your cal
culation. The second area shows a run
ning total, the interim result of your cal
culation. Think of it as the equivalent of
the tape from a printing calculator. The
third area is simply a space for remarks
or line labels. You can use It Figures to
perform any top-down computation.
Sounds easy, doesn't it? But don't
think that the program's simplicity indi
cates lack of power; you can set global
variables for all your worksheets or local
variables for single worksheets, perform
macro functions like standard deviation,
and chain worksheets for long and in
volved calculations. To illustrate the
product's potential, SimplSoft has in
cluded 57 sample worksheets in the pack
age, ranging from loan interest to Ohm's
law to the Pythagorean theorem to a full
IRS l 040 form .
The program is a breeze to use, and
you can get the hang of it by checking out
a couple of sample worksheets. The con
cept is so obvious that you probably
won't need to look at the short but excel
lent manual. If you get stuck, thorough
on-line help is available.
It Figures is a wonderful tool that does
what it's supposed to do quickly and effi
ciently. It's not designed to replace the
massive number-crunching power of a
spreadsheet, but it's a great shortcut for
simpler operations. For its low price, you
can't go wrong. •
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INTRODUCING FAST FORWARD:M
NOWANY SOFTWARE CAN RUN UP TO lOTIMES FASTER.
No more doodling while your database
goes digging. Or lallygagging while your
spreadsheet loads. Or taking five while your
word processing program takes forever
With Fast Forward, any software runs 2 to
10 times faster

CAN SOFTWARE REALLY
DO THAT TO SOFTWARE?
Fast Forward can. Normally; your com
puter is constantly going to your disk and
wading through massive amounts of data.
But with Fast Forward, data is retained in
your computer's internal memory. Which is
incredibly fast. Much faster than hard disks.
Hundreds of times faster than floppies.
FAST FORWARD PERFORMANCE

D With Fast Forward

•

Without Fast Forward

dBase Ill

3.15 minutes
29.6 minutes • • • • • • • • • • •
WordStar 3 .3

THE MORE YOU USE IT,
THE FASTER YOU GO. ·
Once installed, Fast Forward works invisi
bly. As you use data, it's automatically stored
in your computer's memory-and instantly
available the next time you need it. Programs
requiring frequent disk access (like dBase III)
will show amazing improvements. And adding
extended memory gives Fast Forward more
room to work. So software runs even faster

PERFORMANCE HAS
A NEW PRICE: $69.95.
You can buy a faster computer Or an
expensive accelerator board. But if you're ready
to turn on the speed without turning over a bun
dle of money; ask for Fast Forward. It's from
the Mark Williams Company; makers of quality
software tools since 1976. And it's available at
your software dealer In the software depart
ment of your favorite bookstore. Or by calling
1-800-MWC-1700.*
,
And hurry. Because
60-DAY
it'll be going fast
MONEY-BACK
*In Illinois: (312) 472-6659

40 seconds • • • • • • • • • • •
21 seconds .--- - - - .

-~~l~~ms

51seconds •(Test:
• Load
••
•••••••
spreadsheet, 8 oolumns by 962 rows)

1430 West Wrightwood
Chicago, Illinois 60614

(Test: Move cursor to end of 46 page document)

All tests done on 640K IBM PC. 20 megabyte hard disk and
floppy drive. 320K RAM allocated to Fast Forward.
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Company

Fast Forward runs on IBM-P 
100% compatibles. Not copy protected.
© 1987, Mark Williams Company
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The Promise
of Application
Software
Trends for the future ofproductivity programs

•Oliver L. Picher, Cynthia R. Lubrano, and Rochelle Theophano
It is becoming increasingly clear that we are seeing the birth of a new generation
of personal computer hardware . More and more Intel 80386- and Motorola 68020
based computer systems are being introduced all the time. Better-quality, cheap
er, and more easily available graphics technologies are being developed at every
turn . Sometime in the near future, we may also begin seeing LANs that are truly
easy to use for the average personal computer user. Does all this mean that we will
see a new generation of software, or are we merely going to do the same things
faster, in living color, and with more people?
There is some truth to the old maxim that "the hardware drives the software."
If these new microprocessors, graphics coprocessors, and LANs really offer a quan
tum leap in hardware capabilities, then a similar leap in software capabilities is al
most sure to follow. Think for a moment of the processing speed of the 80386-at 3
to 4 million instructions per second, it is almost six times faster than the older
8088. Imagine if your car could suddenly drive six times faster; think of where you
could go and what you could do .
But before we leap into our atomic-powered antigravity vehicles to meet for
lunch in Paris-where we 'II speculate on tomorrow's software trends-let's stop and
think about the software of the present.
Most of us use software because we have a specific job we want to get done.
When we sit down at our word processors, we do so because we need to write some
thing, not because we think the thesaurus is nifty. We want results, and we want
the software to help us get there . For all the great new technologies becoming avail
able, if they don't help us get our work done, they are worthless. This, then, is
our second maxim: Hardware may drive software, but software answers the needs of
the user. Software has to earn its keep.

A Lesson from the Past
Following this maxim, it is easy to see
why advances in software have as much to
do with changes in how people use com
puters as they do with changes in technol
ogy. For example, look at what has hap
pened with word-processing software
over the past few years. In the early
1980s, personal computers were known
only to those adventuresome souls who
were willing to tinker with the technol
ogy. The software then available reflected
this hands-on approach . The earliest
word-processing programs, such as
WordStar, were little more than program
editors with a few text-formatting func
tions added on.
After IBM introduced its PC, micro
computers became more common. The
price, flexibility, and capability of these
machines made them attractive alterna
tives to the dedicated word-processing
systems that secretaries and clerical
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workers commonly used . A whole gener
ation of personal computer word-pro
cessing programs followed that met the
needs of these users by emulating the
dedicated systems already in use. Multi
Mate. OfficeWriter, and Samna are the
three best-known programs.
Then a curious thing happened. The
so-called knowledge workers-those who
had once dictated the words that the sec
retaries then transcribed-discovered
word processing. A new wave of procontinued

Oliver L. Picher, Cynthia R. I.ubrano,
and Rochelle Theophano are on the staff
of Datapro Reports on Microcomputers,
where they are responsible for hands-on
evaluation of database, graphics, word
processing, and project-management
software. They can be reached at Datapro
Research C01poration, 1805 Underwood
Blvd., Delran, NJ08075.
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cessing software is now large enough,
and competitive enough, that it could di
versify into niches of specialized needs.
Manuscript, Lotus's new engineering
and scientific word processor, is a case in
point. The program was designed from
the ground up to handle technical docu
ments, which differ a great deal from or
dinary business communications. Manu
script may be only the first of many such
programs, because tremendous needs
exist for similar programs in legal, insur
ance, and publishing environments. This
will be especially true when LANs come
into common use and people begin look
ing for document control rather than
grams resulted, with new features geared plain word processing. People will expect
to the needs of this new group. These pro a document-control program to match the
grams emphasized on-screen display of current flow of documents in their
different text modes and have come to be offices.
known as WYSIWYG (what-you-see-is
what-you-get) programs. Thesauri, spell The Three Trends
ing checkers, and outline processors are Word-processing programs, like all of
just the latest in a long series of features today's software, are being shaped by
designed to attract these new users. New several different factors, but three basic
functions are made possible by the avail trends are worth close examination. The
ability of cheap RAM, cheap disk stor first is the availability of high-quality
age, and cheap graphics display systems, graphics, which is turning even text
but the functions are there primarily be based applications like word processing
into ones that make extensive use of such
cause users want them.
graphics-intensive features as bit-mapped
character displays, windows, and in-text
Whither Word Processing?
Some of the features we may see in to charts. The second trend is increasing
morrow's word processors will show the connectivity, specifically, LANs, micro
influence of desktop publishing, features computer-to-mainframe gateways, public
made possible by new advances in graph information networks, and departmental
ics and in laser printer technology. The computing. This trend isn't so apparent
key question: Does desktop publishing in word-processing software yet, but it
represent a new attitude toward word pro will have a profound effect on other
cessing, or is it just another feature of the applications.
month?
The last trend, specialization, is more
Within a year, all high-end word-pro ephemeral and more controversial. This
cessing programs will support improved trend goes directly against the prevailing
laser-generated output. In this sense, current of the microcomputer software
desktop publishing is really an extension industry, where the most successful pro
of our present use of word-processing grams have always been the most general
ized; the big sellers-Lotus 1-2-3,
software.
Most people don't care about fancy dBASE, and WordPerfect-are programs
output. If they want something more that can meet a variety of needs. Still,
sophisticated, they'll send text to the in people use software for a job, so they
house paste-up specialist. There will still want software that will match their needs
be a need for separate paste-up software, as closely as possible.
Survey after survey shows that person
like PageMaker and ReadySetGo, which
has become so popular. Depending on al computers have penetrated into only a
the volume of the text and the need for few industries and that vast new markets
publishing-quality output, people will in manufacturing, government, and re
either look to better quality in today's tailing remain relatively untapped. Many
generalized word-processing programs of these markets need custom-tailored
or they will use specialized systems that tools that will stretch the imagination of
handle cradle-to-grave text editing, type the software vendors. Some specializa
setting, and paste-up. With these "docu tion is fine, but too much specialization
ment-control" systems, the use of LANs means that the program will find itself
will become more important.
boxed into a limited market.
While generalized word-processing
programs will continue to prosper, spe The Tho of Databases
cialization will become increasingly im Database software fits squarely into the
portant. The overall market for word-pro movement toward more specialized soft

Within a year,
all high-end
word-processing
programs will
support improved
laser-generated
output.
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ware. Database programs have always
served as a general framework for the de
velopment of customized applications.
They are the paradigm for our future soft
ware program-the general program that
can be customized easily. The problem,
however, is that using these programs
hasn't been as easy as it should be. Pro
grams like dBASE offer plenty of power,
but you need to reach a certain level of
proficiency with dBASE before the "cus
tomizability" of the database works as it
should. Consequently, the average user
of database programs has always been
more technically proficient than, say, the
average word-processing user. The rea
son dBASE has become as popular as it
has is because it established a strong base
of support among third-party application
developers, people likely to develop a
custom application for bowling-alley
management or to recommend to a fa
ther, mother, or brother-in-law that they
buy dBASE III.
The latest trend in database software is
away from power for power's sake.
R: base System V and Paradox are empha
sizing accessible power. R:base provides
a complete set of development tools to
round out the development of database
structures, menus, entry forms, and re
ports. These tools are designed so that the
average computer user can produce a so
phisticated, customized database applica
tion in a relatively short amount of time .
In a similar vein, Paradox provides a
smooth blend of macro recording, forms
driven queries, and a sophisticated pro
gramming language.

The Dream of Artificial Intelligence
More than any other application, data
base management systems stand to be
transformed by the use of artificial intelli
gence techniques. Paradox is one minor
example of how this technology can be
used. Paradox lets users define their
queries in a form on-screen, independent
of any concerns about index structures or
query syntax. The program then inter
prets the request and generates its own re
trieval program, optimized to make the
best use of the database structure. As for
future uses, perhaps someday you 'II be
able to buy a "third-party consultant in a
box," a program that would help you cus
tomize your own bowling-alley manage
ment system.
The next step in applying Al technol
ogy to database management would be to
develop a natural language database
description system that could understand
the implicit, syntactical relationships be
tween different data items.
In addition to natural language, there is
also a tendency toward increased use of
continued
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Newsroom Pro ... .. ... ... .. . . ... 79.00
Certificate Maker
. 36.00

ANS
= A- - 
Paradox .. , , ..

STERUNG SGnwARE

AMERICAN SMALL BUSINESS
SYSTEMS

' Prodesign I ..

. $180.00

ASHTON-TATE

AR, AP, General Accounting
and Payroll . .... ...... S175.00 each
In ventory, Job Cost and
Church Management . . . . . . ... CALL
BREAKTHROUGH

Timeline . .. , ... , .. , .. , . ,

.s 230.00

Timeline Graphics ..
BROWNBAG sonwARE

' . . 95.00

Homebose . .................. . S 44.00
PC Outline . . ..... ... ........ . ... 64 .00
. 93.00
Utilities . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .
CENTRAL POINT

.s 24.00

Copy II PC ... ... .
Copy II Options Boord
PC Tools . .......... .

. 80.00
. 24.00

CHIP SOR

TURBO TAX
Persona/ Federal . . . . . .
. . . S 45.00
Personal Stote . . ........... , .. . S 28.00
Professional Federal
.. Sl 80.00
. $120.00
Professional State .. ,
COMPUTER ASSOCIATES (/.U.S.)
Easy Plus (windowing) , . .... , . . CALL
Easy Systems Acctg. (per module)
FOR
Supercok IV . ........ .. ........ PRICES
Super Prorect Plus .. . .. ....... .
COSMOS
Revelation . •... ,
DAC

.. .. S500.00

Easy Accounting .. . . .• ....... . S 48.00
Easy Payroll . .. ... , . . . . . . . . . . . . 36.00
Payroll Tutor . . .
. . , ... 14.00
Accounting Tutor .. .. . . . .. . .. .. .. 14.00
DIGITAL RESEARCH

Gem Collection ...... . .• . .. .. . S 75.00
Gem Desktop . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 30.00
Gem Drow Plus ... , .... ,
.. 190.00
.. 148.00
Gem Graph
Gem Wordchort . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 88.00
EXECUTIVESYSllMS

XTree . .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. . ..

. .. S 29.00

FlnH GENERAnON

.. . $ 95.00

Fastback .. .
FINOTGROUP

..s 58.00

Keep Track Pius .. . .
FUNK SOnwARE

Sideways . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. S 37.00

HARVARD

Presentation Graphics
Total Project Manager

' .. ... $230.00
..... 280.00

HOWARD SOR
Tox Preparer ... .... , .... .

CA Sup.

. $199.00
. 80.00

IBM

DisployWrite IV
DOS3.l . . .. .
DOS 3.2 . .. .

'. $360.00
. . 65.00
. 80.00

JAVELIN

Ja velin

. CALL

LAnlCE

C Compiler .
. S250.00
Run C
.... ... . ... . ... .. . ... 94.00
UADINGEDGE

Word Processor w/Mail
Merge & Spell . .. ........... . .... 80.00

. Sl55.00
. .. S235.00

T/MAKER

Click Art Personal Publisher .... Sl 15.00
TURNERHALL

's

SQZ ...
Note It

BORLAND

BPI

. S 80.00

Q&A .....

Dbose Ill+ .. . . ..... . .... . ... S407.00
Framework ..... . .. .. .......... 410.00
Multimote ....... .............. 248.00
Multi mote Advantage . . . . ..... 315.00
Database Tool Box . . . . .
. . S 39.00
Graphics Toolbox . .
. .... 39.00
lightning
... 61.00
Reflex . .
. .. . 85.00
Sidekick . . . .
. . 48.00
Super Keys . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. .. 41.00
Turbo Jumbo Pock . , . . . . . . . . . . . . 175.00
Turbo Pascal (8087 +BCD) .
. . 60.00
Turbo Tutor . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 21.00

Intelligent Backup
SU-IT
Better Basic .
SYMANTEC

All orders shipped
within 24 hours!
LOTUS CORPORAnON

NASHOBA

lotus 1-2-3 . . . . .. . . . .. . .
. .. S305.00
...... . . 110.00
lotus Report Writer
... .............. 435.00
Symphony
.... l 05.00
Symphony Spell Checker
.. . . . .. . 355.00
Freelance Plus
Grophwriter
. 320.00
Hal . .. .
.. . 109.00

Nutshell

MECA
Managing Your Money
MERIDIAN

. $ 114 .00

Corban Copy .. .. ........ .... . Sl 09.00
(minimum of two pieces)
MICROGRAPHX
In-A -Vision . , , , , . , . , ,

PC Drow
MICROPRO

Propok . . .
. .. 245.00
WordSlor . ........... ... . ... . . 175.00
WordSlor 2000 . . . . . . . .
. .. . 245.00
. .. 290.00
WordStor 2000 Plus . . . .
MICROPROSI (strategic gomes.-)
Crusade in Europe . . . . . .. ... ·S 25.00
Decision in the Desert .. ... .... S 25.00
F-15 Strike Eagle
... . 22.00
, . .. 22.00
Silent Service . , .. ,
Solo Flight .... .. . ... . ... .. ...... 22.00

24.00
. 32.00
: 55.00

WORDPERFECT CORP.

WordPerfect ...... , ........ ... S215.00
WordPerfect library
.. . .. . .. 64 .00
WORDTECH

...... Sl 05.00

Graph -in-the-Box (Pro)
S 55.00
Graph-in-the-Box (Unpro) . ....... 85.00
NANTUCKET

Quicksilver . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. S325.00
MS DOS libraries .. . . .. .... , ... . 52.00
LAN File Server ...... , .. , . .
. 70.00
DBXL . . . . .. .. . . . . . . .
. .. . . CALL
XEROX

V
. ..;n
e ••t..;
ur..;o..;D;..e.-~s~k"'
to'!p:=o~~~=·
· ..... S675 00

HARDWARE

. . . .. . .... .. .... . S345.00

PAPERBACK 5onwARE

AMDEK

VP-Planner . .
. . $ 55.00
VP-Info . ...... , ............... . . 55.00

AST (expansion cords)

310A . ...

.. .. Sl 49.00

QUAID 5onwARE

Rampage AT .
. .......... 445.00
.. ....... 260.00
Rampage PC
Six Pock ............ .. •.... ... . 165.00
C. ITOH (printers)
C310 . . . . . . . . . . . .
. .. CALL
C315 . .. . . . .. . . . .
.. CALL

Copywrite (w /zero disk) ....... S 38.00

FUJITSU

PAUL MACE 5onwARE

Mace Utilitie.s .

. ....... $ 52.00

PETER NORTON COMPUTING

... $275.00
.. .. 220.00

.s 21.00

Art Gall ery I . ........ . •.
Art Gallery II .
Print Moster . , .. , . , ..
Newsmaster ... , .. ,

NEW ENGLAND SGnwARE

Clipper . .

58.00
... 58.00

UNISON WORLD

Norton Commander .
. .. S 39.00
Norton Utilities .. , ... , ......... . . 52.00

P.C. Half Height Drive

ROSESOn

Prokey ...... .

.. . $ 75.00

. S 85.00

HERCUUS

SIMON & SCHUSTER

Graphics Plus

. .. ...... $ 32.00
Typing Tutor , , .. .
Webster Spell Check . .. ' .. ' .. ' .. . 35.00
Webster Thesaurus
.. ' .. . 45.00
. .. . . 79.00
Ne w World Writer .. , ..

IBM

. 185.00

Pro Printer . . . . . . . . .
. S420.00
ProPrinter XL . . ................. 650.00
IMSI

PC Mouse & Dr. Halo II .. .

SORLOGIC

Carousel . , .
...$
Cubit . ............... , .. . .. ... ..
Disk Optimiser . . .
Double DOS . . . . . . .. . .. .. .
. ..

30.00
30.00
33.00
30.00

.. Sl 05.00

IN11L

MICROSOn

SORSTYU

C Compiler (Version 4) . . .. . ·. ·.. . $. 265..00 •
185 00
Chart . , ... .. , . . . .
Cobol Compiler .
. 415.00
Fortran Compiler . . . . . . . . . . . . . 215.00
Macro Assembler
, . 90.00
Multiplon . . .
. 125.00
Project (Version 3)
. . . ... . 265.00
Quick Basic
..... .. 62.00
Windows
.. . 62.00
285.00
Word (Version 3.1) . . . .
.... , • . . . . . . . . 33.00
Flight Simulator
learning DOS
. . . . . ......... . 32.00

Printworks . . . .
.....
$ 38.00
Printworks (lose r) . ........ ...... 68.00

Above Boord AT 128
. . S375.00
Above Boord PC 64 .. ... .... . ... 240.00
. 340.00
Above Boord PS 256 . . .
8087 (IBM) . . ........ . ........ 115.00
8087 (8 mhz .J . . .. .
. .... 160.00
80287 . . ' .
. 185.00

SGnwARE GARDENS

MICROSOn

Don Bricklin's Demo Program . S 60.00

Mouse (serial) ............ . .. . Sl 27.00
I 20.00
Mouse (bus) .. . . . . .. . . . . . .
Moch 10 . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 285.00

MICRORIM

R:Bose System V

.... S365.00

MICROSTUF

Crosstalk XVI .... ... .•.. ..... S 99.00
. . .... 155.00
Crosstalk Mk IV

.....

5onwARE GROUP

Enable

. ... $335.00

SGnwARE PUBLISHING

NEC

First Choice , . . . ....... . . . .. . .. $ 90.00
Pro Writer . , . . .. , . . . . . . . . . . . . 115.00
Pro File
.. .. . .. . .. .. .
.. . 142.00

PARADISE

5onwARE RESEARCH TECHNOLOGY

PLUS

Smortkey . . . . .
Smortkey w/Smortprint . .

The Hord Cord 20 meg

. .. S 36.00
. ... 49.00

5onwARETOOLS

Viewgen (Version 2) . , . . .

. .. $ 95.00

l!ilo s~ 'liso or MC151ercard.
• ~d:t2.oo ·ior c.O.D.-All C.0.0. cash or certified checlc only.
• !!(fee• sllbifd to cfl(lnge wilhoul notice.
• Slier! shipments moist be r;11porled to us within 24 hours of receipt.

• NoHefactivegoods must be returned with seals intact within 10 days of receipt
for full refund.
., 'Shipping costs will not be refunded.
• N9 returns accepted without RMA ii.
• No returns on non-defective hardware.
• Monagement reser{es the righl to charge up to 10% restocking fee.
• Shippittg chorg11 $3.00 per nem in CoHfornio; S4.00 per ~em elsewhere. This
does not apply to bulk orders. Shipping costs for horclwore items will be
hi!ilher.
• TerJ11S extended to ForttJne l,000 companies. government institutions, schools
and universities.
ORDER ONLY:
INQUIRIES:

818·881·6096 800.225.8084

1401 Multisync Monitor

.... S595 00

EGA Auto Switch

. S390.00
. . S710.00

PRACTICAL PERIPHERALS

Modem 1200 (I nterna l)
. $130.00
Modem 1200 (External)
... 170.00
Multifunction Cord
w /1200 Modem . .
. ... 300.00
Complete System . ............. . 160.00
SEAGATE

20 MB. Hord Drive
w/Wd. Controller

. S445.00

SIGMA DESIGNS

EGA Cord

. . S390.00

TOSHIBA

. . S465.00
. . 750.00

321 ..
341
U.S. ROBOTICS

Direct 1200 (ext.) . . .... .
. . S125.00
Direct 1200 (int) .... . . .. . .. .. . 11 0.00
. ..... 195.00
Direct 2400 int)

CABUS
6-ft. Modem Coble .. .... . ..... S 15.00
6-fl. Parallel Printer Coble . . . . . . 15.00
Surge Protectors . . .. . ............ 24.00

6925 Canb·t Streel, Suite #l03, Reseda, California 91335
B YT E Bonus Edition
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PC/Vl 'M
As scanners and

UNIX's VI EditorNowAvailable
For Your PC!

optical disks become

Are you being as produt·tive as you can be
with your compu ter? An ed i to r should be a
tool. not an obstacle to getting the job done.
Increase your productivity today by choosing
PC/ VI-a COMPLET E implementation of
UN IX* VI version 3.9 las provided with
System V Release 21.
PC / VI i s a n impl ement a ti on of the mos t
powerful and mos t widely used full·screen
ed it o r available und er the UNIX operatin g
sys tem . The following is only a h in t of the
power behind PC/ VI:
• Global search or sear ch and replace using

more prevalent,
graphics will be seen
as an integral part
of a data record.

regular expressions
• Full undo ca pa bi I ily
• Deletions. changes and cursor positioning

on character. word. line. sentence. para·
graph. section or global basis
• Editing of files larger than available

memory
•
•
•
•
•

Shell escapes to DOS
Copying and moving text
Macros and \\brd abbreviations
Auto·inden t and Showmatch
MUCH. MUCH MORE'
Don't take it from us. Here's \vhatso111cof

our cus tomers say: "Just what I was looking

"It's g r ea t•·: "J ust like the real vrr: "The
documentation is so good I have already
learned t h ings about VI that I never knew
before." - IE EE Sq/hvare. Septem ber 1986.
PC/VI is available fo r 18 M· l'Csand gen eric
MS· DOSf systems for only $ 149. Included
ar e CTAGS and SPLIT u tiliti es. TER MCAP
fu nc ti on li bmry. and an IBM·PC specific
version which enhanl'es perf ormanl'e by as
much as T EN FOLD'
for ~ ·:

(.)
~

a:
::::::>

0

>
II.

en
_,
0
0

z><
-4

0
0

PC/TOOLS™ m
r

a:

0

c:

Whal makes UNIX so powerful?

Sleek. Fast. a nd POWERFUL u til i ti es! UNIX
gives the user not dozens. b u t hund reds of
tools. Now the most powerful and popul ar of
these are available f or you r PC 1 Each is a
comp l et e i mpl ementa tion of the UNIX
program. Open up o u r toolbox and J'ind:
•
•
•
•
•
•

~

><

f fANN l·:H
l iF'S
CAL
CllMOI>
CUT
DIFF

•
•
•
•
•
•

DIFF'l I
DIFF:\
GH J::I'
HE.l\D
MAKE
OD

•
•
•
•
•
•

l'1\ST1·;
PH
l~M

SED
SEE
SOHT

•
•
•
•
•
•

Sl'L!T
STHJNCS
'JA i i.
Tl<l.
TOUCll

we

All o f these for only 849.00: natu rally.
doc umenta tion is lnclu ded!

rx l rnsi v ~

PC/SPELl.:.M
Why settl e for a spelling checker whic h
can only com pare wor ds against its limited
d icti onar y database when PC/ SPELL is
now available'' PC / SPELL i s a com pl ete
im plementation of the UN!Xspelling checker.
renowned for its u nderstand in g of t he ru les
o f En g li sh' PC / SPELL determin es if a word
is mrrecUy spelled by not only checking its
data base. bu t a l so by testi ng su ch trans·
fo rm ati ons as plura liza ti on and t he add ition
and del eti on of prel'ixes and suffixes. For
only $49.00. PC/ SPELL is the first and last
spell in g checker you will ever need•
Buy PC / VI and PC/ TOOLS now and get
PC/SPELL fo r only S I. OD' Site licenses ar e
a vailabl e. Dealer i nq ui r i es invited. M A
r esi dent s add 5% sales tax. A M EX . MC and
Visa accepted w ithou t surcharge. Th ir ty
day money back g uarantee if not sa ti sfi ed•
Avail a ble i n 5 1N~ 3 1h " and 8" disk fo rmats.
F'or more in fo rm a ti on call today!

CUSTOM SOFTWARE SYSTEMS
P.O. BOX 678 • NATICK. MA 01760
n 17. n'i.1. '"""
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visual user interfaces in database pro5rams. Query-by-forms systems are just
Jne small example. The market for data~
base programs is filled with programs
:hat attempt to use the graphics orienta
tion of the Macintosh. Reflex for the
Macintosh, for example, lets users draw
~onnecting lines on-screen to indicate the
relationship between different files .
Ddesta Helix uses a sophisticated series
Jf "tiles" and icons to represent the logi
cal flow of what might normally be con
sidered a program .

Graphics in the Database
In general, the new graphics technologies
hold great promise for database software.
Not only will graphics help to make data
base programs more visual and more in
tuitive to use, but they can help in the
analysis of the data. Today's database
programs can handle up to 1 or 2 billion
records, and no better way exists to moni
tor databases of this size than with a
graphic representation. This is something
akin to Lotus 1-2-3 merging spreadsheets
and graphics together; it won 't be nearly
as revolutionary, but it will be one more
step in rounding out database manage
ment software into a complete application
development system .
Another use of graphics, of course, is
as a field 'J ye. As scanners and optical
disks become more prevalent, graphics
are no longer going to be seen as just
pretty pictures but as an integral part of a
data record . This capability is quite com
mon on Macintosh databases.

Data, Data, Who's Got the Data?
Connectivity is another important issue
for database programs. It is long past
ne for the development of a good LAN
1tabase, since databases are usually <led, maintained, and used by
groups , not individuals. But connectivity
1s only an evolutionary change. The more
;ignificant changes will come as the
Jridge between microcomputers and
nainframe computers becomes stronger.
Suddenly, issues like data compatibility,
iistributed processing, and security will
Jecome paramount. This will change the

face of both microcomputer and main
frame software, and, although everyone
assumes that the mainframe software
vendors are going to overwhelm the per
sonal computer database vendors, the
vendors of personal computer databases
have a strong background in innovative
user interfaces and enough new ideas to
represent a serious threat to some of the
lower-level mainframe database pro
grams . No matter what happens, the
database program of two years from now
will probably, at some level , be compat
ible with IBM's Structured Query Lan
guage. In just over three years SQL has
become a virtual standard in the main
frame and minicomputer markets, and it
could be a key factor in integrating the
mainframe and microcomputer database
markets .

Project Management
Project management is another area that
was once the exclusive province of main
frame software but that is now undergo
ing rapid changes brought about by in
creasing interest in advanced graphics,
interconnectivity, and specialization.
For two decades, project management
was solely a mainframe-based operation,
mostly used for extensive defense and
civil-engineering projects. The marriage
of microcomputers and project manage
ment software has proven tremendously
popular. With the inception of personal
computer- based project management
programs, complex techniques were
taken out of the hands of specialists and
placed into the hands of anyone with ac
cess to a microcomputer. Because project
management systems were no longer an
chored to a mainframe, they became very
flexible and transportable.
Vendors are adding features to make
their software capable of handling larger
and more complex schedules, but most of
them are concentrating on three areas
graphics and high-quality output, con
nectivity, and overall flexibility.

Graphics Is a Perfect Fit
Since project management frequently in
volves the coordination of time, people,
and costs, communication is essential.
Graphics offers the ideal way for commu
nicating scheduling and resource infor
mation. For example, instead of paging
through detailed text and numeric data,
you can view a Gantt chart to see exactly
when a task is scheduled. Furthermore,
you can turn to a Pert chart to view the
relationships between certain tasks . Re
source histograms, cost, and actual-ver
sus-planned charts are also becoming
commonplace.
Tomorrow ' s project management sys
conri1111ed
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"How to protect your software
by letting people copy it~'
811 Dick Erett. Presidem of Software Security

s
H a r d UiSk Installation : Simply copy prngr•un disk
to hard disk using DOS Command - Copy A:•.• C:

Inventor and
entrepreneur.
Dick Erett.
explains his
company's
view on the
protection of intellectual
property. _ __ _ _ __

' rogram Hack-ups : You may make as many copies of
1hc program diskette as you wish.

Data Back-ups : Use normal back-up and restore
commands. including backing up sul>-direc1orics containing
program files.

':L\

crucial point that
even sophisticated
software develop
ment companies and the
trade press seem to be miss
ing or ignoring is this:
Software protection must
he understood to he a
disti11c1i11e(11 different
concept from I hat com
111011(11 referred to as
copy protection.
Fundamentally. software
protection involves devising
a method that prevents
unauthorized use of a
program. without restricting
a legitimate user from
making any number of
additional copies or prevent
ing program operation via
hard disk or LANs.
Logic dictates that mag
netic media can no more
protect itself from misuse
than a padlock can lock itself.
Software protection must
reside outside the actual
storage media. The technique
can then be made as tamper
proof as deemed necessary.
If one is clever enough.
patent law can be brought
to bear on the method.
Software protection is at
a crossroads and the choices
are clear. You can give
product away to a segment

B Y T E Bonus Edition

ea Networks : This product may be
works. Follow the same ins1alla1ion
oo page 102 of this manual. The Block
ere with the norn1al operanon of any

l

Soon all software installation procedures will be as straigh(forward as this.
The on~J' difference will be whether y o11 include the option to steal your
product or nor.

at the market. or take a
stand against the theft of
your intellectual property.

"... gfr;ng your software
away ;sj;ne ... "
We strongly believe that
giving your soft\\'are away
is fine. if you make the
decision to do so. However.
if the public's sense of ethics
is determining company
policy. then you are no
longer in control.
We have patented a device
that protects your software
while allowing unlimited
archival copies and unin
hibited use of hard disks and
LANs. The name of this
product is The BLOCKr~
The BLOCK is the only
patented method we know
of to protect your investment.
It answers all the complaints
of reasonable people con
cerning software protection.

Summer 1987

In rea lity. the only people
who could object are those
who would like the option
of stealing your company's
product.

" . . . eum;naang the ratfo
nale for copy-bus1;,1g ... "
Since The BLOCK allows
a user to make unlimited
arch ival copies the rationale
for copy-busting programs
is eliminated.
The BLOCK is fully pro
tected by federal patent law
rather than the less effective
copyright statutes. The law
clearly prohibits the produc
tion of work-alike devices
to replace The BLOCK .

The BLOCK attaches to
any communications port of
virtually any microcomputer.
It comes with a unique
customer product number
programmed into the circuit.
The BLOCK is transpar
ent to any device attached to
the port. -Once it is in place
users are essentially unaware
of its presence. The BLOCK
may be daisy-chained to
provide security for more
than one software package.
Each software developer
devises their own procedure
for accessing The BLOCK
to confirm a legitimate user.
If it is not present. then the
program can take appro
priate action.

"... poss;b;/;t;es ...
UmUed only by your
;,nag; natfon . .. "
The elegance of The
BLOCK lies in its simplicity.
Once you understand the
principle of The BLOCK.
hundreds of possibilities will
manifest themselves. limited
only by your imagination.
Your efforts. investments
and intellectual property
belong to you. and you have
an obligation to protect
them. Let us help you safe
guard what's rightfully yours.
Call today for our brochure.
or a demo unit."

S~are

.':f:i_i_curihjinc.
870 High Ritlgc Road Stamford. Connecticut
20J J21) 8870
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terns should also include many features
found in graphics programs, including
plotter, film recorder, and laser printer
support; a variety of fonts; and extensive
customization and formatting features.

Working in Harmony
Connectivity has also become an issue in
the project management software indus
try . Direct interfaces between their per
sonal computer-based project manage
ment programs and mainframe-oriented
systems will be needed. Microsoft Cor
poration recently developed a software

utility that links its very popular Micro
soft Project with high-end Primavera
Project Planner. This gateway lets users
unite simple-to-use, low-end functions
with sophisticated and versatile, high
end functions.

Dolt My Way
Project management software has grown
so much that it now stretches over a broad
range of professions. The application has
traditionally appealed to those in the en
gineering, scientific, research and devel
opment, and construction industries .

Now, however, customers include medi
cal, educational, and publishing profes
sionals. In fact, Qwiknet, from Project
Software & Development, is being used·
to help plan the 1988 Winter Olympic
Games to be held in Calgary, Alberta,
Canada. Although most users agree that a
certain nucleus of features should be in
cluded in all project management sys
tems, they tend to want their software to
be specific to their company's needs.
How can project management software
that is used for the petroleum industry be
adapted to work in an educational
environment?
Project management software has al
ready been customized to a moderate de
gree. Primavera Systems offers Finest
Hour, a project management program de
veloped for the plant and utility environ
ments, including the power and petro
chemical industries. Omicron has created
Plan/Trax for use in engineering, archi
tectural, and construction projects.
MicroDOD, from Earth Data Corpora
tion, complies with Department of De
fense reporting standards. These are just
a few, but look for more of this type of
specialized project management software
to be available within the next several
years.

Spreadsheets

"FormWorx makes it easy to create forms.
Inexpensive ...easy to use." The Wall Street Journal.
Whether it's a form you use thousands of
times. or a one·of·a·kind. you can design
it right on your PC with FormWorx". It's so
easy, you'll be making your first form soon
after you open the package.

"This program simply does a beautiful
job." PC Week. FormWorx has the features
you need for crisp, effective forms. You can
draw vertical and horizontal ·lines (single.
double and bold) that print perfectly straight
a.nd solid: Use normal. wide. and large type
sizes for lilies and labels. And your forms
can be any practical size, up to 11" x 14".

"The user interface is first rate." PC
Magazine. Pull-down menus and clear com·
mands make it easy to add a row. change a
column. or move things around until every
detail is just right. There's even an "undo"
command for those times when your com
puter does what you say. instead of what
you mean.
Lets you fill out forms perfectly. Fill out
custom or even pre·pri nted forms on your
PC without accidentally crossing a line.
using text editing features like automatic

word wrap. on-screen underlining, bold·
facing, and justification. Integrated macros
let you automate repetitive tasks. type
"boiler plate" phrases with a single key
stroke, jump from one blank to another, and
more. And you can print the whole form
or just the data on any of over 100 popular
printers:

"FormWorx is a lot of fun .. .this soft·
ware should be on your 'must have'
list." PCM Magazine. See for yourself.
Order FormWorx and find out why thou
sands of users (since 1984) have come
to rely on this program.

Special offer! For just $95' you get
FormWorx with built in macro features.
sample forms. and superb manual with
tutorials. Plus free telephone support. Ask
your dealer or order directly:

1-800-992-0085
(in Mass. 617-64l0400)
Ask about our other products, 1nclud1ng
FormK1ts'" -hundreds of ready made form s
on disk. for use with FormWorx on your PC

- ----------- -- --- - -- - -Inquiry 7

Yes, please send me FormWorx for $95'

Name _ _ _ _ __

·Add $475 lor shipping US/Canada. $10 Jar airmail overseas
In Mass. add 5% sales la<

COllllJallr -----------~

iJ Enclosed is my check or money order (payable Jo FormWorx Corp.)

Please charge my: 0 VISA

0 MC

_

_ _ __

_

_

M~ess ------------~

0 AMEX

Cardno. _ __ _ __ __ _ Expires _ __

FormWOIX"11ormer1yAna1y~1n1erna1iona1. 1nc1

There has always been a unique synergy
between the personal computer and the
spreadsheet. The quick response and
real-time processing of the computer
make it a natural fit.
In the past year and a half, Lotus has
introduced a microcomputer-to-main
frame data bridge, a stock quote system
that broadcasts information over the FM
radio band, a CD-ROM database of fi
nancial information, a data 'acquisition
program, and an electronic mail package.
It is clear that Lotus sees that its growth
lies not in providing spreadsheets to new
customers but in enhancing the value of
the spreadsheets already owned by exist
ing customers.
For Lotus, the ultimate goal is to pro
vide people with information to feed its
spreadsheet. Information is the world's
most short-lived renewable resource, and
people are willing to pay a great deal, and
continue paying, to get it. Ultimately, the
spreadsheet should be seen as simply
being a filter that lets users analyze data
from a variety of different sources . (Inci
dentally, this statement applies equally
well to database programs.)
Once this vast quantity of data has
passed through your spreadsheet, then
you have a variety of output options. The
new graphics technologies could be used
to produce camera-ready charts and recontinued

1365 Massachusetts Ave., Arlington. MA 02174
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Stuntped on Software?
Find the powerful applications you need at
your local Radio Shack Computer Center·).
Now there's no more searching:
for the " 1· i~ht " program-Haclio
Shack ~ i vc s you one-stop shopping.
At Haclio Simek Computer Centers
you can cl1oose from hundreds of

Windows and operating: systems
like Microsoft XENIX, SCO XEN IX
and VENIX '". And you can acid acl
clitonal capability to your portable
compute r with Bar Code Driver or

llad1e /haeli

COMPUTER CENTERS
A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION

Send me a 1987 Software Gulde.
Mail To: Radio Shack, Dept. 87-A-1254
300 One Tandy Center, Fort Worth, TX 76102
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Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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ports on laser printers, laser slide sys
tems, and even videotext systems. As the
640K-byte limit is broken in DOS, we
may see these capabilities brought within
the Lotus 1-2-3 umbrella as add-on utili
ties. Lotus has already set the ground
work for this step by publishing the speci
fications for hooking add-on programs
into 1-2-3; third-party suppliers have
jumped at the opportunity to capitalize on
the large installed base of 1-2-3, and
everything from communications pro
grams to relational databases can be used
within 1-2-3.

Specialization and Al

INTEGRATED SOFTWARE
• Word Processing • Spreadsheet • Database • Graphics

The Incredible JACK2®from Pecan
at the Incredible Introductory
Price of $49.95 *(regularly $100)
For the IBM PC and Compatibles Under DOS

All it takes is one screen to do everything
you've always wanted to do, at one time.
Word processing. Spreadsheet. Data base management. Charting. JACK2 is
the first integrated software product to do them all, simultaneously, on a single
screen . All without ever changing disks or exiting programs.
No need for windows . No need to close one file before you open another .
And no need to learn a specialized computer language.

Easy to use. Easy to learn.
JACK2 is as easy to master as it is powerful to use. All commands are in
English. All have the identical function throughout JACK2.
Integrated , the four applications of JACK2 offer unlimited potential as a
business tool. Individually, they offer everything an expert could ask for .
Like multiple columns of word processing text on the same page. Spread
sheets that perform calculations in English, not with obscure formulas. No more
complicated data base instructions. Even the charting function was designed for
convenience .
Change a single piece of information in any one of the four related functions
and JACK2 will change all the others, simultaneously, instantly and interactive
ly. Now you can sort a data base . Perform spreadsheet calculations. Edit word
processing text. And illustrate your results with a bar chart. All at once. All on the
same screen .

Fast. Powerful. Because it was developed using UCSD Pascal™
From PC Magazine:

From PC World:

"Jack2's word processor is better than many dedicated wore/ pro cessors. /! is easy lo use, highly visual and delightfully fasl. "
. a well-conceived, well executed program .
. . finishes a winner ."

"

•Half price introductory offer is valid on or ders
received by Pecan up to 5/31/87.
NOT COPY PROTECTED

Mail your check or money order to:
Pecan Software Systems. Inc.
141O39th Street
Brooklyn. New York 1121 B
171 BJ B51-3100
ITT TELEX NUMBER: 494-B910
CompuServe 10: 76703. 500

. Jack2 is

a likely choice ."

Welcome to the Future

......
- -·Hit
EC
\ UIL . . .

The UCSD Pascal Company
Credit Card Orders -t
Call Toll Free I

Standardization makes it easy to speak of
the future of Lotus 1-2·3· in concrete
terms. However, if the next generation of
personal computers creates a window of
opportunity for a new spreadsheet stan
dard, then what would we like to see in
the spreadsheets of the future?
First, we'd like to shake loose the idea
that a spreadsheet program has to be in
the form of a spreadsheet. The row-and
column structure was a real innovation,
but we shouldn't let the tool's structure
stand in the way of our approach to a
problem.
Cell-based formulas are great in some
circumstances, but it is time to talk of the
broader objective of spreadsheet pro
grams. First, not everyone uses them for
financial calculations. We make exten
sive use of spreadsheets at Datapro while
analyzing the test results of different pro
grams. The spreadsheet works for us, but
some rule-based AI program might be
more to the point.
Those who do use spreadsheets for fi
nancial problems probably want to move
beyond simple what-if analysis into the
goal-seeking functions found in many
high-order financial modeling programs.
Instead of playing with different variables
to see the individual effect on the bottom
line, you want to set the bottom line and
let the computer play with the variables
until it gets the desired end result. Ulti
mately, spreadsheet/financial planning
systems should become more than mere
calculating wizards. If they are to be used
for planning, they should provide a struc
ture that supports good planning, provid
ing advice as well as accurate internal
rates of return .

·800·63· p ECAN

(NYS) 1-800-45-PECAN

Please add $4.50 f ors hipping w ithin the US. Foreign orders add $15.00 and make payment by bank draft payable in US
dollars on a US bank. New York State residents add appropriate sales tax .
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UCSO Pascal is a trademark of the Regents of the Un iversity of California.

We are in for some exciting times. The
new hardware technologies will open up
vast new capabilities in terms of speed,
display, output, and information access.
For all this, however, we must remember
that the ultimate test is the user, who truly
does know what is best. That is what the
personal computer is all about. •

Enter A New Age In Accounting Software.

Dae-Easy Version 2.0,
The Most Amazing
Combinatjo~ .Qf S~eed,
Power, Flex1b1hty Ease
Of Use And Value
Ever Offered.

We proudly announce Dae-Easy
Accounting, the next generation. It
will set new standards of performance
and value.
Version 2.0 is
a dramatic im
provement over
our revolution
•
M
ary, best
selling origi
1985
PRODUCT
nal package
OF THE
that won Info
YEAR
World's 1985
overall "Best
Software
Value" and
PC World's
1986 World Class Award.
Naturally, we've kept all the impres
sive features that have led nearly
200,000 users worldwide to rely upon
Dae-Easy Accounting. The new
Dae-Easy Accounting 2.0 has over 50
major enhancements from our first
record setting package.

1m1twem
~

Experts Will Love Its Power.
Beginners, Its Simplicity.
And Everyone, Its Price.
New Dae-Easy Accounting destroys
the myth you have to trade-off power
for ease of use. Version 2.0 has awe
. some power that can help you better
manage virtually any type business-
fast. You'll have quick, finger-tip
access to vital information about cash
flow, pricing, inventory turns, sales trends,
profitability, and more.

$f6!!Je~5
Version 2.0 is also unbelievably
easy to install. To set up your files,
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you simply answer five easy questions.
Dae-Easy has a new expanded manual
~lus context se.nsi
ttve help to guide
you every step of the
way.
Best of all , Ver
sion 2.0 is available
at the amazingly low
price of $69.95.

Seven powerful accounting modules
work in perfect harmony in one
system. Data entered once is automatic
ally posted to all other modules!
New capabilities include department
al profit & loss by product line or
customer, multi -company, point of sale
invoicing, automatic back-order
control, sample Chart of Accounts &
Financial Statements, service business
billing, full help screens, on-line and
batch processing, financial ratios and
much, much more.
Add these to the features which
• Mulll -company,

Take Advantage Of Our
Special Upgrade Offer.
Upgrades are available to
current users at special discount
ed prices for all Version 2.0
products. Call 1-800-992-7779
with your serial number to order today!

Feature For
Feature, The
Number One
Accounting Package On The
Market.

Ut:Nt.:KAL:

have made Dae-Easy the fastest selling,
most highly praised accounting
package in history, and you'll see
why Dae-Easy Accounting 2.0 is
the best accounting software for
your business.

mu111-aepart

mental
• Password pro1ec1ed
eEx1ensiv~ 430
1ge manual with accounting primer
eOn-line
contex1-sensi1ive help eFast-Starl installation e Point
of-sale •Menu-driven eOvcr 700 diff eren1 repons eBilling
module for services eFree phone support• available •Batch &
on-line processing
GENERAL LEDGER: •Modifiable pre-designed Chan of Ac

Get Version 2.0 Performance
For Your Business.
You win . Version 2.0 gi ves you
absolutely the best combination of user
conveniences, power, efficiency, and
speed in the industry ... at the same
phenomenal price of the original. Act
now. And put the New Age In
Accounting Software to work for your
business'

TO ORDER CALL TOLL FREE

1-800-992-7779
IN TEXAS CALL l-214-458-0038

~ dac software, inc.
BILLING:

measure

counts & Financial S1a1emen1s e3 Year account history ePencil
& pen feature for corrections eUnlimited journals •Unlimiled

accounts eAu1oma1ic budgeting •Financial ratios and more
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE:
oOpen invoice or balance
iorward
• flexible aging
eOn· line ~utoma1ic posting
•Dcpartmen1alization by customer

• Customized text on

slalements .Cash flow analysis •Mailing labels •Flexible
invoice allocations • 3 Year history e Automa1ic linance charges
eNolepad window e Supports panial payments • Sales analysis
and sales budgeting and more
ACCOUNTS PAV ABLE:
oCheck prin1ing from multiple
bank accounts eAulomatic aUoca1ion of available cash •Vendor
directories and labels eflexible aging eOn-line posting to other
modules eflexible invoice alloca1ions •Automatic reprinting of

oOn-llnc

checks •Notepad window ePurchase forecasting eUnlimitt; d
allocalions per invoice e l 0 Invoices per check •Browse invoice
and more

30 Dav Monev-Back Guarantee

Dae offers 30 day un~conditiona1 guar;mtee o n all produ c1s bought
di rectly from Dae Software (less shipping churgcs). Thc:rc is a
$I 0 res tocking f cc if the disk envelope is ope ned.
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*FREE SUPPORT NOW AVAILABLE

Registered users receive: 10 minut es within 60 days
free suppo n o n every Dae -Easy soft ware product (docs not
include upgrades).
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IS GETIING THE ANSWER TO
SOFTWARE PROBLEMS
A BIGGER PROBLEM THAN
THE PROBLEM?
Don't stay on hold
when there's help online
from CompuServe®
Software Forums.
The new upgraded
version of
your software
locks up.
And every
time you
reboot,
you get stuck in the
same place in the program.
·
You've chucked the manual,
because you've done exactly what it
tells you to do six times already.
So you call the software company.
Now you spend half a day beating
your head against a brick wall of
busy signals, ranting at recorded
messages, hanging around on hold.
And you still don't get the solution
to your problem.
Meanwhile, progress is stopped
and your profits are
dribbling away. But
wait. There's help ...
Several prom
inent, progressive
software publishers
recognize this
problem, and
working with CompuServe,
have developed a solution
CompuServe Software Forums.
Nowyou can go online with
experts from the companies that
produced your software and get
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prompt, written answers to your
specific problems
v~ .. n~~
even talk with
software
developers.

frequently publish software reviews.
And you can find help for many
other software products in our other
computer-related forums for IBM~
Tandy~ Atari: Apple~ Commodore~
TI® and others.
The last thing you
need when you've got
xoblem

~-El ..:~•..a....ii..
Aldus~ Ashton-Tate~ Autodesk~

Borland International~ Creative
Solutions~ Digital Research~ Living
Videotext~ Lotus® Inc., Microsoft~
MicroPro~ Misosys Inc~ and Software
Publishing® all have CompuServe
Software Forums.
And we keep
adding
more.

CompuServe's large subscriber
base also puts you in touch with
thousands of other, often more expe
rienced, users of the same software.
You'll find they can give you lots
of creative ways to get the most out
of your software.
And software forums are the best
way to learn about product updates,
new product announcements, new
ways to expand the uses of your soft
ware, and offer free uploads of your
own programs.
Our online electronic magazines
Inquiry 21

problem
a11:>vvers.
So, from now
on, get
-'-=-aiiiii..r~r.:;
prompt, .....~,,. .
informed
answers on
CompuServe Software Forums.
To buy your CompuServe
Subscription Kit, see your nearest
computer dealer. Suggested retail
price is $39.95.
To order direct
or for more
information,
call 800-848-8199
(in Ohio, 614
457-0802).
If you're
already a
CompuServe
subscriber,
just type
GO SOFTWARE
at any ! prompt.

l:)l:llllll:)

ConipuServe®
·
Information Services, F'O.Box 20212
5CXXl Arlington Centre Blvd, Columbus, OH 43220

An H&R Block Company
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Designing Modern
Accounting Software
An analysis ofkey features determining the cost
and quality ofaccounting sofhva.re

• Gary W. Hedge
Financial accounting software, traditionally expensive, is now available over a
much wider price range-even reaching into the under-$ I 00 category. I will analyze
some of the technical features that distinguish one accounting system from
another. In addition to helping potential buyers determine which package would be
best for their business, I will show how the choice of an accounting system can
concern the auditor, the IRS, the financial controller, and the end user/operator.

An Open Design
Traditionally, an organization's account
ing function is served by three main soft
ware packages: accounts payable (A/P),
which records moneys owed by the user;
accounts receivable (A/R), which
records moneys owed to the user; both of
these feed into the general ledger (G/L),
which balances all transactions and pro
vides an overall picture of the organiza
tion's finances, plus payroll (see figure
1). In the days of manual bookkeeping,
the same figures had to be laboriously en
tered in several journals. Even the most
basic automated accounting system will
at least "post" summarized data to all the
files that need it.
Despite this rudimentary level of inte
gration, not all accounting systems offer a
truly open design. A minimal package
will typically consist of the key require
ments for the three areas of A/P, A/R,
and G/L, and perhaps a minipayroll, but
often nothing else. Most such packages
have been designed to run under low-end
hardware configurations ( 128K or even
64K bytes) and to consume minimum
disk space. To achieve this minimum sys
tem requirement, these packages may
eliminate files and fields that allow flexi
bility, substituting hard-coded, specific
structures instead.
A number of key questions will help
you find out if you can expand or upgrade
a system over time. For one thing, does
the software have an upward growth path?
To what extent can you adapt each pack
age to your own needs by purchasing
modules that can stand alone or work to
gether? Figure 2 illustrates how a family
of applications might be built up, each
package interfacing or interacting as nee
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essary with every other package on the
system and all being accessible from a
common starting point.
Another hallmark of an open design is
source code availability. Software devel
opers who have grown up in the minicom
puter data-processing tradition encourage
you to make modifications to the products
by allowing you (or the software supplier)
access to the source code. This is rarely
the case with low-end products.
. The willingness to provide and support
source code modification places burdens
on the original software designer. The
source code must be structured for ease
of maintainability and modification
even, occasionally, at the cost of efficien
cy. In contrast, smaller systems will use
whatever programming tricks are avail
able to pack the code into the minimum
amount of memory, making future en
hancements much more difficult and
field modifications by the customer out of
the question.

Multiuser Capability
Permitting more than one terminal to ac
cess data creates new problems, namely,
record locking and exclusive file usage
so that two people cannot update the same
record simultaneously (see the text box
"Two-Read Record Locking in Multiuser
Systems")-and security. More reports
and proof of all changes will be necessary
to prove the accuracy of the data. These
audit trails are a key concern in the design
continued

Gary W. Hedge is vice president of soft
ware engineering for MCBA Inc. (425
West Broadway, Glendale, C4 91204
1269).
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of accounting software at all levels of so
phistication. The extra programming re
quired goes a long way to explaining the
higher cost of multiuser products.
In the main, I will describe applica
tions in a single-user environment. But in
a firm where several employees update
the accounts, you will be grateful for the
greater levels of password protection
found in a multiuser product, even if the
system is running on a single workstation .
One such feature is the ability to limit
each operator's access to particular
screens and reports.

File Handling
A good clue to the sophistication of an ac
counting system is the, ease with which
you can access records'. ·For instance,
some systL .. ~ .:quire each record to be
identified with a single key or number;
you can access the record only by typing
in this key or number. The program
searches the file sequentially until it finds
the right number. This is fine for small
data files, but as your files grow over
time, deterioration of speed becomes
noticeable.
More sophisticated approaches are in
corporated into many accounting pack
ages. The multikey indexed sequential
access method, for example, lets you
access records by name, number, or
other key field . You can still access the
records sequentially, but, under ISAM,
one or more sorted indexes point to the
record's address, thereby letting the com
puter go straight to the information. Ob
vious choices for the index would be ven
dor or customer name. You then need to
type in only the first few letters of the
name, far easier than remembering the
account number.
Another method is to build the system
on a relational database. In theory at
least, you can locate any field by refer
ence to any other field. This increases the
ease of access and flexibility of ad hoc re
porting. A good relational database also
lets you add fields to a record without af
fecting the existing data. However, the
greatly increased level of indexing tends
to make database-designed systems slow .
Also, security problems can exist: It is
harder to block access to the data in rela
tional databases than in ISAM files.
Therefore, someone could make unau
thorized changes that are nearly impossi
ble to detect.
A combination of file storage and ac
cess methods might be the best solution.
Relational databases are good for storing
and retrieving historical data, while
multikey ISAM-accessed sequential
records, which permit greater speed and
control over data, are more appropriate
for the more active transactions in the acu
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counting system.
Are you forced to buy all the account
ing functions as a set? This is a sign that
the software is designed to require a fixed
number of files. But government users,
for example, might not need AIR. A .
more flexible system generally permits
each module to function alone. This is
not so simple as it seems. First, it re
quires an installation program that sets up
either an integrated or stand-alone envi
ronment. Second, the package needs the
flexibility to later be upgraded to an inte
grated system. Finally, some packages
might need auxiliary files when running
by themselves.
'

On-line versus Batch Processing
Microcomputer users take on-line update
of files for granted, but accounting often
requires a more complex approach. Auto
matic posting of all data across the system
in real time is not always a good idea,
even though some packages advertise that
as a feature. A better approach uses a
combination of batch processing and on
line processing.
Routine update of the master file, like a
vendor's change of address, will be on
line, as will any transaction involving in
ventory-a business needs to know exact
ly what quantities it has in stock at any
one time. Posting of financial data from
AIP and AIR to the GIL, on the other
hand, might be better left as a batch pro
cess. This follows the basic rule in ac
counting that you don't alter the GIL
without leaving a history of the changes.
An on-line system must have a means
to correct honest errors. Some systems
will force you to make a reverse entry so
that both the error and the correction
show up on the audit trail; some weaker
systems will simply let you get at the data
and erase the mistake. Auditors and the
IRS consider the latter approach vulnera
ble to falsified records.
You might think that with a completely

Accou nts

Accounts

payable

receivable

on-line GIL system, you can always see
how your business is faring at any time.
The value of this "instant snapshot" is
limited, however, by the fact that a com
pany's bottom line is affected by periodic
accounting adjustments to the GIL, like
depreciation and capitalization, that do
not appear in day-to-day inquiries.
Under a batch system, updates to AIP
and AIR go into a transaction file, which
you can print and check for errors before
posting in a batch to GIL. After that, op
erators can no longer get at the data
without leaving a trail. Apart from the in
creased security, the system is appropri
ate to any organization where one man
ager has control over AIP, another over
AIR, and a third over GIL. This is com
mon in all but the smallest companies.
By transferring data from AIP or AIR
to the GIL, the manager is saying, "I have
approved all the transactions in this
batch. I am now handing over authority of
this data to GIL." And at the moment the
batch is posted, the better systems will
automatically generate a register proving
what was posted, which is spooled to the
printer, forcing creation of a hard copy.

Codes or Numbers
Professional-quality accounting software
derives much of its flexibility from the
use of codes rather than fixed numbers .
An example is in payroll, where a nar
row-application product might give you a
choice of one set of tax-withholding
rates. A more sophisticated system lets
you put in a code rather than a number.
The program then looks up the meaning
of the code in a control file that contains
the tax tables of all the states. As a result,
one payroll system can pay employees
working in any number of states.
Another example-of great signifi
cance to network users-involves file
names. Rather than force you to accept
the program's filenames, a state-of-the
art package will have a pathname file that
lets you pick your own data filenames.
The pathname will not only tell the pro
gram under which name to look for the
required data, but where to find it. You
can therefore organize your files in any
directory or subdirectory structure and
place them on any drive on the system.

Fields of Data

Payroll

Figure 1: Basic interactions between
the four financial applications packages.

One index of the power of an accounting
system is the number of data fields in the
master files. In AIP, for example, low
end packages on average have fewer than
12 predefined data fields; larger systems
have three times that number, and some
of the fields are user-defined.
This measure is relevant first for re
ports-it's difficult to produce a report
analyzing sales staff performance if the
B Y T E Bonus Edition
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system makes no provision for recording
who is responsible for each sale-and
second for ease of use. For example,
when processing a customer order, a
good larger system will optionally insert
the usual shipping address or terms of
payment recorded in the customer file. If

the master file contains plenty of data, the
use of "default" entries will speed up
processing of invoices and reports .

Consequences of Design Choices
To the IRS: The government doesn't pass
judgment on particular computer sys-
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Tvvo-Read Record Locking in Multiuser Systems
o qualify as multiuser, software
must employ some mechanism for
preventing two or more users from up
dating the same piece of data at one
time. For word-processing and spread
sheet applications, it is acceptable for an
entire file (i.e., a document or a spread
sheet) to be exclusively used by one user
at a time. However, the data in an ac
counting or information-processing sys
tem is typically divided into discrete and
independent records in each file. To lock
the whole file would be unsatisfactory ,
as only one user at a time could access
the data.
Every good multiuser accounting
package will let multiple users access
the same data file concurrently but will
employ record locking to ensure that a
user's changes are correctly stored on
the disk and not inadvertently wiped out
by another user changing the same
record at the same time.
The danger of inadvertently overwrit
ing an updated record comes about be
cause computer programs do not operate
directly on data as it is stored on the
disk. Instead , the program copies data
from the disk to a temporary storage
area in the computer's main memory
(RAM) . The program then operates on
its own temporary copy of the data and,
when finished, writes it back to the disk.
Figure A illustrates the dangers of this
method in disk-based data-processing
computers.

T

I . User A runs a program that reads some data from disk, making a temporary
:opy of it in his program 's data-storage area in RAM so that he can change it.

I

,1

Data ABC12JX YZ exists on disk.

Disk:
j'records
RAM:

User A's program has a copy of
'
the data in RAM.

ABC12JXYZ
(User A)

I

2, While User A changes, for example, 12J to 456 in his copy of the data in RAM,
User B accesses the same record, making a second copy in her program's tempo
rary data-storage area in RAM. (If record locking were in use, User A's program
could have marked the record as " in use" and User B's program would have refused
to make a second copy, thereby preventing User B from seeing the data.)

Disk: .

Original data ABC12JXYZ still
exists on disk.

ABC12JXYZ

ABC12JXYZ

RAM:

(User B)

ABC456XYZ

Now, User Ba/so has a copy of
the original data, but User A has
changed his copy.

(User A)
3. User A's program writes the changed data, copying it from User A's temporary
storage area in RAM to the disk, replacing the original data. Meanwhile, User B is
changing, for example, XYZ to ! *@ in the second copy of the original data tempo
rarily stored in RAM.

Disk:

Data on disk now contains User
A's change.

ABC456XYZ

The Simple Solution
ABC12J !*@

RAM:

(User B)

ABC456XYZ

User B has made a different
change in her copy of the original
datain RAM.

(User A)
4. User B's program copies the data with her changes from User B's temporary
data-storage area in RAM to the disk, replacing the original data modified by User
A's change. User A's change is overwritten and destroyed.

Disk:

Data on disk now contains User
B's change, but User A's change is
permanently lost.

ABC12J !*@

RAM:

ABC12J !*@
(User B)

ABC 456XYZ
(User A)

User B has succeeded in getting
her change recorded on disk, but
has inadvertently overwritten
User A's change.

Figure A: How data is lost in a multiuser application without record locking.
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Multiuser operating systems (and MS
DOS 3. I and higher for networks) con
tain a record-locking facility that en
ables applications software developers
to mark a record as "in use" when a pro
gram intends to change it. If all pro
grams then check for this "in use" flag
when accessing data, the program can
either wait until the record is not in use
or let the user go on to process some
other record.
Applications developers traditionally
wrote software using the following
steps: Lock the record the user wants to
change; leave the record locked while
the user thinks about what changes to
make and types in those changes at the
keyboard ; update the record with the
user's changes; and unlock the record so
that other users can now access it.
Although foolproof in theory, in prac
tice this solution bogs down the system
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because users may get partway through
changing a record and then get dis
tracted by a telephone call, lunch hour,
or going home for the night.
During all that time, the record is
locked and inaccessible to other users.
In some file management systems, a
locked record not only prevents other
users from changing the record but even
prevents them from reading the contents
of the record. This can tie up any reports
that need to be run, and you might also
have an angry customer on the line, un
able to get information about his or her
account.

The Preferred Solution
The optimum strategy is to lock records
for only the minimum time necessary to
maintain data integrity. This means
eliminating the thinking time (or lunch
break) taken by the operator updating a
record. Ifthe program is locking records
for only the split second needed for the
computer to perform the updates, and
records are never locked forthe compar
atively long time it takes a user to think
and type in changes, then users will
rarely encounter a locked record-and,
if they do, the program can have a built
in loop that will repeatedly attempt to
access a locked record until it becomes
free. The user will seldom notice any
delay.
The two-read record-locking tech
nique is one way to achieve this ideal.
The following steps summarize the tech
nique as it is implemented by MCBA in
some packages (see figure B).
When a user wishes to update a
record, the program reads the record but
does not lock it. The program stores the
copy of the original data record as Copy
#1. Since the record is not locked, other
users are free to access the data record.
After the user has entered changes from
the keyboard, the program stores the
data record as changed by the user as
Copy #2 in the program's temporary
storage area in RAM. The program
compares the data in Copy #1 to the data
in Copy #2. If the values are the same,
no update to the disk is necessary be
cause nothing has changed. If the values
of the data in Copy #I and Copy #2 are
different, the user has made changes.
The program rereads the original data
record from disk and locks it. It stores
this newly read value of the record in its
temporary data storage area in RAM as
Copy#3.
The program then compares the value
of the data in Copy #3 to Copy #I to see
if any other user has changed that data
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record while the first user was changing
it. If Copy. #3 and Copy #I are the same,
the program writes Copy #2, which is
the data record changed by the user, to
the disk and unlocks the record. How
ever, if the newly read Copy #3 and the
originally read Copy #I are different,
the program needs to intelligently merge
the changes made by the user and the
changes made by other users to create a
correctly updated data record so that no
one's change is overwritten.
Data fields that accumulate numerical
figures, like inventory quantity or year
to-date sales, must be merged so that the
new sum reflects both the user's change .
and changes made by other users during
that same period of time. In the worst

'

case, like inventory quantity on hand,
another user could decrease the quantity
so low that the quantity the first user
wanted to have is no longer available. In
that case, the program must give the
user a message that after he or she first
looked at the record, another user took
the inventory.
From the users' point of view, two
read record locking permits the simulta
neous update of a record by two or more
users, without corruption of data. Users
will normally never receive a "record
locked" message. This obviously en
hances the users' productivity and re
duces CPU overhead, since programs
are almost never waiting for other users
to complete changes.

Data ABC600XYZ exists on disk
(assume the 600 represents a
quantity of stock.) User A has the
data in RAM.

Disk:

ABC600XYZ ._ [\_
..,. ._records

RAM:

ABC600XYZ
(Copy #1)
User A

Disk:

ABCJOOXYZ

Meanwhile, another user has
updated the record; inventory
quantity is now 300.

RAM:

ABC400XYZ
ABC600XYZ (Copy #2)
(Copy #1)
User A

User A takes 200, which should
reduce inventory quantity to 400.
Program stores new copy of data
as Copy #2.

Disk:

ABCJOOXYZ

RAM:

ABCJOOXYZ ABC400XYZ
(Copy #3) (Copy #2)
ABC600XYZ
(Copy #1)
User A

Disk:

ABClOOXYZ

RAM:

ABCJOOXYZ ABClOOXYZ
(Copy #3) (Copy #2)
ABC600XYZ
(Copy#1)
User A

(in use)

User A's program rereads the
data record and locks it with the "in
use" marker.
Program stores newly read data
as Copy #3 . Comparing Copy #1 to
Copy #3, tt detects the
intervening change.

Record on disk now reflects both
updates and is no longer "in use ."

User A's program merges the
changes into Copy #2 and writes the
updated data back to disk.

Figure B: T°l'VO-read record locking.
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that includes a detailed history of the or
ganization's accounts. A good low-end
product will pass the first test but might
have trouble with the second.
The IRS likes to see evidence that you
are in some way keeping tabs on the data
flowing through the system. For example,
one system provides easily read totals of
each batch so the bookkeeper can hand
write into a ledger. This human involve
ment pleases the IRS and also reassures
the operator (who can do a few simple
sums to confirm that the books do indeed
balance) that the computer is keeping

track of everything properly .
To the auditor: A minimum degree of
audit-trail generation is expected in all
serious accounting software. However,
some features are generally restricted to
the more expensive systems. Before set
tling on a system, you should be sure that
it produces documentation that is ade
quate for your needs and for your audi
tor's needs .
For example, find out whether the sys
tem requires that batch totals balance be
fore the batch is accepted for posting to
master files. Cross-referencing of files is

Restore fast hard drive access
with
new
DS OPTIMIZE

All new f rom Design Software,
DS OPTIMIZE reorganizes your
drive safely, and easily returning it
to its "full-spectrum"
·
performance.
DS OPTIMIZE quickly
eliminates the file and directon1
fragmentation created by
-;::.:..
DOS through
~ ~ _;
;::;
normal computer
usage. It allows
you to prioritize
your data for most
read and most written
files to achieve the
quickest drive access. This process lets you
retrieve, save and create files more rapidly.
By increasing your drive efficiency,
DS OPTIMIZE lets you maximize your level
of productivity. All this with the speed, ease
of use and safety you've come to expect
from Design Soft ware.
• FAST. Optimize your 10 megabyte hard

-
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drive in 8 mi1111 tes or less.
• EASY. Completely menudriven, with all functions clear and
simple to follow. All the
information you need is
on the screen!
•SAFE. Test optimize before
your files are modified or
moved on the
drive to verify
that safe, accu
rate optimization
will take place.

power to help your hard drive regain
optimal performance. Yours for just $69.95.
Order fro m your software dealer, or direct
from

lfiJDESIGN
~ SOFTWARE

1275 W. Roosevelt • West Chicago, IL 60185
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another important feature , since it affords
greater data validation. A small system
that lacks this feature might, for example,
let you delete a vendor , even while that
vendor has invoices outstanding. This
will certainly lead to confusion, and pos
sibly fraud, since the computer might
generate a check leaving the payee line
blank (because it has been unable to find
any name in the vendor file) .
To continue with the check-handling
example, in a full-featured package, the
same data used to generate checks will
also update vendor history . It's impossi
ble to issue a check for one amount and
enter a different figure in the vendor's
file . If the check is voided for any reason,
you can enter the voided check number
with an explanation (the check forms may
have jammed in the printer) . You can thus
account for every check, a boon both to
you and the auditor.
To the controller: It's hard to predict
the different ways a controller might want
data reported, but some packages limit
you to a set of prepared report formats.
Virtually all financial packages print out a
balance sheet, a summary of year-to-date
income, and other essential reports. But
the user who is looking for something
more-an analysis of product sales per
geographic region, perhaps, will be out
of luck.
More powerful packages will have a
built-in or optional report writer, letting
the controller customize any number of
financial statements, summarize ac
counts in any sequence and any subtotal
ing , include text and notes, compare
month-by-month results with calculated
variance, and so on.
To the end user: The end user, above
all, will notice the difference between
minimal and full-featured software, pure
ly in time and effort needed to enter data
or generate forms . I have already given
several examples. Another one is partial
payment of invoices. Some packages
force you to generate two invoices, one
for the amount you' re prepared to pay,
the other for the balance. This is obvious
ly time-consuming and confusing to the
auditor. A good system will handle par
tial payments without difficulty.

Conclusions
Low-end packages are fine for very small
businesses. However, an organization
with a turnover exceeding $500,000,
with several people entering data, is well
advised to spend the extra money now to
set itself on a path that allows for the inte
gration of additional software and for
complete transfer of data when hardware
is upgraded. The software designer aim
ing at this market will do well to empha
size the same concerns. •
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Top Rated
Communications Software
Editor's Choice

Rated #1 by

Rated 11111111 by

PC MAGAZINE

NEWSLETTER

~RATINGS

October 28, 1986

September, 1986

InfoWorld
July

''An excellent program with
many advanced features,
including a comprehensive
language, unattended host
and file transfer capabilities.''

''The consistent combi
nation of power/usability
ratings put HyperACCESS
at the top... "

"It's a snap to start using
the program immediately...
you can be communicating
in a matter of minutes."

Whether you're just beginning to use your PC for communications
or you've been frustrated by limitations of another program,
HyperACCESS is the answer. Simple for novices. Exhilarating for
experts. Ideal for businesses.
There's no initial hurdle. HyperACCESS adapts itself to your
computer and modem (it dials, redials, and answers more than 40
models). You can use it just by looking at your screen. The manual
is crystal clear. A detailed training program is included.
It comes ready to call CompuServe, Dow Jones, Easylink, MCI
Mail, NewsNet, The Source, and others (trial subscriptions
included). Learns your passwords the first time you call and
enters them for you from then on. You can list more than 100
computers (or people) for instant calling. HyperACCESS logs
every call.

14, 1986

Even in the midst of communications, HyperACCESS 'lets you run
your other DOS software or use your computer's DOS commands.
And HyperACCESS is so well-behaved, it can also run under
Windows, TopView, .OESQview or DoubleDOS, concurrently with
other programs.

Call or Write Today!
800-826-2760 or (313) 243-0576
r---------- -- ---------------- -------- - ~

D Send HyperACCESS on 51/•" disks for $149
D Send HyperACCESS on 3'12'' disks for $149
D Send HyperACCESS on 51/• " and 3112"
disks for $169
D Send me a demo disk for $5 (specify 51/•" or 3112' ')
30-Day Money-Back Guarantee

Astonishing versatility! Lets you link with systems that defy others.
With mainframes, minis, micros, or RS-232C devices. It emulates
VT52, VT100/102, TeleVideo 925/950, H19, TTY, Wang, IBM 3101,
and IBM 3278 asynchronous terminals. It supports up to 19,200
baud and transfers files FAST using Kermit, Xmodem (CRC or
Checksum), and ASCII Protocols.
HyperACCESS is an outstanding host, too. Even when you're not
there, your PC can be accessed by callers who have passwords
you've defined. You set whether each caller can read or type
messages, transfer files, run programs*, or use your PC without
restrictions.
HyperACCESS has the clearest, most complete script language, so
you can create custom functions and menus, or automate any
portion of acall. And we give you powerful scripts - transfer files
between unattended PC's - pick up electronic mail at 2am - act
o.c:. o. high-security dialback host, and more.

'

•

Company Name: - - - - - -- - - - - --



Shipping Address: - - - - -- - - - - -- - 
City: -

-

- -- --

- - - - --

-

State: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Zip: - - -Payment:

D Check

-

D VISA D MC Card Exp. Date: - --

Credit Card #: - - --

- - - --

-

--

- --

-



I

--

$149 per copy plus $5 shipping, $20 overseas; Mich. residents $6 sales tax.
System Requirements: IBM PC. XT. AT, or compatibles. 192K RAM min.
PC-DDS 2.0 or greater. (Separate Z-100 version.) Not copy protected.

--------------------------------- ---- -~

·certain programs are incompatible with remote use.

Hilgraeve Inc.
P.O . Box 941, Monroe, Ml 48161
Communications Software Since 1981.

HyperACCESS, trademark of Hilgraeve; IBM, PC, XT, AT, TopView, trademarks of International Business Machines; MS, Windows, trademarks of Microsoft; Software Digest, Ratings Newsletter,
trademarks of NSTL, Inc.; lnfoWorld, publication of CW Communications, Inc.
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Word Processors
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The top seven-three for the Macintosh
and four for the IBM PC

LL
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WriteNow
MindWrite
Word for the
Macintosh
Manuscript
WordPerfect
Word for the PC
Nata Bene

• Phillip Robinson
What constitutes "state of the art" in any
software? Speed? Power? Ease of learn
ing? Compatibility of standards? To
choose seven state-of-the-art word-pro
cessing packages, I looked for programs
that combine a full complement of editing
options with some outstanding new fea
ture or virtue. (For a comparison of the
features and performances of these seven
word processors, see the text box, "Com
paring Capabilities" on page 56.) My
choices for the top three Macintosh word
processors are T/Maker's WriteNow ver
sion 1.0 ($175), MindWork Software's
MindWrite version 1.0 ($295), and
Microsoft Word for the Macintosh ver
sion 3.0 ($395). My choices for the top
four MS-DOS word processors are Lotus
Manuscript version 1.0 ($495), Word
Perfect' s WordPerfect version 4. 2
($495), Microsoft Word for the PC ver
sion 3 .1 ($450), and Dragonfly Soft
ware's Nota Bene version 2.0 ($495).
Many other fine programs are available,
and, for some particular application, one
of them might be better than my top
seven.

The Current Trends
One of the most obvious trends in word
processing is the injection of desktop
publishing features into both old and new
word processors. These features are I ike
1y to include merging graphics into docu
ments, controlling type style and size,
controlling character positioning by such
processes as microjustification, and driv
ing laser printers. The combination of
word processing and desktop publish
ing is sometimes called document
processing .
The second trend is the combination of
word processors with other applications
in integrated business-oriented packages.
These can handle almost any sort of writ
ing short of a full book or an academic
paper. The word processors often benefit
from the easy transfer of data between
text documents and the other application
BY T E Bonus Edition
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in the package. For example, a combina
tion word processor and database is use
ful if you spend much time writing about
database results. Combining word pro
cessing with a spreadsheet is helpful if
you need to incorporate spreadsheet
tables or charts into business proposals.
Another trend is the use of RAM-resi
dent notepads for simple writing, such as
jotting down a note, preparing a para
graph to send on-line, or capturing text to
merge with another document. Also,
word processors are always striving to be
as WYSIWYG (what you see is what you
get) as possible. Most of us understand
more from a picture than from a page of
special codes. With WYSIWYG you see a
graphic page break instead of a page
break symbol, superscript characters
raised to their appropriate positions in
stead of highlighted or tagged, and so on.
Spelling checkers are now built into most
word processors, as well. Their dictio
naries may differ, but you can customize
most of them with words from your own
situation and specialty.

The State of the Art
Two abilities I consider important are
outline processing and windowing. A
word processor with an integrated outline
processor lets you set up an outline struc
ture with various levels of headings and
subheadings and then manipulate it, put
ting text and sometimes graphics within
the subheadings. You can move subhead
ings to other positions within the outline,
increase or decrease their values within
the hierarchy, and display or hide them
beneath a superior heading. Stand-alone
outline or idea processors, like Think
Tank and MaxThink, pioneered this con
cept. Living VideoText's MORE is an
outline processor for the Macintosh with
some word-processing features that let
co11ti11ued

Phillip Robinson is a contributing editor
for BYTE and editor of Desktop Engi
neering News and The Architect's PC
(P. 0. Box 40180, Berkeley, C4 94704).
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Comparing
Capabilities
YTE chose three methods to mea
sure the abilities, ease of use, and
speed of the seven word processors. The
results of the first method are shown in
the table of features (see table A), which
provides a comparative listing of what
the word processors can do, what they
need to do it, what documentation they
come with, and how much they cost.
The table doesn't contain an inclusive
listing; it covers mainly the features dis
cussed in the article.

Thble A: A comparative summary offeatures for the seven vvord processors.
WriteNow 1.0

MindWrite 1.0

Requirements

Macintosh 128, 512,
512KE, Plus, or XL; if
upgraded ROM, System
3.2, Rnder 5.3, and either
lmageWriter 2.3 or
LaserWriter 3 .1 are more
convenient to use

Macintosh 512K and external
drive, or (recommended)
512KE, Plus, SE or II

Documentation

175-page user's manual

248-page user's manual

Price

$175

$295

Integrated outline
processor

No

Yes

Windows

Number limited only by
amount of memory

Number limited only by
amount of memory; > 1
allowed per document

Columns

Maximum of 4 at once;
allows snaking (newspaperstyle) c olumns

No

Footnotes

Yes

Yes

Integrated graphics

On-screen integrated
graphics

On-screen integrated
graphics

Spelling checker

50,000 words

No

Thesaurus

No

No

B

Defining Ease of Use
A second method, ease of use, is mea
sured in keystrokes and was conducted
in two parts . BYTE performed the first
part, and the software companies per
formed the second part.
BYTE used the standard BYTE 4000
word file for testing word processors.
This document has 40 numbered 100
word paragraphs, each paragraph con
taining 10 copies of the sentence, "One
two three four five six seven eight nine
ten ." We counted the number of key
strokes required to load the file from
disk (the Load test), search for all occur
rences of the word "eight" and replace
those occurrences with the word "octo"
(the Replace test), reformat the entire
document with a new right margin at 60
characters (the Reformat test) , and save
the resulting file as an ASCII document
on disk (the Save test).
For the second part of the ease-of-use
test, BYTE sent another document to
each of the software companies in
volved. This document contained three
paragraphs consisting of a set of direc
tions for editing the document (a reflex
ive edit, that is, a self-modifying docu
ment) . The software companies agreed
to perform the specified edits and count
the keystrokes required (without using
macros) .
The assumption behind these ease-of
use benchmarks is that the fewer key
strokes it takes to specify a given opera
tion, the easier the word processor is to
use. But what constitutes a keystroke?
And how does the Macintosh mouse fit
into such a count? (We di dn't use the
mouse potential of the IBM PC pro
grams.) Is a click equal to a keystroke?
We decided that each key held down

Mail merge

No

No

Laser-printer support

Yes; also Postscript device
support

Yes; also Postscript
device support

List generators

No

Table of contents

Undelete

Yes

Yes

Redline (mark text)

No

Yes

Word count

No

Yes

Sorting

No

Yes

Macros

No

No

Glossary

No

No

In-text math

No

No

Auto-hyphenation

No

No

Extra features

Text gathering; accumulating
Sample WriteNow
application; special backup clipboard; ability to rearrange
text with mouse
·options; powerful headers
and footers; precise linespacing control; soft
hyphenation; on-screen
column editing

cominued
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Word for the
Macintosh 3.0

Manuscript 1.0

Macintosh 512K, 512KE, or IBM PC, XT, AT, or
compatible w ith 512K
Plus
bytes of RAM (640K
bytes recommended)
and a hard disk;
Document Preview
needs Hercules card
and CGA or EGA
monitor; DOS 2.0 or
higher

WordPerfect 4.2

Wordforthe PC 3.1

Nota Bene 2.0

IBM PC, XT, AT, or
compatible with 256K
bytes of RAM and two
floppy disk drives;
MS-DOS 2.0 or higher;
also runs on IBM 3270,
DEC Rainbow 100, and
others

IBM PC, XT, AT, or
compatible with 256K
bytes of RAM (216K
bytes available to user)
and two disk dri ves;
DOS 2.0 or higher

IBM PC, XT, AT, or
compatible with 256K
bytes of RAM with MSDOS 2.x; 384K bytes for
auto-hyphenation,
concurrent text-base
use, or MS-DOS 3.0 or
higher; two floppy disks

458-page reference;
151-page tutorial

169-page tutorial;
370-page reference

698-page user's manual 430-pagetutorial and
user's guide; 288-page
reference; 96-page
printer-use manual

$395

$495

$495

1000+-page reference

$450

$495

Yes

Yes

Outlining feature

Yes

Some outlining features

Number limited only by
amount of memory; > 1
allowed per document

Ma ximum of 2;
only 1 per document

Ma ximum of 2;
> 1 per document

Ma ximum of 8;
>8 per document

Maximum of 9;
> 1 per document

No maximum; allows
snaking columns

Depends on printer
size, memory size; 70
columns, 3 characters
per column

Maximum of 8 columns;
Ma ximum of 1O
Maximum of 24
columns; allows snaking columns; allows snaking allows snaking columns
columns
columns

Footnotes and endnotes

Footnotes and endnotes Footnotes and endnotes Footnotes and endnotes Footnotes and endnotes

On-screen integrated
graphics

Integrates on printer;
draws lines and boxes

Draws lines and boxes

No

Box graphics

80,000 words

100,000 words

115,000 words

80,000 words

No

No

No

10,000 head words

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes; also Postscript
device support

Yes; also Postscript
device support

Yes; also Postscript
device support

Yes; also Postscript
device support

Yes; also Postscript
device support

Table of contents; index

Table of contents; index:
table of tables, table of
figures; other lists

Table of contents; index;
table of authorities up to
16 sections; other lists

Table of contents; index

Table of contents; index:
other lists

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Two-level menu system
(short menus or full, more
powerful menus): DCA
translation: page preview;
data exchange; automatic
date and time stamping

Cross-referencing;
sizing and positioning
equations in text;
integration with Lotus
1-2-3 and Symphony
PIC files into text

Powerful merge
features: statistical
typing; hidden
comment feature;
preview feature:
document summary

Mouse support: style
sheets; shows most
character types onscreen: computerbased training;
automatic paragraph
renumbering

Text base: bibliography
function; academic style
sheets
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Table C: 1he software

Table B: BYTE's ease-of-use benchmark results. (Figures are in
number ofkeystrokes.)

WriteNow 1.0
MindWrite 1.0
Word for the Macintosh 3 .0
Manuscript 1.0
WordPerfect 4 .2
Word for the PC 3 .1
Nata Bene 2.0

Load

Replace

Reformat

Save

18
9
5

14
14
14
14
15
15

8
7
12
53
9
12
7

21
6
10
21

18
17
16
15

18

17
7
38

companies 'ease-of-use
benchmark results. (Figures
are in number ofkeystrokes.)
188
140
119
179
220
192
169

WriteNow 1.0
MindWrite 1.0
Word for the Macintosh 3.0
Manuscript 1.0
WordPerfect 4 .2
Word for the PC 3. 1
Nata Bene 2.0

How Easy Are They to Use?
1able D: BYTE 's speed benchmark results. (Figures are times given
.in seconds.)

WriteNow 1.0
MindWrite 1.0
Word for the Macintosh 3 .0
Manuscript 1.0
WordPerfect 4.2
Word for the PC 3. 1
Nata Bene 2 .0

Load

Replace

Reformat

Save

124.5
10.8
2.4
9.8
12.4
6.2
2 .7

46.7
76
21.3
53.3
13.5
82.5

1
2.4
2.5
3.7
1.4
1.8
0.6

104 .5
5.3
10.3
17.1
26.6
41.5
9.4

17

Macintosh benchmarks were performed on a 512K-byte Macintosh with a 128K
byte ROM. All used Finder 5.3 and System 3.2. IBM PC benchmarks were per·
formed on an IBM PC with 512 K bytes of RAM and two floppy disk drives running
MS-DOS 2.0, except for Manuscript, which used a hard disk and MS-DOS 3.1, and
Nata Bene, which ran under MS-DOS 3.1.

including the Alt, Control, and Shift
keys-and each "down" click of the
mouse button or drag of the mouse
would count as a keystroke . Then, while
making the counts, we tried to find the
path with the fewest keystrokes. The re
sults are useful but not absolute. For in
stance, they don't account for the time it
takes to move your hand from the key
board to the mouse. They also don't ac
count for the quick selection from dialog
boxes that the mouse makes possible,
selection that would require a number of
keystrokes in a mouseless environment.

you put text or graphics within an outline.
It is much easier to organize a docu
ment-and to intelligently modify that or
ganization-when you can "back up" to
see the forest without looking at the trees.
You should check on what a company
means when it claims to have outline pro
cessing in its word processor. The ability
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They don't account for experience; for
example, experienced control-key-com
bination typers might be able to press a
three-key combination in less time than
it takes to move the fingers to the pro
grammable function keys for a single
keystroke there. By definition, we ig
nored the effect of using macros, but
WordPerfect and Nota Bene have macro
abilities that let them combine many
keystrokes into one or just a few key
strokes. This is a considerable time
saver, as it removes the time it takes to
respond to visual stimuli.

to create an outline within a document
and automatically renumber it after a
change is not the same as the ability to
tuck text and graphics into that outline.
Windows are an important element in a
state-of-the-art word processor. They Jet
you see more than one document or loca
tion within a document at one time. This

With one exception, there isn't much
difference in ease of use for BYTE's
first three tests between the seven word
processors, even between Macintosh
and IBM PC programs (see table B).
The exception is that Manuscript re
quired 53 keystrokes to perform the Re
format test. Excluding Manuscript, only
Word for the Macintosh and Word for
the PC required more than the average of
9 keystrokes; each of them needed 12.
For the Load test, Word for the Macin
tosh needed only 5 keystrokes, signifi
cantly less than the average of 14, .and
MindWrite needed only 9.
The Save test, however, is another
story because of the need to translate the
file into ASCII. It can involve conver
sion from the file and control-character
format of the word processor to the for
mat of a plain ASCII file. MindWrite
and Word for the PC offer this option
from the standard menu, and therefore
require few keystrokes, while Nota Bene
requires a Jong, explicitly typed com
mand to perform the translation.
The results ofthe tests run by the soft
ware companies (see table C) show that
on average the Macintosh programs re
quire fewer keystrokes than the IBM PC
programs. But familiarity with a pro
gram's commands and a predilection for
function keys or Control-key combina
tions are also important. Because of the
Macintosh's mouse and its keyboard's
lack of a Control key and programmable
function keys, comparing Macintosh to

more closely approximates the process of
writing with pen and paper, with many
different pages strewn across a desk,
available for quick inspection and com
parison. In fact, microcomputers can of
fer even more document visibility now
that some packages with outline proces
sors, such as Word 3 .0 for the Macintosh,
B Y T E Bonus Edition
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IBM PC keystrokes directly is like com
paring apples and blueberries.

How Fast Are They?
For the speed benchmark, BYTE timed
the four editing tests-Load, Replace,
Reformat, and Save-for which we had
counted keystrokes. Speed numbers are
more directly comparable than key
stroke counts, but they still hide some
complexity. The timings range widely
from test to test and from package to
package (see table D). The Load test re
quired only 2.4 seconds with Word for
the Macintosh and 2. 7 seconds with
Nota Bene, but 124.5 seconds with
WriteNow. The Replace test ranged
from 13.5 seconds with WordPerfect to
82.5 seconds for Word for the PC. The
Reformat test took very little time with
all the packages, the maximum being
3. 7 seconds for Manuscript. The Save
test ranged from 5.3 seconds (Mind
Write) to 104.5 seconds (WriteNow).
The best performance on the Save test
was by MindWrite, which required only
6 keystrokes to initiate the test and 5.3
seconds to perform it. Overall, the worst
performance on this test was by Wri
teNow, which needed 21 keystrokes to
start the Save and 104.5 seconds to ac
complish it. While Nota Bene required
more keystrokes (38) to specify the
Save, at 9.4 seconds it performed the ac
tual operation more quickly than did
most of those that required fewer key
strokes; for example, Word for the PC
required only 7 keystrokes to initiate the
Save test, but it took 41.5 seconds to ac
complish the test because it uses an ex
ternal routine to convert files to ASCII.
The process ofleaving the main program
and returning to it takes time. If you are
editing several documents and can post
pone the save-and-convert-to-ASCII op
eration until you are finished, doing it in
a batch job will be quicker.
According to our tests, Word for the
Macintosh 3.0 is the fastest of the three
Macintosh packages, followed by
MindWrite 1.0 and then WriteNow 1.0.
Similarly, Nota Bene 2.0 ranks as the
fastest of the four IBM PC packages, fol
lowed by WordPerfect 4.2, Manuscript
1.0, and finally, Word for the PC 3. I.

let you see the same document at different
levels of detail in multiple windows at the
same time. Packages for the Macintosh
often exceed their MS-DOS counterparts
in this ability since the Macintosh was
built on a windowing interface.
The ability to put text into columns is
also an important feature. Some packB Y T E Bonus Edition
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ages, such as WriteNow, allow both par
allel and snaking columns and display
them on the screen. (Snaking columns
are sometimes called newspaper-style
columns: A single story can run to the
bottom of one column and then continue
at the top of the next.) Nota Bene can han
dle multiple columns in different lan
guages side by side, with some words
wrapping left to right and others right to
left, depending on which is appropriate to
the language. Manuscript makes it easy
to resize, move, and swap columns.
Most lengthy documents and many
memos and letters contain both text and
graphics. One key feature of all Macin
tosh word processors has been their abili
ty to inject charts, pictures, and the like
into a document. This ability is beginning
to appear in MS-DOS word processors as
well. However, MS-DOS systems still lag
behind; they can rarely show anything but
rudimentary graphics on the screen with
the text. You can instruct some products,
such as Manuscript, to lay in the pictures
when printing. The ability to draw lines
and boxes on the screen is also important.
Surprisingly, more MS-DOS than Mac
intosh systems have this facility.
Many state-of-the-art word processors
can generate a table of contents, index, or
some other organizing list. Some require
special marks near the words that you
want included, but others can take their
cues directly from the document' s inter
nal organization.
Many also offer footnotes, endnotes
(so-called when the footnotes are collect
ed at the end of the document), and a be
wildering array of numbering options to
handle the requirements of academic
work. Users sometimes purchase pack
ages like Nota Bene more on the strength
of their footnoting abilities than on any
other single feature.
Similarly, headers and footers are
more powerful than before. With many
programs, you can make them as long as
you like, format them in a style different
from the document's, attach or not attach
them to various pages (such as alternating
headers between facing pages) and even
add graphics to them.
Retrieving database records and copy
ing appropriate information from them
into documents at print time is not new .
This mail-merge-so-called because of
its use in individualizing single letters
sent to multiple addressees-or file
merge ability is enhanced in state-of-the
art software, allowing complex manipu
lations that rival a database manager's
reporting function. A few programs, such
as Sarnna Word IV, even let you build a
database within the word processor.
Many word processors now contain
macros that let you retrieve an entire

phrase or line of text with a single key or
combination. Others, such as Word for
the PC, have a glossary function that lets
you keep common phrases and their ab
breviations in a separate file; you use the
abbreviation, and the program translates
it into the real thing. For example, instead
of typing National Security Council
many times, you put it in the glossary and
type NSC. With the addition of complex
formatting codes and merge facilities,
macros can go far beyond just storing
phrases: They can capture commands.
WordPerfect has this ability.

A Crowd of Features
Many other features approach state-of
the-art behavior. Automatic backup, the
ability to set a timer to back up your edit
ing changes to disk, is one. Revision
marking is another: The ability to mark
or find changes between various versions
of a document makes it easier to trace
editing changes. My state-of-the-art list
also includes undo functions (such as in
the newest release of WordStar), propor
tional spacing, decimal tabs, alternate
character sets (for foreign languages and
scientific documents), superscripts and
subscripts, in-text math (calculating four
function arithmetic from numbers in the
text), complex search and replace (which
can specify cases, work forward or back
ward, and handle wild cards), ty,pewriter
mode (which lets you type directly to the
printer), mouse support (in MS-DOS
word processors), context-sensitive help,
and network compatibility.
Reading and writing in other file for
mats is also critical in word processing,
where so many formats exist. Some
translations are thorough, leading to
"editable" documents that include the
editing marks, such as footnotes, center
ing commands, underlining, and the like,
in the output document. Others simply
read the characters in the text. Some pro
grams can handle only their own format
and ASCII files. Others, such as Office
Writer V and MultiMate, excel at reading
files from an "older brother" -in their
case, Wang dedicated word processors.
More and more state-of-the-art pack
ages are acquiring various import and ex
port utilities, some as built-in menu
choices-my preference-and some as
external conversion programs. IBM DCA
(document-content architecture) in the
RFT (revisable-form text) or FFT (final
form text) format is a popular translation,
as are ASCII (plain text), WordStar,
Navy DIF (also called GSA), WordPer
fect, and other formats. Macintosh word
processors often offer Word, MacWrite,
and ASCII translations.
A need also exists to read databases,
continued
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spreadsheets, and graphs whose data,
numbers, and charts can be included in
word-processing documents. For exam
ple, MultiMate can read Lotus 1-2-3
.WKSfilesor VisiCalc DIF files. Macin
tosh word processors can import almost
any sort of graphic by moving it from its
original application to the scrapbook and
then to the word processor.
Some word processors come with a
disk full of specialized drivers to support
100 or more different printers. Lately,
this list is likely to include laser-printer
and Postscript drivers .
One exception to this trend is IBM's
DisplayWrite 4. Although the program
has a wide variety of features, including a
spelling checker, footnotes, macros, on
line help, in-text math, mail merge,
mouse support, network support, line
drawings, a notepad, and an option for
voice-note recording, it supports only
nine printers, all from IBM, plus the op
tion of building your own printer-func
tion table.
More than a dozen MS-DOS word pro
cessors offer nearly everything you could
want in the way of features, including al
ternate character sets, footnotes, col
umns, on-line tutorials, and mail merge.
Only a fine line exists between my state-

of-the-art list and close competitors. For
example, products like VolksWriter 3 can
handle almost any editing task; in fact, if
VolksWriter 3 had an integrated outline
processor, it probably would have made
my list. However, my top seven exempli
fy the powerful new state-of-the-art fea
tures I have listed. I didn't find compara
ble power in any CP/M, Amiga, Atari, or
Apple II word processors, although some
came close. For example, WordPerfect
has a version for the Apple II line which
has many of the same features that are in
the MS-DOS version.

For the Macintosh
Word processing on the Macintosh differs
from that on MS-DOS machines. The
Macintosh's pull-down menus and mouse
bypass the tangle of command keys and
function keys on which MS-DOS soft
ware depends, so its mousing require
ments deter some writers. The Macin
tosh's bit-mapped display lets a variety of
typefaces-styles and sizes-appear on
the screen; it lets you integrate text and
graphics on the screen as well.
In the past, word processors for MS
DOS machines have actually offered
more features than those for the Macin
tosh; however, the two are converging.

New software for the Macintosh offers
outline processors, spelling checkers,
customizable footnotes, and other fea
tures of state-of-the-art MS- DOS word
processors. And the high-resolution dis
plays on MS-DOS machines-generated
by such cards as the IBM Enhanced
Graphics Adapter (EGA) and Hercules
Graphics Card Plus-display a variety of
types and page layouts on the screen, ap
proaching the Macintosh graphics abili
ty. Still, thereare differences between the
two: The MS-DOS software leads in
sheer number of features, and the Macin
tosh word processors are ahead in display
ability and ease of use.

WriteNow 1.0
T/Maker ' s WriteNow competes with
Microsoft Word for the Macintosh as the
most complete Macintosh word proces
sor. WriteNow's particular strengths are
its columns, footnotes, headers, and foot
ers. It lets you open any number of docu
ments at one time in separate windows,
limited only by memory. It also allows
multiple-column editing of up to four
columns of text or graphics per page.
WriteNow is missing some state-of-the
art features, including outline process
ing, table-of-contents and index genera-
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And because ideas can be fleeting, you'll
want to catalog and save your images for
later retrieval, too, with Truevision Picture-
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tion, mail-merge capability, a thesaurus,
context-sensitive help, and multiple win
dows on the same document.
The rulers used for margins, tabs, and
so on, differ from other Macintosh word
processors; they sit in separate windows,
and you can manipulate them with cut
and-paste commands. The built-in spell
ing checker comes with a 50,000-word,
customizable dictionary that includes
plurals, past tenses, and similar forms as
separate entries. The superscript and
subscript features offer more control than
in most word processors. Repeated appli
cation will continue to move them higher
and lower, so you can have, for example,
superscripts to superscripts. You can pre
set the font, headers, footers, page size,
and so on, for new documents-essential
ly a style-sheet feature. Search-and
replace commands can work forward,
backward, or wrap around the document
on words, spaces, tabs, returns, and wild
cards.
WriteNow offers automatically num
bered footnotes, and each column on a
page can have its own footnotes. A foot
note can be of any length and can contain
both graphics and text, including page
number, time, and date. If there is
enough room below the relevant page or

column, the entire footnote is printed on
that page; otherwise, it spills over into the
footnote region of the next page or
column.
WriteNow has the best header and
footer features for the Macintosh, includ
ing page numbers, document or chapter
titles, and graphics. It allows as many dif
ferent headers and footers in a document
as you want-one of each to a page-and
alternating odd and even page settings.
Headers and footers can occupy a single
line or up to one-fourth of the page's
height. You edit them in a separate win
dow, but the page view command shows
the entire page layout, including graph
ics, footnotes, headers, footers, page
breaks, and margins.
The package also offers a thorough in
tegration of graphics (with a sizing and
scaling option), an undo command, a
command that shows all nonprinting
characters, hanging indents, and alternat
ing binding margins for two-sided print
ing. WriteNow has a wealth of saving and
backup features: You can work with your
edited file, the saved copy, or the backup.
One unique feature is its save/compact
command, which reclaims the unused
space that editing injects into a docu
ment's data structure. This can be as

much as 20 percent of the document's
size, to a maximum of25K bytes.
A separate program called Translator
contains WriteNow's import and export
facilities. It can transform Word for the
Macintosh 1.05, MacWrite, and ASCII
files into WriteNow files; it can also con
vert WriteNow files into ASCII files and
translate to and from Interchange files
(text-only files with user-readable for
matting information embedded in them).
WriteNow is not copy-protected.
T/Maker encourages you to distribute
copies of Sample WriteNow, a program
on one of the WriteNow disks, to anyone
who wishes to try WriteNow before buy
ing it. The two programs are the same ex
cept that any document printed with Sam
ple WriteNow has a message at the top
and bottom of each page stating that it was
created with Sample WriteNow.

MindWrite 1.0
While integrated outlining. and flexible
windows are Mind Write' s key features, it
doesn't skimp on others. MindWrite's
outliner uses double-clicking to expand
and contract sections, making its conven
tions easier to learn than Word for the
Macintosh's special outlining buttons
co11ti11ued
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and commands. To move an outline sec
tion, you use the mouse to grab-a hand
icon "pinches" the heading-and drag
the material to its new position where it is
automatically renumbered. MindWrite
can hide graphics within outlines as just
another collapsed paragraph.
You can also generate a table of con
tents directly from the document. A sin
gle command gathers the document's
headings and stores them in a new, sepa
rate table-of-contents document.
MindWrite has a mark option. Each
time you create or change a paragraph,
MindWrite invisibly stamps it with the
current date and time. You can use those
stamps to mark selected paragraphs, such
as all ·paragraphs that have changed since
a certain date or since the last save . The
program marks such selections with a
vertical bar on the screen so you can re
view or print them independently.
The package's standard search-and-re
place feature has a variety of options, in
cluding forward or backward search,
wild card matching, and nonprinting
character search and replace. MindWrite
can find all occurrences of a text that you
specify; it can then select them and gath
er copies of all the paragraphs or head
ings (and their subheadings) that contain
that text into a new document.
To format documents or sections of
documents, MindWrite uses multilevel
rulers that you can change, globally or by
level, and use when setting and saving
preferences in style sheets.
You can open multiple windows in
MindWrite (the number is limited only by
the amount of memory in the system),
and those windows can view multiple
documents or multiple parts of the same
document. Zoom buttons and a Windows
menu help you manage the windows. Due
to the expansion and collapse of outlines
and the ability to open. several windows
on the same document, you can simulta
neously view a document in different
levels of detail. Any text change in one
window will affect all the others, but you
won't see the change until you bring an
other window to the front.
MindWrite has a pop-up window for
counting words in a selected section or in
the entire document. This handy built-in
utility counts characters, words, para
graphs, and the average word length.
One unique feature of Mind Write is its
accumulating clipboard. All text cut in a
session is saved on the clipboard, with
each section separated from the others by
lines of equal signs. The last section
saved is automatically selected and is the
one used in a paste operation, unless you
open the clipboard and change the selec
tion. This creates as complete an undo fa
cility as you could want and can make

editing much less frustrating. You can
also save the clipboard contents to and re
store them from a disk.
For import and export functions,
MindWrite can read MacWrite , Think
Tank, and ASCII files and can save to
MacWrite and ASCII files. You don't
have to leave the editor for these functions
as you do in WriteNow; you can read and
write directly from a dialog box. When
you want to depart from MindWrite, a
menu option lets you stop the program
and start another application without re
turning to Finder. In addition to import
ing graphics from such applications as
MacPaint and MacDraw, MindWrite can
resize pictures by adjusting their length
and width or by shrinking or stretching
them proportionally, and it can return
them to their original size.
Unlike WriteNow, the package offers
only a single header and footer per docu
ment. It also has automatic footnote re
numbering, but it doesn't have the foot
noting flexibility of WriteNow and Word
for the Macintosh.
MindWrite's intuitive, integrated, out
line processor and flexible windows
make it my famrite Macintosh word pro
cessor for day-to-day work. MindWrite
lacks a number of important functions,
however, such as true column editing,
mail merge, a spelling checker, a thesau
rus, and an index generator.

Word for the Macintosh 3.0
The Macintosh version of Word 3.0 is
packed with features. Although it lacks
such elements as footnotes for columns
and an accumulating clipboard, it allows
embedded Postscript commands and
contains a glossary function, automatic
index generation, and the ability to per
form math in the document.
Word is the first major revision since
version 1.05, and it incorporates a num
ber of features that first appeared in PC
versions of Word: style sheets, a spelling
checker, automatic index and table-of
contents generation, and outline process
ing. However, Word doesn't have dynam
ic repagination. That is, when you have
done some editing and want to see where
the page breaks will fall, you have to spe
cifically choose a pagination option on
one of the menus . A page preview com
mand lets you see what the printed page
will look like.
You can perform some math in the
document, sort items, and insert graph
ics. Word 3.0 has a mail-merge feature
and on-line help, as well as an undo fea
ture. Superscripts and subscripts are
available to a single level each. You can
open multiple windows on one or more
documents, and document length is
limited only by disk space. The Windows
BYT E
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menu lets you manipulate windows rather
than simply clicking them into activity
and then dragging them out of the way.
Style sheets let you specify and save
document formats. For instance, you can
use them to specify titles in a certain posi
tion, style, and size; subtitles with an
other set of characteristics; text with yet
another; and so on. Using them trans
forms document modification from a
search-and-modify mission into a batch
operation. If you want to change the font
of the subtitles, you don't have to find
each subtitle, select it, choose the new
font, and then move on to the next sub
title. Instead, you just change the specifi
cation in the style sheet and all the sub
titles change at once.
The outline processor differs signifi
cantly from the outlining conventions es
tablished by ThinkTank. Instead of dou
ble-clicking to expand or collapse text,
you use special icons at the top of the
screen. Also, you cannot drag a section to
a new position; you must cut and paste it.
Word has an integrated outline processor,
not merely an outline-renumbering tool.
With its multiple windows, you can see
several levels of detail in a document
at once.
You must insert special codes in Word
documents if you want to handle math or
mark text for inclusion in an index or
tab\e of contents. This necessity makes
Word less intuitive than some of the other
Macintosh word processors. The pro
gram comes with as much documentation
as an MS-DOS word processor does.
Word for the Macintosh provides foot
note and endnote tools that let you decide
where you want your notes to appear,
what numbering scheme to use, and how
to print the notes. It offers multiple
column printing and the ability to link
several files together to print or to gener
ate a global index or table of contents.
You can number lines in. the left margin
(especially useful for legal writing), in
clude nonprinting text in the document,
automatically hyphenate text, and draw
lines and boxes. The. program can also
drive some daisy-wheel printers.
Word can perform a number of import
and export functions from within the pro
gram. It can directly open and translate a
Word for the Macintosh 1.05, MacWrite,
ASCII, Word for the PC 3.0, DCA, or
RTF (Microsoft's rich text format) file; it
can also save to those formats. Switcher
comes on the disks with Word for the
Macintosh 3.0 and will be useful if you
have enough system memory to set up
multiple applications.

The MS-DOS Arena
There are many more word processors in
the MS-DOS arena than there are for the
B Y T E Bonus Edition
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Macintosh, making my final cut here dif
ficult. Two products I liked, OfficeWriter
V and Samna Word IV, didn't have a par
ticular state-of-the-art feature, but they
do offer lots of power and long lists of fea
tures, more than most people will ever
use. Other close contenders include
VolksWriter 3, XyWrite 3, MultiMate's
Advantage!, and WordStar Professional
4.0. In the end, I chose Manuscript for its
integrated graphics and outlining; Word
Perfect for its completeness, portability,
and macros; Word for the PC for its inte
grated outliner and completeness; and
Nota Bene for its text base, footnoting,
and panoply of academic functions.

Manuscript 1.0
Manuscript is definitely a state-of-the-art
product. Lotus bills it as a technical word
processor because so many of its features
tailor it to creating scientific and tech
nical articles and reports; these features
are also useful for other word-processing
tasks. In my opinion, its integrated out
line processor, ability to represent com
plex scientific equations, and ability to
merge graphics and text are its three best
features. In performing these tasks,
Manuscript uses a top-of-the-screen
menu line, pop-down menu boxes, dialog
boxes, and typed backslash commands
similar to those in Lotus 1-2-3 . Its outline
processor is full-fledged, letting you
create blocks of text in a hierarchy and
then collapse or expand those blocks by
level or by section, working completely
within the word processor.
Manuscript can display any number of
fonts on the screen and print Greek letters
and mathematical and scientific symbols.
It can show some of these on the appro
priate graphics displays; others, includ
ing imported graphics, you can specify
only for printing. A Hercules Graphics
Card Plus, for instance, can show bold,
underline, italic, superscript, subscript,
and strike-through. To specify imported
graphics or equations for printing, you
must type backslash command lines with
in the document. A document preview
mode allows a full-screen view of what
the final page will look like as long as you
have a display capable of showing bit
mapped graphics. The Manuscript edi
tor, however, uses text-oriented graphics
to provide an acceptable speed.
Manuscript can accept graphics files
from several different sources: Lotus
1-2-3 charts, . PIC files, bit-mapped
images, and scanned or digitized images.
You can set aside blocks of space for
these images when using the editor. Al
though you can't see the actual image on
the screen, you can integrate it onto the
same page or in side-by-side columns

BROWN BAG™ SOFTWARE
Makes Writing Easy! Our special
arrangements with the manufacturer mean
BIG savings for you on this excel/en~ full
featured Brown Bag'" Word Processing
Software! It's designed for use with the
IBM® PC and IBM® compatible computers.
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Two Floppy Disks and Detailed Manual.
• The Text Editor Lets You Enter and
Change Text
• Printing Program Can Print Text in
Typeface of Your Choice.
• The Memory-Resident Spelling Checker
Quickly Finds Errors.
•The "Front-End" Menu System Enables
You to Use DOS Functions (Copy, Erase,
Etc.) without Complicated Commands.
• The Conversion Program Will Convert
Files Created with WordStar'" to the
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with text when you print the document.
This ability requires a printer that can
handle the image, and Manuscript can
drive a variety of printers , including laser
and Postscript devices.
Manuscript also contains a two-sided
printing feature, a mail-merge capability,
a context-sensitive help feature, a spell
ing checker (with a 100,000-word cus
tomizable dictionary), macro and merge
facilities, and a host of other features, in
cluding extensive footnoting and endnot
ing. It lacks a thesaurus and can open
only two windows on the screen at one
time.
For columns and tables, Manuscript is
the most powerful of my top seven word
processors . It has a special editor that lets
you adjust column widths and attributes,
swap columns with other columns, speci
fy their borders, and so on. It lets you
easily create a table of contents, list of
figures, index, and almost any other sup
porting list, directly from a document.
You can inject cross-references to keep
track of other positions in the document
to which you're referring. And Manu
script has separate pop-up style-descrip
tion forms for each type of list.
You can import ASCII, DCA, and
ThiiikTank files and export ASCII and

PRINTERS
M-1109
M-1409
M-1509
M-1709
M-1724
Hfl.15XL
Hfl.20
Hfl.40
2024LD
Tfl.516
0·25
635
KX-P10801
KX-P10911
P321
' LX-86
FX-86e
FX·286e

.. .. $
.. $
..... s

100cps

..... $

NEW .................. I
Oaisywheel ..
.S
Oaoywheel ..
. .....S
Oaisywheel ..
. ..$
24pin . .
.. .. $
Dual Head ..............$

WordPerfect 4.2
WordPerfect has a long list of word-pro
cessing features. If it had an integrated
outline processor and more windowing
flexibility, it would stand alone at the top
of the heap. A versjon for the Macintosh
is in the works, but it isn't available as I
write this review.
In portability, WordPerfect far sur
passes Word for the PC, its closest com
petitor in this respect; WordPerfect runs
on a huge variety of machines. It is cur
rently available on MS-DOS machines,
the Apple II series, and some minicom
puters, and WordPerfect Corporation is
busy porting it to everything from the
Macintosh to IBM mainframes. It even
comes with a toll-free phone number for
technical assistance.
WordPerfect has a mail-merge func
tion, a built-in spelling checker with a

115,000-word customizable dictionary,
and a thesaurus. It can do in-text math,
sort lines or paragraphs, capture and han
dle macros, drive a myriad of printers
(including laser and Postscript printers),
and work with up to 24 columns of text or
figures in either of two styles: snaking
newspaper columns or tabular columns.
WordPerfect has an undelete feature, a
document-summary page, line number
ing, an on-line tutorial, and a document
preview function. The commands that
perform most of these functions are im
planted in the document and can be hid
den or displayed for direct editing.
You can specify blocks of text that you
wish to protect from editing; center
blocks vertically on a page; employ head
ers and footers (including on alternating
pages); draw lines; use overstrike, strike
out, and redline (vertical bars) markings;
and automatically renumber outlines.
Compiling a table of contents and an in
dex is a simple matter of marking the de
sired passages and striking some function
keys. The footnoting feature allows both
footnotes and endnotes and many options
for numbering and positioning those
notes. "Widow" and "orphan" control
alleviates the problem of stranded text at
continued

HEWLm·PACKARD

Brother
IOOcps ...
160cps ..
160cps

DCA files. You can compare two docu
ments and automatically generate a final
document that has the insertions, dele
tions, and revisions marked. For techni
cal documentation, Manuscript is hard to
beat. However, due to its use of virtual
disk memory that is set up to expect a
hard disk, you can't run it on a floppy
based system.
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499.00
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.... s
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............ s
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........ s
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.... s

.. ...... $
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... ...I
.. . .. .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . .. .. $

12008

Modem .. .... .... .. .. .. .. .S

995.00
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995.00
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Sharp

109.00

s

895.00

........................$

99.00
29.00
199.00
299.00
399.00
399.00

Compu\ei . .. .. .. . .. . .. .

Okidata
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flterface .

479.00

. .... . .S

Seri.11 Pr"ll'l\er . • •
. .. S
Serial Printer ..
. ..S
IBMCompa!ille .. . .. .. .. .S
..$

Epson
............... $
$

Monior ..

Xerox Memorywriter

HP-28C ... $
HP·41 CV .. S
HP-4 1CX .. $
HP-718 . •. S

Toshiba
2\&ps .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . S

Ois!Jlay Models .. . .. .......S

220.00
405.00
552.00

Additional Item
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. ....s

49.00
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THE INCREDIBLE JACK2
"Electronic Workspace"
from PEC,_i::_=.;·y

Word Processing/
Desktop Publishing
FANCY FONT
FINAL WORD 11
HARVARD
PROFESSIONAL
PUBLISHER
MICROSOFT
WORD 3.1
MULTIMATE
MULTIMATE
ADVANTAGE-NEW
LOTUS MANUSCRIPT
OFFICE WRITER/
SPELLER 5.0
PAGEMAKER
PFS: PROF WRITE
TURBO LIGHTNING
VENTURA PUBLISHER
VOLKSWRITER 3
WO~D PERFECT 4.2
WO DST AR PRO 4.0
WORDSTAR 2000 +
XYWRITElll
Database Systems
CLIPPER
DB XL
DBASE Ill PLUS-NEW
FOXBASE +
GENIFER
KMAN 2
PARADOX
PFS: PROF FILE
Q&A
QUICKS IL VER
R BASE SYSTEM V
RAPIDFILE
REFLEX
REVELATION
Spreadsheets/
lnleQraled Packages
ENABLE
FR~EWORK ll·NEW
JAV LIN
LOT S 1·2·3
LOTUS HAL
MUL TIPLAN
OPEN ACCESS II
SMART SYSTEM
SUPERCALC 4
SYMPHONY
Communications

CARBON COPY
CROSSTALK XVI
CROSSTALK MKIV
RELAY GOLD
SMAR TERM (PERSOFT)
SMARTCOM II
Slall sllc s
SPSS/PC+
STATGRAPHICS
STATPAC GOLD·
WALONICK
SYSTAT

Mullifunclion Boards
AST ADVANTAGE
(128K)
AST 6 PAK PLUS (64K)
ASTllOMINlll
AST PRE MIUM
AST RAMPAGE PC
AST RAM PAGE AT
IN BOARD 386AT
INTEL AB OVEBO ARD
ORCHI D 386
PC TURBO 286(1MB)
PC TINY TURBO 286
QUADBOARD (OK)

Do Wordprocessing, Spreadsheets, Database and
Graphics all on one screen at the same time.

Normally priced
at s

~o~ s9.9s
$ 389
$ 99
$ 415
s 219
$ 209
s 299
s 389
s 145
$ 219
s 339
s 349
s 239
$ 89
s 499

$ 339
$ 415
SC all
$ 309
$109
$ 125
$ 289
$ 429
$ 319
s 449

s 119
$ 99
$139
$ 159
SCall
$ 99

$699
$469
$399
$469

°CALL FOR SHIPPING COSTS

Graph ics
CHARTMASTER
$209
DIAGRAPH
$309
DIAGRAM MASTER
$189
FREELANCE PLUS
$349
GEM DRAW+
$189
GRAPHWRITER COMBO $349
HARVARD PRESENTATION
GRAPHICS
$229
IN·A·VISION
$289
MAPMASTER
$219
MS CHART
$189
PC PAINTBRUSH PLUS $109
$245
PICTURE PERFECT
PRODESIGN II
$159
PUBLISHERS
$219
PA INTBRUSH
$139
SIGN MASTER
WIND OWS/DRAW
$159
Network App l1 callons
CROSSTALK XVI
DBASE Ill LAN PAK
KMAN2
MULTIMATE
MUL TIMATE
ADVANTAGE
REVELATION
WORD PERFECT
SERVER
WORD PERFECT
STATION

s

Accounting
BPI
GREAT PLA INS
COMPUTER ASS OC
ONE WRITE PLUS
OPE N SYSTEMS

$179
$ 499
$ 399
$159
$ 409

Desktop Environment s
GEM DESKTOP
LOTUS METRO
MS WINDOWS
SIDEKICK

$399
$599
$899
$599
$729
$299
$309
75

$39
$65
$65
S59

Pro jecl Management
HARVARD TOTAL
PROJECT MANAGER 11
MICROSOFT PROJECT
PROJECT SCHEDULER
NETWORK
SUPERPROJECT PLUS
TIMELINE 2.0
Lan guages/LI 1tlilies
APL+ V6.0
COPY WRITE
FASTBACK
LATTICE C
NORTON ADV
UTILITIES
MICROSOFTC
COMPILER
MACE UTILITIES
MSFORTRAN4.0
1DIR +
QUICK BASIC
TURBO BASIC
TURBOC
TURBO PASCAL
TURBO PROLOG
XENIX
Producl ivily Tools
ORG +
INTERACTIVE
EASY FLOW
SMARTNOTES
VP EXPERT
EUREIKA
SIDEWAYS

$329
$249
$379
$319
S259

s 369
$ 45
$ 89
$ 219
$ 89
$ 279

$ 65
$ 279
$ 69
$ 69
$ 69
$ 69
$ 69
$ 69
$Call

s 69
s 125
s 49
$ 59
$ 69
$ 39

Hardware*
Computers
AST PREMIUM 286
WYSE286 PC
PANASONIC BUSINESS
PARTNER
TOSHIBA 310011100 +

$Call
SCall
$Call
SCall

Monilors
AMDEK 310A
$149
AMDEK410A
$ 169
AMDEK 6001722
$4091519
AMDEK 1280
$ 779
$579
NEC MUL TISYNC
PRINCETON HX -12
$439
PRINCETON MAX·12E
S169
PRINCETON HX -12E
$529
SONY MULTISCAN
$699
Display Boards
ATI EGA WONDER+
HERCULES GRAPHICS
CARD PLUS
HERCULES COLOR
CARD
NECGB1
PARADISE AUTO
SWITCH EGA 480
QUAD EGA PROSYNC
QUA DRAM EGA+
TSENG EVA 480
VIDEO 7 VEGA DELUXE

$399
$339
$289
$389
$399

Modems
HAYES 1200
HAYES 1200B
HAYES 2400
HAYES2400B
MIG ENT POCKET
TRAN SET 1000
US ROBOTICS 1200
US ROBOTICS1200B
US ROBOTICS 2400B
VENTEL2400
VENT EL 2400B
WATSON

$379
$359
$579
$529
$159
$279
$139
$109
$189
$409
$409
$339

Emulatt o n Boards
AST 5211-11 +
FORTE PJ
IRMA
SMART ALEC 5251

$ 629
$ 775
s 725
$ 589

$279
$189
$159
$409

Pr inlers/Plollers
EPSON EX -1000
EPSON FX ·86E
EPSON FX-286E
EPSON LQ -1000
HP 7475A
HP LASERJET II
NEC 3550
OKI DATA 192 +
OKI DATA 193 +
OKIDATA 292
OKIDATA 293
T OSHIB A P321
TOSHI BA P341 E
TOSHIBA P351
MOD EL2
Mass Storage/Backup
!OMEGA 20 + 20
W/INTFC
$2599
IRWIN 120D 20MB
INT
$ 469
IRWIN 145AT 40MB
INT
S 579
IRWIN 445 AT INT
S 679
MOUNTAIN
BERNOULLI 20
$1599
PLUS HARDCAR D 20MB S 675
PRIAM 42MB AT
S 799
PRIAM 60MB AT
$1099
SEAGATE225W/INT
$ 349
SEAGATEST238WllNT S 389
SYSGEN SMART IMA GE
$ 619
60MB (IN T)
TALLGRASS
S Call
TECMAR QIC·60AT TBU
(INT)
$1199
Networks
ARCNET
AST PC NET
NOVELL
ORCHID PC NET

$Call
$Call·
$Call
$Call

lnpul Devices
KEY TRONICS 5151
KEYTRONICS 5153
MIC ROSOFT MOUS E
PC MOUSE/PAINT+

$169
$299
$129
$109

Accessor ies

CU RTIS RUB Y
DATASHIELD S-100
GIL TR ONIX SWITCHES
LOGICAL CONNECTION
MASTERPIECE PLUS
MICROFAZER II
256K RAM SET
8087 MATH CHIP
80287 MATH CHIP
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the end or beginning of a page.
WordPerfect's macro facility is exten
sive, and it lets you chain macros and in
clude commands for repetition and con
ditional execution. Its sorting feature can
work on up to nine keywords. The man
ual contains a section called "Flights of
Fancy" that suggests some complex oper
ations you can direct by combining the
mail-merge and macro features .
The program has a timed backup fea
ture-you specify the length oftime-that
periodically and automatically saves your
work to WordPerfect files . The import

and export facility can read and write
WordStar, MultiMate, DCA FFT, DCA
RFT, Navy DIF, and ASCII files.

Word for the PC 3.1
Word is a state-of-the-art product on both
the IBM PC and the Macintosh. For the
PC, version 3 .1 contains a great many
features, but it isn't as easy to learn as
WordPerfect is. Many writers choose
Word particularly for print control : It
works with many printers and offers
many printing options , two of which are
laser and PostScript printing.

YOUR COMPUTER WAS MADE
TO BE SEEN AND HEARD
BUT HOW IT SPEAKS IS AS IMPORTANT
AS WHAT IT HAS TO SAY

Why bother giving your IBM®computer the power of speech if the core
of the synthesizer has limited capabilities? The Votalker-IB uses the
new SC-02 Speech Chip combined with a superb text-to-speech algorithm
to enhance your educational, business, and other computer applications
with voice versatility and voice clarity. With the Votalker-IB your IBM*
computer acquires unlimited vocabulary with 32 inflections and 4, 100
pitch settings. The Votalker-IB also simulates song in five octaves, and
generates sound effects in 16 amplitudes. It's all the flexibility you need
in speech synthesis, and more. Because with Votalker-IB you get advanced
voice technology and a surprisingly low price.
Contact Votrax today for all the flexibility you need at a price you can
afford. Call 1-800-521-1350.
FOR A DEMONSTRATION CALL: (313) 588-2926
IBM®is a registered trademark of International Business Machines, Inc.
*IBM PC, XT, AT AND COMPATIBLES

~

~

VOTRAX INTERNATIONAL, INC.

® 1394 Rankin

~
/

Troy, Michigan 48083-4074
(313) 588-2050 TWX-8102324140
Votrax-TRMI

"Technology that Talks"
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Word's built-in outline processor can
collapse and expand sections of docu
ments and automatically renumber an
outline when you move a section. It also
has a more powerful windowing capabili
ty than Manuscript has-you can open
multiple documents in separate windows
and move text between them with a cut
and-paste feature.
With Word for the PC, Microsoft in
cludes a powerful on-disk tutorial called
" Learning Microsoft Word ." Word also
has voluminous manuals that are surpris
ingly easy to read .
Word's style-sheet feature lets you cap
ture a range of formatting commands so
you can automatically apply them to fu
ture documents. This feature can speed
up the creation of a series of similar docu
ments . Instead of choosing each section
and applying formatting commands to it,
you can build a template of formatting
commands and apply it to an entire docu
ment at once.
Word has mail-merge, glossary, and
footnoting abilities and can create indexes
and tables of contents. It has a built-in
spelling checker and thesaurus, and it can
show boldface, italic, underline, super
script, subscript, small caps, and double
underline all on the screen. It more close
ly approaches WYSIWYG than most
other MS-DOS programs . Besides per
forming basic math operations within the
document, Word for the PC can also se
lect and manipulate columns, sort lists of
numbers, and work with a mouse.

Nota Bene 2.0
Nota Bene appears on this list for three
reasons . First, it has so many academic
writing features that the MLA (Modern
Language Association) has endorsed its
use-the first program so honored. Sec
ond, it has a built-in text-searching func
tion that lets it handle reams and reams of
notes. Third, it has so many features that
I'm still finding new powers and poten
tials buried in the encyclopedic manual
although I' ve been using Nota Bene for
some time.
Nota Bene is based on two previous
programs, XyWrite 3 .1 and FYI 3000
Plus. Dragonfly licensed those pro
grams, modified them substantially, and
combined them into Nota Bene. XyWrite
itself is a formidable word processor that
I nearly included on this list. FYI 3000
Plus is a free-form text-retrieval program
that lets you search through disks full of
information for the exact text that you
want. Together, their features make Nota
Bene ideal if you collect lots of notes and
then write papers or books.
Nota Bene's search feature can find all
the occurrences of a specified text on a
disk. This feature lets you make huge
BYTE Bonus Edition
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note bases on a disk and then automati
cally search them, even employing Bool
ean expressions to pinpoint what you
want more accurately.
The text-base manager in Nota Bene
lets you index quotes, outlines, or any
sort of text files for rapid retrieval. It ac
cepts Boolean expressions to search
through 750 to 1000 pages of notes in a
single floppy text base or 50,000 pages on
a hard disk, in as many as eight subdirec
tories, each with five sub-subdirectories.
You can make every word a key if you
limit files to four pages per document, or
you can make up to 500 keywords per en
try. You can reindex and extend text
bases over multiple disks. Therefore,
from within your word processor, you
can search for related material by content
and then read it directly without leaving
the word-processing program.
Nota Bene can turn out many different
types of lists on a document. It can make
a table of contents up to five levels deep,
generate an index, and make one or two
bibliographies per document.
It has lots of standard functions like un
delete, windows (up to nine), list sorting,
four-function math, macros, context-sen
sitive help, box graphics, widow and or
phan control, on-screen underlining and
boldfacing, and mail merge. It also has
style sheets like those in Word for the PC
for saving document formats.
With its academic emphasis , it's no
surprise that Nota Bene also has some
predefined style sheets for MLA, Chica
go Manual of Style, and other standard
styles. And it has a file-comparison fea
ture for delineating the differences be
tween documents.
For foreign-language use, Nota Bene
has multilingual keyboard layouts with
access to all western European language
characters and specific layouts for Brit
ain, France, Germany, Italy , and Spain .
For high-resolution displays, there will
soon be Nota Bene versions that handle
biblical and modern Hebrew (with right
to-left wordwrap), classical Greek, Cy
rillic, old and middle English, eastern
European, and transliterated eastern and
Asian languages. Dragonfly Software has
demonstrated Nota Bene running multi
ple columns with different languages side
by side in different columns, some of
which read, and therefore wrap, from
right to left and some from left to right.
For printing such complex texts, version
2.0 contains improved laser-printer sup
port, including the use of a virtually un
limited number of fonts per document
and variable vertical line spacing.
Finally, Nota Bene offers all the foot
notes and endnotes a scholar could want.
It lets you specify the numbering system
for multiple-level footnotes of any length,
BYTE Bonus Edition
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The Lucky 7
WriteNow 1.0
T/Maker Company
1973 Landings Dr.
Mountain View, CA 94043
(415) 962-0195

Manuscript 1.0
Lotus Development Corp.
55 Cambridge Parkway
Cambridge, MA 02142
(617)577-8500

MindWrite 1.0
MindWork Software
POB 222280
Carmel, CA 93922
(408) 625-2720
(800) 367-4334

WordPerfect 4.2
W:irdPerfect Corp.
288 West Center St.
Orem. UT 84057
(80 l) 225-5000

Word for the Macintosh 3.0
Word for the PC 3.1
Microsoft Corp.
16011 NE 36th Wey
Box 97017
Redmond, WA 98073-9717
(206) 882-8088

which it can then keep on the appropriate
page, collect at the end, or change back
and forth. A cross-referencing facility
automatically updates any comments you
insert aimed at particular passages in a
document to the latest positions of those
passages.

Looking Ahead
Although I didn't find any word proces
sors that reached my state-of-the-art cri
teria for either the Atari ST line or the
Commodore Amiga, such programs
might soon appear. Word processors
originally written for the Macintosh will
probably come first, because the Atari
STs and the Amigas have similar window
ing tools, processor speeds, and bit
mapped displays.
In the MS-DOS world. the pace won't
slacken either. Borland, for example, has
recently announced (but at this writing,
has not yet released) Sprint, a word pro
cessor that is said to contain a program
ming language, file and command com
patibility with many other word
processors, and automatic timed backup.
Proximity Technology has also an
nounced a grammar checker that is said
to locate subject-verb disagreements in a
sentence, as well as case errors.
A fascinating program called Guide
points toward one aspect of the future for
Macintosh word or document processors .
Guide is a " hypertext" tool that lets you
put new meaning and relationships into a
document. By making link s between
parts of the text (or graphics) and other
parts, attaching pop-up notes to portions
of the text, and building a hierarchy of
document sections that can collapse or

Nota Bene 2.0
Dragonfly Software
285 W. Broadway
Suite 500
New York, NY 10013
(718) 624-0127

expand much like an outline, you can
create a more meaningful document that
can only be read on a computer, not on
paper.
Other products will continue to add
desktop-publishing capabilities to show
more types of characters on-screen, inte
grate text and graphics, and lay the char
acters out in a larger variety of ways.

Making the Right Choice
What would the perfect word processor
be? That depends on the person and the
application. Mine would combine the
best features mentioned in this review
with the ability to build hypertext struc
tures that include video and sound and
have the ability to cut and paste material
from a CD-ROM reference . I also want a
program that can take advantage of larger
screens-I want that soon. I need a mini
mum of a 19-inch display that can show
several pages at once, including multiple
windows from the same file with outline
processing and integrated graphics tools.
The spelling checker should be joined by
a grammar checker, and this program
should be able to read and write any file
format. And, finally, I don't want to have
to read an 800-page manual to find cryp
tic text commands that I must inject into a
manuscript to access these features.
What is the perfect word processor for
you? Don't choose one merely because it
is given the state-of-the-art nod in this or
any other review. Look at its actual list of
features and at the compatibilities it has
with your current system and files. Your
choice should be based on your own
needs, desires, and abilities, not some
one else's. •
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ONLY OUR SOFTWARE IS COMPATIBLE
WITH ALL THIS HARDWARE.
PRODUCT
0 F THE
YEA~

Of all the data management software in the world,
only one is compatible with the hardware shown here.
And it isn't dBASE Ill Plus'.M
It's R:BASE"SystemV The data management soft
ware that delivers the combination of power and ease of
use that others can't touch-so you can achieve results
in hours, not months.
Visit your Microrim"dealer today. For the name of
your nearest dealer, orto order a 1hal Pack($19.95, plus

shipping) call 1-800-624-0810, Dept. BY0615.
From Alaska and Canada, call l-206-885-2000,
Dept. BY0615.
You'll see that our software is compatible with the
hardware above,

~~~::di~ R:BASE SYSTEM Y
be compatible
with you.

MICDjQRIM
N

Trademarks/Owners: R:BASE SystemV. Microrim/Microrim, Inc.: MS-DOS/Microsoft Corporation; dBASE Ill Plus/Ashton-late Corporation; datapro/Datapro Research Corporation; PC
Magazine/ Ziff Communications Company; InfoWorldiCW Communications, Inc.
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Spreadsheets
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This new crop ofadvanced programs offers
multidimensionality and natural language
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1-2-3

• Rich Malloy

HAL
Boeing CALC
Excel
Multi plan
Silk
SuperCalc4
Trapeze
VP-Planner

Electronic spreadsheets are one of the
most ingenious software developments ;
they combine a straightforward, output
oriented user interface with the com
puter's ability to calculate and display
numbers. Spreadsheets have been
adapted for business reports, modeling,
and forecasting . Some are used as small
database managers and graphics genera
tors, and some can even be used for such
nonbusiness applications as electronic
circuit simulation.

Objectives
The first and foremost spreadsheet fea
ture I'll cover is performance, in terms of
speed and accuracy . Next I'll look at ca
pabilities, such as ancillary functions and
macro commands, and compatibility is
sues, such as support for numeric co
processors and networking . I'll also ex
amine the structural capabilities of the
spreadsheet (i.e ., the ability to create
multidimensional worksheets or to link
worksheets) . Next is the all-important
user interface : How do you interact with
the spreadsheet, and what does its output
look like? I'll also examine two other de
tails that might impact your plans to use
these products-price and program size.
See tables I and 2 for complete lists of the
program's features.
I used the popular version IA of Lotus
1-2-3 as a rough basis for comparison of
spreadsheet features. Although this ver
sion is out of date, it is still in wide use.
Many of these spreadsheet programs'
features are functions of the underlying
hardware and operating systems (e.g.,
the icons and menus used to control Mac
intosh spreadsheets) . For a more detailed
description of the tests I used to evaluate
the programs , see the text box "Bench
marking Spreadsheets" on page 72 .

1-2-3 version 2.01
Lotus Development's 1-2-3 version 2.01
for the IBM PC ($495) is sold only as a
copy-protected program. This package
B Y T E Bonus Edition
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supports an 8087 coprocessor and ex
panded memory but has no networking or
multidimensional support. Although the
2.01 package is slower than the original
1.0 version in all but one benchmark (the
Scroll Right test), it is still one of the fast
est IBM PC-compatible spreadsheets
available.
Version 2.01 incorporates 42 macro
commands and 89 functions ranging
from the simple absolute value to the
complex sum-of-the-years depreciation.
In fact, many of the nongraphics fimc
tions of the BASICA programming lan
guage are supported in some way by
either 1-2-3 macro commands or func
tions, making it possible to write compre
hensive 1-2-3 programs.
The authors of 1-2-3 practically in
vented context-sensitive help screens,
and these continue to be an important part
of the program. Unfortunately, 1-2-3
cannot record keystroke sequences into a
single macro keystroke . Version 2 .01 can
invert and multiply matrices, but it's
rather limited in its ability to link work
sheets together.
The 1-2-3 user's manuals consist of
three perfect-bound volumes. These are
smaller, lighter, and easier to use than
three-ring binders. I did not like the man
uals' insistence on referring to generic
key labels instead of actual key names,
however. For example, one of the man
uals explains how to execute a macro by
using the Macro key, but it doesn't say
what key on the keyboard is the Macro
key . That indispensable information ap
pears on a small card. It is also in the
Help file, if you can figure out where the
Help key is. This information should ap
pear prominently in one of the manuals.
Many of l-2-3's shortcomings are par
tially solved by the add-on product HAL.
But even with its shortcomings, l-2-3's
continued

Rich Malloy is a senior technical editor
for BYTE. He can be reached at BYTE/
McGraw-Hill, 1221 Avenue of the Amer
icas, New York, NY 10020.
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fast spreadsheet capabilities, together
with its database, graphics, and rudimen
tary text-processing features, endow the
product with a high degree of function
ality. The program's value is also en
hanced by its large user base and its siz
able number of add-ons, macros, and
user textbooks . The HAL accessing pro
gram extends 1-2-3 's functionality even
further.

HAL2.0l
Lotus Development's HAL version 2.01
($150) is an accessory program for 1-2-3
versions IA, 2, and 2 .01, but it provides
so many extra features that it deserves
mention as a separate program.
HAL does not impede user access to
all the regular 1-2-3 facilities; it sits be
tween the user and 1-2-3 and translates
user requests into 1-2-3 instructions. For

Thble I: Spreadsheet prices and company information.
Spread
sheet

Versions Hardware

1-2-3

201

IBMPC;
256K

HAL

2.01

IBM PC;
512K

Boeing
CALC

3.0

IBM XT, AT ; Boeing Computer Services $399;
386K and Microsoftware Products
LAN:
hard disk P.O. Box 24346
$799
Mail Stop 7W05
Seattle, WA 98124-0346
(800) 362-4555

380 pages

Excel

1.03

Mac;
512K

Microsoft Corp.
$395
16011 Northeast 36th Way
P.O. Box 97017
Redmond, WA 98073-9717
(206) 882-8080

572 pages

Multiplan

3.01

IBM PC;
256K

Microsoft Corp.
$195
16011 Northeast 36th Way
P.O Box 97017
Redmond, WA 98073-9717
(206) 882-8080

516 pages

Silk

1.0

IBM PC;
512K

Daybreak Technologies
2271 205th St., Suite 104
Torrance, CA 90501
(213) 212-3030

$298

292 pages

SuperCalc4 1.0

IBM PC;
256K

Computer Associates lnt'l Inc . $495
Micro Products Division
2195 Fortune Dr.
San Jose, CA 95131
(408) 432-1727

650 pages

Trapeze

Mac;
512K

Data Tailor
1300 South University Dr.,
Suite 409
Fort Worth, TX 76107
(817) 332-8944

$295

208 pages

IBM PC;
256K

Paperback Software
International
2830 Ninth St.
Berkeley, CA 94710
(415) 644-2116

$99.95 500 pages

1.0

VP-Planner 1 .3
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List
price

Manual(s)

Lotus Development Corp.
55 Cambridge Pkwy
Cambridge, MA 02142
(617) 5778500

$495

551 pages

Lotus Development Corp.
55 Cambridge Pkwy.
Cambridge, MA 02142
(617) 577-8500

$150

178 pages

Company

instance, HAL would translate total
this into a series of macro instructions
that would check each of the cells near
the current cell pointer and insert a sum
formula below each column of values.
HAL can also do a few tasks that were
previously not possible with macros, the
most notable of which is Undo . Undo lets
you cancel any HAL request, but not nor
mal 1-2-3 instructions . The Undo capa
bility is only one instruction level deep,
and using it reduces the memory avail
ability by more than one-half because it
must keep a copy of the last state of the
spreadsheet in memory.
When you turn on Undo in a 512K
byte IBM PC, only 66K bytes are avail
able for use. When you turn off Undo,
166K bytes are available. When you use
1-2-3 2 .01 without HAL, 302K bytes are
available. I had to turn off the Undo facil
ity for both benchmarks that I used be
cause they can't run in 66K bytes of
RAM.
HAL's benchmark results can be mis
leading, since the speed with which it ex
ecutes a request depends on how you
word the request. HAL performs simple
1-2-3 requests with the same efficiency as
1-2-3 . To give you an idea of how HAL
interprets requests, I varied the Arith
·metic Recalculation test so that it would
be more HAL-like. The test worksheet
consists of 2500 cells, all of which are a
function of one input cell. Normally, I
change the value of the input cell from 2
to 1 and measure the recalculation time.
For the test on HAL, I merely placed the
cell pointer on the input cell and entered
the HAL request decrease by 50
percent.
HAL's execution time in this test was
significantly longer than the time re
quired to translate the request into a
series of 1-2-3 commands. Instead of
merely changing the value of the single
input cell, HAL apparently checked each
of the 2500 contiguous cells to find any
value cells that needed halving. HAL also
performed rather slowly on the Insert
Row test.
HAL does not have any more functions
with the @prefix than 1-2-3 has, but it
can execute macros of combined HAL re
quests and 1-2-3 instructions. These two
types of instructions cannot be on the
same line of the worksheet, however.
Since HAL has 307 words with which
you can begin a request, it effectively
adds 307 macro commands to 1-2-3, giv
ing a whopping total of 349 possible
macro commands. However, many of
these requests are synonyms of each
other.
HAL makes creating macros easier be
cause it can record requests and insert
them into cell ranges. Unfortunately, it
B YT E Bonus Edition
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cannot record regular 1-2-3 keystrokes.
Another feature of HAL not available to
1-2-3 users is the ability to audit spread
sheets. HAL can create a table of all for
mulas used or all cells that are dependent
or precedent to a particular cell. How
ever, in the list of dependent cells, the
range names are converted to cell
addresses.
HAL's best feature is its ability to do
complex 1-2-3 tasks easily. HAL makes
it easy for you to create a graph or find
entries in a database that satisfy certain
criteria. Both of these operations can take
a considerable amount of time using the
old 1-2-3 command interface.
HAL's ability to link 1-2-3 spread
sheets is really no more powerful than
Lotus's current Combine instruction.
HAL merely creates an auto-executing
macro that combines values in ranges
from other worksheets to ranges in the
present worksheet. While I was testing
this, I got a curious error message stating
that the combined length of the linked
range name and the filename could not
exceed 13 characters.
HAL's user's manual is good, but it
could use a phrase dictionary showing
how all its words are used. HAL's help
feature is context-sensitive, but slow for
large worksheets.
Users might expect too much of HAL.
You can easily give HAL a request that it
will either not understand or misinter
pret. Nevertheless, this program is im
pressive and will undoubtedly be popu-

Jar. Note that its price, combined with the
cost of 1-2-3, make the combination
package the most expensive ofthe spread
sheets reviewed in this article ($645).

Boeing CALC 3.0
Boeing CALC 3.0 for the IBM PC ($399;
LAN version: $799) from Boeing Com
puter Services has many of 1-2-3 's fea
tures but is designed for much larger and
complex worksheets. Most prominent is
its ability to do three-dimensional work
pads, which are delineated by rows, col
umns, and pages.
This program can handle tremendous
worksheets: up to 16,000 rows, 16,000
columns, and 16,000 pages. Since the
program has virtual-memory capability,
physical memory size is not a limiting
factor, and you do not need expanded
memory boards. A hard disk is a must for
this application.
Virtual memory has its price, usually
in terms of performance. In the bench
mark tests, Boeing CALC was one of the
slowest programs, even though it was
running on a computer equipped with a
hard disk. Other shortcomings of the pro
gram are its lack of graphics, lack of 8087
coprocessor support, and, surprisingly,
its inability to bestow names on ranges of
cells . .
Those limitations notwithstanding,
this program has some impressive capa
bilities for large, complex worksheets.
For example, the Worksheet selection on
the 1-2-3-style menu has been replaced

HAL 's best feature
is its ability to
easily perform
complex Lotus 1-2-3
tasks, such as
graphs and
database searches.
by ·Workpad, denoting the fact that each
worksheet is but a page in a three-dimen
sional pad. You can access all cells not
only by column and row numbers, but by
page numbers as well. With this inter
face, it is easy to set up a series of work
sheets and consolidate them into a sum
mary worksheet. With the networking
version of this program, you can assign
users access to certain pages of a work
pad, setting the stage for a powerful
multiuser capability.
Boeing CALC supports 89 functions .
The function names do not require an @
character, as 1-2-3 functions do. The
program supports a rudimentary form of
macro; it can save keystrokes into a file,
but it lacks any special macro commands.
As for compatibility, Boeing CALC can
read and write 1-2-3 files directly.
cominued

Thble 2: Features ofthe nine spreadsheets reviewed.
1-2-3
Feature

Computer
Functions
Macro commands
Networking
Arithmetic coprocessor
Expanded memory
Multidimensional
Linkage
Database
Natural language
Undo
Record macros
Contextual help
Live help
Auditing
Graphics
Cross-compatibility
Non-copy-protected

1-2-3

HAL/

Boeing
CALC

Excel

Multi·
plan

Silk

SuperCalc4

Trapeze

VP·
Plan

IBM PC

IBM PC

IBM PC

Mac

IBMPC

IBM PC

IBM PC

Mac

IBM PC

89
42

89
349

89

114
29

77
13

81
44

92
46

127

59
9

No
Yes
Yes
No

No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes

Yes
No

p

No
Yes
Yes
No

No
Yes
Yes
No

p

p

Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
No

No
Yes
N/A
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
Yes

p

Yes
No
No
No
Yes
No
p

Yes
No
No

0

Yes
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
Yes

No
Yes
NIA
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
Yes
p

No
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes

p

Yes
Yes
Yes

0

No
No
No
Yes
p

Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
p

Yes
Yes
Yes

• = virtual memory
P = partial support
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Although Boeing CALC's user inter
face is much like I-2-3's, it has minor
idiosyncrasies. One is that the Point
mode is not automatic. In 1-2-3, if you
want to write a formula that accesses the
value of a certain cell, you can simply
point to it (i.e ., move the cell pointer to
it). In Boeing CALC, you must first press
F9 .

Excel 1.03
Some people call Microsoft's Excel
($395) the 1-2-3 of the Macintosh world.
With its large number of features and for
midable power, Excel has a justifiable
claim as the best spreadsheet for any
machine.
In the benchmark tests, Excel was
clearly the fastest of all nine programs,
especially when compared with the IBM
PC-compatible spreadsheets. Only in the
Scroll test was its speed exceeded by a
number of Macintosh and IBM PC pro
grams . Excel usually seems even faster
than it is because it can do recalculations
in the background, and it avoids recalcu
lating cells that do not require it.
The only items that Excel lacks are

special networking features and multi
dimensional worksheet support. Excel
has a total of 114 functions; the program
has 29 macro commands and an addition
al 87 that are the equivalents of keyboard
commands. You can feed the functions
single values or arrays, and you can even
add your own special functions using the
macro commands. You can easily record,
store, and play back macros with any
worksheet.
Although Excel cannot work with
multidimensional worksheets, it can
display several worksheets on the screen
at once. You can reference ranges of cells
on other worksheets by using a simple no
tation that includes the names of the
worksheets and their ranges. Like the
other Macintosh spreadsheets, Excel
makes full use of the Macintosh inter
face, featuring pull-down menus and
scrolling windows.
Auditing is one area in which Multi
plan, Excel's sister program for the IBM
PC, has it beat. Unlike Multiplan, Excel
cannot display lists of formulas and de
pendent cells, but it can display the work
sheet, showing formulas instead of

Benchmarking Spreadsheets
he Savage benchmark, as described
T
in "The 8087/80287 Performance
Curve" by Stephen S. Fried in BYTE's
Inside the IBM PCs (Fall 1985, page
70), is ideal for testing a program's abil
ity to handle floating-point calculations.
The Savage benchmark involves three
function pairs: tangent and arctangent,
exponent and natural log, and square
root and square, all of which should
combine with each other to form an
' identity function. In addition, the oper
and of the function is varied from 1 to
1000. The Savage benchmark used in
these tests consisted of 1000 rows of a
single cell containing the following:
tan(arctan(exp(ln(sqrt( (prev_ .
cell)"2)))) )+1
Prev_cell refers to the cell immedi
ately above. The initial value of prev_
cell is 1. After 1000 iterations, the
value of 1001 is subtracted from the re
sulting output to obtain the error, which
is compounded during each iteration.
I also used three other tests based on
an expanded version ofthe simple work
sheet used in previous BYTE spread
sheet reviews. The worksheet consists of
I00 columns and 25 rows, where each
cell is the product of 1.001 times the cell
'
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to its left. The cells in the first column
are the products of the last cells of the
previous row times 1.001. The value of
the cell in the first row of the first col- ·
umn is 1.
The first test on this worksheet was a
simple recalculation. The second was
the Scroll Right test, which measured
how long it oould take to scroll from the
upper-left cell to the top cell of the right
most column (column 100). The third
test measured how long it takes to insert
. a row at the top ofthe 100-column by 25
row worksheet with the automatic recal
culation turned off.
I performed each speed test three
times on a plain 512K-byte IBM PC and
a 512K-byte Macintosh and averaged the
results. No special programs were resi
dent in the background of each system,
and I ran each spreadsheet in its standard
configuration. Note that I did not test the
programs on a PC AT-style IBM PC;
based on past experience, I'd estimate
that users of those machines can expect
times to be approximately one-third of
those for the standard PC.
These tests were designed to measure
the performance of the programs in
some conunon spreadsheet operations.
Like all benchmark tests, they should be
interpreted relative to other data.

values. Excel can read and write files in
1-2-3 and SYLK (symbolic linked file
format) formats. Version 1.03 of Excel
supports the Macintosh 68881 math co
processor and is not copy-protected.

Multiplan 3.01 ·

.

Microsoft claims that Multiplan version
3. 01 ($195) is the fastest spreadsheet
available for the IBM PC, a claim that I
will not dispute. On the four benchmark
tests, it was the fastest IBM PC program
in the Savage, Scroll Right, and Insert
Row benchmarks and just 20 percent
slower than the fastest in the Arithmetic
Recalculation test. The only problem I
noticed was floating-point accuracy in the
Savage benchmark. Multiplan scored the
largest error rate: approximately 10- 4
after I 000 iterations. Most other pro
grams had an error rate of only 1o-s.
Multiplan has two features that create
an even greater illusion of speed. The
first is the ability to do calculations in the
background like its sister program, Ex
cel. You can still move the cursor and edit
while the calculation is going on. In a
very long calculation, such as the Savage
test, you can even scroll down the 1000
row column and watch the wave of recal
culations taking place. This background
calcula tion feature, however, might
cause a problem for extremely long cal
culations because you can't be sure when
a value has finally been recalculated.
The second feature that enhances the
perception of Multiplan's speed is its
ability to select and recalculate only those
cells that require it. This feature is sorely
needed in other spreadsheets.
One of the best features of Multiplan is
its ability to link spreadsheets. To link a
cell in one spreadsheet to a cell in an
other, you select the Xternal menu
choice and fill in the names of the appro
priate cell and spreadsheet. To verify
your linkages, you set up a window on the
screen corresponding to each
spreadsheet.
Multiplan 3.01 also has some handy
auditing features. When you display for
mulas, the program automatically ex
pands cell widths to encompass the
widths of the formulas. It can also gener
ate all the precedent cells of a given cell
(i.e., all the cells that serve as input to a
given cell formula).
While it is certainly state of the art,
Multiplan has some deficiencies: It lacks
expanded memory and 8087 arithmetic
coprocessor support. Although instruc
tions are included for setting up the pro
gram on a network, it has no special net
work-oriented features. The program
also lacks graphics capabilities, and its
database functionality is limited. But it
can read and write files in SYLK, 1-2-3,
BYTE Bonus Edition
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or dBASE II formats; you might use other
programs to provide some of the missing
capabilities.
Multiplan uses 77 functions but only
13 macro commands. You can record a
macro, but only one. You must then re
name the recorded macro before you
record another. The function names are
quite readable and do not require the @
prefix used by 1-2-3. Macro programs
can be hard to read, as the macro com
mands and key labels consist of an apos
trophe followed by two letters.
Multiplan uses Microsoft's own menu
interface, which is similar to that of
Microsoft Word and all other Microsoft
IBM PC applications software. I find
some aspects of this interface illogical.
For example, the left and right cursor
keys can control the movement of the cell
pointer only. This requires some unusual
command-key usage; to move the cursor
in the command menu, you must use the
space bar or the Backspace key . To move
the cursor in the command-parameter
window, you use the Tab and Shift-Tab
keys. When you want to edit a cell's con
tents, you have to use F9 and F 10.
Pressing the left or right arrow key
while editing a cell's contents (an under
standable mistake, since many programs

use the arrow keys for editing) will termi
nate the editing process and move the cell
pointer. Since moving the cell pointer is
never desirable during the editing of a
cell's contents, the function of the left and
right arrow keys should be restricted to
moving the cursor during this process.
Multiplan's Help function does not use
the Fl key; instead, you must choose
Help from the menu or press Alt-H. The
Multiplan user's manual, like that of
1-2-3, uses generic key labels. To find
out what the actual key referred to is, you
must look up the generic key in a key
table. The use of generic key labels is not
totally unacceptable because you can
configure Multiplan to run on a wide
range of MS-DOS computers and termi
nals. But, since most people will use it on
an IBM-style keyboard, there is just
cause to include both the generic and the
IBM key names whenever keys are men
tioned in the manual.
Another nice feature of Multiplan is
the amount of usable memory left over
after you load the benchmark files. After
you load the 100- by 25-cell spreadsheet,
84 percent of memory is still available on
a 512K-byte machine. After I loaded the
Savage test, 87 percent was left available.
Multiplan obviously stores its worksheets
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Silk version 1.0 for the IBM PC and com
patibles ($298) from Daybreak Technol
ogies is similar to 1-2-3 and is well-suited
for time-based worksheet applications.
Silk is based on a row/column design but
also uses special columns and rows,
called time periods and data fields, re
spectively. In a typical example, you
might set up 12 time periods, one for
each month . You can then consolidate
them into quarterly or yearly summaries
without having to write and copy the indi
vidual sum formulas for each line. More
importantly, you can later insert other
columns between the time periods with
out affecting the sums.
Data fields are special rows of cells to
which you can attach formatting, valida
tion, and prompting information. You
can restore a data field's contents after
you have accidentally or deliberately
written over it.
In performance, Silk was usually sec
ond to last or last in the benchmark tests .
In the Arithmetic Recalculation test,
however, it finished in second place
continued
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Tuble 3: Results ofthe spreadsheet benchmark tests. All times are in seconds.
Spreadsheet
1-2-3
1-2-3/HAL
BoeingCALC
Excel
Multiplan
Silk
SuperCalc4
Trapeze
VP-Planner

Savage

Arithmetic
Recalculation

Scroll Right

Insert Row

160.2
161.8
547.0
34.3
114.7
222.3
164.0
1967*
148 .0

8.9
18.9
20.5
4.4
11.6
9.9
13.2
N/A
12.8

173.2
173.9
48.0
51.8
20.3
190.3
36.4
N/A
22.7

4.4
6.5
10.4
3.8
3.5
13.0
6.7
N/A
29.2

• = estimated time
among the IBM PC programs.
Silk stores global constants in a pop-up
table, called a form. In fact, many com
mand parameters, such as range names,
global constants, and parameters for
graphics and printing (e.g., page length
and margins), are stored in variations of
this form. Silk uses a special mode called
FMENU to let you edit the information in
these windows. This mode is sometimes
awkward; you cannot simply press Es
cape to get out of it, as you can from al
most every other mode. Instead, you
must first access FMENU and choose
Quit. In spite of this drawback, forms
make it easy to save, reuse, and change
parameters.
Although Silk's user interface is
roughly similar to that of 1-2-3, it can't
read 1-2-3 files directly and can't execute
most 1-2-3 macros. You first have to
translate DIF and 1-2-3 files using a Silk
utility. Despite the similarity between the
names, Silk can't read Multiplan-com
patible SYLK files.
Silk has a rather rich set of macro com
mands that are surrounded in brackets
([ ]) rather than the more traditional
braces ([ ]). Silk also has a good set of
functions with fairly readable names,
which do not include the @ character.
Silk lets you include comments in for
mulas. This capability is enhanced by a
feature called PEDIT mode, which is ac
tually a long version of 1-2-3 's EDIT
mode. With PEDIT, you can insert up to
2000 characters in a single cell. This
could be helpful for annotating spread
sheets. Unfortunately, Silk does not in
clude a Range Justify command for for
matting text.
Silk incorporates a live help feature.
Once you call it, the Help window auto
matically updates itself as you move from
one situation to another. Daybreak Tech
nologies recommends that beginning
users engage this feature continuously.
This feature slows the system down and
reduces the viewable area of a worksheet
by one-half, however.
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To safeguard against data loss due to a
power failure or some other accident, you
can configure Silk to keep a keylog file on
disk. Silk stores the information on each
key you press on the default disk. Should
a power failure occur, you can return to
your worksheet as it was just before the
failure by executing the keylog file . Be
careful when you modify and save a file,
however, since the keylog will expect the
original file, not the new saved version.
You would probably most often use the
keylog feature for recording macros. Silk
also has an instruction for uploading a
keylog file into a range of cells that you
can then name as a macro.
Silk appears to have a number of en
hancements over versions IA and 2.01 of
1-2-3 and is a fairly good value at $298.

SuperCalc4 1.0
SuperCalc4 version 1.0 for the IBM PC
and compatibles ($495) from Computer
Associates International has evolved
along the lines of 1-2-3 and has many of
the same features, but it outdoes 1-2-3 in
many areas. One area in which it outper
forms 1-2-3 is the Scroll Right test, most
ly because of 1-2-3 's sluggish perfor
mance in this benchmark. The error
count in the Savage test was a fairly nor
mal 1o-s. Note, however, that Super
Calc4 does not use BCD numbers in its
arithmetic calculations. For extra speed
on the 8087 coprocessor, the program
uses 15-digit floating-point numbers ex
clusively, rounding off the last three
digits before using the numbers for com
parison. The maximum effective accu
racy is then 12 digits, instead of the 15
digits of most other programs.
SuperCalc4 can use expanded memory
and can link worksheets in a manner sim
ilar to 1-2-3, but it has no special net
working or multidimensional capabili
ties. To make report-generating easier, a
utility program called Sideways, which
prints extra-wide spreadsheets sideways
on most common printers, is bundled
with SuperCalc4.

SuperCalc4 has 92 functions and 46
macro commands. Functions do not be
gin with an@, yet the program can easily
distinguish labels from functions. De
spite the large number of functions, none
are for accessing text. The program can
import 1-2-3 and DIF files. SuperCalc4
can learn macros by storing keystrokes
into a range of cells. If you are not care
ful, however, it is easy to overload this
range: What is not made clear to the user
is that keystrokes are stored in a single
vertical column, and, therefore, the
width dimension of the range the user
specifies is ignored.
SuperCalc4' s program structure is
composed ofa series ofoverlay files. The
documentation labels each file. Users
who do not have a hard disk should be
able to trim the unnecessary overlays and
fit most of the desirable parts of the pro
gram onto a single floppy disk.
[Editor's note: The author was unable
to obtain the latest release of Super
C alc4, version I. I, in time for this
review. ]

Trapeze 1.0
Trapeze 1.0 for the Macintosh ($295)
from Data Tailor seems to have done away
with the rows and columns of all other
spreadsheet programs. In their place, it
uses blocks of data. Each block can con
tain a single value, a row or column of
values, or a table of them. You can use
blocks in the way that you use ordinary
cells or ranges in other spreadsheets.
Trapeze incorporates 127 functions,
including an inverse Gudermannian func
tion and a polynomial least-squares re
gression function. The functions all use
blocks for input and output, and the
blocks can be single values or arrays.
Some functions even create graphs.
Trapeze is so different from other
spreadsheets that I had trouble testing it
with the standard benchmarks, which are
all designed for more conventional
spreadsheet programs. For example, the
Savage test consists of I 000 cells ar
ranged in a column, with each cell being
a function of the cell above it. To dupli
cate this benchmark in Trapeze, I would
have had to set up I 000 blocks, which
would have been laborious, since Trapeze
does not include any macro features .
I was, however, able to emulate the
I 000 steps ofthe Savage test by setting up
a circular array of IO blocks and iterating
it I 00 times. I was unable to implement
the other standard benchmark worksheet,
a 2500-cell table in which each cell is a
function of the cell to its left. Thus, I did
not run the three tests that are dependent
on the worksheet (see table 3).
The results of the improvised Savage
test suggest that Trapeze is not particularB Y T E Bonus Edition
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ly fast, but it is possible that much of this
slowness is due to the overhead process
ing required by the iteration logic.
Another area of difference from other
spreadsheets is Trapeze's command in
terface. Trapeze departs significantly
from Excel and uses an interface that de
pends heavily on icons. Learning all the
icons can require some time.
Although it is not the end-all of spread
. sheets, and it might not lend itself to cer
tain applications, Trapeze has enough in
teresting and unique features to merit a
place in many offices.

VP-Planner 1.3
VP-Planner l. 3 for the IBM PC and com
patibles from Paperback Software Inter
national has received a considerable
amount of attention as an inexpensive
($99), non-copy-protected clone of 1-2-3
version lA . As with any clone, however,
in some ways it outshines the original.
As of this writing, Lotus Development
Corp. has filed suit against Paperback
Software over infringement on Lotus's
rights to the 1-2-3 user interface. Al
though VP-Planner's interface is similar
to that of 1-2-3, it is clear that its pro
grammers spent a great deal of time en
suring that the visual similarity of the two

products was small. In at least one re
spect, Paperback Software has actually
improved the interface. The VP-Planner
interface indicates the definitions of all
the function keys and graphically indi
cates the address of the cell pointer.
In terms of performance, VP-Planner
is fairly good. In the benchmark tests, it
usually finished among the top four or
five programs. The exception is the Insert '
Row test, where it finished dead last. The
program scored second among IBM PC
compatible programs in the Savage test
and featured the lowest error count of all
programs: 10- 12 .
I found VP-Planner to be a good emu
lation of 1-2-3 version lA . It has 59 func
tions and only nine macro commands.
The only problems I noticed were minor.
For example, on some occasions, long
labels would not extend completely
across the screen. This seems to be a pro
gram bug, as I was not able to associate
the problem with any particular function.
In addition to being a close clone of
1-2-3, the program also has some fea
tures not found even in 1-2-3 version
2.01 . VP-Planner can record macros and
access information from a dBASE II file .
The program advertises a five-dimen
sional database that you can link to a

worksheet. Although this is a significant
enhancement over 1-2-3, it uses a com
pletely different user interface and is
rather difficult to work with. All database
parameters must be defined prior to the
start of the spreadsheet session, and the
screens used to define these parameters
bear no resemblance to existing spread
sheet user interfaces and are difficult to
understand at first.
At $99, VP-Planner is a good value.

A Wish
All nine programs exhibit at least one
state-of-the-art feature, and each might
be particularly well-suited for a given
application.
After looking at all these programs, I
wish that one product could combine all
these features. It would have the popular
ity and support of 1-2-3; the natural-lan
guage interface of HAL; the three-dimen
sional capabilities of Boeing CALC; the
speed, graphics, and flexibility of Excel;
the time-series modeling capabilities of
Silk; the compact code size of Super
Calc4; the functions and array-process
ing power of Trapeze; and the low price of
VP-Planner. In the real world, such fea
tures would probably be mutually exclu
sive-at least for the immediate future. •
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• Offline DES file encryption utility
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From the
Open Access II
Network
File

A

Tom's father, Gerry, started their boat
yard back in the early '40s. Times
have modernized boat building tech·
niques, but not the business proce
dures of most yards. Few boat yards
have been computerized, fewer still
are sophisticated enough to have
LANS: the exception is Driscoll
Boats. Tom, having computerized in
the early '80s. saw the effectiveness
of having PCs at strategic locations
throughout the yard to keep everyone
continuously updated. He installed
afour station network using 3Com's
Etherlink cards and Novell's
Advanced Netware 286.

crowd is
gathering in front of the
boat yard as Stars & Stripes 86 is
Already an avid Open Access II
maneuvered into a stall at Driscoll
Boats on Shelter Island, San Diego. user, he installed Open Access II
World renowned 12 meter racing
Network Software on his network.
Open Access II Network consists
boats are a common occurrence at
Driscoll's and the craftspeople go
of a relational Database with pro
on about their business of repairing
gramming, multi-user Spreadsheet
with 3-D Graphics, Word Processor,
and constructing sleek racing and
sailing boats. Driscoll Custom Boats. Communications, and Pop-Up Desk
Accessories.
well known for its state of the art
craftsmanship, is also known as one
of the most efficiently run businesses Now, as materials go out of the
on the Island. At the controls is Tan
stockroom they are charged to a
Driscoll, and the controls are Open
specific job. As carpenters accumu
Access II Network Software.
late hours on fi nishing, the hours are
logged in to the jobs as well as their
individual timecards. Estimates are
compared to actuals in daily reports.
Customers are kept informed as
their 1ob progresses.

"Boat repairs and renovation are
labor intensive. Customers want
to see who worked on what. where
and when. Using Open Access II
Database we can give them an item
ized, exact billing of everything that
went into their boat." Tom grimaces
as he recalls, "We used to do that
all by hand. What a nightmare' Now
I Join five files together to build an
invoice in acouple minutes: it used
to take all day."
Most boat yards have afixed rate .
for labor. However, using the calcula
tions available in Open Access II
Tom figures wage, overhead, insur
ance. workmen's comp and can
charge labor at avariable ra te de·
pendent of skill level.
"The beauty of Open Access II is
thatwe could develop sophisticated
programs that are easy to execute.
Even my brother Joe (he hates
computers) can run them," Tan
laughs. "SPl's support s the best I've
seen. They've guided us through a

lot of questions. They are very patient
and very available."
Tom's sister Mary-Carol uses the
Spreadsheet Module for payroll cal
culations and accounts payable/
receivable worksheets. The entire
family gets on the network and with
afew key strokes can generate
reports on labor, customer accounts.
actuals vs. estimates, materials, and
more. With Open Access II Network
they can all be working in the Data
base at the same time in the same
files. If they are in Spreadsheet they
can see each other's figures updated
simultaneously. All the information is
gathered together and reports and
correspondences are written in the
Word Processor.
The next step in the automation
of Driscoll Boats? Tom wants to
add a Compaq Portable Ill to the
other Compaqs on the network.
Then, using the Open Access II
Communications Module. he can
work from anywhere - even the
high seas.

''I'd Be
Sunk Without
Open Access II
Network Software''

SOFTWARE PRODUCTS
INTERNATIONAL
3Com® is a regislered lrademark of 3Com Corporation.
Etherlink'" is a trademark of 3Com Corporalion.
Novell" is a registered trademark of Novell Inc.
Advanced Netware'" is a trademark of Novell Inc.
Compaq'" is a trademark of Compaq Corporation.
Compaq Portable Ill'" is a registered trademark of Compaq Corporation.

10240 SORRENTO VALLEY ROAD
SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA 92121
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Database Managers
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A sample ofthe latest products for MS-DOS
and the Mac
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w

~
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Q&A2.0
ALPHA/three
Reflex 1.1
OverVUE 2.0d
FileMaker Plus 2.0
Powerbase 2.3
Universal base
SIX6.6
R:BASE System V
Paradox 1.1
Reflex 1.01
Omnis 3 plus 3.24
Double Helix

• Charles Spezzano
Deciding what is state of the art in data
base management is a bit like picking the
best cars in the world. The answer de
pends on the specific needs of the driver:
where he wants to go, how fast he needs
to get there, and how many people and
things the car is carrying. As database
management software has evolved, two
main categories have emerged, and I can
make a reasonable attempt to identify the
state of the art in each one.
I will draw the dividing line between
programs that manage one file of records
at a time, usually called flat-file manag
ers or simply file managers, and those
that can manipulate multiple files, usual
ly called relational managers.
This article will identify what is inno
vative and excellent in database manage
ment applications. The focus is on the di
rection in which database management
software is evolving and on those pro
grams that are leading the way.
I'll take a look at a dozen database
packages: Q&A 2.0 for $349, ALPHA/
three 1.0 for $395, Reflex 1.1 for the PC
and Reflex 1.01 for the Macintosh (at
$149.<95 and $99.95, respectively),
OverVUE 2.0d for $295, FileMaker Plus
2.0 for $295, Powerbase 2.3 at $295,
Universal base SIX 6.6 at $395, R:BASE
System V 1.0 for $700, Paradox 1.1 for
$695, Omnis 3 plus 3.24 for $495, and
Double Helix for $495 .

File Managers
Flat-file databases are so called because
they organize data into simple two-di
mensional tables that resemble spread
sheets. Each row is a record, and each
column is a field. When the data appears
on-screen, you can organize it into forms
with the fields relocated to positions sim
ilar to paper forms. Because file manag
ers work with only one file at a time, you
must close the first file to see records in
another. Similarly, you cannot pull data
from two files into one report.
Despite these limitations, the file man
BYT E
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agers reviewed here are efficient tools for
many business and professional comput
ing tasks. Each has some feature or com
bination of features that places it on the
cutting edge of software development in
this category. See table l for an overview
of these file managers; see the text box
"The Database Benchmarks" for details
on the benchmark timings.

Q&A
Q&A directly challenges PFS:Profes
sional File in the category of simple and
easy file management systems, and it
wins. Q&A has menus, prompts, and
procedures that will be familiar to any
PFS user. The procedural similarity
starts with the "paint-the-screen" system
(that is, you can place the fields anywhere
you want on the screen), made popular by
PFS, for positioning fields on input
forms. It also ends there. One of the rea
sons PFS is so simple is that it limits your
options: Defining a field involves nothing
more than naming it. This means that all
fields are "garbage" fields: You can put
anything into them, regardless of what
you intended them to hold. Q&A asks you
which of seven types of data will be ac
ceptable for each field. Among these is a
po•verful keyword field type that accepts
multiple values.
Once you've created a basic form de
sign, Q&A lets you add many custom fea
tures that make data entry and updating
easier, quicker, and less error prone. The
Global Format Options menu lets you
specify a format for values that you will
enterintonumber, money, time, anddate
fields. Unique fields avoid accidental du
plication of data, such as social security
numbers. You can index fields that you
use often for searches. Q&A's.program
mable forms capability lets you enter pro
gramming statements into fields so that
cotllinued

Charles Spezzano (950 East Harvard
Ave., Denver, CO 80210) has a Ph.D. in
clinical psychology and has written books
on computers and psychology.
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the program automatically performs
many tasks a typist would have to do man
ually with PFS:Professional File, such as
calculate field values, look up values in
tables, figure out overdue dates, or move
the cursor from field to field.
Q&A 's report generator, like the one
in PFS:Professional File, takes informa
tion from a file and prints the results in
columnar form. However, once you get
beyond the basics, Q&A again parts com
pany with PFS:Professional File. For ex
ample, PFS always positions fields on the
output form in the same order as they ap
pear on the input form. That is, how you
define the input screen determines your
output form. Q&A lets you put fields
where you need them for your report.
Whether you're designing a database
file, searching for records, or generating
reports, Q&A offers the simplicity that
made PFS's file management programs
so popular, while adding a level of power
and flexibility that makes it a state-of-the
art product rather than something to prac
tice with while you get ready for more
powerful filing applications.

ALPHA/three
Don't evaluate ALPHA/three, at $395,
as a lower-cost alternative to extra copies
of dBASE where dBASE III is the stan
dard. It's not meant to compete with the
top-speed, fully relational, command
language-driven programs that can han
dle a virtually unlimited number of
records and files. It's a flat-file manager
that compares only with other programs
in that category, and its compatibility
with dBASE files is just icing on the cake.
ALPHA/three does have a few state
of-the-art extras that give it a distinctive,
standout personality among file manag
ers. To begin with, it provides several
multifile management capabilities . When
you use the Post command, values from a
source field in one file can be added to,
subtracted from, or substituted for the
current value in a target field in another
file. The Join, Intersect, and Subtract
commands let you join two files to create
a composite third file, j~in only records
that exist in both files, or create a new file
of records from those that have no
matches in the original files.
In addition to the usual character, nu
meric, date, and logical fields, ALPHA/
three offers uniquely designed calcula
tion and memo fields. You can construct
equations for the calculation fields from a
pop-up menu of 57 built-in functions.
Memo fields attach 5000-character text
notes to each record . The contents are
stored in a separate file, and a pointer in
the record forms a link to its memo. Only
records with memo-field entries take up
disk space in the memo file. This two
78
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part system avoids having large memo
fields slow down manipulation of the
main records. Because ALPHA/three
lets you search for a character string .
anywhere in a memo field, it can double
as a text database.
ALPHA/three facilitates fast, accurate
data entry. Formatting templates auto
matically arrange social security and tele
phone numbers. To protect against
errors, you can designate fields as
unique, specify range checks for numeric
and date fields, or set default values that
the program automatically enters into a
field. You can create prompts that appear
at the bottom of the screen when the cur
sor enters a field. Unlike other programs
with data-validation features, ALPHA/
three lets you build in the option of allow
ing exceptions to rules.
ALPHA/three's searches are quick
and simple. The Find and Locate com
mands work with a single search criteri
on. The Find command searches for exact
or partial matches based on the index
field . The Locate command searches any
field. Find is faster, but Locate is more
flexible. For more complex searches, you
use the Search Data command. You can
specify up to 15 search conditions, in
cluding ones for phonetic searches. You
can also save search criteria for reuse. Al
though the program does not have a pro
cedural language, you can use its 57 func
tions to build queries with relational and
logical operators. When the search is
complete, the program keeps the found
records in a temporary file that you can
subject to further searches. You can also
edit and save the ·search file for later use.
The program provides two methods for
setting up search criteria: table mode and
equation mode. Table mode is a variation
on the increasingly popular query-by-ex
ample method, highly touted in Paradox
(described later) . Menu-driven pop-up
lists of available field names and opera
tors aid the process. You can pick a field
and an operator from the lists and enter
the value or character string to which the
operator is to be applied. You can also
use AND or OR to create compound
search statements involving up to 20
fields. A phonetic operator finds close
matches for misspelled text strings.
One of ALPHA/three's high points is
its flexible full-screen visual report gen
erator. It lets you easily design custom re
ports, using either the quick setup option
or a freeform layout feature. The report
writer will also automatically calculate
sums, averages, counts, maximums, and
minimums for specified fields.
The form-letter generator lets you
create variable-text form letters using
either the built-in editor or your word
processor. It generates conditional para

graphs, triggered by the values of speci
fied fields in the record, letting you cus
tomize invoices according to the status of
the account and other factors.
ALPHA/three's flexible form-letter
generator and ability to join and manipu
late data from separate files rank it as a
state-of-the-art file manager.

Reflex for the IBM
Two years ago, Reflex set a new standard
in one area of file management, and no
product has yet surpassed it. The area is
not financial or statistical analysis of
data, despite Reflex having more built-in
functions than most file managers. It's
viewing the data. Before Reflex ap
peared, most file and database managers
showed you your data one record at a
time, like PFS, or in a list, like dBASE.
This never made sense: To use your data
for all it's worth, you must be able to ma
nipulate it on-screen. To facilitate that,
Reflex comes equipped to import data
from 1-2-3, dBASE II and III, and
PFS: Professional File.
Reflex offers five different ways to look
at data . The Form View lets you enter
data and examine it one record at a time.
The List View displays records in a
spreadsheet-like table. The Graph View
provides instant and dynamically interac
tive scatter, line, bar, stacked bar, or pie
charts. The Crosstab View cross-refer
ences the data in two fields of a file-such
as the salesperson and model-sold fields
of a purchase-order file-to uncover pre
viously hidden relationships, such as how
many of each car model each salesperson
sold. The Report View lets you generate
labels and reports with breakpoints and
calculated fields. Unfortunately, to use it
you must exit to DOS and run the Report
utility.
Reflex is so good at displaying data in
interesting and informative ways that it
might serve as a "sidekick" to spread
sheets and other database managers .
Table 2 shows how Reflex compares to
the other applications in displaying data.
[Editor's note: The current version ofRe
flex: for the IBM PC is 1. 14. The new ver
sion has a rewritten manual.]
FileMaker Plus
FileMaker Plus does everything you ex
pect from a file manager in the easiest
and most efficient way possible, and adds
an unsurpassed forms-generation capa
bility. Everywhere you look is a feature
that makes this program the standout
Macintosh file manager.
Summary fields display the kind of
data most programs make available only
in reports . While you are browsing
through a group ofrecords, the summary
continued
BYT E
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Thble I: The five file managers reviewed. ALPHA/three does not use a sort command, relying instead on its index:ing
capabilities. Reflex: and OverVUE don't have index:ing capabilities, so no benchmark times are shown. FileMaker Plus
automatically index:es data as you enter it, so no index: benchmark times ex:ist for this application.
Q&A2.0

ALPHA/three 1.0

Reflex 1.1

FileMaker Plus
2.0

OverVUE 2.0d

IBM PC, XT, AT and
compatibles, PS/2

IBM PC, XT, AT and
compatibles

IBM PC, XT, AT and
compatibles

Mac512K,
512KE, Mac Plus,
XL, Mac 11, Mac
SE

Macintosh

Program Limits
Maximum
characters/field

1679

254

254

250

62

Maximum
fields/record

2182

128

250

Disk space

64

Maximum
records/file

16million

65,565

65,520

Disk space

RAM

Maximum record size
(bytes)

16,780

4048

32,512

Layout size
(36 by 36 inches)

3968

Text, Number,
Money, Keyword,
Data, Hours, Yes/no

Character, Numeric, Text, Data, Numeric,
Repeat Text, Integer
Data. Logical,
Date
Memo(5000
characters)

Text, Date,
Picture,
Calcula lions,
Summary,
Numeric

Anytext,
Alphabetic.
Alphanumeric,
Numeric,
Money, Phone,
Date, Time,
Yes/no

Selecting
specific records
Query by example

Yes

Modified

Yes

Yes

No, enter by
column

Compound
AND/OR/NOT
searches

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Phonetic searches

No

Yes

No

No

No

Wild card searches

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Save selected subset

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Save query

Yes

Yes (up to 256)

No

Yes

No

Indexing and sorting
Number index fields

115

5

NIA

Automatic

N/A

Number sort fields

512

N/A

5

Disk space

64

No

Yes

NIA

No

No

17

57

43

33

27.

Machine

Field Types

Compound indexes
Number of spreadsheet
functions available
for calculations
Multiple file-handling
capabilities
Maximum files open

8

2

· Join two files on a
common field

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

Look up data in
another file

No

No

No

Yes

No

Use data in another
file to calculate a
field value

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

Multifile reports
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Th.hie 1: Continued.
ALPHA/three 1. 0

O&A2.0

Report capabilities
Report design
methods

".

Reflex 1. 1

FileMaker Plus
2.0

Automatic column
reports
Freeform reports
Summary reports
Lines, boxes, and
graphics reports

Print
spreadsheet
Custom formats
Graphics and
charts

Unlimited

Unlimited

8

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

All reports in column
format
Mail merge available
Derived columns

Quick setup report
Default layout

User positions field
No automatic report
Preview on screen

Report formats
can be saved
(#formats)

100

26

Headers

Yes

Yes

Footers

Yes

·Yes

Yes

Yes

Sort levels

100

Indexes replace sort
command

5

Unlimited

q4 .

Number of labels
across

8

6

99

4

pis: File, IBM Filing
Assistant, 1·2·3,
Symphony, ASCII ,
DIF, dBASE II and Ill ,
IBM WordStar

1·2-3, Symphony,
dBASE II , 111, Ill Plus,
pis File, SYLK files,
ASCII , DIF files,
(VisiCalc)

ASCII , DIF, dBASE,
SDF, 1-2-3, pis: File,
Symphony

ASCII, BASIC ,
SYLK

1st Base, ASCII ,
DB Master, DIF,
MacWrite, MS
Flle, MS-Word,
Multiplan, Helix,
Omnis, pfs:.Flle,
SYLK, dBASE II

Exports

ASCII , DIF , dBASE
II, Ill

Same as imports
Multi Mate

ASCII , SDF

ASCII , BASIC ,
SYLK, MS-Word,
Merge document

MacWrite, MS
Flle, MS-Word,
Multiplan

Documentation

587-page manual

761 -page manual

492-page manual

31 7-page manual

332-page
manual

How many disks

5

5

3

3

Minimum RAM

512K

384K

512K

128K,512K
preferred

Benchmark speeds
Index 500 records

12.5

21

NIA

NIA

N/A

Sort 500 records

9.4

N/A

3 .5

27 .5

4.75

Find 1of500
non-indexed records

1.2

2

2.5

NIA

Find 1of500
indexed records

lnstahtaneous

Instantaneous

NIA

2.5

NIA

Price

$349

$395

$149.95

$295

$295

Data transfer
Imports

•. .-'t•

field shows the total, average, count,
minimum, maximum, or standard devi
ation of the values in the field you specify
for all the records in the file or all the
ones you just selected to view or edit.
A sophisticated set of options lets you
view records in whatever way will be
most informative, and you can look at
eight files at once. You can choose to
have FileMaker display records one at a
time or in a continuous list with fields ar
ranged in columns. When you view
records separately, a book icon with a
80
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· 320K

slide handle in the left margin speeds up
sequential browsing or lets you go direct
ly to a specific record .
FileMaker has a facility called scripts
to streamline the process of performing
repetitive tasks. Scripts remember pre
cisely where you are in the program at
any moment and what is being done.
Once stored, they can return you to that
point of operation with a click of the
mouse.
Like ALPHA/three, FileMaker strad
dles the border between file managers

and multifile managers. A powerful look
up feature will retrieve information from
another file and copy it into the currently
active file as you add or update records.
In addition to simple lookups to avoid re
petitive typing of addresses or part de
scriptions, FileMaker can look up infor
mation based on a value that is calculated
in the current file. For example, you
might have a calculation field that sums
values in a price field to get a subtotal of
purchases. You can have FileMaker look
·up the discount percentage in a separate
B Y T E Bonus Edition
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BYTE
LISTINGS
YOUR WAY!
It's easy. Now there are
t hree ways to get source
code listings that go with
BYTE arti c les - on disk ,
in prin t or on line.

LISTINGS ON
DISK BYT E listin gs on
disk are right fo r you if
you want to compile or
run programs quickly.
Disks are now ava ilable
by annual subscription as
well as individual orders.
BYTE offers listings in 11
popular disk formats.

ON DISK

IN USA:
Single
Month
(one disk)

Please send me single disks in
the format checked for the
following 1987 issues:

D

Januar y

D

D
D
D
D

February

D
D
D
D
0

March
April
May

D June
D

5~

August
September
October
November
December
IBM PC Issue

Ju ly

plement conta ins source
code listings described in
the issues of BYT E.

...:

FOR DIRECT
ORDERING CALL
TOLL FREE:
800-258-5485
Call: M-F, 8:30 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. Eastern Time
(603-924-9281 for New
Hampshire residents)
For credit card
orders only.

D

S8.95

D S69.95
(Save $46.401

D

Sl0.95

D $89.95
(Save $52.401

D

S9.95

D $79.95
(Save $49 .401

D

Sl195

D $99.95
(Save $55.401

D

S9.95

D S79.95
(Save $49.401

D

Sll.95

D $99.95
(Save S55.40l

Apple Macintosh
Atari ST
Amiga
HP 150
IBM PS/2

- - -- - -- - 

- ?-....
- --~ --~·
·-~ . ~

.:

l

.

.

IN PRINT

1987 Supplement Issues

1986 Supplement Issues

IN USA:

1987 Annual
Supplement
Subscription Rates

D

January through March 1987 for
only $6.95.

IN USA:
D January through June 1986 for
only $8.95.

D

April through June 1987 for on
ly $6.95

D

July through September 1986
for only $6.95.

D

July through September 1987
for only $6.95.

D

October through December
1986 for only $6.95.

on ly $18.00
!Save $980!

D

October through December
1987 for only $6.95

D

1986 Annual Subscription for
only $18.00 !Save $4.851.

OUTSIDE USA:

OUTSIDE USA:
D January through March 1987 for
only $7.95.

OUTSIDE USA:

D

January through June for only
$995.

D

April through June 1987 for on
ly $7.95.

D

June through September for
only $7.95.

D

June through September 1987
for only $7.95.

D

October through December for
only $7.95.

D

October through December
1987 for only $7.95.

D

1986 Annual Subscription for
only $21.00 !Save $4.851.

only $21.00
!Save $10.80!

LISTINGS FROM
BIX (BY TE Info rmation
Exc hange) By joining
BIX, you can down load
BYT E source-code
listings at standard BIX
rates. See BIX informa
tional ad listed in Reader
Service index in this
issue.

D
0
D
D
0

8 inch:
0 CP/M

Month - - - - - - - - 

IN USA:

LISTINGS IN
PRINT This print sup

inch:
IBM PC
Apple II
Kaypro 2 CP/M
Tandy Mod 4
MS-DOS 8 Sector
Tl Professional

3'h inch:

Disks of listings for December
1985 and all 1988 issues are
available at the prices stated at
the right. Please mark the
appropriate format and note
the issue date below.

Year -

0
0
0
D
0
D

OUTSIDE USA:
Single
Annual
Month
Subscription
113 disks)
(one disk)

Annual
Subscription
(13 disks)

COMBINED DISK
AND PRINT
SUBSCRIPTION

0
0
0
D
0
D

Bundled together,
giving you the
convenience of disk
based source-code plus
the ease of reference of
print.

$104.95
(Save $69.201

FOL(

HER \

D $114.95
(Save $72.20!

D $94.95
(Save $62.20!

3'h inch:

D
D
D
0
0

D

D $84.95
(Save $59.201

inch:
IBM PC
Apple II
Kaypro 2 CP/M
Tandy Mod 4
MS-DOS 8 Sector
Tl Professional
Apple Macintosh
Atari ST
Amiga
HP 150
IBM PS/2

D $94.95
(Save $62.20!

8 inch:
0 CP/M

I

D $114.95
(Save $72.201

AST

D
D
0
D

Name
Addr SS _ _ _ __

City _ __

_ State _

County or Parish _ _ _ __

_

_ _ Zip
Country _ _ __ _ __ _

Credit Card # _ _ _ __ _ _ __
Exp Date _ _ Signature
Please allow 4-8 weeks for delivery.

Date

HERE

OUTSIDE USA:
Annual Subscription
113 disks & 4 Issues)

IN USA:
Annual Subscription
(13 disks & 4 Issues)
5~

FOLD

Check enclosed
MasterCard
VISA
U.S. Funds enclosed Ill ordering
from outside the U.S. please remit in
U.S. funds drawn on a US. ban k.
Thank you.I

FOLD

HERE

NO POSTAGE
NECESSARY
IF MAILED
IN THE
UNITED SfATES I

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL

FIRST CLASS MAIL PERMIT NO 10 PETERBOROUGH, NH
POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY ADDRESSEE

13'1JE Listings
One Phoenix Mill Lane
Peterborough, NH 03458-9990

111 ••••• 11 •• 1•• 1.1.1.1 •• 1.1.1 •• 1.1 .. 1.1 •• 11 ••••• 11.1
FOLD

HERE
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Table 2: The capabilities ofeach database manager to display data. Note: Reflex for the IBM PC can also display data
in a report, but )\'.JU must leave Reflex and run a utility program to do this.
Product

One record Spreadsheet
at a time

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

O&A
ALPHA/three
Reflex (IBM version)
OverVUE
FileMaker Plus
Powerbase
Universal base SIX

Graph

Cross
tabulation

•

•

View
related
files

View
multiple
files

Multiple
views
of file

•

•

•

•
•

R:BASE System V
Paradox
Reflex (Macintosh version)
Omnis3plus
Double Helix

•
•
•

• indicates that the application has this fea ture

file based on the subtotal in the current
file.
FileMaker eliminates two of the most
error-prone decisions you might make for
data entry. It doesn't force you to specify
a field size ahead of time, nor does it de
mand that you decide which fields to in
dex. Number and calculation fields will
automatically expand to accept up to 250
characters, and text fields stretch out to
32,000 characters. FileMaker automati
cally indexes every word, number, and
date you enter. The penalty for this flexi
bility is that lots of indexes take up lots of
disk space.
No file manager designs report forms
better than FileMaker. Just as a picture
field lets you paste graphics images into
your records from the Clipboard, you can
import graphics to dress up report forms.
You can also add any number of lines and
boxes to any layout, not only to box in a
field or group of fields, but also to create
flow-chart templates, rules for tables,
and borders.
This ability to produce customized re
ports, the flexible field format, and the
utility of the summary field to assist you
in examining the data make FileMaker
state of the art.
OverVUE
OverVUE might be characterized as the
spreadsheet of Macintosh database pro
grams. Instead of showing you one record
at a time on-screen, it displays fields in
column format with one record to a row.
Even the manual's language suggests
OverVUE's roots in the world of spread
sheets. The set of rows and columns is
B Y T E Bonus Edition
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called a data sheet, and an item in a
record is called a data cell rather than a
field . In addition to the usual simple
spreadsheet functions ( +, - , *, /),
OverVUE can perform over 20 special
functions within an equation. Like
spreadsheet functions, these perform cal
culations on dates and times, find the
length of text, test data, and perform vari
ous numeric operations.
OverVUE's data structure lets you an
alyze data more quickly and easily than
most databases, and more like a spread
sheet. If, for example, your ticket agency
had its available tickets sorted by date and
you wanted a count of the number of tick
ets on hand for all events at Carnegie
Hall, you would choose the Sort Up com
mand from the analyze menu. Now all
the tickets for events at Carnegie Hall are
grouped together. Next, you choose the
Group command from the analyze menu.
This separates the groups from each
other by inserting lines with each location
name into the records associated with that
location. It also lets you perform opera
tions on these groups. The Count com
mand, for example, will insert a record
count for each location on the same line.
If you now choose the Select Summaries
command, OverVUE will display a list of
all locations and the total number of tick
ets for each.
Making four choices from the appro
priate menus has taken you from a chro
nologically ordered display of records to
a summary report of tickets by location.
This example captures the unique blend
ing of database sorting and selecting ca
pabilities into a spreadsheet structure that

gives OverVUE its power as a data
analyzer.
Although entering data is much like
filling in a spreadsheet, OverVUE offers
a host of features to make the process
smoother. Value Bars let you specify a
fixed set of choices for a column where
only a few values are valid, and then se
lect them for automatic insertion rather
than keying them in again and again. The
No Unique and No Duplicates features
will, respectively, warn you if you mis
type a new value into a column that
shouldn't have any variety , or attempt to
enter the same social security number in
two different employee records .
A final set of time-savers comes in the
form of two tasks you don't have to do
with OverVUE. You don't have to speci
fy the length of a field, and you don't have
to create indexed fields . . You can always
enter up to 62 characters in any data cell
no matter what you have set its display
width for in thedata window, and you can
sort any field quickly without indexing.
You might object to OverVUE's pres
ence in the file manager category, be
cause it is often identified as a "fully rela
tional " program . OverVUE's claims to
relational-database status rest on its abili
ty to join two of its data spreadsheets.
This operation begins by creating a rela
tion file with a word processor. This sim
ply consists of one line of text for each
pair of related fields, but you must leave
OverVUE to create it unless you have in
stalled a text-editing desk accessory such
as MockWrite. You specify one of the
column pairs common to the two sheets
continued
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as the "link" pair by listing it first.
While this operation lets you relate
fields in one file to fields in another file
through a common linking field, the link
is not dynamic. You are creating a third
file not connected to the two that spawned

it. If you change the information in either
of the linked files, you must update it in
the newly made join file or perform the
join again.
OverVUE's speed, ease of use, ability
to join files, and capacity to speed up nu

merical and financial data analysis with
spreadsheet functions and macros com
bine to make it a state-of-the-art Macin
tosh file manager. [Editor's note: 1he
current version ofOverVUE is 2.1 a. 1his
version fixes some bugs and features

Tuble 3: The seven relational database managers reviewed. Double Helix did not have a sort command, so no
benchmark time is shown.
Powerbase 2.3

R:BASE System V

Paradox 1.1

Machine

IBM PC, XT, AT

IBM PC, XT, AT and
compatibles

IBM PC, XT, AT and
compatibles, PS/2

IBM PC, XT, AT and
compatibles

Program Limits
Maximum
characters/field

80

80

4092

255

Maximum fields/records

64

65

800

255

Maximum records/file

65,530

Unlimited

Unlimited

65,000

Maximum record
size (bytes)

1600

1024

4096

4000
{

Text, Numbers,
Money, Date,
Yes/no

Text, Numbers,
Money, Date,"
Time

Text, Numbers,
Date, Time,
Integers, Currency

Alphanumeric ,
Number, Dollar, Date,
Short number

Selecting specific records
Query by example

Yes

Yes

No, uses where clauses

Yes

Compound
AND/OR/NOT
searches

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Phonetic searches

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Field Types

82

Universal
base SIX 6.6

Wild card searches

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Save selected subset

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Save query

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

255

Indexing and sorting
Number index fields

6

5

800

Number sort fields

64

9

10

255

Compound indexes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Number of spreadsheet
functions available
for calculations

5

None

70

100

Multiple file-handling
capabilities
Maximum files open

25

10

80

Unlimited

Maximum files that
can be merged

2

20

5

Unlimited

Look up data in
another file

Yes

Yes

Yes

See Other entry

Use data in another
file to calculate
a field value

Yes

Yes

Yes

See Other entry

Multifile reports

Yes

Yes

Yes

See Other entry

Other

1O levels of zoom
links between
related files

Posting

Link one file
to multiple files

Enter data into multiple
files with one form. Use
one form to update
records in multiple files.
Query for multiple files.
Generate report.
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some enhancements, such as printing re
ports to disk.]

Relational Database Managers
When E. F. Codd developed the relation
al model of database management at IBM

in the late 1960s and early 1970s, he
didn't foresee the Pandora's box he was
opening. In his model, "relational"
meant something specific: Records are
conceptualized as rows in a spreadsheet
co111i11ued

Reflex for the
Macintosh 1.01

Omnis 3 plus 3.24

Mac 512K, Mac XL,
Mac Plus, Mac II

Mac 512K, Mac Plus Mac Mac 512K , 512K Mac Plus
II, MacSE

Double Helix 1.0

Searches 5,000 text fll1 ·
5 seconds.

Text, Number, Integer,
Date, Time, Yes/no,
Sequence number

Text, Number, Yes/no,
Date, Time, Sequence
character

Text, Numbers,
Pictures, Dates,
Yes/no

The ultimate personal computer
Information retrieval software.
Find any information created by the
popular word processors or ASCII files, ir
seconds-without having to set up a
database or do programming. Scan a 20
Mbyte hard disk or a collection of floppies
and instantly display all occurrences of a
name, a product, a phrase, a number, or
anything else you need to find. Save hours
of manual searching.
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Tuble 3: Continued.
Powerbase 2.3
Report capabilities
Report design methods

Report formats can
be saved
Headers

R:BASE System V

Paradox 1.1

Automatic reports
Custom reports
1O subtotal levels
in reports

Standard row-and·
column report
Freeform reports

Column format report
printscreen

Quick reports
Custom reports
Form letters

Yes

Yes

Yes

10

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Footers

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Sort levels

5

9

10

16

Number of labels across

9

9

ASCII, Word Perfect, DIF,
dBASE II, Ill, pis: File,
SDF, Symphony, SYLK,
Multiplan, 1-2-3,
Multi mate

ASCII, DIF, SDF

1·2-3, Symphony,
ASCII, DIF, dBASE,
1·2-3, TAC, pis: File, SYLK, dBASE, pis: File,
"1siCalc, ASCII
Symphony, SDF

Exports

Same as imports

Same as imports

Same as imports

Same as imports

Documentation

500-page manual

195-page manual

900 pages in three
manuals

841 pages in three
manuals

How many disks

5

5

11

5

Minimum RAM

384K

192K

512K

512K

Benchmark speeds
Index 500 records

45

72

13

6

Sort 500 records

35

N/A

3.6

3

Find 1 of 500 nonindexed records

2.1

17

2

2

Find 1of500
indexed records

1.7

Price

$349

$395

$700

$495

Data transfer
Imports

like table. In the hands of public-relations
specialists, however, relational has come
to mean "powerful and flexible," and any
program that can link two files in any way
wants to be identified as relational.
In Codd's model, each column in the
row is a field, and each cell contains a
field value . A record might not display
exactly that way on the screen, but a rela
tional program treats the data internally
this way. The advantage of this tabular ar
rangement is its potential for taking in
fields from another table and, converse
ly, for breaking down a larger table into
several smaller, but related, tables. The
key to such flexibility is the common
linking field. That is, you can combine all
such records in different tables that share
the same value in the same field into one
larger table.
The relational model lets you set up
files with a manageable number of fields
and then pull data from certain fields in
84
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selected files for viewing, editing, calcu
lating, or reporting. It's simple and ele
gant, as many great ideas are. However,
it's not functionally sufficient to be con
sidered state of the art in 1987. Many
software developers have built into their
implementations of the relational model
shortcuts that eliminate the need for you
to first combine files in order to relate
them. Or they have found ways to extend
the basic relational model's capabilities
for multifile data management, retrieval,
and reporting. Table 3 presents a sum
mary of the database packages examined
here.

Power base
Relational programs link files. Some do it
better than others. Powerbase does it with
a set of commands-Zoom, Function,
and Lookup-that make it the state-of
the-art product for immediate access to
linked records and for controlled transfer

of data from one file to another. Even a
new user can quickly learn to link up to
10 files into a sophisticated network of
data .
Zoom lets you treat two files as if they
were one. It provides instant access to re
lated records in another file. You can
Zoom from one file to another while add
ing records to a database. A Zoom per
formed while in Add-Data in the source
file places you in Add-Data in the target
file. The target field will be automatically
filled in with the Zoom value for each
record that you add.
You can also Zoom from one file to an
other while you are editing records. You
can establish up to 10 levels of Zooms be
tween related files. A file can have multi
ple Zooms. A source field can be related
to only one other file, but you can create
dummy copies of that field in the source
file, and these can establish Zoom links
with other files. You can set up a Zoom in
BYTE Bonus Edition
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Reflex for the
Macintosh 1.01

Omnis 3 plus 3.24

Automatic
spreadsheet reports
Customized layout
reports

Double Helix 1.0

User positions fields on
screen
Grid

Uses icons and visual design
tools to create forms

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

All fields in report

None

Unlimited

ASCII, Clipboard, Mail
Merge

DIF , SYLK, ASCII, Cricket
Graph

ASCII

Same as imports

Same as imports

ASCII

327-page manual

605 pages
in two manuals

534 pages
in three manuals

2

4

3

512K

512K

512K

10

44.3

89.5

9

N/A

N/A

3.1

1.6

2.0

2.7

1.0

1.0

$99.95

$495

$495 single user; $595 multiuser;
$1 00 each additional user

1

each direction between two files. And
you can use all Zooms to create multifile
reports.
A Lookup field automatically retrieves
its value from one record in another file.
A Function applies a statistical function
to values from a number of records in an
other file. The available statistical func
tions are sum, maximum, minimum,
average, and count.
Powerbase also offers a complete array
of high-end database features. It is fully
menu-driven with a command mode that
lets experienced users move through
menus quickly. It offers flexible search
ing through a query-by-example system
that lets you go directly to the record you
need, and it has a flexible report genera
tor that handles data from as many as 10
files with multiple sort levels. You can
easily customize mailing labels, and a
Quicklist feature provides fast, on-screen
reports that you can preview before printB Y T E Bonus Edition
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ing. Each file can have up to six indexes.
Global update lets you revise multiple
records simultaneously.
The fact that Powerbase does all this,
and more, without the use of a program
ming language makes it unique among all
available databases.

Universal base SIX
Universal base SIX is the only relational
· database manager that relates files auto
matically, without table-joining com
mands, equations, or programming-lan
guage statements. SIX also performs
automatic joins for data entry, reports,
labels, and queries.
The key to this automated file relating
is the indexed field. On any SIX data-en
try form, an indexed field automatically
owns all the fields below it. This owner
ship extends to all files throughout the
database in which the owner-index ap
pears above the owned field on the data-

entry form. This system, called universal
relational technology, yields several
benefits not available with other relation
al schemes.
Once you enter data on a data-entry
screen, you never have to retype it. You
can recall it on any other screen simply by
designing future screens to include the
original's indexed item(s) and any of the
dependent items you want. If, for exam
ple, a client's indexed account number is
followed by the client's name and address
on one data-entry screen, as soon as you
enter the account number on any other
data-entry screen where the name and ad
dress fields follow the client account
number field, the correct name and ad
dress for each client will be automatically
recalled. You can recall data for any item,
provided it depended on indexed items in
the previous screen.
The second benefit of universal rela
tional technology is automatic updating.
When you change data, it changes
throughout the database. All screens that
contain that field with that item of data in
it will show the new value even though
you enter the change on only one screen.
This can be a double-edged sword. For
example, if you change the unit price for a
product in your inventory, as soon as you
change it on the inventory data-entry
form, it will change on all invoices where
the indexed product number is followed
by the unit-price field for that product.
Another benefit of SIX's universal re
lations is data integrity. You can enter
only one set of information for each value
ofan indexed item. You can't shut this off
in SIX, and that might tie your hands in
ways you don't like. It does assure that
only one customer record exists for each
customer number and that a customer's
address is current everywhere in the
database.
The final benefit involves reporting de
pendent data. SIX's automatic indexing
lets you include data from multiple files
in one report. A report can include any
data items that are dependent on the same
set of indexed items. This is true whether
or not you include the indexed items in
the report. Joins are always made dynam
ically at run time, so that only those
records used for the immediate task are
joined. SIX does all this simply and easi
ly, as it is menu-driven.
As you enter data, SIX can automati
cally recall data, post data from one field
to another, and perform predefined cal
culations. SIX' s data-formatting and vali
dation features ensure that information is
entered according to your specifications.
You can find and display any record at
any time simply by filling in the values of
its indexed fields on a data-entry form.
continued
Applications Software Today
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The Database Benchmarks
he benchmark file is an ASCII text
T
file made up of 501 records with 16
fields of data. The benchmark starts by
importing the file, unsorted and unin
dexed, into the application. The pro
gram displays the first record. It per
forms a timed find on the last record.
Next, the program performs a timed sort
on an unsorted field. Finally, it indexes a
field and performs a timed find-last
record command in the indexed field . .
For the MS-DOS applications. the
This method provides instantaneous re
trieval. Or you can use SIX's query mod
ule to retrieve sets of records that match
selection criteria for specified fields.
Universal base SIX's file-relation ca
pabilities, combined with its dynamic up
dating of the database, make it a state-of
the-art application.

R:BASE System V versus dBASE
III Plus
Choosing between these two programs is
a matter of timing . At any given moment,
one of them takes the lead in state-of-the
art features for high-powered IBM PC re
lational database applications. This is the
territory where software publishers face
the challenge of satisfying the program
mers who develop customized database
management systems for Fortune 1000
corporations, while at the same time se
ducing professionals, managers, and
small-business owners who want to set up
multifile applications without writing a
single line of program code. Whenever
Microrim upgrades R:BASE to outdo the
latest version of dBASE, Ashton-Tate
fires back with a more powerful package.
Ease of use can be a misleading term
when you 're talking about developing
customized turnkey applications. Good
database models don't just appear on
screen: You have to plan data entry, con
nect files, organize information, and gen
erate reports. Nobody's menu-driven
front end is going to do all that for you,
but R :BASE's four menu-and-prompt
driven program modules (called Defini
tion Express, Forms Express, Reports
Express, and Application Express) make
it easy.
True to the relational model, R:BASE
refers to files as tables, fields as columns,
and records as rows. You use the Defini
tion Express module to set up a complex
network of linked tables with features like
computed columns, Rules to automatical
ly validate data entries, and Views that
cor.nbine up to five related tables of data .
86
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benchmarks were run on a NEC APC IV
(AT compatible) running at 8 mega
hertz. This machine uses a 40-megabyte
hard disk. The Macintosh benchmarks
used a Mac Plus with a DataFrame XP
Twenty hard disk. The application was
loaded into a RAM disk and the files
were kept on the hard disk. The author
gratefully acknowledges the help of
Chip Luther of ~ Electronics in ob
taining some of the Macintosh
benchmarks.
You use the Forms Express module to
construct sophisticated windows on your
database that you can use to add, update,
and delete data in as many as five tables at
one time. Reports Express organizes your
data into reports, based on a single table
or a multi table view. You can look up and
display data from other tables and views
in the report. Finally, Application Ex
press helps you quickly build a turnkey
application that includes a complete data
base, menus, help screens, data-entry
forms, and reports, by simply following
the prompts and choosing what you want
from the menus that appear. When you
leave Application Express, it writes and
converts the program code into a ready
to-use ·application. Experienced applica
tions developers can use Application Ex
press to create a rough draft of the code
and then modify it using R:BASE's pro
gramming language.
These modules take you far beyond the
level of applications development you
could achieve with dBASE. With dBASE,
you cannot establish data-entry validation
rules without programming, and you are
more limited in your choices than you are
with R:BASE. You cannot set up a com
puted field on a dBASE data-entry/view
ing form. You can set up a long-text
memo field with dBASE, but you cannot
search on it as you can on an R:BASE
note field. You cannot establish Views
without programming in dBASE.
As you look further into R:BASE, you
find more ways in which it outshines
dBASE. It's better for financial analysis.
To begin, you can display multiple
records on one screen in row-and-column
format. This spreadsheet-like capability
was a big part of the positive initial reac
tion to Paradox, but it has not yet made its
way into dBASE.
R:BASE also offers a Crosstabs com
mand that counts how many times a spec
ified value in one field coexists in the
same record with a specified value in an
other field. The program sorts the infor

mation alphabetically according to col
umn values and displays it in tabular
form. You can use the resulting tally to
perform calculations on the values ob
tained in a third column and display the
results. As an example, this lets you see
how many units of each product each
sales representative sold in a table listing
products down the leftmost column and
the salepersons' names across the top
row. Then you can add across a row or
down a column to quickly display total
sales of a product or total sales for each
salesperson.
Finally, R:BASE includes more finan
cial and scientific functions for analysis
of numerical data than dBASE offers.
Once you have prepared the basic ap
plication, R:BASE's high-level proce
dural language lets you open up to 80
tables to create the environment within
which you can design complex applica
tions. With dBASE, you can open a maxi
mum of 15 database or command files.
You can work with no more than 10 data
base files at once, 9 if you open a catalog
file. For large or complex applications,
this file limitation might unnecessarily
complicate programming, whereas the
R:BASE limit of 80 open tables is highly
flexible. Another dBASE limitation is
that it will not let you create a simulta
neous link from one file to several other
files. You can link file 1 to file 2 and file 2
to file 3, but you cannot link file 1 to both
files 2 and 3 at the same time. By con
trast, in an R:BASE System V applica
tion, you can simultaneously link a trans
action file to a customer file and a sales
representative file that are not linked to
each other.
In programs of this size and complex
ity, it is not surprising that neither one is
state of the art across the board. While
R:BASE's combined programming lan
guage and Express modules are much
easier to master than the dBASE pro
gramming system and reduce program
ming time for applications developers,
the dBASE III Plus programming lan
guage offers over 150 commands to
R:BASE's 89.
If you're planning to network,
R:BASE has the advantage because one
package can serve multiple workstations
at no additional cost. With dBASE, every
workstation must have its own access
disk. Multiple users must have multiple
packages or purchase the $995 Ashton
T~ LAN package to get access disks for
five users. (The single-user version of
dBASE III costs $695).
R :BASE's state-of-the-art system of
menus, prompts, and on-line help go fur
ther than dBASE's menu-driven facilities
in helping nonprogrammers tap its
power. It gets the nod as the package that
BYTE
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provides more power and flexibility for a
broader range of users.

query form. Next, you tell Paradox what
are the common fields that link the tables
from which you want to draw informa
Paradox
tion. You do this by entering examples in
P'aradox is a deceptively powerful and
those fields of the query form. An answer
programmable relational database man
table displays the query results.
You generate a standard report of an
ager. The program is easy to learn, and
you might get the impression that you're
answer table by pressing two keys. If you
dealing with a bantamweight version of prefer a customized report, you must first
heavyweight programs like dBASE III
rename the answer table and then save it
to disk. Now you can deal with it like any
Plus and R:BASE System V. You're not.
Except for its maximum file size of table, so you can create customized re
port forms for it. If you use a query regu
65,000 records, this program is a rival for
larly, however, this table would not suit
those two applications. If you're used to
your purposes because it cannot reflect
1-2-3, it's a spreadsheet with relational
changes in the tables. P'aradox provides a
database capabilities. If you're more fa
Scripts/Query /Save option to save a
miliar with dBASE, it's a relational data
query that you can use to display up-to
base that displays records in tables for a
date data each time.
quick overview.
Scripts are a powerful Paradox feature.
P'aradox adheres closely in structure to
At first glance, they look like macros
Codd's original relational model, with all
the information arranged in tables. Fields , (macros are a recorded collection of key
strokes), but they can do much more than
are columns, and individual records are
record and play back keystrokes. Each
arranged in rows. With a single key
stroke, however, you can display a record
on a form. If you change the information
on the form, it changes in the table as
well. Paradox automatically creates one
' form for each table, but you can also cus
File Managers
tomize your own.
Each P'aradox form and report is nor
Q&A2.0
mally associated with only one table. To
Symantec Corporation
overcome the potential limitations of this
10201 Torre Ave.
setup, the program comes with menu
Cupertino, CA 95014
(408) 253-9600
driven procedures for establishing func
tional links between tables. The Modify/
ALPHA/three
MultiEntry selection lets you easily enter
Alpha Software Corp.
records into two or more tables through a
30 B St.
single form. The Tools/More/MultiAdd
Burlington, MA 01803
selection provides a similar capability
(617) 229-2924
when you want to use a single table to up
date records in more than one table at a
Reflex 1.1
time. By running through the Viewing
Borland International
4585 Scotts Valley Dr.
tables menu option several times, you can
display more than one table simulta
neously, and, when jumping between
Relational databases
tables, P'aradox remembers your last po
PowerBase 2.3
sition in each and returns you to it. You
Powerbase Systems Inc.
can also use View to display two or more
32100 Telegraph Rd.
sections of the same table at once so you
Birmingham, Ml 4801 O
can compare records located in different
(313) 540-2398
parts of a large table. But, you can edit
only one image of a table at a time.
Universal base SIX 6.6
Querying from several tables is not
ASAP Inc.
much more complicated than querying
1041 41stAve.
from one table. Despite its powerful pro
Santa Cruz, CA 95062
(408) 476-3935
gramming language, P'aradox features a
query-by-example system that lets you
R:BASE System V
view, update, and select data from multi
Microrim Inc.
ple tables without any programming. You
P 0. Box 97022
do this by filling out a query form for each
Redmond, WA 98073
table. A query form contains all the col
(206) 885-2000
umns of the table, but the rows are blank.
You check off the columns you want to
Paradox 1.1
display, and you select rows (records) to
Ansa Software
1301 Shoreway Rd.
be displayed by entering selection condi
tions in the appropriate columns of the

script is automatically recorded and
saved as a Paradox Application Language
program. By editing scripts with PAL and
linking them together, you can create
highly sophisticated programs. You can
print scripts to facilitate documentation
or debugging.
Although its commands number only
66, PAL includes a library of 100 built-in
functions, much larger than the function
library in either R:BASE or dBASE III
Plus. You can supplement the built-in
functions PAL provides by defining a pro
cedure and procedure libraries. Proce
dures bundle command sequences like
scripts, but they can take . input param
eters and return a value. You can use this
value in an expression the same as a built
in function. Further, whereas scripts al
ways reside in files on disk, once you de
fine a procedure, it resides in memory for
faster execution.
Because its query-by-example system
continued
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SE:otts Valley, CA 95066
(408).438-8400

OverVUE 2.0d
ProVUE Development Corp.
222 22nd St.
Huntington Beach, CA 92648
(714) 969-2431

FileMaker Plus 2.0
Forethought Inc.
250 Sobrante Way
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(408) 737-7070

Belmont, CA 94002
(415) 595-4469

Reflex 1,01
Borland International
4585 Scotts Valley Dr.
Scotts Valley, CA 95066 ·
(408) 438-8400

Omnis 3 plus 3.24
Blyth Software Inc.
2929 Campus Dr.
San Mateo, CA 94403
(415) 5 71-0222

Double Helix 1R35 (single user)
Double Helix 1R+32 (multiuser)
Odesta Corp.
4084 Commercial Ave.
Northbrook, IL 60062
(312) 498-5615
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lets you view many tables without relying
on a programming language, Paradox
qualifies as a state-of-the-art application.

Reflex for the Macintosh

reports. You also have access to the Mac
intosh fonts, sizes, and styles for data
display as well as for reports.
Reflex for the Mac's visual relation
ship for data among files qualifies it as a
state-of-the-art database manager, and
it's priced at under $100. [Editor's note:
1he current version ofReflex for the Mac
intosh is 1. 0 J. 1he new version has a re
written manual.]

Unlike the MS-DOS version, Reflex for
the Mac is a fully relational, multiple-file
manager. Up to 15 files can be open at
one time, and a window menu lets you
switch easily between them. You define
links between two files by creating a spe
Omnis 3 plus and Double Helix
cial link field in each file and dragging
If you want to build complete turnkey
the link field of one file into that of the
database applications on the Macintosh,
other. A line is produced on-screen as
you have only two choices: Omnis 3 plus
you do this to establish a visual link be
and Double Helix. Both let you create
tween file images. These links are truly
your own menus, dialog boxes, and cus
interactive and can be one to one, one to
tom commands. Beyond that, they differ
many, or many to many.
significantly: Omnis 3 plus comes closest
Typing and use of a command lan
to having a procedural programming lan
guage is minimal. You do have to type the
guage of all Mac databases, while Double
name of a field when you create it, and
you do have to enter data, but much of the
Helix lets you program by linking icons
rest of what you do involves simple visual
called calculations tiles.
design. You can resize, reshape, and re
Creating an Omnis database applica
tion or library begins with defining file
position fields by clicking and dragging.
formats. A file can contain up to 120
Reflex fields can be one of seven different
fields (12 of them indexed), and up to 12
types. They are automatically text fields
files can be open at a time. Next you de
when they are first created, but you can
sign data-entry formats with optional
change that by clicking another type on
user-defined command buttons and pull
the describe menu. Reflex automatically
down menus. Data-entry forms can con
checks for data of the correct type for
tain sequences, which are Omnis 3's an
each field, and you can further define
more specialized data checks for each
swer to the programming languages that
field. Oddly, for a program that aims at
characterize all high-end MS-DOS data
being a surrogate spreadsheet, you can
base managers.
not set up a calculation field except in re
Sequences, like macros or subrou
tines, are a sequential list of instructions
ports. On the positive side, you can add,
delete, rename, reorder, and change
or commands that you put into action by
types of fields and links, with automatic
initiating a single command. They tell
restructuring of data by Reflex.
Omnis 3 plus exactly how to process or
manipulate your database records. You
Reflex provides powerful search and
sort capabilities. You can use the Query
can create these miniprograms with little
Build feature to easily retrieve records
typing or memorizing of commands and
based on qualifications of values in fields
the syntax in which they must be written.
combined with AND or OR. You can
Instead, Omnis 3 plus prompts you with
specify more complex retrievals with for
its various command options. All you
mulas. You can either type the formula or
have to do is click on any of the 55
use the mouse to build it. This method
menu-presented commands that you want
lets you use Reflex 50 spreadsheet-like
to put in your sequence. Omnis 3 plus has
functions to design powerful search
commands for finding, editing, inserting,
specifications.
and deleting records; printing records,
Much of Reflex's power lies in its re
totals, or reports; clearing data from
port generator. Computed fields are
memory; and changing the main file, to
available in reports, with a full set of logi
name a few.
cal, arithmetic, date, time, statistical,
Double Helix, by contrast, uses icons
comparison, and text functions and oper
and visual design tools to create all the
ators. Summary fields can be included
forms, lists, analyses, and mail-merge
for counts, ~urns, averages, minimums,
letters you want to include in an applica
maximums, standard deviations, and net tion. Youcreate visual statements of what
present values. Nested control breaks are you want to do by clicking and dragging
also allowed for more detailed summary · from among the more than 80 calcula
calculations. Although Reflex sorts on
tions tiles presented in lists on the side of
one field at a time, it allows sorting on the screen. Just drop these icons into po
consecutive fields while it holds the pre
sition on the main screen and type in data
vious sort order constant. You have ac
where needed. Connect the icons with ar
cess to headers, footers, and page breaks
rows, and you have created a program
to customize attractive and informative that works automatically wherever it is
88
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placed in an application. The 80 calcula
tions tiles offer the most comprehensive
Macintosh collection of arithmetic, date,
text, and logical operators, functions,
and values.
Neither program sets any limits on the
number of records in a file, but Omnis 3
sets a limit of 70 characters per field,
while Double Helix allows variable
length fields with up to 32,500 characters
each. For number fields, Omnis 3 is
limited to accuracy of 11 significant fig
ures and 6 decimal places. Double Helix
supports the 17-digit precision SANE
package. Omnis 3 offers a more sophisti
cated nine-level password-protection sys
tem than the three levels of password pro
tection offered by Double Helix.
The relational capabilities of the two
programs are different. Omnis 3 plus
combines features of relational and hier
archical database management systems in
its file linking. When you set a file con
nection, you establish a parent-child rela
tionship between two files. One parent
record can have more than one child
record in the child file. File connections
can be one to one, one to many, and many
to many, unlike many relational pro
grams that can't handle the one-to-many
or many-to-many file links. Double Helix
uses lookups and subforms to dynamical
ly unite sets of records. Subforms are ac
tually multiple lookups, so Double Helix
is limited primarily to single and multiple
lookups as a way of linking files. You
cannot, for example, build in automatic
posting from one file to another or updat
ing of multiple files through a single form
into a Double Helix application.
Because of this Double Helix limita
tion. Omnis 3 plus emerges as the only
fully relational file-handling Macintosh
applications generator. Double Helix's
method of visually programming rela
tions among data also places it in the
state-of-the-art category. [Editor's note:
Omnis 3 plus 's current version number is
3.24. 1his version corrects some bugs
and has no copy-protection.]

Where Database Software Is Going
Excluding programs from a state-of-the
art listing such as this is bound to raise the
eyebrows of developers and users.
However, I think that this list accurate
ly represents the cutting edge of database
management software development.
These programs show where the field is
going: simpler programs that add more
features without increasing the difficulty
of learning the application, and powerful
programs-originally the exclusive do
main of full-time applications develop
ers-that simplify their interfaces to let
nonprogramming end users begin using
them quickly and easily. •
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Whafs it like to tap

thepowerofthe new

PrimaveraProjectPlanner?

It's

'
•

Duck soup. Piece of cake. Easy as pie.
Define any number of cost accounts for
summary reporting at any level. Even
That's what users are saying about the
newest version of the most powerful
redefine the rules for updating activities,
project management software ever created
resources and costs.
So now, no matter what kind of project
for the PC.
you're managing, Primavera helps you do
We didn't sacrifice capability. In fact, we
added much more.
a whole lot more with a lot less effort.
But we combined Primavera's extraordi
Ideal for every kind of project and every
nary power with one very important extra
kind of project manager
ingredient.
Maybe you're a professional, full-time
Simplicity.
project manager. Maybe you're a team leader,
department head or busy executive. What
It takes a whole lot less to do a whole lot more
ever your job, you'll like the
Scheduling is easier and faster. Activities
power-and the simplicity-of the
can be identified whatever way you
new Primavera.
like-letters, numbers or both. Pred
I~
Call us today for more infor
ecessors and successors are shown
i
.-.. .
I
.
mation or to order our demo.
in a single screen. Scheduling recal
i
.
culations take only a single
,_
1-800-423-0245.
keystroke.
In Pennsylvania,
Resource management
1-215-667-8600.
and cost control are easier
PRIMAVERA
too. You can level up to
PROJECT PLANNER®
40 resources in a single
The
most project
run. Prioritize activities
for leveling and smooth
management you can
get from a PC.
out spikes in resource usage.

~ PRIMAVERA SYSTEMS. INC.
Two Bala Plaza· Bala Cynwyli, PA 19004 • (215) 667-8600 ·Telex: 910 997 0484
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Good programming isn't a matter of luck. It requires skill, perseverance and good programming tools. You already have
the skill and perseverance; Janus/Ada provides the programming tools. Tools you can rely on in any project, in almost
any MS DOS environment, with full portability to any other Ada system. With Janus/Ada, you get lucky in all the right
ways:
SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS: Any Intel 86 family processor with 512K RAM, two floppy disk drives or a hard disk and DOS 2.0 or
higher.
COMPILATION SPEEDS: 8086/6MHZ:300 lines per minute; 80186/8MHZ: 500 lines per minute; 80286/8MHZ: 900 lines per minute
(DOS 3.0)
PRODUCT SUPPORT: Quarterly newsletters, 24 hour Bulletin Board, and a staff with over 20 man years of actual Ada programming
experience.
APPLICATIONS AND TOOLS: Assemblers, disassemblers, Ada source code, a Pascal to Ada translator, 8087 support, tutorials and
more!
AFFORDABILITY: Our Janus/Ada "C" Pak is available for $99.95 and contains the Janus/Ada Compiler and Linker, designed
specifically for microcomputers and consumer tested since 1981. Our customers can upgrade to our development
and embedded systems "paks" with 100% credit for this starter package. Our Janus/Ada Extended Tutorial is
available for the same low price. We feature commercial and educational "site" licensing for all of our packages.
ADA STANDARDIZATION: Janus/Ada source code can be ported to any validated Ada system and compiled. We offer a variety of
tools and consultations to assist you in this process, if needed.
JANUS/ADA USERS: Over 5,000 seperate sites use the Janus/Ada compiler for training, embedded systems and applications each
day. We supply our tools to the U.S. Armed Forces, Fortune 500 companies and over 400 educational institu
tions, as well as to individuals like you.

We've been making programmers lucky with our tools for over 5 years; isn't it about time you changed your luck? We'll
even pay for the call! To place an order or receive our informative brochure, please call 1-800-722-3248. It'll make your day!!!
~
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• Brock N. Meeks
Microcomputer-based telecommunica
tions appears deceptively simple; it
seems to be an easy matter of combining a
computer, a modem, software, and a tele
phone line. In practice, however, com
bining all these elements can be difficult,
especially when the details of telecom
munications are not well understood. The
truth is, telecommunications is some
thing of an occult art.
There's not much you can do to tweak
the components of your computer and
modem other than to buy your way out of
a bad decision. You have even fewer
choices in selecting a telephone system.
But when it comes to communications
software, you have far more control of
your own on-line destiny . In fact, the op
tions are staggering.
The promising aspect is that there are
so many programs to choose from . Some
of these programs offer features such as
automatic communications-parameter
adjustments, unattended operation, auto
callback, data encryption, and complex
log-on scripts and macros. These capa
bilities will make you wonder how you
ever got along without them. Other pro
grams can target an application unique to
your daily type of telecommunications.
Still others are the workhorses of the tele
communications world; they aren ' t
pretty, yet they outshine many of the pop
ular programs for daily general-purpose
communications.
Here's a look at the best and worst fea
tures of a dozen of the top communica
tions programs available today. Not all of
them are in the power-user category;
some are here because of their continued
solid performance. I chose others be
cause of their growth potential; that is,
the ability to handle more advanced com
munications applications as the user's
needs increase. I've also included some
of the old standards to provide the oppor
tunity for a head-to-head comparison.
Table 1 lists the various features of all
these programs.

ASCII Pro 1.3
ASCII Pro version 1.3 ($99. 95) from
United Software Industries is a product of
software evolution. This program was
known earlier as Z-Term, P-Term, and
ASCII Express: The Professional (for 8
bit Apple computers). ASCII Pro reached
its evolutionary peak when it was ported
to MS-DOS . The package offers macros,
on-line help, several transmission proto
cols, and fallback error-checking. If it
can't accomplish the more superior
Xmodem CRC mode, ASCII Pro falls
back to the less-reliable checksum mode.
With these and other capabilities,
ASCII Pro will deliver 90 percent of the
telecommunications power you 'II ever
need; it lacks only a script language (i.e.,
the capability to execute command scripts
after receiving a prompt from the com
puter). ASCII Pro isn't padded with lux
uries, like elaborate menus; it's designed
for fast, straightforward operation.
Not only is it fast, it's bulletproof. The
first time you run ASCII Pro, it automati
cally drops you into the installation pro
gram. Here, a series of menus covers
everything from the modem you' re using
to the Welcome message you see when
the program runs in unattended mode. If
the technical questions these menus ask
are beyond you, you can just answer the
first two questions (computer type and
modem) and run the program. After in
stallation, you run the program with sin
gle-key commands.
ASCII Pro's macro language uses a
series of symbols that the program inter
prets as commands, such as the dollar
sign ($), which is used to represent the
emulation mode. Entering the $ in a
macro-command string toggles the de
fault emulation mode on or off, depend
ing on the mode's previous state. This
makes creating sophisticated macros a
comi11ued

Brock N. Meeks (clo BYTE, One Phoenix
Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458) is a
freelance journalist. He is the telecom
munications group moderator for BEX.
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Thble 1: Features ofthe twelve communications programs.
ASCII Pro 1.3

Blast-II 8.0

Crosstalk XVI 3.61

Flash 1.12

HyperACCESS 3.20 MicroPhone 1.0

Company

United Software
Industries Inc.
8399 Topanga
Canyon Blvd.
Suite 200
Canoga Park,
CA 91304
(818) 887-5800

Communications
Research Group
5615 Corporate
Blvd., Third Floor
Baton Rouge,
LA 70808
(504) 923-0888

Crosstalk
Communications
1000 Holcomb
Woods Pkwy.,
Suite 440
Roswell, GA 30076
( 404) 998-3998

Antic Publishing
544 Second St.
San Francisco,
CA 94107
(415) 957-0886

Hilgraeve Inc.
P.O. Box 941
Monroe, Ml 48161
(313) 243-0576

Software Ventures
Corp.
2907 Claremont
Ave., Suite 220
Berkeley, CA 94705
(415) 644-3232

Price

$99.95

$250

$195

$39.95

$149

$74.95

Command
strategy

Menus

Menus

Menus;
command line

Alt-key/alphabetic Menus; function·
combinations;
key commands;
command line;
command line
mouse

Mouse; Ctrl-key
combinations

Access to
DOS level

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Built-in text editor Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Bps settings

50 to 38,500

Automatic up to
19,200

110 to 115,200

300 to 9600

50 to 57,600

50 to 57,600

File-transfer
options

Xmodem
(128-byte
and 1K-byte
versions; CRC
and checksum);
Xmodem batch;
Kermit

Xmodem
(checksum);
Blast

ASCII; Xmodem
(checksum only);
Kermit; Crosstalk

ASCII; Xmodem
(checksum and
CRC; 128-byte
and 1K-byte
blocks)

Xmodem (CRC
and checksum);
Kermit;
Hyperprotocol

ASCII; Xmodem
(128-byte and
1K-byte versions);
MacBinary;
Ymodem

Remote
operation

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Script language

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Learn feature

No

Yes

No

Yes

Limited

Yes

User-defined
macros

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Limited

Yes

Memory-resident
mode

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

N/A

System/RAM
needed

MS-DOS,
ProDOS; 128K

MS-DOS, CP/M,
MS-DOS; 128K
OS-9, VAX, Xenix,
Unix , Tandy; 200K

Atari 520ST.
1040ST; 512K

MS-DOS;
192K

Macintosh;
128K

Manual pages

231

320

50

310

184

complicated process. However, the time
you invest creating macros is well-re
warded. For example, you can nest
macros to call three different on-line ser
vices, download mail, and upload com
ments, all at a preset hour. The built-in
word processor is adequate and uses
WordStar-like dot commands. Although
the editor can get the job done, because it
is a line-oriented editor, I'd recommend
using it only for memos.
ASCII Pro has an excellent unattended
92
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mode that can be set up in a few minutes
to function as a file-transfer system. The
unattended mode can be password-pro
tected or left open, and remote users can
take advantage of Xmodem; Kermit, or
Xmodem batch file-transfer options. The
program also enables you to run other
programs without having to first exit
from ASCII Pro. For example, if you
need to edit a text file but don't want to
use the built-in editor, you can exit to
your word processor, edit the file, and

then return to ASCII Pro.
It takes perseverance to wade through
ASCII Pro's documentation package be
cause it is so extensive. You won't need to
read the manual to perform basic tasks,
but learning the advanced features takes
some study. An appendix section pro
vides extensive technical data.

Blast-II 8.0
Communications Research Group's Blast
II version 8.0 ($250), whose name stands
BYTE
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Microsoft Access 1.01

ProComm 2.4.2

Red Ryder 9.4

Relay Gold 2.0

Smartcom II 2. 1

Telescape 1.0

Microsoft Corp.
16011 Northeast
36th Way
PO Box 97017
Redmond, WA 98073
(800) 426-9400

Datastorm
Technologies Inc.
PO Box 1471
Columbia,
MO 65205
(314) 449-7012

The Freesoft Co.
10828 Lacklink
St Louis, MO 63114
(314) 423-2190

VM Personal
Computing Inc.
41 Kenosia Ave.
Danbury, CT 06810
(203) 798-3800

Hayes Microcomputer
Products Inc.
PO Box 105203
Atlanta, GA 30348
(404) 449-8791

Mainstay
5311-B Derry Ave.
Agoura Hills,
CA 91301
(818) 991-6540

$250

$35 with manual
on disk; $50 with
typeset manual

$40

$250

$149

$125

Menus; functionkey commands;
Ctrl- or Alt-key
combinations

Alt-key
combinations

Mouse; Ctrl-key
combinations

Menus; functionkey commands;
Ctrl- or Alt-key
combinations

Menus; functionkey commands;
pull-down menus

Mouse; Ctrl-key
combinations

Yes

Yes

No

Limited

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

No

50 to 9600

300 to 19,200

300 to 9600

50 to 19.200

110 to 9600

110 to 9600

Xmodem; X.PC

Xmodem (CRC
and checksum);
Telink; Modem?;
Ymodem; Ymodem
batch; Kermit;
SuperKermit;
Windowed Xmodem

ASCII; Xmodem;
Kermit

Xmodem (CRC
and checksum);
Kermit ; Relay

ASCII;
Xmodem (checksum
only); Hayes

ASCII; Xmodem
(CRC); ASCII
(DC2/DC4);
MacBinary

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No (Mac):
Yes (DOS)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Limited

No

Yes

Yes

Limited

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

MS-DOS; 256K

MS-DOS; 140K

Macintosh; 512K

MS-DOS; 192K

MS-DOS, Macintosh;
192K

Macintosh; 128K

427

33; 111 pages
on disk version

83

350

210

100

for blocked asynchronous transfer, is
really a file-transfer protocol with a user
interface. This package is available for
more than 100 microcomputers, mini
computers, and mainframes from com
panies such as IBM, Digital, AT&T,
Hewlett-Packard, Prime Computer, Kay
pro, Data General, and Wang. For this re
view, I tested the MS-DOS version for
the IBM PC, XT, and AT.
You can use the Blast protocol only
when you are communicating with anB Y T E Bonus Edition
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other computer that is running Blast-II.
Otherwise, the program lets you use
Xmodem, or you can send and receive
non-error-checked ASCII files.
Blast-II requires 8 data bits and no par
ity checking, but, according to Commu
nications Research, its throughput is up
to 50 percent greater than Xmodem' s be
cause of the unique type of error checking
used. Text or binary files are transmitted
in 100-byte packets, one at a time. The
receiving computer checks each packet

and returns a single character to indicate
whether the block contains errors.
Blast-II transmits all the packets
without any kind of handshaking pauses
before retransmitting any bad blocks .
This constant flow of data and the follow
up transmission of any bad blocks inside
this sliding window account for Blast-H's
increased throughput. Two computers
using Blast-II at a rate of 1200 bits per
second have a throughput closer to a rate
continued
Applications Software Today
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HyperPilot is the most
powerful script language
of all the programs
I reviewed.
of2400 bps for other protocols .
If a communications session fails be
cause of problems, such as a discon
nected phone line or high line noise, a
built-in monitoring feature marks the
point in the transmission at which the
connection was broken. When you re
establish connection with the same re
mote computer, file transfer automatical
ly restarts from the point of interruption.
Blast-II is menu-driven and easy to
configure. The program includes a script
language that can implement remote-host
capability, and it has a WordStar-compat
ible text editor. The bottom line with this
program is that for a given data rate, you
can move a lot of error-free data faster
than you can with other protocols.

Crosstalk XVI 3.61
You can tailor Crosstalk Communica
tions' Crosstalk XVI version 3. 61 for
MS-DOS computers ($195) to almost any
application by using its powerful script
language . This language enables you to
create scripts that can recognize character
strings , such as enter passwo rd, and it
can suspend program execution until a
predefined time.
Some novice users may have a problem
with the program, as it is not menu
driven. The program has built-in auto
matic log-on routines for the more popu
lar on-line services, and, with its En
glish-like command language, you can
build your own. You need to use only the
first two letters of commands, for exam
ple, to load a BIX log-on script file, you
type lo b ix, and the program executes
your automatic log-on. You can also exe
cute this script from the DOS prompt by
issuing the command xtalk bix.
Crosstalk XVI incorporates Xmodem
(checksum version only), ASCII, Ker
mit, and the unique proprietary Crosstalk
file-transfer protocol. The program
works with the newest modems that oper
ate above 10,000 bps and even supports
file transfers up to 115,200 bps for hard
wired lines.
For remote access, Crosstalk XVI has
a 4-tier structure that lets you assign dif
ferent levels of access for each individual
caller. Access levels range from one re
mote user being allowed only viewing
privileges to another remote user being
allowed to take complete remote control
94
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of Crosstalk. Even at the highest level,
however, a remote user cannot access
DOS.
[Editor's note: The newest product
from Crosstalk Communications, Cross
talk Mk.4, was not available in time for
this review. 17ie program features X.PC ,
Xmodem , and Kermit protocols and IBM
3101, DEC VT-100, and TeleVideo
Model 900 terminal emulations. This
package is based on a modular architec
ture (i.e., you can add enhancements by
phone), and it has concurrent communi
cations capability; you can run up to 15
simultaneous communications sessions,
each displayed in its own window.]

Flash 1.12
Flash version 1.12 ($39.95) from Antic
Publishing (formerly Antic Software) is a
program for Atari ST computers. It ac
cepts three types of commands . The
quickest way to enter commands is using
the Alt key and a single alphabetic key ,
for instance, to toggle the capture buffer
on and off, you type Alt-C . The second
way is by pressing the Insert key and typ
ing a two-letter abbreviation at the com
mand line. For example, to download a
file using Xmodem, you press Insert and
type DL XM B: FOOBAR. PRG. Flash checks
the B: disk to see if FOOBAR.PRG al
ready exists, and, if it does, it gives you a
chance to overwrite it or abort the down
load process.
The third way to enter commands is to
use a mouse and the GEM interface; this
is the easiest but slowest way to operate
the program. Using the GEM interface,
you follow the pull-down menus and
point-and-click on the functions you wish
to perform . Here, speed is sacrificed for
expediency .
Flash lets you operate in two different
screen types: terminal mode and a 4K
byte capture-buffer mode . Terminal
mode uses a blank screen with a status
line across the bottom . Capture-buffer
mode uses a GEM screen complete with
scroll bars on the bottom and right sides
and a menu bar at the top. At any time,
you can switch between the two screen
types by pressing the right mouse button.
The capture-buffer GEM screen gives
you full cursor positioning with the
mouse, and you operate commands
through dialog boxes. However, when
you use this screen, telecommunications
is suspended; you can interact only with a
remote computer while in the terminal
mode.
You can manipulate the capture buffer
contents using the built-in word proces
sor. You can mark blocks of text, cut and
paste, read files into the screen, and
more. This feature also lets you edit mes
sages and respond without going off-line.

Xmodem and ASCII are the only pro
tocols available with Flash. The Xmodem
protocol has fall back capability. If the
CRC mode fails, the program automati
cally drops into the checksum mode. A
dialog box lets you adjust the timing of an
Xmodem protocol with the ambiguous
settings of "loose" and "tight. " This ad
justs the Xmodem time-out response to
compensate for slow systems; this is com
mon during peak use periods. The loose
settling is better for multiuser systems ;
for computer-to-computer transfers, the
tight setting is preferred.
Flash's dialing directory holds 60
phone numbers. Phone numbers entered
with an @ extension execute a .DO file.
These . DO files are macros that are con
structed using Flash 's commands . The
macros are somewhat crude, as there are
no advanced features like nesting or
conditionals.
The documentation for Flash consists
of a 50-page paperback book that ' s ade
quate for the experienced user, but a nov
ice could use more examples, especially
in the section that explains macros.

Hyper ACCESS 3.20
HyperACCESS version 3.20 for MS
DOS computers ($149) from Hilgraeve
contains HyperPilot, the most robust
script language of all the programs I re
viewed. This script language, powerful
enough to create a bulletin board system,
contains 94 commands. Despite all its
power, HyperPilot is easy to manipulate.
Included are 30 prepared scripts to use as
examples for writing your own com
mands . For most automatic log-ons,
however, you won 't need any more than
three or four commands. The commands
are very cryptic ; two examples are if
wait match and if not wa it ma tc h. I
would like to see HyperPilot make use of
more English-like commands.
Once you've written scripts, Hyper
Pilot automatically compiles them . This
provides faster execution, and it keeps
prying eyes from dissecting your scripts
to reveal passwords and ID numbers, a
common problem with placing script
files on disk.
The phone directory holds 127 num
bers and is extremely useful for travelers
and those who use several of the popular
packet-switched networks. All phone
numbers are stored in a separate file. This
allows you to use the same log-on script
with several different phone numbers, a
handy feature if you 're dialing into the
same on-line service from a different
hotel room every other night.
The remote-access capability lets you
leave your computer on-line when you' re
not using it. You can then choose to give
the remote caller full or partial control of
BYT E
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your computer. HyperACCESS presents
limited-use callers with a list of the com
mands that they can execute while logged
on to your computer. The amount of con
trol you give them resides in a file that
you establish. HyperACCESS can also
function as a callback system; anyone re
quiring access to your system can call
your modem and hang up, and your com
puter then calls that user's computer at a
predetermined phone number. This pro
vides a great amount of system security.
A built-in call log provides statistics of
every call made to or from your com
puter. Information stored includes the
name of the user, length of the call, and
operations performed while on-line, such
as reading a directory.
You can run DOS commands and ap
plications either while running Hyper
ACCESS or while it remains in memory
(192K bytes is the minimum require
ment). The program supports Xmodem
(CRC and checksum), Kermit, and a pro
prietary protocol called Hyperprotocol.
However, a peculiar irritation is that you
must enter the name of the program you
wish to upload or download before per
forming the steps of the procedure. This
can be tedious because you must repeat
the steps of the procedure each time if
you're transferring several files.
A disk-based tutorial takes you through
each application of HyperACCESS, but
to get the most from its advanced fea
tures, such as user control levels in un
attended mode, the manual, which is
highly readable, is a must.

line procedures. You can create a script
file in two ways . The first is to open a
script-writing window and actually write
the script yourself. Using the scroll bar,
you search for the available commands,
such as Wait, Hang Up, Wait for Call,
or Send Text , inside a special dialog box
contained in the script-writing window.
When you click on the command, it is in
serted in your script. You can also insert
any text you desire at this time. Micro
Phone has a check function that checks
the script syntax for errors, like im
properly nested loops. IfMicroPhone de

tects an error, you'll have to rewrite the
script; the program won't let you save bad
syntax.
The second way to create a script file is
with MicroPhone's Watch Me mode. The
program records each of your keystrokes
and every prompt you send to the com
puter. It then inserts the correct com
mand from its script language to repeat
this script when you need it. Scripts writ
ten with the Watch Me function can be
edited in the Modify Scripts window. The
only disappointment is that you are un
comin11ed

MIRROR D:™
the ~osstalk~ SuperKlone
You can pay more for Crosstalk" XVI and get less, or
you can pay less for MIRROR 11 · and get more.
.
'

MicroPhone 1.0
MicroPhone version 1.0 for the Macin
tosh ($74.95) from Software Ventures in
cludes features for both novice and expe
rienced users. This program supports 20
data rates ranging from 50 bps to 57,600
bps. The higher settings are a definite ad
vantage for transferring files back-to
back with the use of a null modem, which
is a cross-connected cable; transmission
on one end is connected to receive on the
other end, and vice versa. MicroPhone
enables you to emulate both TTY and
VT-100 terminals. Other emulation op
tions include font size, cursor shape,
backspace control, and screen display.
When setting up files with communi
cations parameters, you can group like
services under a single filename. For ex
ample, you can put all the local bulletin
boards into a "Local BBS" file. This way
you can set the communications param
eters for a range of systems and not have
to worry about shifting data rates, parity,
and the like.
MicroPhone contains a flexible and
powerful script-writing language with 74
commands for creating automated onBYT E
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As ii !he loV.:priceond 100%
Crosstalk · X.VI compatibility w-eren'f
enoug}l, we lip fhe scofes With extra
lco1ures yoi/re going t.o eppreciOte·

BYTE, Apr,~

i9 ;·i..;.. Sha.p iro

"I've deleted ~'Y Crosstalk files and plugged in Mirror, and I'm
natthesar1 of person who throws out trusted saflware without
goad caus·e. I've got ta have proof, and here it is."
Government Computer News, July 18, 1986, P.. L. Olympia
"It is a singular pleasure ta review a product such as this.· All
• PC users who need ta communicate with another computer
should buy it."
PC Products, August 1986, Mk hae l D. Millikin ·
[Mirror] "A Crosstalk twin that is complemented by a lower price
tag, better documentation, and a respect far hard disks."

• BackgrQund .Communioations
•Auto-Learn Made
• Crosstalk" XVI Script
Extensions
· • More Informative Online Help
• Integrated Full-Screen Text
Editor
•Additional File Transfer
Protocols:
XModem Multi-File,
Hayes Smartcom II and
YModem
•Additional Terminal
Emulations
• Site Licensing .

To order call: (904) 878-8564

IviSA 11 MC IIcool
ShrpplngfHondlrng •s.oo
!COD add '3.00)

Overseas Orders '18.00
• Florido Residents add S'Yo Soles Tax

60-DAY
MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE

MIRROR U is available for the IBM PC/>t.T /A T and l00% Compo!ibles and requires
MS-DOS 2.0 or Higher.
Crosslo1k iso registered trademark of DigitolCommvnicalionsAssoc1ales Inc./ Hayes
is a registered ·trademark of Hayes Microcomputer Ptoducts, lnc./MIRROR IL
SoftKlone ondSuperKlone ore lrademorks _of SoltKlone D.istributing Corp oration.
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Office Plaza Dr.
Tallahassee, Fl 32301 • (904) 878-8564
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For the high-powered
user, Microsoft
Access supports the
X. PC protocol.
able to alter communications parameters,
such as data rate, from within a script
file.
MicroPhone employs four file-transfer
protocols: ASCII, Xmodem (both 128
byte block and I K-byte block versions),
Ymodem, and Mac Binary. You can
transfer text between two Macintoshes in
a numberofformats, including MacWrite
and Microsoft Word. You use a straight
ASCII text mode for text transfer to other
computers.
MicroEditor, MicroPhone's simple
window-based text editor, is extremely
useful for massaging text that you've just
downloaded and want to send on to an
other user. Any text that has scrolled
across your screen is automatically stored
in the expandable capture buffer, to
which the program allots a percentage of
the available system memory, and you
can review the text by means of a scroll
bar, even if you've been on multiple sys
tems. Using the cut-and-paste feature,
you can scroll backward through an on
line session and transfer text to a separate
file. The program also includes Switcher,
which you can use to insert downloaded
text directly into a MacWrite document in
progress.
MicroPhone's documentation is well
laid out and well-written; it is a rarity
among its genre. The manual is spiral
bound and comes in three sections: a
Users Guide, a Reference Manual, and a
section entitled "I Don't Need to Read
the Manual" for the anxious modem
user. Commands and functions are ex
plained in nontechnical terms, which
makes learning this program easy.

Microsoft Access 1.01
Microsoft Access version l.01 for MS
DOS machines ($250) is rich with fea
tures, such as macros, on-line help, pre
set log-on menus, capture buffers, and a
script language, which will satisfy the
most demanding telecommunications
user. The basic features of the program
are readily available to the novice user,
while the more sophisticated commands
are folded into the underlying command
structure. This enables users to expand
their communications power as the need
arises.
The heart of this package is its three
programming levels. At the highest pro
%
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gramming level, Access offers the Micro
soft Access Script Command (MASC).
This is like a cross between BASIC and
Pascal. MASC offers about 100 com
mands, including conditionals and Bool
ean operations. You can use this language
to write custom automatic scripts to per
form an on-line session just as if you were
sitting at the keyboard. You can create
custom menus with MASC to guide an
other user through a particular sequence
of commands; the user simply follows the
prompts you've programmed and doesn't
need to know anything about the program
itself.
If you're not up to using the built-in
programming language, Access has a
self-learn mode. This mode of operation,
when enabled, will track your on-line
session and learn your on-line routine,
automatically creating a MASC script.
You can then edit and alter the script to
perform any additional on-line proce
dures. The next time you log on, you sim
ply tell Access to use the MASC script
you created.
The third programming level is called
Quickey. This feature stores sequences of
keystrokes that you can later recall with
two keystrokes, called Quickeys. These
Quickeys are specific to each communi
cation file. For instance, you can assign
Alt-X to mean logoff for one system,
bye for another, and quit for a third.
You need only remember that the Alt-X
command is your log-off for all three
systems.
For anyone making extensive use of
electronic mail, Access is a godsend. The
electronic mail center is set up to resem
ble an actual mail room with in-boxes,
out-boxes, and desk and file sections. Ac
cess will deliver your messages to several
different electronic mail services, taking
care of all the proper protocols and log
on procedures for you. You need only in
form Access where each message is going
and let the program run its course.
The speed and ease of this mail center
makes using electronic mail as easy as
dropping a letter in a mailbox. You can
compose your mail using the text editor,
which closely resembles Microsoft Word
and is the most full-featured text editor
that I've found inside a telecommunica
tions package.
For the high-powered user, Access
supports the X.PC protocol in addition to
the more popular Xmodem. Using X. PC,
you can carry on as many as eight differ
ent on-line sessions using a single phone
line and modem. Access allows you to
open as many as eight on-screen win
dows. For instance, while checking your
electronic mail on MCI Mail, you can
also be downloading the latest comments
from your BIX conferences. Currently,

only the Tymnet packet-switched net
work can handle such simultaneous
sessions.
Another example of this application is
that you can use COMl and COM2 RS
232C ports simultaneously and be con
nected to an on-line service and patched
into the corporate mainframe at the same
time. These aren't prime functions for
most users, but they're an excellent ex
ample of how the program can grow with
your knowledge of telecommunications.
Access' 427-page manual is excellent,
if imposing. But the program practically
runs itself and has a foolproof configura
tion program that even lists the DIP
switch settings for each modem it sup
ports. Access would be a bit easier to use
with the addition of a tutorial disk.
The only drawbacks to the program are
its size (it requires a minimum of 256K
bytes of RAM to run) and poor perfor
mance when used on a floppy disk-based
system. Since the program is contained
on three floppy disks, you need a hard
disk to appreciate the total power of
Access.

ProComm 2.4.2
ProComm version 2.4.2 for MS-DOS
machines from Datastorm Technologies
may be the best communications software
value around. It is distributed as a
shareware program; if you like it, you pay
$35 or $50 for it, depending on the type
of manual you choose; if not, you can
erase it.
ProComm has a telephone directory
that holds 100 numbers and rivals that
of HyperACCESS. It also has a some
what cryptic built-in script-writing
language that is similar to Crosstalk's
with more commands. I had no problem
converting Crosstalk scripts for use with
ProComm; the syntaxes for the two pro
grams are very similar. However, Pro
Comm 's script language lacks a sophis
ticated branching capability. Add to this
limitation Procomm's ability to pro
gram only 10 function keys and you have
an adequate, but not flexible, script
language.
The program comes with several pre
defined scripts for popular on-line ser
vices, though you 'II find fewer than a
program like Crosstalk provides. A nov
ice user will find setting up scripts here a
tedious process and more trouble than it's
worth.
If you like lots of boxes, pop-up
menus, and sound effects, you 'II love
ProComm. Almost every command you
issue triggers some kind of graphic and
sound effect. You invoke all the com
mands by using the Alt key in combina
tion with other keys. This could be a
problem if your RAM-resident programs
B Y T E Bonus Edition
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trigger on similar keystrokes, because
ProComm doesn't allow you to reassign
these command triggers.
ProComm supports file transfers at up
to 19,200 bps and can emulate 10 termi
nals, including the ANSI-BBS, ADDS
Viewpoint, VT-100 and VT-52, IBM
3101, TeleVideo Models 912, 920, 925 ,
and 950, Heath/Zenith 19, and the Wyse
100. You can set a pathway to call up your
favorite text editor while you 're on-line, a
boon to those who have ever suffered
through using an on-line editor. Pro
Comm will also run in Host mode. In the
Host mode, a remote user can upload or
download both binary and ASCII files .
Advanced users might use the script lan
guage to configure a user-friendly inter
face for remote callers.
Although this is a shareware program,
registered users are treated to full profes
sional support. The program's authors
run a ProComm bulletin board to supply
answers to complicated application
problems .

Red Ryder 9.4
Red Ryder version 9.4 for the Macintosh
($40) from The Freesoft Company has a
name that conjures up a rough-and-tum
ble pioneer image. To get the most out of
this powerful program, you've got to roll
up your sleeves and dive into its 83-page
manual. A novice to the world of commu
nications programs should probably look
for another program.
Red Ryder lets you pick from three dif
ferent terminal-emulation modes; TTY,
VT-100, and VT-52. The program can
communicate at speeds from 300 bps to
9600 bps, but its file-transfer options are
limited to Xmodem, Kermit, and straight
ASCII. MacBinary is not available. The
author of the program has tuned Red
Ryder for maximum performance, mak
ing it the most efficient communications
program for the Macintosh environment.
Anything that you can do manually,
you can program with Red Ryder's more
than 48 basic script commands with ex
tensions. These script files are called pro
cedures. One benefit of Red Ryder's fre
quent revisions is that the script language
continues to become more impressive
and flexible . A small quirk, however, is
that to write a procedure, you must use a
desk-accessory editor like MockWrite;
Red Ryder doesn't have a built-in text
editor.
In the Write Procedure mode, Red
Ryder logs every prompt from the remote
computer and every keystroke you issue
in response. When you exit this mode,
Red Ryder automatically writes a script
file for that series of prompts and re
sponses. To run the procedure, you sim
ply choose the Initiate procedure opBYTE Bonus Edition
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tion. This feature of Red Ryder worked
flawlessly during the review, and it is a
potential boon for users who want the
power of Red Ryder but don't want to get
into writing their own script files .
Red Ryder. offers several ways to ma
nipulate incoming data. You can set the
number of screens it will hold in memory
at any one time (20 is the number sug
gested for a 512K-byte Macintosh) . You
can review the screens held in memory by
clicking on the scroll bar. For permanent
copies of any incoming text, you can
choose the Echo to printer option. The

Archive all screens setting stores all
screens to disk; you can output individual
screens to your printer with a click of the
mouse.
Because this is a shareware program,
you can download it from several hun
dred bulletin board systems or from com
mercial networks, such as BIX. The pro
gram is distributed with a manual on
disk. Printing the manual is guaranteed to
chew up your ribbon and the better part of
an hour. The documentation says you can
use the program for 45 days before you
cominued
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Is THREE TIMES
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processing, desktop p11blishing, and
typesetting. One software package
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textfor typesetting.
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a laser printerfor
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make a decision to trash it, give it away,
or send the author a check.
Registered users get an additional bo
nus called Red Ryder Host, a bulletin
board construction set. Again, this pro
gram is powerful and loaded with op
tions, but it's not for the novice. If you ' re
of adventurous spirit and don't mind get
ting your hands into code, you'll soon
turn Red Ryder into the odds-on favorite
among your stable of communications
programs.

Relay Gold 2.0
Relay Gold version 2.0 for MS-DOS ma
chines ($250) from VM Personal Com
puting includes a 100-command script
language that you can use to automate any
kind of on-line session. In addition, be
cause you can call this program up from a
batch file, you can set up Relay Gold as a
turnkey communications system. You
can create your own custom menus and
turn a series of keystrokes into a single
key command.
Relay Gold offers you the advantages
of a menu-driven command structure and
the option of entering commands directly
without menus. It has an option that lets
you communicate with a remote host also
using Relay Gold while you are transfer
ring a file. With this feature, you can type
messages to a person at the other com
puter while the file transfer is executing.
With all the complexities of file transfers,
you can use this feature to send reassuring
messages back and forth regarding the
progress of the transfer. The program
sandwiches your keyboard text between
the packet-switching of the file transfer as
space becomes available. Relay Gold rec
ognizes when it has connected to another
system also using Relay Gold and auto
matically drops the two systems into two
way communications. Relay Gold sup
ports Kermit, Xmodem (both CRC and
checksum), and a proprietary protocol,
Relay.
Major commands use single key
strokes from the computer's function
keys. For example, Fl dials the remote
system, F2 puts the modem into answer
mode, and F9 stops printing. A multi
tasking mode lets the program run in the
background while you perform other op
erations. Like Microsoft Access, Relay
Gold has a built-in learn mode. You can
edit learn-mode scripts just like Access
scripts using either your word processor
or Relay Gold's own editor. Its editor can
do block moves, insertions, deletions,
and block deletes. However, to use the
commands of the editor, you have to exit
the communications session and return to
the program's command line.
The Call file, which is supplied on the
distribution disk, comes with several ex
98
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amples of various on-line sessions, and
you can modify it to meet your current
communications needs. It should take
moderate users about 15 minutes to mod
ify this file to their particular application
needs.

Smartcom II 2 .1
Smartcom II version 2 .1 ($149) from
Hayes is for use with Hayes modems and
hard-wired applications and is available
in both MS-DOS and Macintosh ver
sions. This program can be used only
with 100 percent Hayes-compatible
modems. For example, I tested this pack
age on a Prometheus 1200-bps modem
with no trouble; however, many other
modems won't run Smartcom II, espe
cially the 2400-bps variety. If you con
sider buying this package , make sure
your modem will run it.
Smartcom II is one of the easiest com
munications programs to use. It is menu
driven; you select functions from a main
menu screen. Smartcom II supports
macros and comes with predefined auto
matic log-on macros for many popular
on-line services. All this makes Smart
com II a virtual load-and-go program.
You hardly have to do more than boot the
program and turn on your modem to be
gin using it.
You can edit existing macros by select
ing the appropriate menu function. You
must edit the existing macros to install
your account numbers and passwords,
but this is a painless procedure . A nice
feature of these macros is that you can
give them names of up to 20 characters in
length.
Smartcom II macros are triggered only
on single characters, which makes it dif
ficult to deal with less-than-ideal situa
tions, such as when two different re
sponses begin with the same letter. The
program has no IF . . •THEN command
capability. For example, if the remote
computer doesn't send the expected
prompt within a specified time, Smart
com II issues the command anyway . The
results could be confusing at best and
disastrous at worst.
You construct macro files by using a
template consisting of screens into which
you insert the needed parameters. While
this makes it easy for the novice to gener
ate macro files, it also limits how flexible
these files can be.
Smartcom II stores up to 26 macro
command sequences in files called
batches. These batches can perform any
sequence of Smartcom II functions in the
precise order you've defined; you can
record up to 500 keystrokes in a batch.
You can then set Smartcom II to dial a
computer anytime and run through your
batch sequence. You could have a batch

file that reads and uploads your mail,
opens a capture buffer, reads any new
conference messages, and logs off, all
automatically. Batches can run in unat
tended mode, but macros must be trig
gered by keystrokes.
You can review text that has scrolled
off the screen by using the Home, Page
Up, or Up Arrow keys. The amount of
text you can review is limited by your
available memory; the capture buffer dy
namically allocates system memory.
When this review buffer fills up, the text
that first comes in is the first to go. This
buffer holds all text, even if you've ac
cessed several different systems . Smart
com II offers no editor to cut and paste
from this review buffer, but you could
use a program like SideKick to handle
this function.
The Macintosh version of Smartcom II
is a more intelligent program than the
MS-DOS version. The macro program,
called Autopilot, uses English-like sen
tences, for example, Look for [character
string]. This version also makes good
use of icons. The review buffer offers the
cut-and-paste option. You can also send
graphics to another Macintosh by estab
lishing a voice connection and then click
ing on the data icon, switching from voice
to data communications, and sending the
graphics, all during the same call.
The Macintosh program, like the MS
DOS version, is particular about the
modem it talks to. If your Mac isn't using
a Hayes modem, don ' t bother with
Smartcom II. Even the supposedly
Hayes-compatible Apple Modem doesn't
handle this program.

Telescape 1.0
Telescape version 1.0 ($125) for the
Macintosh from Mainstay is a standard
"vanilla" communications package with
few unusual features. The program has
less than 20 macro commands to work
with, making all but the simplest auto
matic log-on scripts difficult to imple
ment; you could not use the macro lan
guage to automate a sophisticated on-line
session. Each macro script can contain
only nine lines of commands. In addition,
Telescape has no store-and-forward fea
ture for delivering electronic mail in an
unattended mode.
Communications parameters are sim
ple to set up. Transmission rates run from
110 to 9600 bps. File-transfer protocols
are limited to ASCII, ASCII (DC2/
DC4), Xmodem (CRC), and Mac Binary.
These are adequate for most on-line ses
sions. Telescape includes an extensive
terminal-emulation definition capability.
The Telescape program comes complete
with terminal-emulation definition for
the TTY, VT-52 and VT-100, ADM-11,
B Y T E Bonus Edition
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ADDS, and Tele Video Model 950 termi
nals. The user's manual lists over 50
other terminal definitions that you can
obtain from Telescape's technical staff.
Setting up a terminal-emulation defini
tion is a tedious process, and it could be
confusing to the novice. Advanced users,
however, can take advantage of this par
ticular function to enhance the power of
their Macs.
Telescape includes a turnkey bulletin
board program . Setting up for the bulletin
board is a point-and-click procedure. The
first time I tried it, I had a bulletin board
up and running in 2 minutes. The bulletin
board program functions well as a file
transfer board, but it's not much good for
anything else. There are no provisions for
message sections; callers can only read
an opening welcome message from you
and send you, the sysop, messages in re
turn. Subsequent callers cannot respond
to messages left by previous callers.
Telescape includes a graphics applica
tion language called GAL. You can trans
fer graphics produced using the built-in
GAL to be viewed in real time by other
Telescape users. The GAL transfers are
five times faster than transferring Mac
Draw graphics. Mainstay admits that
GAL is a pioneering feature and says that
more development will come. GAL
graphics are somewhat crude; you can
generate drawings with the mouse only .
This is more of a novelty feature than a
practical application, yet it is a glimpse of
what is to come.
The Telescape user's manual is well
done. It displays many examples of what
the user will actually see on-screen. This
orients novice users and keeps them from
getting lost when clicking among all the
various windows.

Drop Carrier
A review of this length obviously can't
explore each of these program's strengths
and weaknesses in intimate detail. Dur
ing the review process, however, some
patterns did materialize. The popularity
of scripts to streamline telecommunica
tions sessions is a driving force behind
the development of more sophisticated
script languages. Where an actual script
file is lacking, the macro capability of
many programs comes close to emulating
the script-file process.
More and better data-transfer proto
cols are emerging. For instance, the Ker
mit file-transfer protocol, once an unsup
ported orphan, seems to have found
acceptance. Users expect more sophisti
cation in their communications software.
Features such as auto-callback, data en
cryption, and unattended operation are
becoming the norm instead of the
exception. •
BYTE
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PC.Write

Share The Benefits!

You can share in the benefits
of our low cost, full featured
word processor -- virtually
risk free! And then share
these benefits with others!

SHAREWARE
It's a simple concept. Get
yourself a copy of PC-Write.
(We'll send you one for $16.)
Try it. On your computer.
For your kmd of writing. Let
PC-Write prove itself to you.
Only then do you need to
purchase a registered copy.

LOW RISK
Good software stands up to
this test. A test that measures
quality on proven abilities.
A test that reduces your risk
when buying software.

BENEFITS
PC-Write has many benefits.
The low cost and low risk of
shareware are just two. When
you register you also receive:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Version 2. 71 Diskette Pair
360-Page Manual & Reference
One Year of Phone Support
Four Quarterly Newsletters
l'wo Future Product Updates
$25 Shareware Commissions

All this for just $891
Shouldn't you be sharing in
the benefits of PC-Write?

PC-Write - Version 2.71
Feature Summary
For Beg nners: Easy to learn

with tutorial, Quick Guide, and 45
help screens. Easy to use with
menus or function keys. Complete
360-page User Manual with index.

For Tvoists: Very fast operation.
Instant· ~0,000-word spell checker,
auto paragraph reformat, decimal
tabs, on-screen ruler, footnotes and
endnotes with auto numbering, and
record/playback keystrokes.
For Writers: Fast search and
replace with wild cards. Move, copy,
delete, reformat, and shift blocks of
text easily. Automatic index and
table of contents, left/right page
layout, and place-saving boOkmark.
For Bus ness: Mail merge with

prompted and default values. Works
with over 350 printers, supports
l.aserjet(tm) and PostScript(tm) with
microjustification. Option to use
Wordstar(tm) commands. and files.

For Progra
ers: ASCII files,
search for non-ASCII, jump to line
number, bracket match, block
indent, and temporary margins.
For Advanced Users: DOS
command shell, keyboard and print
macros, many configurable features,
color/attribute
control,
printer
customization, split screen to edit
two files, annotated direccmy, and
screen clip text from other software.
Requirements

IBM(tm) PC, AT, or PS/2; 320K RAM

''PC-Write is one heck ofa value for the money."
Jerry Pournelle, Byte, August 1986, Page 315

"This is the best deal in software. .. What I like about the
program is its marvelous reconfigurabtlty."
Ezra Shapiro, Byte, August 1986, Page 320

Call or Mail Your Order Today!

$89 - Full Registration
$16 -- Shareware Diskettes

(206) 282-0452

Ref:
BYrs

Visa/Mastercard Accepted

90 Day Satisfaction Guarantee!

Quicksoft, Inc.

Group, Campus, & OEM Licenses.
Ad by PC-Write using HP J.aserjet(tm).

219 First North
Box #224-BYTS
Seattle, WA 98109
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-Project Management
-a New View

PERTMASTER
ADVANCE
Building abridge? Opening an orlke?
Launching anew product? Designing an
aeroplane? Pertmaster Advance can help
you plan and control your projects.
In 1981 we launched the hugely
successrul Pertmaster. Now with over
20,000 customers world-wide,we bring you
the second generation or the Pertmaster
ramily.

So easy to use ...
6 Lotus*-like menu structure.
6 On-screen graphics to see your plans.
6 Over 250 instant help screens.
6 On-disk tutorial for first-time users.
Planning power for management
problems ...
6 Organise your tasks with sub-projects

6 Target barcharts, planned vs.actual
schedules and costs.
6 Budget, actual, and project
completion costs; variances based on %
complete and earned value.
6 Build screens with multiple windows
or project data.
6 'Nudge' activities in the barchart
window and see the erreels instantaneously
in the other windows.
Not just projects planned but project
control...
Above all, Advance gives you

~

and WBS codes.
6 Multiplecalendars, for tasks or
resources.
6 Hierarchical resources include costs - - - - - - - - - - - 
and sub-resources.
6 Resource supply profiles, highlighting
I
or over-usage, and automatic levelling.

outstanding reporting: on schedule
slippage, resource usage, projected costs;
selection and sorting on node numbers,
activity descriptions, float, dates, sub
contractors, and WBS codes; the best
plotted network diagrams in the business;
file export to databases,spreadsheets, and
word processors.
Phone or Write to arrange a
demonstration. Pertmaster Advance is sold
through Pertmaster Authorized Dealers and
Distributors world-wide.

In Europe and Asia call:
Abtex Software Ltd.
Campus Road, Listerhills Science Park
Bradrord BD7 IHR (0274) 734838
Telex: 265871 rer: ASLOO I, Telecom Gold:
79:ASLOOI

In North and South America call:
Westminster Software Inc.
3235 Kirer Road, Santa Clara,CA 95051
(408) 736-6800 Telex 49 00000013
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RAM-Resident
Utilities
You can piece together a system that combines
all the features you need

Turbo Lightning
Whoops!
Strike
Webster's New
World On-Line
Thesaurus
Keyworks
SmartKey
SuperKey
ProKey
jot!

PRO+
SideKick
Partner PC
Hornebase
Cruise Control
SmartNotes
Tornado Notes
Referee
PopDrop

•Jon Edwards
The first applications software packages
were stand-alone systems: If you were in
your text editor and needed to do a calcu
lation, you had to leave the editor, enter
another program, do the calculation, then
go back into the editor or do the calcula
tion by hand on a piece of paper.
Then came integrated packages that let
you move more easily from one applica
tion to another, but these were still essen
tially separate modules of one larger
program.
Today, you can choose from a variety
of RAM-resident programs-programs
that you load into RAM and that can run
"on top of' other applications. You can
invoke them at any time by hitting predes
ignated "hot keys ."
In this review, I'll compare RAM-resi
dent utilities for the IBM PC and compat
ibles in a variety of categories: spelling
checkers, thesauruses, macro utilities,
desktop accessories, and a few special
programs. Although this is not an all-in
clusive review of such products, I've gen
erally chosen the most well-known offer
ings in each category. I'll discuss the
performance you can expect, draw con
clusions about which of them I prefer in
each of several categories, and provide
some specific guidance for assembling a
well -behaved, yet comprehensive,
environment.
I have assembled the environments on
an IBM PC XT with 640K bytes of RAM
and a IO-megabyte hard disk drive; as a
general rule, a full complement of RAM
resident programs will require muc h
more than 256K bytes of RAM, and hard
disks are essential to avoid the cumber
some chore of loading in the programs
from an assortment of floppies each time
you boot up .

Spelling Checkers
Spelling checkers come in two varieties.
The first corrects your spelling as you
write, by beeping when you misspell a
word. This feature is fine for short docu
B Y T E Bonus Edition
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ments, but the beeping might become an
noying on longer documents. It is also
useful when you are on-line, because you
can correct your spelling immediately in
stead of using a cumbersome line editor.
For longer texts, spelling checkers that
can proof an entire file at once are more
appropriate, since they generally let you
change every occurrence of a misspelled
word (or ignore correctly spelled words
that it doesn't recognize) in one step. Fi
nally, with most spelling checkers, you
can select a word and ask if it is in the
dictionary or, if not, to see other possible
spellings.

Turbo Lightning
Turbo Lightning contains user-selectable
main dictionaries of 83,000, 50,000,
16,000, 12,000, and 6000 words. It also
contains user-defined dictionaries of
2000 characters (about 300 words) . [Edi
tor's note: For a complete review ofTurbo
Lightning and Strike, see the November
1986BYTE.]
Turbo Lightning is flexible in impor
tant ways. It lets you select support for 13
word processors, or you can configure
your own support by using a separate con
figuration module. Lightning is also
helpful at finding a word for which I am
looking when I suspect I've spelled it
wrong-the dictionary almost always
turns up the correct spelling.
In addition to an on-line mode, Light
ning provides screen-by-screen proofing;
it highlights misspelled words and then
lets you go back and correct them. When
you begin editing the highlighted words,
it turns the highlighting off, which can be
troublesome-you might think you have
to recheck the screen, which you don't.
You can restore the highlighting by press
comin11ed

Jon Edwards (315 Nassau Hall, Prince
ton University, Princeton, NJ 08540),
formerly review editor at BYTE, is now
assistant to the vice president for comput
ing and information technology at
Princeton.
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Spelling checkers/Thesauruses

Product

Turbo Lightning
1.00A

WhoopsI

Strlle1.0

Webster's New World
On-Line Thesaurus
1.03 (dictionary 1.0)

Manufactwer

Borland International

Cornucopia Software

S&K Technology Inc.

Simon and Schuster

Addreu

4585 Scotts Valley Dr.
Scotts \elley, CA 95066
(800) 255·8008

P.O. Box 6111
Albany. CA94706
(415) 528-7000

461 OSpotted Oak

1230 A11enue of the
Americas
New York. NY 10020
(800) 624·0023
(800) 624·0024 in NJ

13+

12+

7

30

6000-83,000
16,000
2000 bytes each

50,000
all in RAM or all on disk
15,000-20,000 bytes

50.000
all
30,000

NIA
NIA
NIA

5000

12.000
12,000

NIA
NIA

NIA
120,000

Hard, floppy, or RAM 179K bytes for a lull
disk memory reqmed thesaurus

106K bytes for a lull
thesaurus

NIA

360K bytes

RAM required

69K bytes

82K bytes

128K bytes

44K bytes

Documentation

88 pages

28 pages, 2 pages for
thesaurns

14 pages

126 pages

Price

$99.95

$49.95

$49.95

$69.95

Word proceuors
supported

W:>ods
San Antonio, TX 78249
(512) 492-3384

Spell-checking
featwes:
11.brds
W>rdsinRAM
Size of user
dictionary(s)

Thesaurus featwes:
Lookup W>rds
W>rds in Dictionary

50,000

ing another hot key.
Lightning's major drawback is speed.
Checking a screen of a sample fi le took it
more th an 25 seconds . By contrast,
Whoops! took only 2.2 seconds with the
same screen; Strike took only 1.2 sec
onds. Lightning does have a much larger
dictionary-83 ,000 words compared to
50,000 in Whoops! and Strike-so it
checked for more words and highlighted
fewer "mistakes." However , even with
its 50,000-word dictionary, Lightning
took 2 0. 7 seconds to run the screen
check.

Whoops!
Like Lightning, Whoops! 3.2 has an on
line mode and-if you feed it a misspell
ing-responds with a useful series of
words from which to select alternate
spellings. It does this more quickly than
Lightning, but, as a later test clearly indi·
cates, its selection of words is far more
limited than Lightning's .
Whoops! also checks screens quickly
and, in contrast to Lightning, retains
highlighting on-screen after you begin
editing the words . The program provides
104
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a separate utility for checking entire files;
it goes through the file one mistake at a
time and stops at each. You have the op·
tion of correcting the word, adding it to
the dictionary , or moving on. The pro·
gram will not stop again on a word that
you have approved.
Whoops' also Jets you import words
from ASCII files into auxiliary user die·
tionaries . Whoops! supports hyphena
tion, but only if you mark syllables prop
erly in the auxiliary dictionary.

Strike
Strike version 1.0 provides an on-line
mode, and paragraph and screen proof
ing . Strike has a main dictionary of
50,000 words and a user dictionary of
2000 bytes (expandable to 30,000 bytes) .
However long the user dictionary, Strike
insists that it reside in memory, which
presumably makes it fast but establishes a
limit on its size. Like Whoops! , Strike
provides a utility that lets you place new
words into the user dictionary from a list
generated with your word processor.
Whenever I typed a word incorrect ly,
Strike offered only a single suggest ion.

Granted, it offered the correct word in al
most every case, but this approach is not
helpful when you are searching fo r the
spelling of a specific word . If it did not
recognize the word, Strike most often of
fered no spellings whatsoever, whereas
the other products gave whatever words
were closest to it in the dictionary, from
amongst which I could usually find the
correct spelling.
In addition to checking the entire
screen at once, Strike lets you check
spelling dynamically, stopping on words
that it doesn't recognize. I did not find
this mode convenient, perhaps because
most of the words that it stopped to high
light on my sample screen were obvious
proper names that I could easily have told
it to ignore in a more panoramic screen or
file check.
Rather th an measure the time that
Lightning, Whoops!, and Strike take to
proof documents (which wi ll depend
largely on the individual user, since you
have to make a decision at each word), I
decided to test their ability against a dic
tionary. Using PC-Write as my word pro
cessor, I asked them to proof a list of 50
BYTE Bonus Edition
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correctly spelled words from Webster's
Seventh New Collegiate Dictionary, from
"noun" to "nucleolus."

its list of lookup words, however, the al
ternate choices it presented were usually
relevant.

A Clear Winner ·

Whoops!

Lightning was the clear winner, recog
nizing 35 of the words, while Strike rec
ognized 19 words, and Whoops! recog
nized 17 words. I can't help but wonder,
however, how much Lightning's extra
"knowledge" will help the average per
son-it spends a lot of time checking for
words that the average person is not likely
to use.
For example, Strike did not fare well in
the Webster's test, but it was the only one
of the three to pass my special "calender"
test: A "calendar" keeps track of time,
while "to calender" is to press between
rollers or plates. When I incorrectly re
ferred to my appointment "calender,"
only Strike was smart enough to reject the
spelling.

I had some problems using the Whoops!
thesaurus with PC-Write version 2.2: Al
though the manual lists 12 word proces
sors that work with Whoops!, and the
publisher claims it will work with many
others, PC-Write was not on the list.
[Editor's note: According to Cornucopia
Software, later versions of PC-Write
should work with Whoops!.] Even with
nothing else in memory, non-ASCII
characters appeared on-screen whenever
I attempted to use Whoops! with PC
Write, and I found it hard to get Whoops!
to remove the old word that I was replac
ing. I had to start with the cursor on the
leftmost character of the old word, or the
program would leave whatever characters
were to the left of the cursor on the
screen.
When the Whoops! thesaurus accepted
words, the alternate choices it offered
were fairly good. A few of the synonyms
were off target-like "relax" for "ran
kle" and "abstain" for "rapid"-but
enough were on target to make this a use
ful tool. Whoops! also provided ant
onyms, but it was the only one of the
three programs not to offer multiword ex
pressions as synonyms.

On-Line Thesauruses
In addition to checking spelling, Turbo
Lightning 1.0 and the latest version of
Whoops! (3.2) help you find synonyms.
Webster's New World On-Line Thesau
rus version 1. 03 is much closer to a true
thesaurus.
You select a word in your document
and then ask the thesaurus to find words
with similar meaning. To evaluate the on
line versions, I selected 11 consecutive
words from Roget's Thesaurus, a stan
dard reference work, and compared the
hard-copy entries to those provided by the
on-line versions. The results are in table
1. As with the spelling checkers, I tested
all three thesauruses in conjunction with
PC-Write.

The Lightning Thesaurus
Turbo Lightning's thesaurus provides
two options, a partial and a complete ver
sion of the Random House Thesaurus
(approximately 50,000 words), although
it recognizes only 5000 "lookup"
words-keywords that it uses to look up
the other choices.
Lightning required me to have the cur
sor on the first letter of the word for
which I desired synonyms, until I ran an
installation program that configured it to
run with PC-Write. After that, I had no
difficulty replacing words regardless of
where I placed the cursor.
Unlike Webster's, Lightning requires
that you feed it the common, singular
form of the word you are replacing; it will
not remove prefixes and suffixes. For ex
. ample, it will give you synonyms for
"rank," but not for "ranks."
As you can see in table 1, Lightning
did not have many of the words that I tried
from Roget's. When it did have a word in
BYTE Bonus Edition
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Webster's Thesaurus
Webster's New World On-Line Thesau
rus from Simon and Schuster was the
clear winner of the three. Webster's
claims to work with 30 word processors,
including Microsoft Word, WordStar,
WordPerfect, PFS:Write, XyWrite III,
Yolkswriter, and MultiMate.
The program Jets you replace words re
gardless of where the cursor is in the
word. In the Roget's test, all the syn
onyms that Webster's picked were rele
vant. (The other two sometimes picked
words that had absolutely nothing to do
with the keyword.) Like Roget's Thesau
rus, Webster's often follows its lists of
synonyms with some suggested groups if
you need to explore further. When the
number of immediate synonyms is
limited, it provides "See also . . . " in
structions-words you can select to
search for more synonyms. You can re
trace your steps through a multiwindow
search, flip from thesaurus "page" to
"page," and even store your favorite syn
onyms on a special note page.
Webster's removed prefixes to find
root words and easily dealt with the
words "faster" and "programs" by look
ing up "fast" and "program."
Finally, the program also includes im
pressive attention to detail. In the phrase
"a test," I changed the word "test" to
continued

1abte 1: A list of 11 words taken from Roget 's Thesaurus,.with the number of
synonyms available in Roget's and each ofthree on-line thesauruses. The
numbers under the on-line thesauruses indicate the number ofsynonyms
that match those in Roget's list and the total number ofsynonyms provided by
each ofthe utilities for that word. A blank indicates that the word was not in
the thesaurus.
Thesaurus

Roget's

Turbo Lightning

Whoops!

Webster's

rank

30

9/38

3/5

10/35

rankle

5

0/10

0127

ransack

7

1/6

3/13

rap

6

217

rapacity

3

1/4

rape

4

2/26

rapid

9

rapt

4/10

3/6

3

217

3/10

rapture

4

2/17

3/24

rarefy

4

rarity

63

515

215
017

215
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Macro Utilities
Product

Keyworks 2.0

SmartKey 5.11

SuperKey 1.03

ProKey 4.0

Manufacturer

Alpha Software
Corporation

Software Research
Technologies

Borland International

RoseSoft

Address

30 B St.

Burlington. MA 01803

2130 South lkrmont Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90007

P.O. Box 45880
Seattle, WA 98145

(617) 229-2924

(213) 737-7663

4585 Scotts Valley Dr.
Scotts Valley, CA 95066
(800) 255-8008

Maximum keystrokes
in macros

9500

60,000

65,536

32,768

Approximate
maximum number
of macros

415

440

190

240

DOS command stack

Yes

No"

Yes

No

DOS shell

Yes

Yes

No

No

Cut and paste

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Change keyboard
layout

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Works with SideKick

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

One-finger mode

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

RAM required

64-1 OSK bytes

29K bytes

40K+ bytes

10K bytes

Documentation

200 pages

180 pages

210 pages

160 pages

Price

$89.95

$59.95

$69.95

$129.95

(206) 282-0454

·DOSEDIT included on
distribution disk.

"examination." Webster's changed the
article and word to "an examination_"
Neither of the other programs did.

Macro Utilities
Macro utilities, or keyboard enhancers,
let you record sequences of keystrokes
and play them back-with just one or two
keystrokes-whenever you need them .
Macros save time and provide accuracy,
especially during monotonous, repetitive
tasks . They can also act as "scripts"; for
example, I press a single key to load my
telecommunications software, set the
proper protocols, load and call the cor
rect telephone number, and log me on to
a remote system.
The four best-known programs in this
category are Alpha Software Corpora
tion's Keyworks, Software Research
Technology's SmartKey, Borland's
SuperKey, and RoseSoft' s ProKey . All
have easy methods for loading, saving,
and recording macros; all come with sets
of prerecorded macros; and all let you
produce "display macros"-customized
text in windows for use in your own help
screens, a list of your macros, frequently
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used ZIP codes, etc. All let you nest
macros within other macros so that you
can produce looping macros that repeat
until you hit the "stop" key. Finally, all
four products also let you input fixed and
variable strings during macro execution.
Macro utilities often include a variety
of powerful but not macro-oriented fea
tures. For example, some add DOS shells
that let you access DOS commands from
within any application. Others have
"command stacks" that let you edit and
reissue recently used DOS (and, in some
cases, applications) commands. All those
mentioned here provide the ability to
blank your screen if you issue no com
mands within a designated period of
time, and all expand the type-ahead buf
fer from 16 to I 2 8 keystrokes. Most of
the programs let you encrypt files for se
curity and cut or record a portion of your
screen and paste or replay it at any future
time, even in another application .

Keyworks
Most often, I get the idea of recording a
macro just after I've executed what I
would need to record. Keyworks 2. 0 lets

you record your most recently typed
commands as a macro.
A special macro type using Alt-num
ber combinations extends the number of
available macros by more than 200, to
415. (Note that in counting the number of
available macros for all these products, I
didn't count plain keys, shifted keys, and
others that would make typing practically
impossible.) Keyworks also includes sup
port for printers; you can set up fonts and
type styles from within applications . And
the cut-and-paste facility lets you direct
output immediately to a printer or sepa
rate file.
Keyworks lets you create excellent
display macros with moving selection
bars for easy selection of other nested
macros. You can include GOTO com
mands within macros, a useful addition
for breaking out of a chain of nested
macros. Keyworks also includes a DOS
shell.
Keyworks does have a few drawbacks.
You can load its macros only from DOS,
not from within an application. However,
this is not likely to be a problem unless
you frequently change macro files.
BYT E
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Second, its command stack is cumber
some to use. Keyworks sets up a buffer to
record your last 300 keystrokes. It uses
this buffer to provide a record of all key
strokes, not just those entered at the DOS
prompt. In a word processor, for exam
ple, you can easily fill up the buffer with
plain text, and the buffer will "forget"
any DOS commands you typed before en
tering the application. You can set the de
fault to enter only DOS commands, but
this rules out the possibility of converting
recently recorded non-DOS commands
into macros.
Finally, Keyworks is the most limited
in terms of total number of macro key
strokes that you can load at one time,
9500. That's still a lot of keystrokes.

Smart Key
SmartKey 5.11 features a Supershift key
(the gray + key on the far right of most
PC keyboards), which doubles the num
ber of macros available to 440, while pro
viding an easier way to remember macros
than Keyworks (since a "save" macro in
voked by "Supershift-S" might be easier
to remember than something like Alter
nate-193.) Like Keyworks, SmartKey lets
you convert former keystrokes into
macros, but the 64-keystroke buffer is
smaller than that in Keyworks.
All the macro utilities save macros in
ASCII files that you can edit with a text
editor, but I found SmartKey's files to be
formatted such that they are easier to read
than the others, and thus the easiest to
edit in this way.
SmartKey includes a larger variety of
pauses for use within macros than the
other products, and the DOS shell has a
fairly comprehensive set of commands,
including where is (which searches for a
file across subdirectories). You can spec
ify the number of times you want looping
macros to loop, and you can easily dump
to a printer reports that list macros and
their descriptions. This last feature is a
nice touch; I keep such reports next to my
keyboard to use as references.
On the distribution disk, SmartKey
provides four different executable files in
addition to the main program. One lets
you use SmartKey with batch files, an
other provides encryption, another pro
vides extra windowing capabilities, and
PCKEY.EXE provides a variety of key
board extras, like the type-ahead buffer,
alteration of the keyboard layout, and ad
dition of a keyboard click. With separate
executable files, you need not encumber
your RAM with features you don't re
quire, although this setup makes loading
in a fully configured system slightly more
inconvenient. If you experience difficul
ties with other RAM-resident programs,
co11ti1111ed
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Only NRI teaches you to service all
computers as you build your own
fully IBM-co patible microcomputer
With computers
firmly estab
lished in offices
-and more
and more
new applica-·
tions being
developed for
every facet of business
the demand for trained
computer service tech
nicians surges forward.
The Department of Labor
estimates that computer
service jobs will actually
doubk in the next ten
years-a faster growth
rate than for any other occupation.

NRI is the only
technical school
that trains you on
a total computer
system. You'll
Install and check
keyboard, power
supply, disk drive,
and monitor,
following step-by·
step directions.

Total systems training

No computer stands alone . .. it's
part of a total system. And if you
want to learn to service and repair
computers, you have to understand
computer systems. Only NRI
includes a powerful computer system No experience necessary
as part of your training, centered
NRI builds it in
around the new, fully IBM-compat
Even if you've never had any
ible Sanyo 880 Series computer.
previous training in electronics,
As part of your training, you'll
you can succeed with NRI training.
build this highly rated 16-bit IBM
You'll start with the basics, then
compatible computer system. You'll
rapidly build on them to master
assemble Sanyo's "intelligent"
such concepts as digital logic,
keyboard, install the power supply
· microprocessor design, and
and disk drive , and interface the
computer memory.
high-resolution monitor. The 880
Send for 100-page free catalog
Computer has two operating speeds:
standard IBM speed of 4. 77 MHz
Send the coupon today for NRI's
and a remarkable turbo speed of 8
100-page, full-color catalog, with all
MHz. It's confidence-building, real
the facts about at-home computer
world experience that includes train
training. If the coupon is missing,
ing in programming, circuit design
write to: NRI, 3939 Wisconsin
and peripheral maintenance.
Ave., NW, Washington, D.C. 20016.

I lfl~#scHOOLS

McGraw-Hill Continuing Education Center
3939Wisconsin Avenue, NW, Washington, DC 20CJ16

I We'll give you tomorrow.
I ref CHECK ONE FREE CATALOG ONLY
0
I DD
I DD
I
I
Computer Electronics
TV/AudioNideo Servicing
Satellite Electronics
Robotics & Industrial Conlrol
Data Communications

Name (Please

print)

0
D

0
0
0
0

0

,,~

•
~· w

Ion •

Industrial Electronics
Communications Electronics
Electronic Design Technology
Telephone Servicing
Digital Electronics Servicing
Basic Electronics
Electricians

0
D
D
D
0

0
D

D

Appliance Servicing
Small Engine Repair
Air Conditioning, Heating. &
Relrigeration
Locksmithing & Electronic Security
Building Construction
Automotive Servicing
Photography
Bookkeeping & Accounting

Age

Street
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USERS CAN ADD NEW FUNCTIONS
TO LOTUS, WORDSTAR AND dBASE

[ Ji
-

Move into

THE WEINER SHELL
GET ROOM TO GROW

• Add your own functions to LOTUS, WORDSTAR, dBASE &
most other programs on the market.
·
• Custom-design memory-resident windows, menus, screens &
utilities.
• Run Shell programs without leaving your application.
• Execute Shell programs automatically, at timed intervals, or
with user-defined hot keys.
• 50K memory required. Supports up to 8M bytes of Lotus
lntel memory.
• $199 (includes limited no-royalty agreement).

THE FIRST MEMORY-RESIDENT
PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE
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you might have a harder time determining
which program is the offender.
SmartKey does not provide an inte
grated DOS command stack, but the dis
tribution disk includes DOSEDIT. After
invoking DOSEDIT at the DOS level,
you can hit the up- or down-arrow keys,
which runs you through the DOS com
mands you've previously entered. You
can then select, edit, and rerun a
command.
SmartKey features mnemonics, the
ability to read a set ofletters and then ex
pand them or replace them with a full
fledged macro. To play back these mne
monic macros, you first have to hit a
special mnemonic key-not nearly as
easy and effective as the dedicated abbre
viation expanders described below .
I must admit I was disappointed by
SmartKey ' s documentation, which re
quires many more examples to make the
program easier to use.

SuperKey

G1\rl>1fO~·~
m 1c11op110Ducts
P.O. Box 6543/Silver Spring, MD 20906/(301) 384-6868

Computers For The Blind
Talking computers give blind and visually impaired
people access to electronic information. The question
is how and how much?
The answers can be found in "The Second Beginner's
Guide to Personal Computers for the Blind and Visu
ally Impaired" published by the National Braille Press.
This comprehensive book contains a Buyer's Guide
to talking microcomputers and large print display
processors. More importantly it includes reviews,
written by blind users, of software that works with
speech.

SuperKey 1.03 is from Borland Interna
tional, and therefore it works reliably
with SideKick. You can include SideKick
commands in your macros, like using a
single key to bring up the calendar, note
pad, or calculator-which normally take
a couple of keystrokes-or using the dial
er to call familiar numbers.
SuperKey provides flexibility in
macros that involve file handling. You
can include in your macros the logged
drive and the logged path.
SuperKey's command stack is easy to
use, but it has only rudimentary editing
capabilities . You are able to scroll
through your previously entered DOS
commands , but there is no "home" key
that returns you to the head of the string if
you need to edit it.
SuperKey has only a few obvious dis
advantages. It includes no Supershift key,
mnemonics, or extended use of Alternate
combinations. And because it is both
command- and menu-oriented, it takes
many of the Control and Alternate combi
nations for its own needs. The result is
that far fewer combinations, about 190,
are available for your use. This might ·
seem like enough, but you can use them
up quickly. Finally, SuperKey does not
provide a DOS shell.

ProKey

Send orders to:

National Braille Press Inc., 88 St. Stephen Street
Boston, MA 02115, (617J 266-6160
NBP is a nonprofit braille printing and publishing house.

ProKey, like SmartKey, provides mne
monics, but in an ineffective way when
compared with the dedicated abbrevia
tion expanders described below. One
unique feature of ProKey 4.0 is the ability
to designate "guarded macros," which
will stay resident even if you load another
macro file.
co11tinued
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Osborne/ McGraw-Hill's

Indispensable
Complete Reterence Series
1-2-3®: The Complete
Reference
by Mary Campbell

~ DOS:

The Complete
Reference

by Kris Jamsa

Every Lotus®1-2-3®com
mand, function , and proce
dure is thoroughly explained
and demonstrated in "real
world" business applications.
Includes money-saving cou
pons for add-on products.
892 pages.

Has all the answers to all
your questions on DOS
through version 3.X. This
essential resource is for
every PC-DOS and MS
DOS®user. 1045 pages.

S24.95, A Quality Paperback,
ISBN 0-07-881259-3

S22.95, A Quality Paperback,

ISBN 0-07 -881005-1

~ dBASE Ill

PLUS™: The
Complete Reference

~ C:

The Complete
Reference

by Joseph-David Carrabis

by Herbert Schildt

Conveniently organized so
you can quickly pinpoint all
dBASE 111®and dBASE Ill
PLUS'Mcommands,
functions, and features.
768 pages.

For all Cprogrammers,
beginners and seasoned
pros. here's an encyclope
dia of Cterms, functions,
codes, and applications.
Covers C+ + and the
proposed ANSI standard.
740 pages.

S22.95, A Quality Paperback,
ISBN 0-07-881012-4

S24.95, A Quality Paperback,

ISBN 0-07-881263-1

AVAILABLE NOW at Fine Book Stores and Computer Stores Everywhere.
Or Call Our Toll-Free Order Number 800-227-0900
800-772-2531 (In California)
Available in Canada through McGraw-Hill Ryerson. Ltd. Phone 416-293 -1911

l!'J'J ~

Osborne McGraw·Hill

C"'. •

2600 Tenth Street
Berkeley, California 94710

l?"M j

Trademarks: Lotus and 1-2-3 are registered trademarks of Lotus Development Corp. dBASE is a registered trademark and
dBASE Ill PLUS is atrademark of Ashton-Tate. MS-DOS is a registered trademark of Microsott Corp.
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Abbreviation Expanders
Product

jot! 1.0

PRO+ 1.4

Manufacturer

Beacon Software
Interna tional Inc .

Productivity Software
International

Address

120 Fulton SL
Boston, MA 02 109
(617) 523-0090

1220 Broadway
New York, NY 10001
(212) 967-8666

Buffer size

1 K to 999K bytes

40,000-character
maximum; 20,000
maximum in a 128K
byte machine

Requirements

DOS 2.0 or higher,
d oe s not support EGA

DOS 2.0 or higher,
d oe s not support EGA

Change hot key?

Yes

No

Loading order?

if used with SuperKey
and SideKick, load 1n
this order. Key, jot I, SK

experiences difficulties
running with some other
RAM residents

Support expanded
memory

Yes

No

Toggle off

Yes

Yes

Memory used

30K+-byte buffer.
default buffer is BK bytes

64K bytes. maximum
buffer size NIA

Documentation

150+ pages

26 pages

Price

$69.95

$68

Unfortunately, the current version of
ProKey has relatively little to recommend
it. It does not provide a command stack,
encryption, or a cut-and-paste option.
Display macros are far more limited than
those of the other three products, and it
has no numeric and case filters on vari
able field input. That is, if you design a
macro with a variable field, you cannot
require that the input be, for example,
only numeric (for use in a spreadsheet.)
Finally, ProKey is the only one of the
four macro utilities not to provide access
to SideKick . ProKey does allow 240
macros while taking up less RAM than
any of the other products.

Abbreviation Expanders
Abbreviation expanders (or mnemonic
macro utilities) let you type an abbrevia
tion and press the space bar (or any of
several other keys), and the utilities will
replace the abbreviations with a full
length translation.
. Some macro utilities, like SmartKey
and ProKey, include mnemonic features,
but, to play back these mnemonic
macros, you first have to hit a special key.
This is not nearly as easy and effective as
110
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having abbreviations expand when you
type them out and hit the space bar. A
new class of RAM residents, however, is
designed specifically for mnemonic
functions.
Beacon Software International de
scribes jot! 1.0 as a RAM-resident typing
accelerator. With jot!, you can easily
add, delete, rename, and edit the abbrevi
ations you designate. To add an abbrevia
tion, you press the jot! hot key to bring up
a full-screen menu, select A for add, type
the abbreviation, hit Return, and type the
translation (with full-screen editing avail
able). To put the abbreviation into tempo
rary memory, you press the Escape key,
a wise design choice that lets you use the
Return key as part of the translation. You
can also save the abbreviation in a perma
nent file, and jot! comes with a standard
file of some example abbreviations.
Abbreviations must be one to eight
characters in length, they can contain
only alpha and numeric characters, and
the first character must be a letter. After
you type an abbreviation, typing a space,
return, or almost any punctuation mark
will bring on the translation.
The program is case-sensitive: If you

capitalize the abbreviation "Gvt," the
translation will be capitalized "Govern
ment." The program does have a toggle
off, an essential feature if you need to
type what otherwise would be regarded
as an abbreviation.
You can also use jot! to nest abbrevia
tions within abbreviations and can inter
rupt the playback of long abbreviations by
hitting the hot key; otherwise, you could
accidentally produce an infinitely recur
sive expanded abbreviation.
To help make jot! compatible with
other programs, you can set three options
for up to eight different applications
(word processors, databases, and so on) .
You can regulate the speed with which
jot' "feeds" the text to your application,
you can specify the key your application
uses as its destructive backspace key, and
you can toggle jot! on and off.
My only complaint with jot! is that I
occasionally activated the hot key (hitting
Control twice) when attempting other
Control functions. Still, you can easily
give jot! anot her hot key during the instal
lation process. The program claims to
support WordStar, MultiMate, Microsoft
Word, and WordPerfect, and it also
worked perfectly with PC-Write .
PRD+ 1.4, from Productivity Soft
ware International , follows the same
principles as jot! but is slightly more dif
ficult to use. From PRD + 's main menu,
you can create, modify, and merge "word
lists" (which contain abbreviations of up
to eight characters long and their transla
tions), print copies of word lists, and get a
count of the number of keystrokes you
have saved by using the utility .
You can gain access to the PRD +
main menu only from DOS, unlike jot 1•
This is inconvenient if you use separate
word lists for different tasks and must
change them before, for example, editing
a new document. Fortunately, you can
initially load PRD + and a word list si
multaneously without going through the
main menu. You can also add words to a
word list from within an application, as
well as edit or expand existing abbrevia
tions, but you need to move the cursor to
a blank area on the screen.
Including carriage returns in PRD +
abbreviations is more difficult than in
jot!, since the abbreviation-entry process
displays instructions in the same line
where you are entering the abbreviation.
On the other hand, jot! provides an empty
screen where "what you enter is what you
get." Also, PRD + translations are
limited to 240 characters, substantially
shorter than the full screen 's worth al
lowed by jot!.
Finally, several of the characters that
let you expand abbreviations in jot' (the
asterisk, dash, and plus and minus signs,
BYT E
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for example) do not work in PRD +.
When you use several others, like the ex
clamation point and question mark,
PRD+ inserts the translation but doesn't
take outthe original abbreviation.
However, PRD+ has several nice fea
tures. The toggle on/off switch involves
one keystroke, compared to three in jot!,
and the standard word list that comes
with the utility is far superior. It contains
abbreviations for the 100 most frequently
used words, 200 most frequently mis
spelled words, the months of the year and
days of the week, the 50 states and 30
major cities, and common phrases for
business letters. Finally, PRD + supports
more capitalization rules than jot! does.
If, for example, you capitalize your ab
breviation, PRD + will capitalize the en
tire translation, while capitalizing just the
first letter will do the same to the
translation.
Overall, I preferred jot! to PRD + . It
has a better design and slightly more flex
ibility in its operation, although PRD +
has more features and is fully capable of
doing the job. In the end, how well they
perform with the other RAM residents is
crucial; in that context, jot! will be a
much clearer favorite.
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Desktop-Accessory Programs
RAM-resident desktop organizers pro
vide a variety of useful pop-up features,
like an editor, calendar, and calculator.
In this category, I reviewed Borland's
SideKick (version l .52A), Timeworks'
Partner PC (version 1. 5), and Brown Bag
Software's Homebase (version 2 .5) as
representative of the large number of
such products available.
Borland's SideKick was the first com
mercial product of this type, and it prob
ably forms the base of most RAM-resi
dent environments used today . However,
SideKick is no longer a clear favorite.
The calculator in SideKick is about as
elaborate as one you could now buy for
$5. It lets you place only one number in
memory, and it supports only the four
basic mathematical operations. However,
you might need its two special features:
You can quickly operate on numbers in
decimal, hexadecimal, and binary and
convert any number from one to the
other. Second, you can easily paste your
output into your application .
Similarly, SideKick's calendar will
satisfy only simple needs. You can enter
appointments only by the half hour, and
input is limited to 26 letters per entry .
You can easily enter, obtain, and print the
information using the cursor and function
keys, but you can't, for example, auto
matically enter a year's worth of meet
ings, each on the second Thursday of the

MATHPAK87
High Performance Software for the 8087 - Fast, Accurate
Routines Callable from Pascal, Fortran, C or Modu/a-2
MATl-IPAK 87 is a set of over 130 assemble r coded numerical routines for use
with 8087, 80287 or 80387 coprocessors. These routines are highly optimized
and run up to 20 times faster than equivalent high-level language routines. To
use MATHPAK 87 routines you simply call them from you r program. A detailed
and easy-to-read manual (180 pages) gets you started in minutes. MA TH PAK 87
routi nes are fast, convenient and reliable.
MATHl'AK 87 includes: 65 vector/scalar routines (vector add, subtract, etc.);
24 complex vector/scalar routines; 11 matrix routines (add, subtract, multiply,
transpose, etc.): LU decomposition/backsolving routines for real and complex
systems; Gaussian elimination; matrix inversion; Gauss-Seidel and tridiagonal
equation solver routines; 6 E!SPACK eigenvalue/vector routines: 2 statistical
and data-fitting routines; 5 FFT routines (1-0. 2-0, complex, real, convolution);
6 spectral analysis routines (windows: Parzen, Hamming. etc.); routines for
numerical integration and solution of differential equations; and Pascal and
Modula-2 functions: tan, loglO, aloglO, power, sinh, cash and tanh.
MATl-IPAK 87 routines are the fastest available! On a standard IBM PC, a 1K
complex FFr takes I .85s; a I K real FFr takes I .Os; LU decomposition of a
90x90 matrix takes 30s; copying 10,000 64 bit real vector clements takes 0.22s;
Negating 10,000 real vector elements takes O.lOs; dot product of 2 real vectors
(length 10.000) takes 0.638s. With MATIIPAK 87, you r programs become
shorter. run faster and are finished sooner.

$89

US for Turbo Pascal version. $1 19 us for Microsoft Fortran or
C. IBM Professional Fortran, Lahey Fortran, Lattice C, Logitech Modula-2 or
ITC Modula-2 versions.
Please specify ve rsion req uired. Shipping and han
dling $5 ($ 10 outside North America).
Precision Plus Softn•are. 4095 Kingston Road. Suile 172.

Scarborough, Ontario,

Canada

Ml E 2M3. Tdephonc: (416) 761 -5309.
Internatinnal Dralers: England: Grey Mauer Lid. Tel: (0364) 53499: Australia: Computer Tran sition Sys1cms,
Tel: (03) 537-2786; West Germany: E. Jurschit7.a. Softwarccntwicklung und -vcrtricb, Ellcnsinds1r. 7a, 8900
Augsburg 21. Tel: 0821/85737; USA: The Programmer's Shop (617) 740-251 0 or(800)421-8006.
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Desktop-Accessory Programs
Product

SideKick 1.52A

Partner PC 1.5

Homebase 2.5

Manufacturer

Borland International

Timeworks Inc.

Brown Bag Software

Address

4585 Scotts Valley Dr. 444 Lake Cook Rd.
Scotts Valley,
Deerfield, IL 60015
CA 95066
(312) 948-9200
(408) 438-8400

2105 South Bascom
Ave ., Suite 164
Campbell. CA 95008
(408) 559-7090

Features

Editor, calculator,
calendar, telephone
dialer, ASCII table

Editor, calculator,
calendar.
telephone dialer ,
alarm clock.
DOS functions

Editor, database,
telecommunications.
calculator, calendar,
telephone dialer,
ASCII table, alarm
clock, DOS
functions, more

RAM required
for all features

62K bytes

233K bytes

200K bytes

Documentation

122 pages

143 pages

208 pages

Price

$99.95

$59.95

$89.95

• Requires an IBM PC /XT/AT (or compa tible)
computer having 640 K RAM. and CGA. EGA.
or Hercules graphics board.
• Draw productively wrt hin 2 hours. En ti rely
screen menu driven. over 90% of your
drawing and editing are accompli shed through
a single screen menu.

Ldlc=I

• Includes AutoCAD
r,,,
DXF compatibility, . - ~-.._
symbols library. dot _.
...,...--..
matri x pri nter and
automatrc dimensioning support.

- -

• Redeemyour present CAD package for a
$50.00 credit towards the purchase ol your
LaserCAD package. Offer good when
purchased directly from DS L.

To order call 1 IBOOJ 222-9409
Visa/Mastercard or COD
For more information call 1801 J 566-9238

DSL

DSLlnc.
. . . . . . . 411 W 7200 So. #303
. . . . . . . . . . . Midvale, Utah 84047

M£CHl\NICl\l

month at noon.
The SideKick notepad is fully ade
quate to the task. You can adjust the note
pad' s size, and the commands are Word
Star-like, although you can alter them to
suit your preferences. Word wrap, block
moves, and full search-and-replace capa
bilities are all available. The cut-and
paste facility is useful for transferring
messages to and from on-line services.
Ma ny SideKick users rarely use the
calendar or calculator but swear by the
telephone dialer. You can use the dialer
with Hayes-compatible modems and with
an on-line telephone directory of your
cho ice. If you have a phone number in the
middle of a text file on your screen, you
can have the dialer do the dial . Nice stuff.
In its full configuration, SideKick uses
about 62K bytes of RAM. While the pro
gram is not as full-featured as it could be,
its main advantage might be that it is
widely used. Most applications have had
to incorporate compatibility with Side
Kick, which is therefore less likely to
cause difficulties in simple environ
ments. Moreover, three of the four macro
utilities discussed above have specific
provision for including SideKick func
tions in macros.

Partner PC
In addition to the usual calculator, calen
dar, notepad, dialer, and so on, Partner
PC provides separate executable files that
include an alarm clock that can work in
conjunction with your appointment file
with up to six alarms; a DOS shell with
nine commands , including t y pe, xd ir,
and chkd sk; and a utility that lets you
suspend one application while you move
112
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to and activate another.
Partner PC also provides you with a
choice of two calculators: an l 8K-byte
calculator with the usual arithmetic func
tions and a 33K-byte financial calculator
with many business functions.
The calendar is disappointing; it pro
vides only a three-month display of im
portant dates and holidays but not an ap
pointment facility . To record appoint
ments, you must use the notepad.
Like SideKick, the Partner PC notepad
is full-featured. You can flip from win
dow-based editing to a full-screen
display, an arrangement that is slightly
less flexible than the resizable SideKick
notepad. Partner PC relies on the notepad
for both appointment scheduling and to
keep track of telephone numbers for the
dialer. This means that it takes you slight
ly longer to access them, since you have
to go through the notepad to get to them.
Apart from that small disadvantage, I
liked the dialer. It too works with Hayes
compatible modems, and it lets you call
your three most-used numbers with the
press of a function key.
The principal disadvantage of Partner
PC is its size. A fully configured system,
wi th an alarm clock, notepad, basic cal
culator, dialer, calendar, and DOS shell
requires 233K bytes, far more than these
features are worth to me. You do, how
ever, have the opportunity to load only
those features you want.

Homebase
At the heart of Homebase is a database
that integrates with many of the other fea
tures. Database functions make the editor
c o111i1111ed
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Real programmers don't use dBASE. Or do they?
We're finding that some very swift programmers are using it to
write some very fast applications,

1iUrtle SOupe

;~:~~sc~~~e~~~et~~~~kly.

c!~::~~~~f'~E·
wi~;ha~~Aa~~e:~~~ike

pseudo-code, they can then quickly create
prototypes that actually run.
Then, with dB ASE doing the high-level database functions,
they use our Clipper compiler to link in C or assembly language
modules from their own bag of tricks.
And they're finding that they're linking in less than they
expected because Clipper compiled code runs so fast and
because of Clipper's built-in enhancements.
Clipper includes easy networking that provides file and
record locking the way it should be done.
Fast screens that can be treated as memory variables and
eliminate the need for direct screen writes and all that tortuous
heap management code.
Box commands that make
windowing a breeze. And more.
So if you'd like to use your time
more productively, check us out:
Nantucket Corporation,
12555 .W Jefferson Boulevard,
Los Angeles, CA 90066.
Or if you're on deadline, call
(213) 390-7923 today
Clipper could get you out of
the soup.

~Nantucket~
©Nantucket Corporation 1987. Clipper is a trademark of Nantucke1 Corporation : dBASE isn't

In Europe. Nantucket Corporation (Europe) 2 Bluecoats Avenue. Fore Street. Hert(o rd. Hens SC 14 l PB Telephone 0992 554621.
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Miscellaneous Products
Cruise Control 2. 15

SmartNotes 1.4

Tornado Notes 1. 72

PopDrop 2.0

Referee 1.08

Revolution Software Inc.

Personics Corporation

Micro Logic Corporation

lnfoStructures Inc.

Persoft Inc.

71S Route 10 East
Randolph. NJ 07869
(201) 366-444S

23S2 Main St.
Concord, MA 01742
(617) 897-1S7S

P 0. Box 174
Hackensack, NJ 07602
(201 ) 342-6S18

P.O. Box 32617
Tucson, AZ 8S7S1
(602) 299-S962

46S Science Dr.
Madison, WI S3711
(608) 273-6000

Requires SK bytes
of RAM

Requires 90K bytes

Requi res SOK bytes

of RAM

of RAM

Requires SK bytes
of RAM

Requ ires 23K bytes
of RAM

22-page manual

S4-page manual

128-page manual

S-page manual plus
tutorial on disk

60-page manual

$29.9S

$79.9S

$49.9S

$19 9S

$69.9S

more attractive by letting you incorporate
text and search functions in the other
mod ules, and you can set up "notebases"
for storage and retrieval of your data. Al
ready included with Homebase is an
area-code directory, an ASCII table, and
an address and telephone book.
The Homebase calendar is the most
versatile of those in the three programs. It
has an alarm feature (with an alarm
scheduler and up to 12 alarms per day),
expense-report capabilities, the ability to
enter appointments for any time (rather
than just on the half hour), and- because
the editor is tied to Home base's flexible
database retrieval system-the ability to
enter text of any length, search for needed
items, and roll items in the appointment
list to your to-do list.
The Homebase calculator includes the
four basic operat ions, exponentiation,
and storage for 26 variables, which you
can subsequently use in your calcula
tions. It also has a hexadecimal mode.
Homebase includes a straightforward
telecommunications facility, which you
can use as a simple dialer if, like me, you
would prefer to use your favorite-and
presumably more full -featured-te rminal
software. But you might find appealing
Homebase's ability to send and receive
electronic mail while you are working in
another application. Unfortunately, you
cannot send or receive XMODEM trans
fers while you work elsewhere.
Among the ex tras included with
Homebase are an optional on-screen
clock, a screen saver, a cut-and-paste fa
cility, and the best DOS shell of all the
tested programs. In addition to all the
DOS commands you would expect, this
feature lets you mark multiple fi les for
copy ing, moving, and deleting; travel up
and down your directory paths; get infor
mation on the contents of each directory;
and sort files. Homebase also now comes
bundled with PowerMen u, a menu sys114
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tern for those who hate DOS.
I think that Homebase is the winner
among these desktop-accessory pro
grams, but you might prefer one of the
others. You might reasonably conclude,
for example, that the power of each of
Home base's features doesn't compensate
for the 200K bytes of RAM they require
on your system.

Cruising and Noting
A huge number of other RAM-resident
programs are on the market, too many to
cover here, but the following utilities are
unique and worthy of your consideration.
Cruise Control version 2. 15 from Rev
olution Software increases the speed of
your cursor keys . Without Cruise Control
installed, it took me 7.4 seconds to move
the cursor from the left to the right side of
a PC-Write screen by holding down the
right cursor key . With Cruise Control in
stalled, the cursor zipped across the
screen in less than a second.
If anything, the utility performs its
function too well-it moves so fast, you
can overshoot your mark-but after a
month of working with the utility, I can
generally stop on a dime.
The other main feature of Cruise Con
trol is antiskid braking, which is useful in
conjunction with applications like Lotus
1-2-3. With this feature installed, key
board input ceases the moment you lift
your fingers off the keys, eliminating the
unfortunate tendency of the keyboard
buffer to pour forth its contents well after
you wish it would stop .
Cruise Control takes up SK bytes of
RAM and includes a screen saver and a
date and time stamp.

SmartNotes
SmartNotes version 1.4 from Personics
Corporation lets you attach Post-It-type
notes to your applications. You position
the cursor at the place where you'd like a

note, hit the hot key, and enter your note.
You can then save the accumulated notes
in a note file for that particular document.
The program, which requires about
90K bytes of RAM, records the context in
which you attach notes. When you re
enter the application, SmartNotes uses
pattern matching to reproduce the notes
that you saved in conjunction with the
document. I have found that notes reap
pear if the same text appears later on a
different screen in the same document
and stop appearing when I remove the
text with which they were originally asso
ciated . When you reboot, the notes will
not automatically reappear with your ap
plication until you reopen the appropriate
note file, a small inconvenience. You will
have to remember where you keep your
notes, and I have found it useful to distin
guish note files by using application-spe
cific extensions.
You can take advantage of SmartNotes
in many ways. In addition to PC-Write, I
was able to attach notes to DOS directo
ries, SideKick appointments, and as ad
ditional REM statements in BASIC
programs .
The latest version of SmartNotes ( 1.4)
lets you reconfigure the hot keys to avoid
conflicts with your application or other
RAM-resident programs and lets you
open a note file using a batch file.

Tornado Notes
Tornado Notes version 1. 72, from Micro
Logic Corporation, helps you organize
and locate information that you can place
in multiple windows, all of which pop up
when you hit the hot key. You can then
edit the information in each window, im
port data from ASCII files, and jump
from note to note .
Unlike SmartNotes, which attaches
notes to specific documents , Tornado
Notes clusters notes in a RAM-resident
COll(i!l11ed
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...ABOUT ANALYZING
'"OUR
D~1.t\..
&'T' & You might be spreading your
I
spreadsheet a little too thin. Or
maybe you're starting from scratch. But if you're serious
about data analysis, you're ready for SPSS/Pc+·· -a full
software family that brings you six high-powered ways
to complete any data analysis task.
Enter it. SPSS/PC+ Data Entry·· takes the effort out
of entering and correcting data.
Analyze it. The SPSS/PC+ Base Package pro
vides a powerful array of statistical and reporting
procedures.
Examine it. SPSS/PC+ Advanced Statistics·· lets you
get more serious with your data.
Table it. SPSS/PC+ Tables·· produces presentation
ready tables instantly

Chart it. SPSS/PC+ Graphics·· featuring Microsoft9
Chart creates show-stopping graphs and charts.
Map it. SPSS/PC+ Mapping·· featuring MAP-MASTEW
- our latest option-creates maps where vast amounts
of data can be summarized and presented in one,
simple picture.
SPSS/PC+ products are being put to productive use
by serious fact finders in business, government and edu
cation. For countless purposes such as market research.
Wage and salary studies. Survey analysis. And quality
control. Plus each product is superbly documented and
supported by SPSS Inc., a leader in statistical software
for nearly 20 years. While specially tailored customer
support is available through the VALUE PLUS'" plan.
So if you're serious about data analysis, step up to
SPSS/PC+. For details, contact our Marketing

Department.

CALL 1/312/329-3630

SPSS Inc. • 444 North Michigan Avenue, Suite 3000 • Chicago, Illinois 60611
In Europe: SPSS Europe B:V. •P.O. Box 115 • 4200 AC Gorinchem, The Netherlands• Telephone: +31183036711 •TWX: 21019
SPSS/PC+ runs on IBM PC/XT/AT's with hard disk. Contact SPSS Inc. for compatible microcomputers. SPSS/PC+ . SPSS/PC+ Data Entry. SPSS/PC+ Advanced Statistics. SPSS/PC+ Tables.
SPSS/PC+ Graphics and SPSS/PC+ Mapping are trademarks of SPSS Inc. for its proprietary computer software. VALUE PLUS is a trademark of SPSS Inc. Chart and Microsoft are trademarks of Microsoft
Corporation. MAP-MASTER is a trademaik of Ashton-Tate. Hardcard is a trademark of Plus Development Corporation.
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area. At any time, you can access the
notes area, skip from note to note, and,
most importantly, search for the single
item you need from among all the notes.
The search is well-structured and lets you
see the number of matches found with
each new letter in the search string . In
other words, you might need to type in
only four letters to find whatever entry
you need.

Compact, but Non-intuitive
The application requires a minimum of
SOK bytes of RAM, plus whatever space
you reserve for notes, up to 55K bytes. I
imported my to-do list, my electronic
Rolodex, and several other important
files there, but the editor is quite adequate
for entering that type of material directly.
Tornado Notes lets you adjust the size of
note windows, import and export ASCII
files, and page through the notes quickly.
The commands required for Tornado
Notes are not intuitive; it will take you a
while to master them. For example, sev
eral important functions are listed under
the nondescriptive menu heading
"other." Each menu itself appears as a
note, but they are too small and cryptic to
provide much help in the beginning. Still,
Tornado Notes might be the right addi

tion to your environment to organize your
scraps of paper and lists of information.

Putting It All Together
Working with a number of different
RAM-resident programs is like mixing
chemicals in a laboratory: You'll have
your share of accidents in getting them to
work. As the resident programs compete
for memory and control of the keyboard,
they can crash an application, freeze your
screen, and lose your work .
Of the possible mixes of RAM resi
dents, Borland provides perhaps the easi
est environment to assemble. With Side
Kick, SuperKey, and Lightning as a
foundation, you get most of the features
you require, although some significant
items are absent, and you might want to
add them. For example, I added jot! as an
abbreviation-expander facility, Cruise
Control, Tornado Notes, and a couple of
other utilities. (I also tried PRD + in
place of jot!, but it introduced a variety of
problems ; for example, SuperKey
wouldn't function.)
The order of loading is important, al
though none of the Borland manuals
states exactly why. You have some
limited flexibility, but you must load
SuperKey, Lightning, and SideKick in

that order, and SideKick should be the
last of all the RAM-resident programs.
The only major disadvantage with the
environment is that it does not include a
DOS shell. I also missed the area-code
database available with Homebase, since
I make many long-distance calls. There
fore, I added a public domain area-code
finder to my applications subdirectory. I
set up a macro to install and use the data
basefrom DOS. However, the disadvan
tage is obvious-I have to leave the appli
cation I'm in to get to it, hardly the
illusion of multitasking that the RAM res
idents were meant to provide. Ifl get am
bitious, I could always enter the area
code information into a Tornado Note.

A More Elaborate Approach
For the second environment, I tried to
combine the best of each category of
RAM-resident software. I began by load
ing in DOSEDIT, PCKEY (which rede
fines the keyboard to my liking), and
SmartKey, all of which are on the Smart
Key distribution disk. Then I loaded
Home base and changed directories.
The setup "blew up" with a stream of
system error messages. DOSEDIT ap
peared to be the offender, since its docu
co11ti11ued
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Don't wait on line for
your career to develop!
If microcomputing is your business, BYTE has to be
your technology source. Make a career move now. Join
your peers on the leading edge of microcomputer tech
nology. Subscribe to BYTE at our low price intro
ductory offer:
Save $20 off the newsstand price-12 issues at $22
instead of $42. If you're not satisfied write "cancel"
on your invoice and keep the first issue free.

D Canada/Mexico
J U.S.
$22.00 (1 yr.)
$25.00 U.S. (1 yr.)

D Europe-Air Delivery D Worldwide-Surface Delivery
$69.00 U.S. (1 yr.)
$37.00 U.S. (1 yr.)

J Bill me (North America only)
] Payment enclosed (U.S. Funds drawn
on a U.S. bank only)
J Charge to my D VISA D MasterCard
Card # - - -- - - - Expires_
Signature _ __ _ __ _ __ _ _

Name _ _ _ __ _ _ __ __ _ __
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City / State - - - - - - - - -- - - 
Country
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Actor™ is a new language that combines Microsoft®Windows with
object-oriented programming. This means you can produce mouse and win
dow applications very quickly.
For example, we created asimple"paint" program, and used it to draw
the Actor logo you see on the screen. The whole program only took ten lines
and ten minutes. Part of it is in the middle window on the left.
Above, you see the commands that initialized the paint window and
made it appear on the screen. Below; some code that's built into Actor,
specifying window behavior. Through a process known as "inheritance," it's
called into play automatically.
Tiy programming in this new way, and you '11 never go back.

flnd out aboutActor.
CallTheWhitewater Group,(312) t~~70.
Technology Innovat10n Center
l..~-..-~.J
906 University Place, Evanston, IL 60201
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mentation revealed that it had been tested
only under DOS 2. 1; I was running 3.1.
Also, in a 20-page addendum to the man
ual, a lone instruction recommended that
DOSEDIT be loaded after Homebase,
despite earlier instructions to load Home
base last. I loaded DOSEDIT last, and it
thereafter worked we! I.
Before adding a spelling checker and
thesaurus, I loaded in jot! and Cruise
Control. Cruise Control didn't cruise,
and jot! froze the keyboard. PRD + fared
no better. I repeatedly tried changing the
loading order of the utilities, but nothing
worked until-following a tip from the
SmartKey manual-I removed PCKEY.
I prepared to add Webster's thesaurus,
then the system crashed at the DOS
prompt. Out came jot! , which seemed to
solve the problem. Webster' s went in,
this time without a hitch .
I then tried both Whoops! and Strike.
Strike would not work with Cruise Con
trol loaded, and it performed badly in
conjunction with the Homebase editor. I
had to change the Whoops! hot key to
avoid a conflict with Homebase, but the
configuration program made . this easy,
and Whoops! worked fine thereafter.
This setup exhibited a series of small
successes and failures. Cruise Control

would not work in conjunction with
SmartKey's cut-and-paste facility. Fortu
nately, Homebase also has cut and paste,
and Cruise Control worked well with it.
To use Homebase's cut and paste, how
ever, I had to reassign the main SmartKey
hot key (because Homebase requires the
use of that key to cut text) , a complicated
but not insurmountable task. I did find
that SmartKey could use DOSEDIT func
tions in its macros ; a real plus.

with Yterm, and it introduced one of its
own. SuperKey and SideKick no longer
communicated.
PopDrop fared much better. PopDrop
lets you set up "layers" of RAM resi
dents. When a layer becomes inconve
nient (perhaps you need the memory for
another application, or you would prefer
to load in a different environment of
RAM residents), you can "peel back" a
layer (PopDrop allows up to eight) and
proceed.
Yterm operated perfectly under the
PopDrop scheme. Reloading all the
RAM residents after every Yterm session
still takes time, but this is more conve
nient than rebooting.

Making RAM Residents Behave
Even assuming that a RAM-resident en
vironment is itself well-behaved, it will
not function with some applications. For
example, the telecommunications pro
gram I use, Yterm from Yale University ,
is completely incompatible with all the
RAM residents that use keyboard inter
rupts . Rather than reboot every time I
want to use Yterm, I can use either Ref
eree version I .OB from Persoft or Pop
Drop version 2.0 from InfoStructures
Inc ., which mediate between the RAM
residents, albeit in different ways.
Referee lets you specify your applica
tions and the RAM residents active with
each. In principle, it is a wonderful and
convenient idea. However, I could not get
Referee to overcome the incompatibilities

Six great reasons to ;oin

Let the Builder Beware
I'm more convinced than ever that build
ing an environment of RAM-resident
utilities is not an exercise for the weak of
heart. For the moment, I can recommend
the Borland and Homebase-SmartKey
solutions, and I would like to hear about
the environments that other readers have
assembled. [Editor's note: BYTE will fea
ture a review of Metro, a desktop-acces
sory program recently released l7y Lotus
Development Corporation, in an upcom
ing issue.] •

131X today

• Over 140 microcomputer-related conferences:

What BIX Costs .. How You Pay

Join only those subjects that interest you and change selections
at any time. ·rake part when it"s convenient for you. Share infor:
mation. opinions and ideas in focused discussions with other
BIX users who share your interests.

ONE-TIME REGISTRATION FEE: $2 5

• Monthly conference specials:
BIX specials connect you with invited experts in leading-edge
topics. They·re all part of your BIX. membership.

• Microbytes daily:
Up-to-the-minute industry news and new product information.

• Public domain software:

Hourly
Charges:
(Your Time
of Access)
BIX
1ymnet•

TOTAL

Off-Peak

Peak

Peak and Off Peak Hours for BIX and
Tymnet are Posted in On-Line Registration
Script.
$9
$2

$12
$6

$II/hr.

$18/hr.• •

Yours for the downloading.

• Co111i11e11lal U.S. BIX is accessible via 'l!fu111e! /tom 11·1rougfiou1 Ifie U.S. al charges 1tmcf1/esr lf1a11 regular
long distance. Call lire BIX fielvline number listed below for the ·ryn111et 1iumber near you or l!jnmel al

• Electronic mail:

1-800- 336-0 149
•.User is billed for time on S!JSlem (i.e.,

Exchange private messages with BYTE editors and authors and
other BIX users.

• Vendor support:
Microcomputer manufacturers use BIX to answer your questions
about their products.

'l)

Hr. Off·Peak wrrl;nmt'I ... SS .SO cfiarqe.)

BIX aud lgmnel drarqts &Hltd by Visa or Mas1ercard only.

JOIN BIX RIGHT Now:

Set your computer"s telecommu nications program for full duplex.
8-bit characters. no parity. I stop bit OR 7-bit characters. even
parity. I stop using 300 or 1200 baud. Call you r local 'lymnet*
·number and respond as fo llows:

BIX HELPLINE

(830 AM-11:00 PM Eastern Weekdays)
US. (except NH ) and Canada- 1-800 -227-BYTE
Elsewhere
(603) 924-768 1

EIX
ONE PHOENIX MILL LANE

NH 03458
(603) 924-9281

Tymnet Prompt
Garble or " terminal identifier"
login:
BIX Logo-Name:

You Enter
a
bix < CR >
renew < CR >

After you register on-line. you·re immediately taken to the BIX
learn conference and can start using the system right away.
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Enrich your writing style
At last! Aprogram that enhances
your writing style

READABILITY (from Scandinavian PC Systems, Inc.) analyzes your
writing style and shows you how to improve it. Some twenty
displays show you just how readable your writing is.

/

Textbook-style manual
An attractive, hard-cover textbook-style
manual is included with READABILITY.
This well-organized i ~ 
and easy-to-use / ' ,,...,
~~ffll!!TY
Ph!JGR4M 
'
~\• /!. !Tt"
manual tells you
'· ·'D~:
how to use
READABILITY
and explains
how it
,

I

What's more, you can see
which sentences deviate from
the norm, and then decide whether
to rewrite them or not.
Included with the program are finished
analyses of a number of samples of good
writing (by famous authors etc.) . They
help you to learn quickly how good writ
ing should
appear
on the
different
dia
grams.

Write your letter, report, article or what
ever it is you're working on using your re
gular word processor. Then convert to an
ASCII file.
Load READABILITI and ask it to analyze
your text. The results are ready in a jiffy.

The sentence diagram presents the reada
bility characteristics of your sentences,
and tells you what percentages of your
sentences are EASY, NORMAL and
DIFFICULT.

Browse through the READABILITI dis
plays to find out how readable your writing
really is. READABILITI provides you with
clear-cut advice on how to improve your
writing style. Compare your results with

The word selection diagram presents your
ratio of everyday words to unusual words
and tells you how much word-variety
your writing incorporates.

those of your colleagues, or with a few
paragraphs written by your favorite author

The word selection comments pinpoint
poorly selected words that you'll want to
avoid in the future .

or newspaper columnist.

READABILITY IN A NUTSHELL
The main READA
BILITY diagram pre·
sents a simple graph
By comparing its
dispersement and
focal point with nine
analytical templates,
you can grade your
writing on a scale ranging from children's
books to bureaucratic gobbledygook.

READABILITY also presents an
overall evaluation of your writing by
grading it on a 0-to 5 scale based on
six highly relevant factors.
Finally, READABILITY summarizes
the analysis by presenting and
overall review with ProPosals for
specific steps you can take to make
your writing more readable.

A,&/PiC

SCANilJ'l&l
Alllr
ll'fMV ' ·" " "
SYSTEMS

Scandinavian PC Systems, Inc.
3 Brookside Park, Old Greenwich, CT 06870 ·
In ui 68
Phone (203) 698-0823
Fax number (203) 698-0914
q ry
IBM~

is o registered trademark of International Business Machines, Corporation

Q
c::::J

functions.

PRICE
only S
59.95

Scandinavian PC Systems, Inc.
specializes in low-price programs that
include carefully written textbook-style
manuals which are in a class apart when
it comes to user-friendliness. We believe
that a manual is every bit as important
as the program it supports. More than

50,000 copies of our programs have
been sold in Europe.
Our other programs include:
WORD PROCESSING, SPREADSHEET
and DATABASE, each of which costs
only S 49.95.

Special introductory offer
If you place your order before 31st Octo
ber 1987, you can save S 30.00 by pur
chasing the 4-program Scandinavian PC
Package which includes WORD PROCESS
ING, SPREADSHEET, DATABASE and
READABILITY. All four for only
179.80.

.s

YES! Send me the best!
_copies
_
copies
_
copies
_
copies
_

or READABILITY at S 59.95 each.
or WORD PROCESSING at S 49.95 eac h.
or SPREADSHEET at S 49.95 each.
or DATABASE at S 49.95 each.

copies of all £o ur (special offer) at

S 179.80

Company : - - -- - - -- - - --

Addrcs..: - - - - -- - - - -- - 
Ci1y : -

Slate

- - - - - -- - - - - - 

Zip _ _ Country _

D Check enclosed

D MC

_

_

_

D VISA

Exp. Date _ _ _ Signature _ _ _ Date _ _

Scandinavian PC Systems. Inc.
54 Rodda Boule vard, Scarborough, Ontario
Canada M 1E 228
Phone (416) 674-4710
Fotm& Fdlu

- - - - - T H.E BUYER'S M A R T - - - - 
A Directory of Products and Services

THE BUYER'S MART is a monthly advertising section which enables readers
to easily locate suppliers by product category. As a unique feature, each
BUYER'S MART ad includes a Reader Service number to assist interested
readers in requesting information from participating advertisers.
RATES: 1x- $475 3x - $450 Bx -$425 12 x-$375
Prepayment must accompany each insertion. VISNMC Accepted.
AD FORMAT: Each ad will be designed and typeset by BYTE. Advertisers must

ACCESSORIES
COMPUTER PROTECTION
• UPS• LINE CONDITIONERS• ISOLATORS
• MODEM PROTECTORS
• AC POWER INTERRUPTERS
- HUNDREDS OF HINTS & PRODUCTS 
FREE CATALOG

1-800-225-4876

ELECTRONIC SPECIAUSTS, INC.
171 So. Main St.. POB 389, Natick, Mas s 01760

1-800-225-4876

furnish typewritten copy. Ads can include headline (23 characters maximum),
descriptive text (250 characters maximum), plus company name, address and
telephone number. Do not send logos or camera-ready artwork.
DEADLINE: Ad copyis due 2 months prior to issue date. For example: October
issue close·son August 1. Send your copy and payment to THE BUYER'S MART,
BYTE magazine, 70 Main Street, Peterborough, NH 03458. Fcr more informa
tion call Mark Stone at BYTE 603-924-3754.

BAR CODE

DAT A/DISK CONVERSIONS

BAR CODE READERS
PC/XT/AT Bar Code Reader attaches as 2nd
keyboard , reads bar codes as keyed data, Exter
nal SAVE-A-SLOT Model-$385 or Internal NO
BOX Model $339. RS-232 model-$399. Rugged
metal case & wand, reads UPC. EAN, 2 of 5, Code
39, etc. Same day ship. 1 year warranty. 30 day$$
back guarantee.

Worthington Data Solutions
130 Crespi Court, Santa Cruz. CA 95060
(800) 345-4220
In CA (408) 458-9938

nquiry 650.

CONVERSION SERVICES
Convert any 9 track magnelic tape to or from over
800 formats including 31/2', 5V4, 8" disk formats &
word processors. Disk to disk conversions also
available. Call for more info. Introducing OCR Scan·
ning Sef ~ices.

Pivar Computing Services, Inc.
165 Arli ngton Hgts. Rd .. Dept. #B

Buffalo Grove, IL 60089 (312) 459-6010
Inquiry 657.

DESK TOP PUBLISHING
...SOFTWARE PUBLISHING ...
GOS offers a wide va1ie1y a! services tha1 will help get your
sollware to the market . Address your needs wilh GOS.
• IBM s!y1e cloth/vinyl 3-ring binders/slips
• Labels. sleeves, disk pages. bulk diskettes
• Disk duplication with 100% verif ication.
• Shrink wrapping and product assembly.
• Quick turnaround.
A well-packa£ d produc1 can make the diflerence in making
a sale Call u: now! VISA/MC.

GLENCO DEVELOPMENT SYSTEMS(312) 392-2492
3920 Ridge Ave.. Arting1on Hts.. IL 60004

BAR CODES/BIG TEXT FROM YOUR PROGRAM
Add bar codes ana/or big gaphK:s text to your progam .
Print from inside of dBASE, BASIC, C, any MS-DOS
language or even a word processor. Bar codes: UPC

A, UPC·E, 2 of 5, and Code 39. Big text in wide and
narrON sizes .5", .3" and .2" tall. Prints on Ep

son/Oki/IBM LaserJet printers $t79-$239.

FREE CATALOG
•

Plotter Pens • Clean'g Supl •Tapes

CROS:; ASSEMBLERS for
VAX VMS and PC/MS DOS

Call , write or circle inq uiry card for a FREE Catalog

Faster Version 2.1 Now Available
Relocatable Macro Cross Assemblers,
Linkers, Librarians
Targeted to almost all Microprocessors

GAAN COMPUTER SUPPLIES

ENERTEC, INC.

& Ac1..; • Ribbons • Prin ters • Computer Paper •
Copier Supplies • Surge Prat • Cables & Ace •
Print Wheels • MUCH MORE!

6 B East Sunnyoaks, - mpbell, CA 95008
00) 523-1238, In Calif. (408) 370-6747

215-362-0966

n

to create, even easier to revise! AUtOm!:ltir >::hart siz
ing, text centering_ Translators
1 many

languages available. For Mac and IBM PC.

SILTRONIX, INC.

P.O. Bo x 82544, San Diego, CA 92138

1-800-637-4888

MC/VISA

Inquiry 659.

Themore you use it. I he more you like 11- Easy to under·
sland menus translate the DOS commands into Plain
Engl1Sh. You select the desired function and press return.
un 11ne nelp screens, too. So simple there is no n)anual.

30 day lnal period. $49.95 ppd.

WINDOWS TO DOS
American Digital
8585 SW Fir Lane Terr ., Portla nd OR 97223
Visa/MC
Call Now

503-293-3853 • 800-443-6329

CUSTOM SOFTWARE

CHIP CHECKER

To your specifications!

• 74154 TI L + CMOS• 8000 Nalional + Signelics • 14/4000
CMOS • 14-24 Pin Chips • 9000 TTL • .3u + .6H IC widths
T ts/Identifies over 650 digital chips with ANY type of

Specializing in: BIT-slice microprogramming ap
plications and design.
MS/DOS ba sed 'C'.
Documentation: Other than well-commented
listings is OPTIONAL for an additional fee.

Hlgh-l~vel :

o put in seconds. Software updates will be offered as
nt:w chips become available. IBM compatible version

$259. C128 + C64 version $159.

DUNE SYSTEMS

E & J Enterprises, Inc.
P.O. Box 817, Henderson, Nt

~ada

2603 Willa Of., St. Joseoh. Ml 49085

'"""'"~

(61.6)

89015

quiry 653.
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IBM PC Labeling Software
Print Labels with Large Te xt and/or bar codes on PC
with Epson/Okidata/IBM LaserJet printers. Text to
1"xr• reads al 50 ft . Bar Codes: Codes 39, 2 ol 5,
UPC/EAN, MIL·STD, AIAG. Flexible formaVsize, Rever
sal& Fie Input, Menu·driven $279, Other meru driven
programs for bar codes $49-$129.

INTERCHANGE HEWLETT PACKARD
FILES ON IBM PC
IBM PC to HP File Copy allows IBM PC's and compatibles
to read and write files written by Hewlet1 Packard Series

70, 80, 200. 300. 1000. 9000 C011'"4'Uters. Call for data
sheets. config diagram, pricing . Oswego Software Inc
specializes in HP disk file copying, program translators.

Worthington Data Solutions

Oswego Software Inc.

130 Crespi Court. Santa Cruz. CA 95060
(800) 345-4220
In CA (408) 458-9938

507 North Adams Street, Oswego, Illinois 60543 USA
(312) 554-3567
TELEX 858757

Inquiry 656
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STRUCTU :D FLOW CHA

NSChart creates c1:>si-ShnP.irlP.'rman (strutli.Jretl)
flowcharts from : simple I
:eywords define
structures & tex1 strings ap1
the chart. Easy

BOX 1312, Lansdale, ""A 19446

Inquiry 652.

120

Capsule Codeworks
9024 132nd Place SE, Renton, WA 98056
(206) 235-7099

130 Crespi Court, Santa Cruz. CA 95060
(800) 345-4220
In CA (408) 458-9938

Inquiry 658.

Diskett ?S & A ce • Ou st Covers• Furniture• Data

Cartrid

typesetting, proofreading. Requires IBM PC 128K, CGA,
composite or RGB monilor, 2 drives. $199.

Worthington Data Solutions

Inquiry 651.

00

RED PENCIL
The only PC markup and co,rectmn program for docu
ment editing/review cycles. Make 6d1Ung marks and com
ments. stet text. all on-screen . A.Jtomatic update. Save on

are Today

LAP-LINK
The ultimate solution ·for linking laptop computer wilh any
IBM compatible desktop PC. 115, 200 baud transfer rate
faster than any other product available. No installation
necessary, easy to use split screen design. Includes incredi
ble " uni"V<lrsal cable" that connects any two computers.
Transfer entire disks faslerthan a DOS copy command! On
ly $129.95 including universal cable and bolh 31/i" and 51/4"
disks. " Bridge" owner an trade in for only $89.95 wlo cable

Travelin1

1~~1n

Nn

1.

Software, Inc.
Parkwav Rothell V

11

l

IA

6\ 4R

nqu1ry 661 .

B Y T E Bonus Edition

Summer

1987

- - - - - T H E BUYER'S M A R T - - - - 
MAILING LIST

SOFTWARE/ ACCOUNTING

Professional List Management
Arclist - mainframe maJnng list management for the
PC/XT/AT. Capacity 20 million names, automatic zip
and stale verification , print any label, cus1om charts

and reports. merge.purge with excellent near -dupe
recognit ion, mal ch codes. poslal presorting , Nlh
sampling, much more. $595. Demo disk available.
Take control of your list. Call for free brochure.

Arc Tangent, Inc.
923 Olive St., PCB 2009, Santa Barbara, CA 93120
800- 843·5928 (in C A: 805-965-7277)

Inquiry 662.

dBASE BUSINESS TOOLS
•
•
•
•

General Ledger
Accounts Receivable
Order Enlry
Sales Analysis

•
•
•
•

Purch Ord/lnvntory
Accounts Payable
Job Costing
Job Eslimating

S99EA. + s&hw/dBASE2,3or3+ SOURCE CODE
dATAMAR SYSTEMS 4876-B Sanla Monica Ave.
San Diego, CA 92107

550 CR PPA. Route 3. Ishpeming, Ml 49849
(906) 486-6024

Cr . Crd/Chk/COD

(61 9) 223-3344

Feller Associates

Inquiry 673.

SOFTWARE A.I.

PUBLIC DOMAIN SOFTWARE
Over 3000 disks covering PC/MS·Dos, CP/M, Macln·
tosh , Atari and Amiga . Priced from $6/disk by mail or
download by modem from our 19 remote systems.
(300-9600 baud. 600+ Megabytes online) for flat an·
nual charge of $50 (US). Fast service, shipped around
the world . Call or circle inquiry #710 for our FREE 40
page minicatalog of hi ghlights.
CANADA REMOTE SYSTEMS LIMITED

(1-800-387-1901)

dFELLER Inventory
Business inventory programs wri1ten in modifiable dBASE
source code .

dFELLER Inventory $150.00
Requwes dBASE II or Ill. PC.QOS/CPM
dFELLER Plus $200.00
with Hislory and Purchase Orders
Requires dBASE Ill or dBASE Ill Plus (For Stockrooms)

Inquiry 668.

PUBLIC DOMAIN

SOFTWARE/BUSINESS

(1-416-231-2383)

Inquiry 710.

NEW INTEGRATED ENVIRONMENT
Al FOR THE IBM PC

Matrix manipulations, Linear Programming, Sen·
sitivity, System of Eqns., Multilinear Regression, Diff
Eqn Solver, Programmable. Spread Sheel Like
Editor/Printer w/built-in Calculalor, w/160 + pg.
manual al $59.95. Turbo Pascal source add $60.

DYNAMIC MASTER SYSTEMS
POB 566456 , Allanla. GA 30356

14640 LaBelle, Oak Park, Ml 48237

(404) 565-0771

SOFTWARE/BUSINESS

BLUE CIRCLE GROUP, INC.
5253 Chicago Ave. S, Minneapolis, MN 55417

(612) 823-4111

1-313-544-8544

LPBB - SPREADSHEET LP

Inquiry 674.

SOFTWARE/CHURCH
Church Package

Our best·seling merudnven linear prOIJrammng syslem now solves
ptot:temswith 100Jconstrair1S at1d SOOJ vanatjes up to30 trnes faster.
New verSIOfl reads/writes LOIUS worksheets Use 1·2·31Syinphony as
a ma1nx generaIOI' or post pro:essOI Many other leat1.tes including 1n·
leracDve and batcn operabon, spreadSheet·sl~te Osplav. equabon pr°'
cessor. pro~emit.1ss storage, 61el/0, S.m~ex restart. reW! generator.
senslbV!ty analysis IENews says: '''fhe nexibhty and !eatures of !hisP'o
gram are a barga.ri at 11s tow pnce." $149 with 6087 suppo.1 and
TOO.page manual. S29 for WOfking demo and mirl·man..ial

Parishioner Time. Talenl and Treasure System pro·
gram is wrillen in modifiable dBASE source code .

EASTERN SOFTWARE PRODUCTS, INC.

550 CR PPA, Route 3, Ishpeming, Ml 49849
(906) 486-6024

P 0 Box 15328. Alexandria. VA 22309
(703) 360·7600

Inquiry 664.

SoftTech Inc.

Telex #282923

Inquiry 669.

THE BEST OF THE BEST!
Public Domain & User Supported Software lorlBM PC
or compatible. Word Processing, Database. Spread·
sheets. Utllltlos.. Games, Accounting, etc! 60 disk
package $205.00, or rent 2 wks. $75.00. Info & Super
Sampler Disk $6.50, Deluxe Wrxd Processor $6.50, both
$12.00. MC/VISA

MATRIX CALCULATOR v.2.0

TOPS! IS A FULL VERSION OF OPS5 WHICH RUNS
UNDER MS -DOS. UNIX OR CP/M . A FAST. EFFICIENT
EXPERT SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT TOOL.
PROTOTYPING : $125
PRODUC TION : $250
PROFESSIONAL: $375
SHIPPING, ADD $5

Inquiry 670.

• Contributions • Disbursements • Ledger
• Names with mailing labels
• Personal information database.
Requires dBASE 11 or 111. PC·DOS/CPM·BO $200.

Feller Associates

Inquiry 675.

PUBLICATIONS
ADA
Code Reference Handbook with examples and
~~o$itg£iescriptions. Anractive desk size copy.

0

• Easy to follow markers
• Pre-defined language attributes described
• Text 1/0
• Direct 1/0
• 110 exceptions

DATA ENTRY SYSTEM
Heads·down data entry with two·pass verifucation for
lhe PC/XT/AT & compalibles. Loaded wilh fealures
like: Aulo dup & skip, verify bypass. range checks,
& !able lookups. Fully menu driven only $3g5 .

Call fry free 30 day tnal period

MJ Needham Software

COMPUTER KEYES

Box 231178, San Eliego, CA 92123
619-542-1643

21929 Makah Rd , Woodway, WA 98020
(206) 776-6443

PowerChurch Plus™
Fast. lriendly, reliable church administration
system . Full fund accounting, mailing lists,
membership, contributions, allendance, word
processing, accts. payable, payroll, multi-user
support, and much more · all for $495 com
plete. Demo version. $10

F1 SOFTWARE
P.O. Box 3096, Beverly Hills, CA 90212
12131 854-0865

Inquiry 676.

Inquiry 665.

SALES/MARKETING TOOLS
SALES MAGIC
Software solutions for better selling from

MARKET POWER INC.
computer Innovations
We are proud to have helped these companies: Navislar,
We~tinghouse, Kodak, Chemical Bank , Chrysler, Canadian
National Hotels, and more...
Whether you area company or an individual, wecanhelp

you . Call or write.

(916) 432-1200

10i Providence M ine Rd ., Suite 106 A

Nevada City • California 95959

FREE

DEMO DISK

Inquiry 666.

ROMAR CHURCH SYSTEMS'"

ARTlease System
Lease managemenl soflware for cycling painlings. ob·
jet d'art, etc. Includes rnventorv management, ex·
change !.dledullng, balched omng, cash flow projec·
lions, aging, P & L slalemenls and more. Real tune
access for fast customer service. Runs on MS·DOS.
520K RAM . Monochrome MOr1JIOr $395.00

Membefship-61 fields plus alternate address; labels. lette<s,
repo11s any hetd(s). Offenng-256 funds: optional pledge:
statements; posl to 255 x/year. Finance·G/L with budget;
up to 500 sub·totals & 99 depts: month & YTO reports
anytime lor any month. Size 2000 people/floppy: 25000110
meg. Ad too shorl! Write!

WindhamWoods Publishing

Romar Church Systems, Attn: BMB

P.O. Box 314 , Windham. NH 03087
(603) 893-2667 VISA/MC (800) 537-5002

P.O. Box 4211, Elkhart, IN 46514

Inquiry 671.

(219) 262-2188
Inquiry 671.

SOFTWARE/EDUCATION
Telemarketing Software

$95

TeleMAGtC is the #1 package !or people who do business by
phone Super fast auto dialer. ir1stanl remeval by several keys
Huge notepad. Makes "quickie~ lists. 1ep::irts. labels. 1eners Ut·
terty simple to use Incredibly po-Nerlul. No copy pro1ection. In·
terface with YOUR word processor. One billion records. DOS
windows. lmpo11-export-mailmerge. 30 day money back
guarantee. Codorate license ava~able. Network option Now
~~dc'~tT&T. E. Bell. Sears. hundreds of others. VISA. MIC.

Remote Control
1320 Ocean Ave.. Suile E. Del Mar, CA 92014
800-992-9952
In Cal. 800-992 -5228

Inquiry 667.

B Y T E Bonus Edition

PC·Write" Shareware Ver. 2.71
Fast, full featured wcYd processor/text editor for IBM
PC. Wilh spell ch eck, screen clip, mailmerge, splil
screen, ASCII files, macros. Easy to use. Supports
400 printers · LaserJet + and PosJScript. Software,
User Guide, and Tutorial on 2 disks for $16. Try ii,
then register wilh us for only $89 and gel User
Manual, 1 year tele-support, newsletter and 2
upgrades. 90-day guarantee. VISNMC.

Qu/cksaft (206) 282-0452 CALL TODAY!
219 First N., #224J, Seattle, WA 98109

Inqu iry 672.

Summerl987

PC-GLOBE
. Put the World At Your Fingertips
With 100s of colorful maps and an extensive database
for 177 countries, PC-GLOBE offers info on topics rang·
ing from demographics and economics to climate and
tourist sites. Incl. 6 disks, runs on color IBM·PC/XT/AT,
min 2561<, 2FL or hard disk. Only S89.95

COMWELL SYSTEMS, INC.
P.O . Box 41852, Phoenix, AZ 85080

(or~~:~ :nl~ldl~~~l(~~~l-1~~ o :,:t S3
9 0

Inquiry 678.

Applications Software Today
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SOFTWARE/ENGINEERING

Joi~!'Ms~~~;~:~in~~~l~ion!
•
•
•
•

Pipeline/Ductwork Sizing
Pump/Fan/Compr. Sizing
Heat Exchanger Sizing
Fluid Properties Library

•
•
•
•

Orifice/Control Valve Sizing
Projec.t FlnancJ.a.I Analysis
Conversion Calculator
Specifica tion Writer

Above programs in one stand alone integrated
package for $695. For IBM PC & Macintosh.

Engineering Programming Concepts
(Ca)

SOFTWARE/LANGUAGES
SCREEN PROGRAM GENERATOR
SPG l creales BASIC program code quickly and easily.
Design your screen directly and SPG I will generale the
BASIC program code to handle the display and input of
data. Controls use of color. editing, graphics, cursor
movement and lunc tlon keys. Generated code easy to
rn001!ylmergelcornplrn. IBM PC & compatibles 128K .

$49.95 + $3 S&H (CA+ tax)

Treebeard Software
5901 Warner Avenue. Sutle 428. Huntinglon Beach. CA 92649

1-800-367-3585 (24 hr)1-805-484-5381

lnquiry 679

Classical Controls Analysis Program

CBTREE FOR C PROGRAMMERS
B-tree ISAM driver written completely in
to K
& R standards. Supports multiple keys, variable
key lengths, fixed or variable length data records.
Easy to use sample programs and quality
documentation. Fasl, Flexible, Elficient. Source
code and no royalties for only $99 plus shipping.

·c·

PEACOCK SYSTEMS, INC.
2108·C Gallows Rd., Vienna. VA 22180

(703) 84 7-17 43

SOFTWARE/SCIENTIFIC
HI-RES GRAPHS & STATS

DATA ACQUIS"10N AND ANALYSIS ON PC'S

Join scientific. educational. research & engineering
institutions across the country analyzing data pro·
vided by user-friendly packages:
ENGINEERING TOOL KIT
STATS TOOL KIT
PROCESS CONTROL CHART TOOL KIT
BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH CHART TOOL KIT
IBM/Macintosh $99-$129 ea.

• MEASURE lor Dala Acquisilion directly 10 Lotus 123 • FOURIER
PERSPECTIVE II advanced Digi!alSignal Analysis. • PRIME FAC·
TOR FFT subrou4.1ne i brary. Call lfom Turbo Pascal. C. F0111an, Basic
Up106S.S20.da1a pocn!S. 20 mteilaceavatlabre Rectangular FFT "s
now possible in a multitude 01 dimensions. • TURBO PASCAL
soencelengineenng locts trom Ouino·Curhs. • 2& 30 scientilic graphic
packages w1lh plol\er support horn Golden Sonware. • MATHCAD
by Mathsolt c1ea1es & edits equa11ons • BOB7 Malh Coprocessors.
all varie!ies. • Data Acqu1s1lion & Con1rol Boards hom Me1rabyta
LOWprices - FREE Cus10mar Service - Sabs!aclion GUARANTEED

SOF-WARE TOOLS

ALLIGATOR TECHNOLOGIES

P.O . BOX 8751, BOISE. IDAHO 83707
12081 343-1437

P.O. Bo x 11386, Cosla Mesa, CA 92627

(714) 722-1842

Inquiry 687.

Inquiry 681

SCl~CALC is a pop·up calculator with complete expres·
sion ediUng. scientific. stalistical. and logic functions.

Prices start at

32 West Anapamu, Suite 190, Santa Barbara. CA 93101

(805) 963-3412

forMathS text-formatter
•
•
•
•

Equalions. matrices. ratios. integrals. diagrams
Macros, tonls. Greek/math symbols
Hyphenation. secn/eqnfref numbering
Indexes, table of contenls. footnotes
• Dot-matrix, daisywheel. laser printers. all monitors
$400. $50 for demo
SHANTHA SOFTWARE INC.
50 West 971h SI. Room 11 N, New York City 10025
(212) 222-SNIP
T ouchtone toll free : 950-1088-wait-FORMATH

SOFTWARE/SORT
OPT·TECH SORT /MERGE
Extremely fasl Sari/Merge/Select utility. Run as an
MS·DOS command or CALL as a subrouline. Sup·
portsmosllanguages and file lypes lnduding Btrtev"'
and dBASE. Unlimiled file sizes. multiple keys and
much more' MS·DOS $149. XENIX $249.

(702) 588-3737
Opt-Tech Data Processing
P.O. Box 678 · Zephyr Cove. NV 89448

Inquiry 693.

STATISTICS

SOFTWARE/GRAPHICS
FORTRAN GRAPHICS LIBRARY

KALMAN FILTERING

MlcroGlyph/SciPlot " provides (MS/IBM
PRO/F77L) FORTRAN graphics on any IBM
PC/XT/AT. Features lin/log axes, labels , Hershey
fonls. hi res plots on (IBM/Epson/ Apple Laser
Writer) printers, or graphics on (IBM Color/EGN
HerculesMono/TecmarGM) displays. $89.95 plus
$3.00 shipping.

PC ,/filter/smoother . Covariance and
regression analyses, error budgets,
unlimited data set size + much more. Ex
ecutable $250. Source code available.

MicroGlyph Systems

4419 Coldwater Cyn Suite J. Studio City. CA 91604

Bierman & Associates
(818) 761-7082

P.O. Box 474, Lexington, MA 02173

Inquiry 682.

$79.95.

Microcomputer Systems Consultants

Inquiry 692.

Inquiry 686.

Inquiry 680.

screen and printer oulpul.

Inquiry 691 .

Powerlul. sophisticated stability analysis tool lor XT . AT and
Compatibles S·plane. Z-plane. W·plane. High resolution Bode,
Nichols. Nyquist. root locus and time response.plots Build
system models /ram block diagrams using transrer lunclion
databases lnleractive. menu -driven . easy·to-learn user inter
face Solves up to SO equations. Analyze 60th order transfer
funclions Mainframe power al PC price.

P.O . Box 55·BV, Andover, MA 01810
(617) 975-5509

SCI-GRAF and SCl-CALC

~~I~~~~~ t~~~:.u~~ph~~5str.~~~. e:r;~ni~r~

(714) 840-6939

Inquiry 685.

LEWIS ENGINEERING SOFTWARE

SOFTWARE/SCIENTIFIC

Inquiry 688.

STATISTICS CATALOG!
II you need statistics for IBM PC or Apple II, call
us and let our technical advisors help you find the
statistics programs you need .
Write or call now to get a FREE catalog of statistics
and quality conlrol software.

HUMAN SYSTEMS DYNAMICS
9010 Reseda Blvd ., Ste. 222
Northridge, CA 91324

(800) 451-3030

(818) 993-8536 (CA)

Inquiry 694.

UTILITIES
GRAPHICS PRINTER SUPPORT
AT LAST/ Use the PrtSc key to make quality seated
B&W or color reproductions of your display on any
dcx ma/fix, inkjet. or laser printer. GRAFPLUS sup
ports all versions of PC or MSDOS with IBM (incl.
EGA), Tecmar. and Hercules graphics boards.

$49.95.

UPGRADE YOUR IBM PC TO
AN ANAL VZING OSCILLOSCOPE!
SNAPSHOT STORAGE SCOPE acquires,
displays. processes. stores and retrieves data.
No programming is required.
Do additional analysis with Lotus 1-2·3.
For more information, contact:

STILL RIVER SHELL
Visual shell for PC/MS-DOS. Point &
Shoot Power. V1 .82. Only $9 for
shareware diskette. $39 manual &
diskette. MCNisa accepted.

Jewell Technologies, Inc.

HEM Data Corporation

Bob Howard

4302 SW l'Jaska St .• Suite 207. Seattle, WA 98116

17025 Crescent - Soulhfield, Ml 48076
(313) 559-5607

PO Box 57, Still River. MA 01467

(206) 937-1081

Inquiry 683.

POPULAR HGRAPH'"

Custom software development.
Graphics edition available soon.

Heartland Software, Inc.

SCIENTIFIC WORD PROCESSING ENHANCEMENTS

234 S. Franklin, Ames, IA 50010
(515) 292-8216

8320 N. Lockwood Ave ., Skokie, IL 60077

VAX . Powerful, easy 10 use. Multiple fonts, device and
r 11..:ic h 1ne-lnd~pendence- Uses max resolution. Links with
FORTRAN. Pascal, Turbo Pascal, Logitech Modula·2.

$79.00

nquiry 684.
Applications Software Today

O.spla ~ &

(312) 677-4270

Inquiry 690.

617-456-3699

Inquiry 695.

TURN WordPerfect'" INTO A SCIENTIFIC
WORD PROCESSOR
ONLY $75
prinl complele malh & Greek symbol sets.
Includes display chip. printer downloading program.
& free custom printer drivers & macros with proof
al purchase of WordPerfect Call for flyer. liSI of sup·
porled hardware, & ordering info.

SCIENTIFIC 20 & 3D graphic roulines lor IBM PC and

122

Inquiry 689.

ATs DON'T NEED 360kB DRIVES
The 1.2mB drive has long been known to READ but NOT
reliably WAITE on 360kB floppies. Wilh "CPYAT2PC" '~
1.2mB drives CAN reliably WAITE 360kB floppie s saving a
slot for a second hard disk or backup tape . " CPYAT2PC"
(Not Copy Prolected} offers 'the preferable SOFTWARE
SOLUTION ." ONLY $79+$4 S/H VISNMC/COD UPS 8/A

MICROBRIDGE COMPUTERS
655 Skyway, San Carlos, CA 94070
Order toll free 1-800-621-0851 x777
415-593-8777 (CA)
212-334-1858 (NY)
TELEX EZLNK 62873089 Dealer inquiries invited

Inquiry 696.
B Y T E Bonus Edition

Summer1987

- - - - - T H E BUYER'S M A R T - - - - 
SOFTWARE/ACCOUNTING
.-rofessional List Mar 1gement

dBASE BUSINESS TOOLS

ArcList - mainframe mailing !isl management for the
PC/XT/AT Capacity 20 million names. automatic zip
and state verification. print any label , cuslom charts
and reports. merge-purge with excellen t near-dupe
recognition. ma tch codes. postal presorting . Nth
sampling, much more. $595. Demo disk available.
Take control of your list. Call for free brochure.

• General Ledger
• Accounts Receivable
• Order Entry
• Sales Ana lysis
$99 EA. + s&h w/dBASE 2.

dATAMAR SYSTEMS Cr. Crd/Chk/COD
4876-B Santa Monica Ave .
San Diego, CA 92107
(619) 223-3344

Arc Tangent, Inc.
923 Olive St., POB 2009, Santa Barbara, CA 1 13120
Ann .A4'.t.1;.Q?A /in r.A

• Purch Ord/lnvntory
• Accounts Payable
• Job Costing
• Job Estimating
3 or 3 + SOURCE COOE

Am;. .Qfi,i:;,. 7?7'. '\

ou:s1ne::;::; 1nvernory µruyri::lm!:i w1mt::111n muu111C1011

so1.1ce code.

dFELLER Inventory $150. 00
Requires dB AS E II or Ill. PC-OOSICPr.t
dFELLER Plus $200.00
with History and Purchase Orders
Requrres dBASE Il l or dB ASE Ill Plus (For !'>lot.

Feller Associates

550 CR PPA, Route 3, Ishpeming. Ml 4984~
(906) 486-6024

Inquiry 673.

ILIC DOMAIN SOFTWARE

NEW INTEGRATED ENVIRONMENT
Al FOR THE IBM PC

lisks coverino PC/MS.Oas. CP/M. Macln-

lllATRIX CALCULATOR v.2.l

TOPS! IS A FUL L VERSION OF OPS 5 WHICH RUNS
UNOER MS-OOS. UNIX OR CPIM. A FAST. EFFICIENT
EXPERT SYSTEM OEVELOPMENT TOOL.
PROTOTYPING : $125
PROOUCTION: 5250
PROFESSIONAL: $375
SHIPPING. AOO $5

M< trix manipulations, Linear Programminc
5 · · f, Syslem of Eqns., MullilinP•r Regress]
If
E
Solver. Programmable. Spread Sheet u •e
E
r/Printer w/built-in Calculator, w/160 + pg.
manual at $59.95. Turbo Pascal source add $60.

DYNAMIC MASTER SYSTEMS
POB 566456, Atlanta. GA 30356

14640 LaBelle, Oak Park, M' 4B237

( 104) 565-0771

SoftTech Inc.
1-313-544-8544

Telex #282923

Inquiry 674.

LPBB - SPREADSHEET LP

THE BEST OF THE BEST!
Public Domain & User Supported Software lorlBM PC
or compatible. Word Processing, Database. Spread

sheets. Utilities. Games, Accounting, etc! 60 disk
package 5205.00, or rent 2 Wks. S7 i.00. Info & Super
Sampler DiskS&.50, Deluxe Wad Processor S&.50 1 both
$12.00. MCNISA

BL' CIRCLE GROUP, 11\JI"'
5253 Chicago Ave. S, Minneapolis, MN 55417

Time, Talent and Treasure System
gram is written in modifiable dBASE source cc
• Contribulions • Disbursements • Leagt!
• Names with mailing labels
• Personal inf om 1ation database.
Requires dBASE 11 or Ill. PC-DOSICPM-80 $20

EASTERN SOFTWARE PRODUCTS, INC.

550 CR PPA, Route 3. lshpemin~
(906) 486-6024

P 0 . Box 15328. Alexanc...cl . VA 22309
(703) 360· 7600

(612) 823-411

Inquiry 670.

A
~ode

~asy-to-

I
I
·1

_j I

A

DATA ENTRY SYSTEM

Reference Handt 1ok with examples and

Heads·down data entry with two·pass verification for
the PC/XT/AT & compatibles. Loaded wilh features
like: Auto dup & skip. verify bypass, range checks,
& table lookups. Fully menu driven only $395.
Call for free 30 day fflal period.

reCK:t descriptions G.ttractive desk size copy.

JNLY $1495!
Easy to follow markers
Pre-defiriPrt 1~nriuC1ye attributes described
Text 1/0
tirect 1/0
• 1/0 xceptions

MJ . Jeedham Software

COMPUTER KEYES
21929 Makah Rd ., Woodway, WA 98020
(206) 776-6443

Box 231178, San Elieao, CA 92·
619·!
13

Church Package

Ow bes:i.selting meru·dnven hnear progranvrung system now sdves
~ens \'oitt'l 1COO conslfdlt'CS and 500J vanalles up to 30 tmes tasr..,
New vefSlon re.Jdslwntes LOCUS worksheets Use 1·2<lfSymphony
a mainx generator Cl post processor. Manycther teatures including ....
teraaive and batdl operation. spreadsneet·style dJSi)ay. eQuation pro·
ces50'. protlemlbasis SIQl'age. ~le llO. SmPex restart. repon generato-,
se"$bVlty aMyss. IENe.vs says: "TrE 'ex1bl11y and lea11res of ths pro
g1am are a bargain at 1IS low price .. $149 'Mlh 8087 suppotl and
100.page manual. $29 !Of working demo and m1ni·manual

Pa ri st~ oner

Feller Associates

Inquiry 675.

PowerChurch Plus'"
Fasl. friendly, reliable church administralion
system . Full fund accounting. mailing lists,
membership, canlribulions. allendance. word
processing, accts. payable. payroll. multi-user
support and much more - all for $495 com
10
plete. uer no versior

F1 SOFTWARE
P.O. Bax 3096, Beverly Hills. CA 9021'
.___ _ _ _ (213) 854-0865

Inquiry 676.

SAL
OO'J'tUI""
Software solutions ror better selling from

MARKET POWER INC.
computer Innovations
We are proud to have helped these companies: Navistar,
Westinghouse, Kodak, Chemical Sank , Chrysler, Canadian
National Hotels, and more ...
Whether you are a company or an individual, we can help
you . Call or write. (916) 432- 1 200

101 Providence Mine Rd .. Suite 106 A
Nevada City • California 95959

ARTlease System

ROMAR CHURCH SYSTEMS'"

Lease management sottware for cycling pai~llllgs. ob·
jet d'art . elc. Includes invenlory managemenl, ex
change scheduling, batched billing, cash flow projec·
lions. agrng, P & L statements and more. Real time
access for fast customer service. Runs on MSDOS.
520K RAM . Monochrome Monitor $395.00

Membership·61 fields plus allemale address; labels, lelters.
reports any field(s). Olfering·256 funds; optional pledgE
statements: posl to 255 'Xlyear. Ftlance·G/L wilh budge
up lo 500 sub-totals & 99 depts: month & YTO reporl
anytme f0< any month. Sae 2000 people/floppy: 2500CV11
meg . Ad too shortt Write!

WindhamWoods Publishing
P 0 Box 314 , Windham. NH 03087
(603) 893-2667 VISA/MC (800) 537-5002

FREE

Inquiry 671.

Inquiry 666.

Telemarketing Software :595

PC-Write" Shareware Ver. 2.71

releMAGIC 1sthe#1 package for people who do business by
)hone Super fast auto dialer. instant retrieval by several keys
Huge nolepad. Makes "Quickie· hslS. reoorts. labels, letters UI·
erty simple to use Incredibly ~rlul No copy protection. In·
erlace with Vf'll 1~ u..onrrl nrnri>c::c::nr One billion records. DOS
N1ndows lmpon·exoon·maimerge. 30 day money bac k
Juarantee. ......... ,......
... .......... aYalfable.. Nelwork option Now
~~dd~3'ciT&r. GE
Sears. hundreds of others. VISA. MIC.

Fast, full featured word processor/text editor for IBM
PC. With spell check , screen clip, mailmerge, splil
screen, ASCII files. macros. Easy to use. Supports
400 printers · LaserJet+ and PostScript. Software,
Us Guide, and Tutorial on 2 disks for $16. Try ii,
th< register with us for only $89 and get User
M< 1al, 1 year tele-support, newsleller and 2
uo ides. 90-dav ouarantee. VISA/MC .

I

note Control

nqu1ry

111'-1u11y vvr.

BYT E

Bonus Edi

IR7

01-.t.

Romar Church Systems, Attn:
P.O. Box 4211, Elkhar1, IN 46514

, _ _ _ _ (219) 262-2188_ _ __.
1QUiry OTl.

P(.;·GLOBI
Put the World At Your F gertips

With 100s of colorful maps and an ex1
for 177 countries, PC-GLOBE offers in1
ing from demographics and ,,.,...,..
tourist sites. Incl. 6 disks, ru
min 256K, 2FL or hard dist

CON

1sive dalal
)n topics 1

ELL SVSl

P.O . •u< 41852, Phoe1
(In > & or ders) (602) 1
.__ __,(.;;.or;,,,;d;,,;;;e1 ; only) (800) 342·1

Inquiry 678.
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SOFTWARE/ENGINEERING

SOFTWARE/LANGUAGES

Joi~h~~!k~~~~:~in~!~l~ion!

SPG I creates BASIC program code quickly and easily.

• Pipeline/Ductwork Sizing

• Orifice/Control Valve Sitt11~

• Pump/Fan/Compr. Sizing

•Project Financial Analysis

• Heat Exchanger Sizing
• Fluid Properties Library

• Conversion Calculalor
• Specification Writer

Above programs In one stand alone Integrated
package for $695. For IBM PC & Macintosh.

Engineering Programming Concepts
(Ca)

SCREEN PROGRAM GENERATOR
Design your screen direclly and SPG I will generate the
BASIC program code to handle the display and mput of
data. Controls use of color, editing, graphics. cursor
movement and funclion keys. Generated code easy to
modify/merge/compile. IBM PC & compatibles 128K .
$49.95 + $3 S&H (CA+ lax)

Treebeard Software
5901 Wamer Avenue. Suite 428. Huntington Beach . CA 92649

1-800-367-3585 (24 hr)1-805-484-5381

Inquiry 679

CBTREE FOR C PROGRAMMERS
B·tree ISAM driver written completely in
to K
& R standards. Supports multiple keys. variable
key lengths, fixed or variable length data records.
Easy to use sample programs and quality
documentation. Fast, Flexible, Efficient. Source
code and no royalties for only $99 plus shipping.

P.O . Box 55·BV, Andover, MA 01810
(617) 975-5509

Inquiry 680.

·c·

PEACOCK SYSTEMS, INC.
2108·C Gallows Rd. , Vienna, VA 22180
(703) 847-1743

Inquiry 686.

DATA ACQU/S"10N AND ANAL YS/S 0 N PC'S

Join scientific, educational. research & engineering
institutions across the country analyzing data pro
vided by user·lriendly packages:
ENGINEERING TOOL KIT
STATS TOOL KIT
PROCESS CONTROL CHART TOOL KIT
BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH CHART TOOL KIT
IBM/Macintosh $99-$129 ea.

• MEASURE for Da1a ACQU1s1•on di1ec1ly lo lo1us 123 • FOURIER
PERSPECTIVE It advanced 0 1g11a1 Signal Analysts. • PRIME FAC
TOR FFT subroubne library Call lrom Turbo Pascal, C, Fo1tran. Basic.
Up lo 65.520.dala p01nls 20 mlerlace available. Rectangular FF T's
now possible in a mul1ilude or dimensions. • TURBO PASCAL
soence/engineeiing lools lrom Quinn-Curtis. • 2 & JD scienlllic graphic
packages wilh p1one1 suppor1 lrom Golden Sollware. • MATHCAD
by Ma1hsofl creates & cdils equa!ions. • 8087 Ma1h Coprocessors.
Oii varieties. • Data Acquisilion & Control Boards lrom Melraby1e.
LOW prices - FREE Customor SeMce - Satislactoo GUARANTEED

SOF-WARE TOOLS

ALLIGATOR TECHNOLOGIES

P.O. BOX 6751, BOISE, IDAHO 83707
/2081 343-1437

P.O. Box 11386, Costa Mesa, CA 92627

Inquiry 681

32 W est Anapamu , Suile 190. San la B arbara. CA 93 101

forMathS text-formatter
•
•
•
•
•

Equations, matrices. ratios. integrals, diagrams
Macros. fonts, Greek/malh symbols
Hyphenation, secn/eqn/ref numbering
Indexes. table ol contents. footnotes
Dot-matrix. daisywheel. laser printers. all monitors
$400. $50 for demo
SHANTHA SOFTWARE INC.
50 West 97thSt. Room 11N. Ne wYor kCit y 10025
(212) 222-SNIP
Touchtone toll free : 950-1088-wait-FORMA TH

Inquiry 692.

SOFTWARE/SCIENTIFIC
HI-RES GRAPHS & STATS

Prices start at $79.95.
Microcomputer Systems Consultants

Inquiry 691 .

Powerful. sophis11ca1ed stabilily analysis 1001 tor XT. AT and

LEWIS ENGINEERING SOFTWARE

screen and printer oulput.

SCl-CALC is a pop -up calculator with comple le expres
sion ediling, scientific. sla\istical. and logic functions.

(805) 963-3412

Classical Controls Analysis Program
Nichols. Nyquist. root locus and hme response .plots Build
syslem models rrom block diagrams using transler !unction
databases Interactive. menu-driven. easy·to·learn user infer·
lace Solves up to 50 equalions. Analyze 60th order transler
lunc11ons Mainlrame power at PC price

SCI-GRAF and SCl-CALC

~~Iii~~: g~~~~u~;~-~~9:~~!~~~. e:r~~;ni~r~

(714) 840-6939

Inquiry 685.

Compatibles.S-ptane, Z·plane. W-plane. High resolu!ion Bode.

SOFTWARE/SCIENTIFIC

(714) 722-1842

Inquiry 687.

SOFTWARE/SORT
OPT- TECH SORT /MERGE
Extremely last SorUMerge/Select ulility. Run as an
MS·DOS command or CALL as a subroutine. Sup·
ports mos I languages and file lypes including Btrieve
and dBASE. Unlimited file sizes, multiple keys and
much more! MS·DOS $149. XENIX $249.

(702) 588-3737
Opt-Tech Data Processing
P.O. Box 678 ·Zephyr Cove, NV 89448

Inquiry 693.

SOFTWARE/GRAPHICS

STATISTICS

FORTRAN GRAPHICS LIBRARY

KALMAN FILTERING

MicroGlyph/SciPlot •• provides (MS/IBM
PRO/F77L) FORTRAN graphics on any IBM
PC/XT/AT. Features lin/log axes, labels, Hershey
fonts, hi res plots on (IBM/Epson/Apple Laser
Writer) printers, or graphics on (IBM Color/EGA/
HerculesMono/TecmarGM) displays. $89.95 plus
$3.00 shipping.

PC vfilter/smoother. Covariance and
regression analyses, error budgets,
unlimited data set size+ much more. Ex
ecutable $250. Source code available.

MicroGlyph Systems

4419 Coldwater Cyn Suile J. Studio Cily, CA 91604

Bierman & Associates
(818) 761-7082

P.O. Box 474, Lexington, MA 02173

l"nquiry 682.

Inquiry 688.

STATISTICS CATALOG!
If you need statistics for IBM PC or Apple II, call
us and let our technical advisors help you find the
statistics programs you need .
Write or call now to get a FREE catalog of statistics
and quality control software.

HUMAN SYSTEMS DYNAMICS
9010 Reseda Blvd.• Ste. 222
Northridge, CA 91324
(800) 451-3030

(818) 993-8536

(CA)

Inquiry 694.

UTILITIES
GRAPHICS PRINTER SUPPORT
AT LAST' Use the PrtSc key to make quality scaled
B& W or color rep10duct1on~ ol your display on any
dot matrix, inkjet. or laser prin/er. GRAFPWS sup
ports all versions ol PC or MS.QOS with IBM (incl.
EGA}. Tecmar. and Hercules graphics boards.

$49.95.

UPGRADE YOUR IBM PC TO
AN ANALYZING OSCILLOSCOPE!
SNAPSHOT STORAGE SCOPE acquires,
displays, processes, stores and retrieves data.
No programming is required.
Do additional analysis with Lotus 1·2·3.
For more information, contact:

STILL RIVER SHELL
Visual shell for PC/MS-DOS. Point &
Shoot Power. V1 .82. Only $9 for
shareware diskette. $39 manual &
diskette. MCNisa accepted.

Jewell Technologies, Inc.

HEM Data Corporation

4302 SW Alaska SI.. Suite 207, Seattle. WA 98116

Bob Howard

17025 Crescent • Soulhfield, Ml 48076
(313) 559-5607

PO Box 57, Still River, MA 01467

(206) 937-1081

Inquiry 683.

POPULAR HGRAPH'"

Custom software development.
Graphics edition available soon.

TURN WordPerfect'" INTO A SCIENTIFIC
WORD PROCESSOR
ONL V $75
Display & pri nl complele math & Greek symbol sets
Includes display chip. printer downloading program,
& free custom printer drivers & macros with proof
ol purchase ol WordPerfect. Call lor flyer. list of sup·
ported hardw are. & atderinO info.

HeartLand Software, Inc.

SCIENTIFIC WORD PROCESSING ENHANCEMENTS

234 S. Franklin. Ames. IA 50010
(515) 292·8216

8320 N. Lockwood Ave .• Skokie, IL 60077
(312) 677-4270

SCIEN TIFIC 20 & 3D graphic routines for IBM PC and
VAX . Powerful. easy to use. Mul!iple fonts. device and
machine independence. Uses max resolution. Links with
FORTRAN. Pascal. Turbo Pascal, Logitech Modula-2.

$79.00

Inquiry 684.
122

Inquiry 689.

Applications Software Today

Inquiry 690.

617-456-3699

Inquiry 695.

ATs DON'T NEED

360kB

DRIVES

The 1.2mB drive has long been known to READ bu! NOT
reliably WRITE on 360kB floppies. Wilh "CPYAT2PC' "~
1.2mB drives CAN reliably WRITE 360kB floppies saving a
slot for a second hard disk or backup tape. "CPYAT2PC"
(Not Copy Protecled} olfet"s '!he preferable SOFTWARE
SOLUTION .' ONLY $79+$4 S/H VISNMCICOO UPS BIR

MICROBRIDGE COMPUTERS
655 Skyway. San Carlos. CA 94070
Ordef tol lree 1-800-621-0851 x777
415-593·8777 (CA)
212-334-1858 (NV)
TELEX EZLNK 62873089 Dealer inquiries invitee

Inquiry 696.
B Y T E Bonus Edition

Summer 1987

- - - - T H E BUYER'S M A R T - - - 
UTILITIES

WORD PROCESSING

COMMAND LIST PROCESSOR

Then you rfeed Escribi8n~ 2.0, the S~anlsh-languaga spell
ing checker.
• 300,000 words, e xp andable
• Knows Spani sh grammar
•RA M-resident or stand-alone
• Handles documents of any length
• Versions lor WP, MM. and WS-ASCll

PCEXECN Command list interpr eter for PC DOS.
Simplicity of 00 files + power of a high level language.
File 110; Structured IF, WHILE, DO; String functions;
Arithmetic operations; User variables; Subroutines. $28.
(+$40 Cdn) + $3 S & H Ontario + 7% PST.

LPTS Software Systems Inc.
P.O. Box 255, Carleton Place, Ontario
Canada K7C 3P4

(613) 257-2954

• 129.95

VISAIMCIAMEX

1-800-221-7418

IBERSOFT INC.

HANDS

OFF~

VISA/MC

- $89.95

Russian a nd Eu ropean Languages. Full
featured , mulli-language word processor sup
ports on-screen foreign characters with no hard
w are mod ifications. $350 (dot matrix) or $500
(laser) + $5 s/h. Or send $1 5 + $4 s/h for
demo. Req. 512K/graphics

SYSTEM CONSULTING, INC.

Gamma Productions, Inc.

314 Canterbury Dr., Pittsburgh, PA 15238

710 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 609, Santa Monica CA 90401

(213) 394-8622

(412) 963-1624

Inquiry 703.

Inquiry 698.

PADLOCK/PADLOCK II DISKS
PADLOCK furnishes the user with a melhod for providing
protection against unauthorized duplication from DOS

COf!'.,,ands $99. PADLOCK II disks come preformatted
with linger-print and serialization. PADLOCK II disks of·
fer superior protection. Ask about OLr HARD DISK pro
tection with uninstall capability. MCNISA.

GLENCO ENGINEERING
3920 Ridg e Ave., Arlington Hts., IL 60004

(312) 392-2492

Inquiry 699.

WRITE BETTER SOFTWARE
1

~Sk~~BLY L~~GU\GEYPRE~'FlabESsYo~~Suwi~o~~
'b egin," "while," "repeal," "until," 'If." "switch," an~ other

constructs as efliciently as hand-coded assembler. Checks
program integrity and eliminates bugs. Create manuals

::~~ :~e~t;~o~Vr~~°AC~~:si;~r,~: ~rg,~r?,,%~
~~jl'J',~~s~39.:~.9i~~iu~e~;:,~~:;:, 1 .Extractor

$19.95,

HADDICK & HADDICK

Advertise
YOUR

computer products
for as Iittle as

$375

.
1n

THE

P.O . Box 1586, Mexia, T X 75667 817-562-3444

Inquiry 700

BUYER'S

FILE GENIE™
File Genie"'is a file conversion system which gives you
the necessary tools to easily analyse and convert any file
to a new structure. Ideal for re-structuring unusable data
or word processi ng files. Search and replace in multiple
files using ''wild card" file descriptions. MS/PC-DOS.
$69.95 MIC VISA

TEAM AUSTIN, INC.
6809 Convoy C t., San Diego, CA 92111

USA 800·822·0852

(In CA) 800·822-0853

Inquiry 701.

MART
For more information
call

DO YOU WANT TO
REACH QUALIFIED BUYERS?
All you need to do is send us
typewritten copy and we will set the ad
for you.
Call us NOW at

603-924-3754

To OuR
SUBSCRIBERS
~>J (~

F ROM TIME TO TIME

HEBREW I GREEK I ARABIC

PC SECURITY

Locks Hard Disk.
- Restricts Floppy Use.
Protects Subdirectories.
Normal Use of DOS Commands and A pplication Software.
IBM PC, XT, AT and True Compatibles.
DOS V2.0 and Higher. Hard Disk System.
Keep Other People's HANDS OFF Your System

MESSAGE

P .O . Box 3455, Trenton , NJ 08619
Telex 6502635518
(609) 890-1496

Inquiry 702.

Inquiry 697.

-

-Escrlbe en espanol?

A

Mark Stone
at BYTE

we make the BYTE sub
scriber list available to other
companies who wish to send
our subscribers material about
their products. We take great
care to screen these companies,
choosing only those who are
reputable, and whose products,
services, or information we feel
would be of interest to you.
Direct mail is an efficient
medium for presenting the latest
personal computer goods and
services to our subscribers.
Many BYTE subscribers ap
preciate this controlled use of
our mailing list, and look for
ward to finding information of
interest to them in the mail.
Used are our subscribers' names
and addresses only (no other in
formation we may have is ever
given) .
While we believe the distribu
tion of this information is of
benefit to our subscribers, we
firmly respect the wishes of any
subscriber who does not want
to receive such promotional
literature. Should you wish to
restrict the use of your name,
simply send your request to the ·
following address.

11'1TE MAGAZINE
ATTN: CIRCULATION DEPT.
ONE PHOENIX MILL LANE
PETERBOROUGH, NH 03458

603-924-3754

to reserve vour space.
B Y T E Bonus Edition
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The World's #1 Supplier of Everything for the Program Developer
$235.oo•
Arlty Expert System Development Package
37.oo•
Arlty File Interchange Toolkit
sso.oo•
Arlty Prolog Compiler and lnlerpreter
275.00°
Arlty Prolog lnte1preter
Arhy SOL Development Package
235.00°
11.00•
Arlty Screen Design Toolkit
10.00•
Arlty Standard Prolog
115.oo•
Bl1IH Asynch Manager for C or Pascal
Bl1ln CTools.ITools2ComboPackorC TCXJlsPlus 115.00·
85.oo•
Blahe C TCXJ!s or Pascal TCXJIS
Bl1IH C TCXJls 2 or Pascal ·TCXJ/s 2
65.00·
65.oo•
Bl1IH Exec Programmer Chainer
115.oo•
BlalH Pascal Toolsffools 2 Combo
35.oo•
Bl1IH Runofl
65.oo•
Bl1ln Turbo Asynch + or Power TCXJ/s +
Bl1ln View Manager w/Source {ex C or Pascal
185.00·
54.00·
Borlaod Reflex. Turbo C or Turbo Basic
90,00•
Borl1od Reflex and Workshop Bundle
38.oo•
Bort1od Re/lex Workshop
36.50.
Borlaod Turbo Database or Editor TCXJ/box
38.oo•
Borl1od Turbo Gameworks or Graphix Toolbox
52.00•
Bor!IOd Turbo Lightning
Borland TurboPasca/w/8087&BCDSupportorProlog 53.oo•
21 .25•
Borl1nd Turbo Tuior
38.oo•
Borl1od WOrd Wizard
Borl1nd Word Wizard and Turbo LiglHning Bundle 81.00•
42.50•
Boarbadtl. loc. I DIR +

Ccatral Pohu Copy fl PC
Compuvl•• Ved/I
Compavlcw Vedit + wl windowing capabilities
Flflh G1;11.11ratloa. Fastback w/50 DSIDD Diskettes
Hom an Eda:• Soltw•~ Expert Edge

95.00·

145.oo•
85.00°

374 .25°

Laulu (.Compiler 3.1
250.00•
115.oo•
Laulu (.Sprite Debugger
82.00·
Laulu C·Food S:norgasbord
La11lc11 Sideta/k
79,00•
Laulu DBC-11/ Librar;·
137.oo•
410.00•
Latllo RPG·// Compiler
89.oo•
Lo1IT.cbLogiMOtJse +
Loa:ITu.h LogiMouse + w! PC Paint
117.00·
139.oo•
Lo11Tcch LogiMouse + w!Generic CAD
Lo1tT11cb LogiMouse ~ w!Reflcx
145.00·
Lo1tT1ch LogiMouse + w!GenericCAD& PC Painl 158.oo•
55.oo•
Lo1tT11cb Modula·2186 Compiler
Lo1IT11cb Modula-2186 Compiler w/8087
85.00*
142,00·
LoflTccb Modula-2186 Compiler w/S/2K
48.42•
LoflTccb Modu/a.2 Runtime Debugger
79,00·
LoflTccb Modu/a.2 Source Package
Loa:ITcch Modula·2 Transl<Jtor, Uti/itiesPkgorWirxfow 35.oo•
Micro foca1 CoGraphics
199.oo•
Micro foca1 CoMath
150.00·
245.00·
Micro foca• Forms ·2
Micro foca1 Micro/SPF
140,00•
Micro foca1 Multiuser Runtime fa PC Net
400.00•

MICROSOFTs WORD 3. 1

Mlcro10R Cobo/ Tools
Mltro1on Basic Interpreter for Xenix
Mlcroaon Basic Compiler
Mlc.ro1oft C Compil er
Mlcro1of't Cobol l:ompilet
Mlcro•oR Forftan Compiler Xenix
MlcrotoR Fortran Compiler PC
Mlcro•oR MUl.ISP. MUMATH or MUS/MP
Mlcro10R Macro Assembler 4.0
Mlcro10R Pascal Compiler lex Xenix
Mlcro10R Pascal Compiler lex PC
Mlcro10R Sort Facility
Mlcro10R Programmefs Tool Kit {ex Windows
MLI Disk Mechanic
Moriao Computer Professional Basic
Moriao Computer Trace 86
Pitter Nortoo Norton UtWlies 4 .0
Pater Nortoo Norton Utilities Advanced Edition
P111cr Nortoo Nortqn Commander
Phocn(K PFinish. PFix 86 Plus. or PForce
Pho1111lx PLink.S6 Plus
Pho&Dlx PMate or PTclC
Pbo&Dlx Pre·C
Pbocab: PForce fa LaWce C or Microson C
Ryao McF1rlaod Fortran 77 Compiler
Ryao Mcf1rl1od Cobo/ Full Dcve/opmcrt
Ryao Mcf1rl1ad Cobo/ Run//me

MICROSOFTs WINDOWS

Latest Version, Now Includes
Spell Checker and Thesaurus

v..brk on Several Projects at Once,
Easily Move and Consolidate Info

s1so~~~;k

•

szo.oo•

$186.66°

193.80°
219.30°
244.00°
386.58•

183.60.
86.39•
400 .25•
158.10•
111.00•
295.oo•
40.00•
10.00•
11.50•
45.00·
10.15•
33 .oo•
210 .00•
299.00·
119.oo •
160.00•
210.00•
321.00•
520.00•
i5o.oo•

s55~~1t

•

America's
Favorite
Business
Software

Rya11.McF1rlud Cobol Network Full System Vet.2.1
Ryan Mcf1rl1nd Cobo/ Ncrwork Runtime Ver.Z.1
Sof'knn Bt1ieve Ver. 3 .0
Softc:n.AXttieve
SoRcraft Rrrieve
SoRcntft Rt1ieve Network Version
soncuR Xtrieve or Btn'eve, Network Version
SoR1011cSolallou Disk Op(imizer Double DOS. Cubit
Son.are Cbannd• Alice
Sonwar1t G1rdllo DM Brick/in 's Demo ProgriJm
STSC APL •f'fus!PC System
STSC Siatgraphics
STSC Pocket APL
Sonun.lt SoRw1rc Beller Basic
Sa.i:nmtt Sonwarc 8087 Math Module
Summit Sonwarc Runtime System
Tnu:B11lcA/gebra. Tlig, Pre.Calculus & Calculus
TracBatlcAsync Com IJb or Bt1ieve Interface Li b

Trait B11lc Devdoper's Too/Kif or Chippendale
Trac BHlc Discrete Math. Form Lib or Probabi/ify
Tra1 B11lc Hercules Gr<Jphks Support Lib
True B11lc PC Bilsic Converrer Library
Tnic B11lc Sorting Searching or Suing Lib
Tni1B11lc True Basic
Wordtccb Sy1t1m1 Hof C Compiler
Word11cb Sy11cm1 DBXL

;1

., .;l•.

s1se.oo•

Ry•n McFarl uad Cobol BX Runti"rne

1ss.oo•
339.00°

175 .00°
156.oo•
10&.oo•
24&.oo•
419.oo•
28.oo•
59.oo•
55.oo•
370.00•
520.00•
69.oo·
119.40.
59.oo•
150.00•
21.00•
21.00•
21.00•
21.00•
21.00•
21.00•
21.00•
89.94•
59.oo·
80.00·

iOFTs QUICK BASIC
CompU"&Comp";"•
Programs
Runs Themw""5KA
!OX Faster

s550~~~

DBase III+

Word Perfect

Ashton-Tate Database

Satellite Software Word Processor

For the IBM
"Ind Comp<

PARADISE
-

•

~I

Advantage
w/!MB ofRAM, Expandable to 2
Socketed for 80287, PC/XT/AT
Compatible. 2.5 Times AT Speed!

!28K. l.5MB 1 Ser/I Par Port
Optional, Game and Second
Serial Port

s3259..g.~
$7.02)

'
P6/CP6
216 CPS Drafl
72 CPS Letter Quality

Autoswitch EGJ

SJJ6qf?.~~
$7.26)

Modular
Graphia
u ..d

$~~~~;. to-------------------------------------------------BEST BUYS in Chips

Memory Upgrade
Kits (9 Chips)
.. ,,...

Lasetline 6

FX286E

6 Pages per minute,
300 dots per inch, 15 fonts
(Requires Identity)

132 CPS Letter
Quality Mode, 200 CPS
Drafl Quality Mode

;f

"

Intel
8087 Math
Co-Processor

~Ol't75*

s47~0*
CShlpplml
S 10 .3S~

256K Dynamic

RAM Chips ea.
128K AT Mother Board Chips
Intel 8087 BMhz Co-Processor
Intel 80287 BMhz Co-Processor

$2.90*
e a. SJ .90*
155.00*
235.00*

THE™BEST "AT" CLONE IN THE BUSINESS
l?OWBR~

·,

PRICE, PERFORMANCE

..

THETM286/10#
Model I Base System

THE TM 286/10#

With 1.2MB Floppy Drive,
Floppy/Hard Disk Controller

Norton Index SI 10.3

Base System
Speed: 6 or 10 Mhz, Keyboard
or Toggle Switch Selectable
Memory: 512K Standard
Expandable up to 1MB
on Motherboard
Phoenix BIOS
84 Key "AT" Keyboard
200 Watt Power Supply
Full Size "AT" Case

THETM286/10-#
Model II Base System
l. 2MB Floppy Drive
Floppy Hard Disk/Controller
42MB . 28MS Hard Drive

s1 495° *
0

(ShJpplDf
$32.29)

,

Other Configurations Available

_

Hard Disk

High Res ':.
RGB/EGAJ,

5445"iP..t...
$9.62)

799°«1.,,t,..

Hard Disk, 28M S

$899~!!..."'!.
$ 19 .4.2)

Multimode ~

1

: "" _________.

MULTISYNC

$ 10.76)

13" High Res
(800 x 560) , RGB Monitor
w/Cahles

$9.6 2)

$ 17.26 )

80MB Internal

...

,

s445C?.£.: s4s9C?.e:

Hard Disk, 28MS

$

-;;.;'Gi'" ~

1
' 12" HX-12E

30MB Internal

71MB Internal

NEC

MAGNAVOX

Hard Disk Drives for the "AT"

42MB "AT" Hard Drive
1

28MS

ss';;;IV
~~<?.9...~

SEE WHY OVER 250,000 HAVE
JOINED, MAKING US THE
NATION'S #1 SOURCE FOR
EVERYTHING IN COMPUTING
• Wholesale + 8 % Pricing
•
•
•
•
•

10 Day Returns On Hardware
400 Page Catalog
Quarterly Newsletter
Periodic Catalog Updates
24 Hour Bulletin Board w/10 ,000
Downloadable Shareware Titles
• 1000 + Software Title Rental Library

PC Network
320 West Ohio Street Chicago, IL 60610-9934

(800) 621-SAVE
Validation Code BX67
Our knowledgeable sales consultants
are on duty:
Mon.-Fri.
Sat.

Sam-7pm (CST) 9am-Spm
In Illinois Call (312) 280-0002
Cu sto me r Se rvice and Orde r Sta tus (31 2) 280 - 1567
Mo n .- Fri. 8 am -4 :30pm

HX-12
Color RGB
MAX-12E
TTL/RGB

$11.88)

5

12" Amber TTL
$

369'?.g.;.

13" RGB Color

$

5

l38fl8::.·

14" EGAw/
Tilt Swivel

5

85~-E:·

2 75'!.ff.!:;·
435?~.

SSJO'!.!?...:
$11 .45)

-------------------------------------------------------CALLTOLLFREE

(800) 621-SAVE

YES! Please enroll me as a member in the PC NETWORK •• and send my catalog featuring thousands ofcom puter
products. all at just 8% above DEALER WHOLESALE PRICES . I will also receive "THE PRINTOUT" , a special periodic
update on merchandise at prices BELOW even those in my wholesale catalog and all the other exclusive, money
saving services available to Members. I am under no obligation to buy anything. My complete satisfaction guaranteed.
Please (V') all boxes that apply:
•Basic Membership
With 14 Days Rental
Business Software Rental Library
Games Sof\ware Rental Library

1 Year
2 Year
•SpeciaIV.l.P. Membership
$8 0
$15 0
With 30 Days Rental
$25 0 add'!. per yr. BOTH Business and Game
$10 0 add'!. per yr. Software Rental Libraries

0 Bill My Credit Card: O VISA D MasterCard O American Express

V olldatlo• #

1 Year
$15 0

2 Year
$25 D

$30 0 addl per year

X67

Account Number:

D D D D D D D D D D D D D D D D Exp. Date: man. _ _ yr. _ _

0 Check or Money Order Enclosed for..JL_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ __ _
Name
Address _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ ___ Apt. No.
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ __ Zip
Telephone:
My Computer(s) is: O IBM O IBM XT O IBM AT O Appie II O Macintosh
Signature
(Signature required to validate membership)

Other - - - - - - - 

Copyright • 1986, PC NETWORK. INC.

tRENT BEFORE YOU BUY - Members are eligible to join the NElWORKS Business and Game Sofiware Rental Libraries and evaluate products for a
full 14 Days (Regular Membership) or 30 Days MP Membership) to see if they meet their needs. The Network's rental cha rges are far less than other
software rental services-just 20% OF THE MEMBER Wl-IOLESALE PRICE Renlal titles are available in IBM . Apple and Mac.

THE PC# Difference!
TM

100% IBM'" EGA/CGA/MGA

compatible. Perfect for high
resolution graphics, printer '
port w/256K standard.

256:K, upgradeable to 640:K RAM, w/360:K
Disk Drive, Turbo Speed, "AT" Style :Keyboard
"THE '"PC+Jswell
ballt and has
enough company
support behJnd It
to make It a very
attractive altematJve to hJgher
priced competJtion. "

THE TM MULTI 384 .
100% AST'" compatible. Capable
of 0-384K additional memory,
w/R232 ser/par/game port,
clock/calendar. w/OK

"THE's '"bottom llne? The PC+ Js
a hJg/Jly compatJble done
worthy of consJderatlon ... "

PCWeRLD
".. . the a nit qalclcJy became the
preferred computer Jn oar offlce,
whJch has several name brands as
possible altematlves ... "

Meets Lotus'" /Microsofi '"I
Intel'" specs. RAMdisk.
print spooler. software
included. w/OK

UHDputer Dealer

oo:

THE™MULTI 1/0
100% AST'"I/O compatible
w/serial, parallel and game
ports standard, second
. serial port optional.

Shipping

Ask about

THE™ BEST BUYS in Modems

~

Vi Height Hard Disk
w/controller card.
cables and manual.

" ... THE ,.. modems otrer a
/mt·er·prlcedal erna veto he
HaJ'6 product w1 h no

apparencsacrlllcelnqu.U(J:" • • •• • • • • • • • •• • • •
May 12, 1987

THE"' 1200 COMM INTERNAL

THE

Features auto answer. dial/re-dial. built-in speaker
w/volume control and FREE software.

With the same features as the internal modems these
are perfect add-ons for IBM, Apple and other systems.

sssoo*

Wholesale
Price

TM

1200 COMM EXTERNAL

s11900*

(250)
Shi .
ppmg

Whole.sale
Price

"1holesale Price

THE'" 2400 COMM
INTERNAL

s 197~f!*
Shipping

(7.50)

Shipping

(2.57)

Shipping

\I/hole.sale Price

THE '"2400 COMM
EXTERNAL

THE'" 20MB Hard
Disk on a Card
3.5 " 20 MB Hard Disk
and Controller on
a single card.

DOCTOR

•Use any Compatible Drive on
the AT Controller
• For DOS, UNIX, XENIX ...
• Plug-in Installation
• Includes set-up and low-level
format

DUB-14
GOLDEN BOW SYSTEMS
s95

Suile 201
San Diego. CA 92103

handling
California orders
add6%

Is facing your office making you
feel sick?

CAD OFFICE

• PatientDatabase
• Medical Records
• Patient Recall
Word Processing
• Receil'ables-Billing,Reports,
Delinquent Notices
• Office Scheduling
• Sen1ice Charges-Late Fees
THE CURE FOR ALL YOUR
OFFICE ILLS I $ 495
MED-X-SOFTPAK CORP .

MED-X-SOFTPAK

Totally Menu Driven
Client DataBase
Project DataBase
CAD File Manager
Word Text Processor
Billing, Receivables, Notes,
Scheduling, DOS Helper

Cad-Ready Inc.

2870 Fifth Avenue

$3 shipping/

CAD HELPER

619/298-9349

Inquiry 32

10845 N. W. 2 Court
Miami, FL 33168
305· 756-1525 Or· 758-4652
Inquiry 18

10845 N.W. 2 COURT
MIAMI, FL 33168

(305) 758-4652 or 756-1525
Inquiry 17

T,fed ofno-name
diskettes
that stink?

Get the whole

story on graphics
terminal emulation.

Try Super Star
The ""WIZ"" is a DISK 1/0 acceleration
program for the IBM PC family which can
unleash your disk-bound programs to run
up to 10 times faster by caching thru RAM.
DISK WIZARD"' "'WIZ"' FEATURES
• Disk data write caching makes the WIZ at
least twice as fast as the competition.
• A pop-up screen displays statistics in
color for each disk unit.

To find out more about software
that lets your PC emulate
TEKTRONIX'" 4105/6/7 /9 and
DEC VTJOO™ terminals,
call or write:

• Supports up to 24 mb of cache in any mix
of: Normal, EMS, or AT extended RAM.
• The WIZ will optionally cache floppy data,
so your floppy only PC can really go!

Q GRAFPOlnT

D

25;-E Terrace llA Anaheim CA 92806

$59.95

4340 Stevens Creeks Blvd., Suite 280,
San Jose. CA 95129 (4081 249·7951

!71~1

<Mi-22311

~

$59.95

Plus $3 S H- Calll res add 6°., tax- Intl orders add $5

..

100ns
120ns

150ns

.,~.[

• E PROMS
$141.00

275•2

$t07.00
St66.00

27C256
27256
27t2&
27<:64

U-5$.00

s t2.7$
S t2.U

~by

$ 3.25

150ns

..

,,

200ns

sus

250no S S.50
200ns S-4.15

250N
20Jm

250N

.....
s

l .60

''"''

27.UA
200ns S4..2S
• &000'1 <•orb In 1locle)

15356 Val!oy BMi. City o/ lndusloy. CA 91746
PhOn&; 6111-369-2688
(Mon-Fri • 8-S)
ORDER I OLL FREE

(80~.,!~89 • (800~J!~ 181

SAFEWARE® Insurance provides ful I
replacement of hardware, media and
purchased software. As little as $39/yr. cover.;:
• Fire• Theft • Power Surges
• Earthquake •Water Damage •Auto Accident
For information or immediate coverage call:

1-800-848-3469
!11 Ohio mllJ-614
262-0559

(~)

CAU FOR

C~ENT ffilCES & VOl.UME DISCOUNT$.
PrioDSho...ftrtwemti . t.'IQll lllCan:l/l.-$o::t:13"Lmt11G
fll'lcMete u:;oct 1ocriarioe. ~°"'°' 510.00.
~l'Qllclonltlftl.l;$fodcl6-510'°'°51Cll

$NePng A Horic*q l$I$ Giound SSCO. t.P$~ S,.o:J (undiol I lb)
ALL~l$,OO\.~

Inquiry 36

Super Oua lily
Super Service

Ii!

. . . . ......,
7 ....____________________, .

4a'...1-t:

150ns

c1eK wcRLC 1Nc.

629Green Bay Road
Wilmelle. Illinois 60091

VT220 $150

$19.00
$ 3.95
$ 2.95

100ns

1-800-621-6827
(In Illinois 312-256-7140)
Visa /MasterCard
$35 min.
Dealer and Intl Inquires Welcome

ENHANCED

DYNAMIC RAMS
1Mbit
41256
41256
,,..,41256
4464
,,..,4164

AND WE "LL SHIP YOUR
DISKS WITHIN 3 DAYS OR
YOU GET THEM FREE

Inquiry 27

Inquiry 56

Inquiry 34

HIGHCLIP(65% +)LIFETIME WARRANTY
American made, not cheap imports
39
.25 DISKETTES: DSDD
SSDD
39 DSDD 96TPI
56
SSDD 96TPI
49 DSDD Hi Dens 107
;l5 DISKETTES:
SSDD
1.25 DSDD
1.45
Order in mulhples of 50

SAFEWAHE.1/Je /11mr1111ce Agency /11<".

Inquiry 67

The most complete VT220 emulation available
for your PC/XT/AT or compatible.
• HIGH PERFORMANCE to 38.4K BAUD
• TRUE DOUBLE HIGH/DOUBLE WIDE
• TRUE 132 COLUMN MOOE ON MOST EGA"S
• COLOR EXTENSIONS/DOWNLOADABLE FONTS
• SOFTKEV/MACROS. DOS ACCESS
• XMOOEM/KERMIT FILE TRANSFERS
plus many more extensions'
ZSTEMpc 1•-VT220Emulator $150.
with PowerStation™220 layout keyboard $289
EGAmate™ option for true EGA 132 column $39
ZSTEMpc'" - 4014 option $99

KEA Systems Ltd.
#412 - 2150 West Broadway
Vancouver. B.C. Canada V6K 4L9
Support (604) 732- 7411
TELEX 04-352848 VCR

Order Toll Free (800) 663-8702
30 day mane y back guarantee. MCIVISA

Inquiry 38

rune-UP

SAVE TIME
FORMATTED DISKS

"ard disl<.!
your ''

with

"Ready to use in your
IBM PC or compatible."
ll:>pt 01ganizes your hard disk into contiguous files f01 fast,
elficient, time-saving use! Initial organization averages
under 5 minutes; daily runs average under 1 minute!

Subscription
Problems?

48¢

CONVENIENT

3M

Run it from your autoexec.bat lile!

SAFE
ll:>pt'scontiguous li\es are easierto recover ii accidentally
deleted! Vopt's speed allows liles to be moved one·at·a·
time,rathef than taking chances on disk reliablity. Detects
and maps bad sectors.

GOLDEN BOW SYSTEMS

$49.95
AddSJlor S&H
Cailo10a Resi<IMIS
aOd 6% Sales Tax

1

I{'

2870 Fillh Avenue
Suile 201
San Diego. CA 92103

\.; 619/298-9349

Inquiry 33

69•

ALF formats brand-name factory certified disks,
and double-checks themfordefects. You save the
time and hassl e of formatting disks yourse lf, and
pay no more than for ordinary blank disks!

CA LL TODAY TOLL -FREE

1-800-321-4668
in Colorado, 303-234-0871

ALF

1315-f Nehon St.

Denver. CO 80215

Inquiry 4

••••
•••• IBM PC/VT220

EM220
$169

VT220. VT/02 <'11u tl111i11 11
Fiil'Tn111.1ji•r

132 Co/11m1111mtles
Color S11p1mr1

We want
to help!

H111K<'y

1111 TEK 4010/4014
EM4010
$249
KEYBOARD PROTECTOR
Remains in place during keyboard use. Prevents
damage from liquid spills, dust, ashes, etc. Fits
like a second skin, excellent feel. Available for:
IBM-PC, AT, Apple (ail), Compaq, Model 100,
NEC 8201, C64, Zenith 150, DEC. Kaypro,
KB5151, AT&T 6300, WYSE 50 and many
others, Send S29.95, check, M.O ., Visa & MC
include exp. date. Specify computer type. Dealer
inquiries invited. Free brochure avail.

Merritt Computer Products, Inc.
4561 S. Westmoreland, Dallas, Texas 75237
(214) 339-0753

Inquiry 45

dNPL®I Reporter
A Fourth Generation Rela1ional
Report Writing System for dBase files
with its own full screen editor
dNPL is the Non-Programmer's Language
for the Business Professional

e

V1220. Vf"/02 <'llUti<r1i1111

Pic ·111rt•ji1t._._
Hig/Jre.w,/111ir111/umln111y
Sup1111u" IBM. IBM f."11/uurc<'tf,
/·frrc1tl<•s, 'frcmar mu/ AT&~ :

~~~·is

Ar<'. , Sui/<' IB
Boulder. CO 80301
(303) 447-9251

fmd, morl.• 1'7'100 - 1'1wt11l 1':t1111111~·111. IHM l 'C•.\'T - /HM Cm71

Inquiry 28

JMOduc.tm"} Offt!r. 18950 prepaid, Visa, MC , COD

e

.I
··

Tc:ktnmi.r 40/0emulathm

l».:!

ROSE

~!11' ELECTRONICS

DATA SWITCHES

. . . . . .~~
i'

;"llilll!i;;;t'l!o""':l ~5~~~~~~~~:~rh10 network
all computers.
Businesses. Schools, Homes
WE ALSO OFFER:
Data Buflers. Line Drivers,
Modems, Protocol Converters,
Parallel - Serial Converters,
Cables, Computers, Printers.
Disk Drives, and more.

Tabular and matrix repo1ts, mailing labels, lorms, l1tners
/nferactivs qut11y l or testing dala and report options
Simple, Engli~like. SOL-li ke sentences
R9Cords selected by multi·lunction ct1leria, with 11alues.
ranges, strings, wild cards

e Up

to IO fl8st&d grouping 16ltlels with subtotals
Summaries with row and column totals. ill/erage, min, mair,
a11g-sum-ol-the-squares
Cross-looting with comput8d totals

e Combined so1t keys

up to 512 characters
V81)' fast RAM sort, wilh dis>< merge for largest Ii/es

Matri 1r reports SD1ted across page by one 11ariable, Cbvn

page by others

e Up

lo 255 msmo1y 11ariables
Up lo 255 database & defi"ned 11ariables
Trtgonometric. dale, string, sqr, sqrt, In, e11p /unctions
Unlimired math expressi ons & nes18d If... Tf18n _ E/se logic
Comparisions between successive recOlds

e Unk up to 8 databases · dBase II. dBase Ill,

ascii liles

Wri1c your fusl rcpon wi1hin minutes

CATABASE APPLICATIONS, •Ne.
.:100 wa n

Inquiry 25

SL~•"t ·P~"•C•tan . NJ

08540 · 609·9""4· 2800

SHARE computers, printers,
any parallel or serial device
ELIMINAT E cable swapping

AUTOMATIC • CARETAKER Is ideal for a business or
school to share a printer or modem among many computers.
Operation is ful ly automatic with no software required.
Parallel or Serial 4 channels - $295 8 channels - $395
MANUAL - HAROSWITCH is operated wilh the flip of a
switch. 2:2 and 2:4 models allow simullaneous commun
ication.

Ser;a1
ParaUel

1:2 · $59
1:2 · $79

1:4 · $ 99
1:4 - $139

2:2 · $109
2:2·$119

2:4. $169
2:4-$199

LEO and spike protection on serial models add $20.
COD E ACTIVATED· PORTER connects one computer lo
mulllp le peripherals. A software code selects the peripheral.
Parallel or Serial 4 channels· $295 8 channels - $395
Buffer option 64K - $100
256K - $250
REMOTE - TELEPATH connects multiple computers to
multipleperipherals. A selector at each computer or terminal
chooses up to 4 peripherals and displays busy status.
4:4 - $495 4:8 - $795 selector - $39.

====

~.

;e...., ,.,...._,..,,.. = = = =

ROSE ELECTRONICS

(713) 933-7673

P.O. BOX 742571
MC & VISA Accepl•d
HOUSTON, TX 77274
Ceeler lnqulrlea ln¥11ed
CALt. US FOR ALL YOUR INTERFACE NEEDS

Inquiry 65

If you have a problem
with your BYTE
subscription, write us
with the details. We'll
do our best to set it
right. But we must have
the name, address, and
zip of the subscription
(new and old address,
if it's a change of ad
dress), If the problem
involves a payment, be
Sure to include copies
of the credit card state
ment, or front and back
of cancelled checks.
Include a ''business
hours" phone number if
possible.

BYTE
Suhscriher Service
P.O. Box 682.1
.Piscatawa~ NJ 08854

APPLICATIONS SOFTWARE TODAY

EDITORIAL INDEX BY COMPANY
Index of companies covered in articles, columns, or news stories in this issue.
Each reference is to the first page oft he article or section in which the company name appears.
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YOU CHOOSE THE BEST ARflCLE EACH MONTH
BYTE 's ongoing monitor box (BOMB) lets you rate each article you've read
in BYTE as excellent, good, fair, or poor. Each month, you can mail in the
BOMB card found in the back of the issue. We tally your votes, total the
points, tell you who won, and award the two top-rated nonstaff authors $ i 00
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and $50, respectively. An additional $50 award for quality goes to the non
staff author with the best average score (total points divided by the number
of voters) . If you prefer, you can use BIX as your method of voting. We
welcome your participation.
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e invented BASIC over
20 years ago.
Later, we re-invented it for
micros as the True BASIC~
structured-programming language.
And the idea was: To make program
ming as easy and natural as possible.
So you could concentrate on what to
program. Not how.
Now there's True BASIC Version 2.0 for
the IBM® PC and compatibles. Faster,
more powerful and sophisticated than
the original.

W

MORE GRAPHICS.
Right from the start, True Basic gave you
terrific device-independent graphics.
Built-in 2-D transforms. And support for
multiple windows.
Now we've added more graphics and
full mouse support.
So for the first time, you can create one
program that will do superb graphics on
CGA, EGA or Hercules displays. With
out worrying about additional drivers or
overlays. And on the EGA, you can SET
COLOR MIX to define your own colors.
Use four shades of blue if you want (and
make our competitors green with envy).

MORE CONTROL.
We always supported you with recursion,
local and global variables and separately
compiled libraries.
Now you can have modules, too, the
industrial-strength tool for building large
applications.
Using modules makes it easier for you
to share data between routines. Build
data structures. Then, if you want, hide
them from other parts of the program.
So you can always be free to focus on
the task at-hand.
Modules have their own initialization
sections, so you can set up global vari
ables or turn on instrumentation.
And, like other procedures in True
130
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BASIC, modules can be compiled sepa
rately and stored in a library where they
can be shared by several applications.
Or they can be loaded directly into the
True BASIC environment as part of your
customized workspace. So when you
use True BASIC interactively, the mod
ules look like built-in functions.
Modules made Modula-2 the successor
to Pascal. Now they've put True BASIC
one-up on all other BASICs.

MORE SPEED.
2.0 is 20 to 200 percent faster than True
BASIC Version 1.0. Both compile times
and execution speeds. And on some
real-world benchmarks, we're faster
than many native-code compilers.

MORE POWER.
Start with a complete matrix algebra
package.
Then, since we support the use of 640K
for both code and data, add arrays as
large as you want.
Our compiled code is more compact than
what other compilers generate, so there's
more memory left for your application.
We've enhanced our dynamic array
redimensioning and improved our built
in 8087/80287 support, making True
BASIC the most powerful number
crunching BASIC around.
And if it's strings you crunch, we've
added new string functions and raised
the limit. So strings can be up to 64K
characters long.

And new compiler options like NO LET
and NO TYPO let you decide how
strictly you want your variable names
checked.

MORE INNOVATION.
True BASIC has always had features
like full-screen, scrollable editing.
Block copy and block moves. And
global search and replace.
Now, 2.0 keeps you on the leading edge
of editing and file-management technol
ogy. With SCRIPT, to write the True
BASIC equivalent of a DOS batch file.
ECHO, to transfer your output to disk or
printer. And ALIAS, to give you and
your programs a better roadmap to your
subdirectories.
There's also Version 2.0 of the Devel
oper's Toolkit. With support for DOS
interrupts. Pop-up menus. Even
designer fonts.
And remember: your programs are por
table to the other machines we support:
the Ap~le Macintosh~ and Commodore
Amiga.

MORE SUPPORl
Call your local dealer. Call us TOLL
FREE at 1-800-TR-BASIC. Or write to:
True BASIC, Inc., 39 South Main Street,
Hanover, NH 03755. We'll send you
more information. Including a free
demo disk.
See for yourself. That we're still true to
our basic idea.

MORE DEBUGGINC.
We pioneered breakpoints and immedi
ate-mode capability in a compiled
BASIC environment.
Now we've added utilities that allow
you to visually TRACE through your
program, and check the values of
selected variables. Or print a cross
referenced listing.
Inquiry 76

1rue BASIC Language System is a trademark of 1rue
Basic, Inc. Macintosh is a trademark licensed to Apple
Computer Inc. Amiga is a registered trademark of
Commodore-Amiga, Inc. IBM is a registered trademark
of International Business Machines.
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To get further information on the products advertised in BYTE, fill
out the reader service card by circling the numbers on the card that
correspond to the inquiry number listed with the advertiser. This in
dex is provided as an additional service by the publisher, who
assumes no liability for errors or omissions.
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• Correspond directly with company
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Use BYTEs 'Thlephone Inquiry Processing System
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Using TIPS can bri g product information as much as 10 days earlier.

SEND FOR YOUR
I)
SUBSCRIBER I.D. CARD

If you are a new subscriber or have lost your l.D. card, circle #1 on t he Reader Service
Card; attach mailer label. We will immediately send ·your personal TIPS subscriber card.
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Write your Subscriber Number, as printed on your Subscriber I. D. Card, in boxes in Step 5 below.
(Do not add O's to fill in blank boxes)
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To get further information on the products advertised in BYTE, fill
out the reader service card by circling the numbers on the card that
correspond to the inquiry number listed with the advertiser. This in
dex is provided as an additional service by the publisher, who
assumes no liability for errors or omissions.
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lets you rate each article you·ve read in
BYTE as excellent. good. fair. or poor. Each
month. you can mall In the BOMB card
found at the back of each issue. We tally
your votes. total th e points. tell you who
won. and award the two top-rated nonstaff
authors SJOO and 550 . respectively. An ad
ditional 550 award for qualit y goes to the
nonstaff author wit h the best average score
(total points divided by the number of
voters). If you prefer. you can use BIX as
your method of voting. We welcome your
participation.
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E. Please check the statement that best
describes your Involvement In your
company·s purchasing decisions. (Check
all that apply.)
1-:Ll I determine the need
l. 0 I evaluate products/systems
J. D I select/recommend the vendor
4 . 0 I approve/authorize the purchase
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